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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention: 

This invention relates to the system for the storage, management, and delivery of 

information on a computer network and, more specifically, to the efficient and reliable storage, 

delivery, and monitoring of advertising and other information on a computer network. 

2. Description of the Prior Art: 

During recent years there have been rapid advancements in computers and computer 

networking. In particular, the world-wide network of computers commonly referred to as the 

Internet has seen explosive growth The Internet comprises a vast network of smaller wide area 

and local area computer networks connected together so as to allow the sharing of resources and 

to facilitate data communication between computers and users. The rapid growth of the Internet 

is due, in large part, to the introduction and widespread use of graphical user interfaces called 

browsers which allow users easy access to network servers and computers connected to the 

Internet and, more particularly, the World Wide Web. 

The World Wide Web forms a subset of the Internet and includes a collection of servers, 

20 computers, and other devices. Each server may contain documents formatted as web pages or 

hypertext documents that are accessible and viewable with a web compliant browser, such as the 

Netscape Navigator"' browser or the Mosaic"' browser. Each hypertext document or web page 

may contain references to graphic files or banners that are to be displayed in conjunction with the 

hypertext document or web page. The files and banners may or may not be stored at the same 

25 location as the hypertext document or web page. 

--------, 
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A hypertext document often contains hypertext links to other hypertext documents such that 

the other hypertext documents can be accessed from the flrst hypertext document by activating the 

hypertext links. The servers connected to the World Wide Web utilize the Hypertext Transfer 

Protocol (HTTP) which is widely known protocol which allows users to use browsers to access 

5 web pages and the banners or flies associated with web pages. The files, banners, hypertext 

documents, or web pages may contain text, graphics, images, sonnd, video, etc. and are generally 

written in a standard page or hypertext document description language known as the Hypertext 

Markup Language (HTML). The HTML format allows a web page developer to specify the 

location and presentation of the graphic, textual, sound, etc. on the screen displayed to the user 

\110 accessing the web page. In addition, the HTML format allows a web page to contain links, such 

as the hypertext links described above, to other web pages or servers on the Internet. Simply by 

selecting a link, a user can be transferred to the new web page, which may be located very 
n = lJ'l different geographically or topologically from the original web page. 
'' F 

When using a conventional browser, a user can select which web page or hypertext 

document the user wishes to have displayed on the user's computer or terminal by specifying the 

web page's Universal or Uniform Resource Locator (URL) address. Each server has a unique 

URL address and, in fact, so does each web page and each file needed to display the web page. 

For example, the URL address for the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is currently 

http://www.uspto.gov. When a user types in this URL address into a browser,-the user's terminal 

20 establishes a connection with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office and the initial web page for 

the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is transmitted from the server storing this web page (which 
\ 

2 
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may or may not be actually located at the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office) to the user's terminal 

and displayed on the user's terminal. The web page may include a number of graphic images or 

elements, often referred to as banners, which are to be displayed on the user's terminal in 

conjunction with the web page. Each of the graphic images is typically stored as a separate file 

5 on the server and has its own URL address. When the web page is initially transmitted from the 

~ 
w 
w 
i."'d.O 
w 
~ 
~1 
0 

server to the user's terminal, the browser receives the URL addresses for the graphic images and 

then requests that they be transmitted from the server on which they are stored to the user's 

terminal for display on the user's terminal in conjunction with the web page. The server(s) on 

which the graphic images are stored may or may not be the same server on which the original web 

page is stored. More specifically, since the URL's addresses for the included graphic images are 

all processed separately using the HTML protocols, it is possible and, in fact, common, for these 

graphic images to be stored on separate and even widely distributed computers or hosts, all of 

iJ1 which are accessible to the user's terminal via a computer network. For purposes of the present 

invention, the term "banner" is meant to be construed very broadly and includes any information 

displayed in conjunction with a web page wherein the information is not part of the same file as 

the web page. That is, a banner includes anything that is displayed or used in conjunction with 

a web page, but which can exist separately from the web page or which can be used in conjunction 

with many web pages. Banners can include graphics, textual information, video, audio, 

animation, and links to other computer sites, web sites, web pages, or banners. 

20 The growth of easy access to the World Wide Web and the ability to create visually 

pleasing web pages have helped increase the amount of advertising and other promotional 

3 
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materials created for use and display with web pages. For example, a car manufacturer may have 

a web page describing the company and the cars and car parts that the company manufactures and 

sells. Part of the web page may include advertising information or banners such as, for example, 

images of current car models sold by the manufacturer or the types and numbers or cars the 

5 manufacturer has in stock. The car manufacturer may also contract with the owners or operators 

lfilO 
~ 

5 

of other web pages to have the car manufacturer's advertisement banners displayed when users 

access these other web pages. Similarly, an advertising agency may contract with various web 

sites to have the advertisement banners of the agency's clients displayed when users access the web 

pages stored on the web sites. For example, an advertising agency or ad-network firm may 

contract with a web site containing general information about cars to have advertising information 

or banners included on the web pages displayed to a user accessing the web site. The advertising 

banners may contain graphics, text, etc. about car models or car parts manufactured by on of the 

m advertising agency's clients. Furthermore, the advertisement banners may not be stored on the 

salne server or computer or web site on which the web page is stored. Rather, all or a significant 

portion of the advertisement banners created by an advertising agency may reside on one or more 

information or ad servers. Typically, an advertising agency will pay a fixed amount of money for 

a fixed number of displays of its advertisement banners on a single web page or group of web 

pages. Therefore, advertising agencies are understandably very interested in knowing which 

advertisement banners have been displayed with which web pages and how often each 

20 advertisement banner has been displayed on terminals or otherwise served to terminals. 

U Dfortunately, the current state of the art is such that accurate counts are not made of how 

/4 
I; 
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many times an banner, even a banner containing an advertisement, is displayed to users or served 

to terminals. Furthermore, nature and extent of the problem of miscounting displays of banners 

is not well-known or even understood in the industry or by people of ordinary skill in the art. 

Therefore, despite the well-developed state of the art in the displaying of information, banners, 

5 and advertisements in conjunction with web pages, documents, or other information, there is still 

a need for a system for storing and delivering information and banners on a computer network 

where accurate counts of the number of times each piece of information and banner is displayed 

can be made and the information and banners are displayed quickly and efficiently to users or 

terminals. In addition, there is a need for a highly reliable, even fault-tolerant, system for storing 

\Ill 0 and delivering the information and banners that will not significantly reduce the efficiency of the 

Internet or the servers on which the information and banners are stored, while providing for 

accurate monitoring and counting of the information and banners displayed to a user or served to 

~1 a terminal. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Accordingly, it is a general object of the present invention to provide a system for storing 

and delivering information on a computer network. 

It is a specific object of the present invention to provide a system for the storage, delivery 

monitoring, and tailoring of advertising information on a computer network. · 

20 It is another general object of the present invention to provide a system for storing and 

delivering information on a computer network wherein accurate counts of the number of times the 

5 
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infQrmation is displayed or served to users or terminals can be made. 

It is a specific object of the present invention to provide a system for storing and delivering 

information on a computer network wherein the operation of the computer network is not 

significantly affected. 

5 It is another general object of the present invention to provide a system for storing and 

delivering information on a computer network wherein the system maintains a high degree of 

reliability and fault tolerance. 

Additional objects, advantages, and novel features of the invention shall be set forth in part 

in the description that follows, and in part will become apparent to those skilled in the art upon 

examination of the following or may be learned by the practice of the invention. The objects and 

the advantages may be realized and attained by means of the instrumentalities and in combinations 

particularly pointed out in the appended claims. 

To achieve the foregoing and other objects and in accordance with the purposes of the 

present invention, as embodied and broadly described herein, the system includes terminals 

connected to a computer network, either directly, or indirectly through an intermediary device 

such as a local or proxy server, that access computer or web sites also connected to the computer 

network to download or transmit pages, documents, or other information from the computer or 

web sites for storage or display on the terminals, wherein the pages, documents, or other 

information served to the terminals contain references to banners to be displayed in conjunction 

20 with the pages, documents, and information. The terminal initiates access or connection to a 

desired computer or web site to access a desired page. After the desired page is transmitted l;llld 

6 
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served to the terminal from the computer or web site, the terminal initiates and sends an initial 

banner request signal to an information server either requesting that unspecified banner be served 

to the terminal or that a specified banner be served to the terminal. The information server returns 

a redirect signal to the terminal telling the terminal the location on the computer network of the 

5 banner requested or specified by the terminal or selected by the information server, which location 

may be the information server, the computer site, or some other information server, computer site, 

or location accessible to the terminal via the computer network. The terminal then initiates a 

second specific banner request signal to the location of the banner requested or specified by the 

terminal or selected by the information server and the banner is transmitted to the terminal for 

display on the terminal, unless the requested or selected banner has previously been stored or 

cached in the terminal's memory or in the memory of a local or proxy server connected to the 

tenninal, in which case the second banner request signal is not sent across the computer network 

!;1 and the banner is loaded and/or displayed directly from the terminal's memory or served to the 

terminal from the proxy server. 

"irs In a second embodiment, a primary information server and at least one mirror information 

server are connected to the computer site, but may be separated either geographically or network 

topologically. The banner information stored in the primary information server is also stored in 

each of the mirror information servers. All of the initial banner request signals are sent to the 

primary information server which determines which information server is best suited for delivering 

20 the banner to the terminal sending the initial banner request signal. As in the first embodiment, 

the banner may be specifically requested by the terminal or may be selected by the primary 

7 
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information server. The primary information server then sends a signal to the terminal indicating 

to the terminal which information server the terminal should request the requested or selected 

banner from. The terminal then generates the second banner request signal to serve or transmit 

the banner from the information server selected by the primary information server. Should the 

5 primary information server go offline, one or more of the mirror information servers can become 

a new primary information server. 

8 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in and form a part of the 

specification, illustrate the preferred embodiments of the present invention, and together with the 

descriptions serve to explain the principles of the invention. 

5 In the Drawings: 

Figure 1 illustrates a computer network over which the present invention can be 

implemented; 

Figure 2 shows an representative web page accessible from a computer site connected to 

the computer network of Figure 1; 

Figure 3 shows a flowchart diagram of a prior method for storing and delivering 

information across the computer network of Figure 1; and 

Figure 4 shows a flowchart diagram of the preferred method of the present invention for 

if\ storing and delivering information across the computer network of Figure 1. 
Ll. 
;-

r4J 
~ 
\,j15 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

A representative computer network 30 is illustrated in Figure 1 and includes computers or 

terminals 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44 with which users can access or connect to the computer 

network 30 and the resources connected to the computer network 30 such as the computer or web 

sites or servers 46, 48. The computer network 30 can include satellite links, microwave links, 

20 fiber optic transmission lines, local area networks, wide area networks, etc. Terminals, such as 

the terminals 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, may be connected to the computer network 30 via local or 

9 
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caching proxy servers 50, 52 or other intermediary devices (not shown). Proxy servers allow 

multiple terminals to access the computer network 30, while reducing the number of physical 

connections to the computer network 30, as will be discussed in more detail below. A primary 

information server 54 and mirror information servers 56, 58 may also be connected to the 

5 computer network 30 to facilitate the serving and displaying of information or banners to the 

id 
w 
m 
if;to 
w 
i:D 
l!1 
·:::} 

terminals 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, as will also be discussed in more detail below .. The 

computer network 30 illustrated in Figure 1 is only meant tO' be generally representative of 

computer networks for purposes of elaboration and explanation of the present invention and other 

devices, networks, etc. may be connected to the computer network 30 without departing from the 

scope of the present invention. The computer network 30 is also intended to be representative of, 

and include, the Internet, the World Wide Web, privately or publicly owned or operated networks 

such as, for example, Tymnet, Telenet, America On-Line, Prodigy, Compuserve, Information 

America, and the Microsoft Network, and other local or wide area computer networks. The 

~ computer network 30 can also include or be representative of corporate or other private intranets, 

'--115 which are privately owned networks using Internet protocols. It should also be noted that the 

distinction between information servers, web site, computer sites, and generic servers is made only 

for the pur:Poses of elaboration and explanation of the present invention and that a device can 

function simultaneously or alternatively as a computer site, web site, information server, generic 

server, or other device, or combinations thereof without falling outside the scope of the present 

20 invention. 

By way of general introduction, in a typical computer network, a user located at a terminal 

10 
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can access the resources connected to the computer network. For example, a user at the terminal 

34 or terminal 36 can access the web site or computer site 46 and the information stored thereon. 

The computer site or server 46 may contain web pages, such as the web page 60 illustrated in 

Figure 2, that the user can download for display on the terminal 34. For purposes of this 

5 invention, the term "web page" shall be defmed broadly and will include any hypertext document, 

information, screen displays, etc. that a user can download or otherwise retrieve from a computer 

or web site for display and/or storage on the user's terminal, and'shall not be limited to only the 

information, pages, or documents retrievable by a user connected to the World Wide Web. 

Therefore, the term "web page" will be used generically to refer to information transmitted or 

!i"ll.O served to a terminal from a computer site, web site, server, or other device, wherein the web page 

may contain banners or references to banners that can be served to the terminal and displayed in 

conjunction with the web page. The web page 60 may contain textual information, such as "XYZ 

\f; COMPANY" and "Company History," and information configured in banners, such as the 

banners 62, 64, 66. The banners 62, 64, 66 may contain graphics, text, video, etc. As will be 

discussed in more detail below, the banners associated with a web page may not be stored at the 

same place as the web page and may be downloaded or served to a user's terminal separately from 

the web page. A significant feature and advantage of the present invention is in the way the 

banner information is selected and downloaded or served to a user's terminal from computer sites 

or information servers connected over a same computer network, as will be discussed in more 

20 detail below. The current state of the art is such that the counts of banner displays are largely 

inaccurate, banners are not targetable to large segments of the population using caching proxy 

11 
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servers, and suffers when the performance gains provided by proxy servers are not taken into 

account in prior art methods of counting banner displays, as will also be discussed in more detail 

below. 

In a conventional web page, such as the web page 60, if a user clicks on, or otherwise 

5 activates, the button associated with the textual information, a new web page might be displayed 

on the user's terminal. For example, if the user clicks on the button 68 associated with the textual 

' information "Company History," a new web page devoted to the history of the XYZ company 

might be ·served from the computer site 46 to the user's terminal 34 and displayed on the user's 

terminal 34. Similarly, if the user clicks on the button 70 associated with the textual information 

lf;lO "Product Line," a new web page devoted to the product line of the XYZ company might be served 

from the computer site 46 to the user's terminal34 and displayed on the user's terminal34. Each 

web page may contain similar "links" to other web pages, hypertext documents, web sites, etc. 

(.F; Activating a link available on a web page or hypertext document, therefore, provides the user with 

an ability to navigate or move to and display or download different documents, pages, banners, 

sites, or other information via the computer network 30. 

When a user has a web page displayed on the user's terminal, the web page and its 

associated banners are often stored or cached in the terminal's memory for a period of time. In 

this fashion, if the user desires or requests that a web page previously displayed to the user on the 

terminal be reaccessed and displayed on the user's terminal, the web page and the banners 

20 associated with the requested web page can be loaded directly from the terminal's memory without 

reconnecting to the computer or web site on which the web page is stored and from which the web 

12 
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page was originally served and without reconnecting to the computer site or information server 

on which the banners are stored and from the banners were originally served, thereby reducing 

the time needed to display the web page. Similarly, if the user's terminal is connected to a local 

or proxy server, the web page and the banners associated with the web page may be stored in the 

5 memory of the proxy server. Should the user at a terminal request a redisplay of a web page 

0 
....-~ 

~ 

;jj 
t;'l-0 

previously displayed on the user's terminal or previously displayed on any other terminal 

connected to the same proxy server, the web page and the banners associated from the web page 

can be served from the proxy server to the terminal for display on the terminal without connecting 

to the computer or web site on which the web page is stored and from which the web page was 

originally downloaded or served and without connecting to computer site or information servers 

on which the banners are stored and from which the banners were originally transmitted or served. 

Note that, in the case that the information is retrieved from a copy of the information previously 

m stored held within a proxy server connected to the terminal, the serving of the information to the 

'i' terminal will typically be completed by sending the information from the proxy server to the 

'~5 terminal, i.e. ,without the participation of the computer site or server. Therefore, it is difficult for 

the computer site or server 46 to maintain an accurate count of the terminals 36, 38, etc. on which 

the information is displayed if the terminals are connected to caching proxy servers, if the 

performance benefits offered by the caching proxy server are desired. 

As previously discussed above, a significant feature and advantage of the present invention 

20 is in the way the banner information is selected and transmitted and served to the user's terminal 

from computer sites or information servers connected over a same computer network. Moi:e 

13 
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specifically, the method of the present invention allows banner information to be served over a 

computer network to a terminal, computer, etc. in a way which takes advantage of the 

performance enhancements offered by caching proxy servers and such that the operation of the 

computer network is not significantly affected while providing the ability to accurately track or 

5 connt the number of times the banner information has been displayed on terminals connected to 

~ 
= w 
m 
~~0 

the computer network, as will be discussed in more detail below. It is not unco=on for banners 

to contain up to fifty kilobytes (KB) of information, thereby inaking the limiting of banner 

transmissions across a computer network very significant to the efficiency and operation of the 

computer network and to banner serving computer systems. 

For purposes of elaboration and explanation of the present invention, the conventions and 

protocols of the World Wide Web, and browsers therefore, will be used as examples, in particular, 

the concept of a Uniform Resource Locator (URL), the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), the 

Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), and the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol 

\lJ (TCPIIP). It should be noted, however, that the concepts underlying the present invention can be 

"-.,15 used for computer networks using other or different types of conventions and protocols. For more 

details on these protocols, the reader is directed to: Kevin Washburn and Jim Evans, TCP/IP 

running a successful network. 2nd Ed. (1996), published by Addison-Wesley, Douglas E. Comer, 

lnternetworking with TCP/IP, 3rd Ed. (1995), published by Prentice Hall, John December and 

Mark Ginsberg, HTML 3.2 and CGI Unleashed Professional Reference Edition (1996), published 

20 by Sarns.net Publishing, and Jerry Honeycutt et al., Using. HTML 3 .2. 3rd Ed (1997), published 

by Que Corporation, all of these references of which are incorporated herein by reference. Other 

14 
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infoi"mation about the HTTP, HTML, TCP/IP and other network protocols can also be found in 

U.S. Patent No. 5,617,540 issued to Civanlar et al., U.S. Patent No. 5,572,643 issued to Judson, 

and U.S. Patent No. 5,442, 771 issued to Filepp et al., all of which are also incorporated herein 

by reference. The linking of one web page or hypertext document to another is co=only done 

5 using a hypertext markup co~ent tag. When the user clicks on or otherwise activates the 

hypertext markup co=ent tag, a link to the new web page or hypertext document is generally 

initiated by the user's browser software which causes the user's terminal to request that the new 

web page or hypertext document be displayed on the user's terminal or computer. Similarly, if 

a web page served to a user's terminal contains banners, the URL addresses for the banners will 

t~o be served with the web page so that the terminal can request that the banners be served to the 

terminal for display on the terminal along with the previously served web page. 

It should also be noted that the disclosed system and method also work for all types of 

operating systems running on the computers, terminals, computer sites, information servers, and 

;,g other devices connected to the computer network 30. Such operating systems can include, for 

'""15 example, Microsoft's DOSm, WINDOWS 3.x™, WINDOWS NT"', or WINDOWS 95™ software, 

IBM's OS/2""' software, Apple's System 7m software, or the AIX or UNIX operating system 

software platforms. 

Now referring back to Figure 1, computers or tenninals can be connected to the computer 

network 30 in a variety of ways. For example, the terminals 32, 34 can be connected directly to 

20 the computer network 30 or may be attached via a dial-up line or network access service provider. 

Other terminals may connected to the computer via network proxy or local servers, such as the 
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proxy servers 50, 52. Proxy servers allow multiple computers, terminals, or computer networks 

to be connected to another computer network at a single point. In addition, since the connection 

from the terminals 32, 34 and the proxy server 50 to the computer network 30 is in most instances 

slower than the connections from the terminals 36, 38 to the proxy server 50, the proxy server 50 

5 can provide significant speed improvements. For example, a large corporation may have all its 

terminals connected via a local area computer network. The local area computer network can be 

connected to a caching proxy server which is, in turn, connected -t(_)_ the computer network 30. In 

the computer network 30 illustrated in Figure 1, the terminals 36, 38 access the computer network 

30 through the proxy server 50. Similarly, the terminals 40, 42, 44 access the computer network 

i,F;l.O 30 through the proxy server 52. Using proxy servers allows multiple computers or terminals to 

access a computer network while limiting the number of physical connections to the computer 

network. Unfortunately, the use of proxy or network servers also creates some serious problems 

~ when the counting of banner information fries displayed to users on terminals is desired, as will 

•.!! be discussed in more detail below. 

As previously discussed above, the connection of computer sites, web sites, information 

servers, terminals, and other devices to a computer network allows the resources and information 

stored in the computer sites, information servers, and other devices to be accessible to users at the 

different terminals connected to the computer network. The users can also communicate with each 

other or the computer sites by sending messages or. e-mail. When a user accesses the information 

20 stored at a computer site, information, web pages, or screen displays are generally served from 

the computer site for display on the user's terminal or computer. The information transmitted to 
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the user's terminal may contain a banner which is also served from the computer site, or which 

may be instead automatically served from other computer sites or information servers connected 

to the computer network. As a general example, referring once again to Figure 1, suppose a user 

at the terminal 36 accesses the web site or computer site 46 via the proxy server 50 and the 

5 computer network 30 in order to o~tain information about the hypothetical XYZ Company. A web 

page about the XYZ Company, such as the web page 60 illustrated in Figure 2, may be served 

from the computer site 46 to the terminal 36 and displayed on the user's terminal 36. The web 

page 60 may contain places for banner information, such as the banners 62, 64, 66 illustrated in 

Figure 2. When the web page 60 is received by the user's terminal 36, the banners 62, 64, 66 

may be received at the same time. Alternatively, instructions may be sent to the user's terminal 

36 from the computer site 46 telling the terminal 36 where to fmd and request the banners 62, 64, 

66 on the computer network 30, which may be the computer site 46, another computer site·, or an 

\Jl information server such as the information servers 54, 56, 58. When such instructions are 

received by the user's terminal 36, the terminal 36 accesses the appropriate location of banners 

"415 62, 64, 66 via the computer network 30 and requests that the banners 62, 64, 66 be served for 

display on the user's terminal 36. 

The process described above in relation to the example has many inherent problems, 

particularly when it is desired to count the number of times banner information is displayed on the 

user's terminal. More particularly, with reference to the previous example, the banners 62, 64, 

20 66 displayed on the user's terminal may or may not be related to the XYZ Company. Regardless 

of the relationship between the banners 62, 64, 66 and the XYZ Company, the XYZ Company, 
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an auvertising agency, or some other entity may wish to know how many times the banners 62, 

64, 66 have been displayed on users' terminals. As a more specific example, suppose the banners. 

62, 64, 66 constitute advertisements. The advertiser and the company or client for whom the 

advertisements are created will be very interested in knowing how many times the advertisements 

5 are displayed on users' terminals. Therefore, accurate count information for the banners 62, 64, 

66 is highly desirable. Unfortunately, such accurate count information is very difficult to acquire, 

as will now be discussed in more detail. 

Now referring to Figure 3, a conventional method 72 used to download or serve web pages 

and banner information to a user's terminal is illustrated. Using the examples discussed above, 

~~0 a user at the terminal 36 can access the computer site 46 via the computer network 30 and request 

a web page to be served from the computer site 46 to the terminal 36 during the request page step 

• 
74. When the user requests a page during the request page step 74, a signal is sent from the user's 

terminal 36 to the computer site 46 via the proxy server 50 and the computer network 30 telling 

the computer site 46 which page stored on the computer site 46 the user desires to have displayed 

"'-h5 on the user's terminal36. However, the request signal sent by the user's terminal 36 during the 

request page step 74 may not reach the computer site 46. If the user at the terminal 36 had 

previously requested the same page from the computer site 46, the page may already be stored in 

the user's terminal36. Similarly, if any users at the terminals 36, 38 had requested the same page 

from the computer site 46, the page may be stored in the proxy server 50. After the user requests 

20 a page during the request page step 74, the terminal 36 may determine if the desired page is 

already stored in the terminal 36 during storage determination step 76. If the desired page is 
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already stored in the terminal 36, the terminal 36 will display the page during display step 78 

without sending the signal to the computer site 46. If the desired page is not already stored in the 

terminal 36, the terminal36 will send the page request signal during send page request step 80. 

Since the terminal 36 is connected to the proxy server 50, the page request signal sent during step 

5 80 must pass through the proxy server before reaching the computer network 30. As a result, the 

proxy server 50 may determine if the desired page is already stored in the proxy server 50 during 

storage determination step 82 before it sends any signal to the com_puter site 46 over the computer 

network 30. If the desired page is already stored in the proxy server 50, the proxy server 50 can 

stop or otherwise terminate the page request signal, thereby stopping the page request signal from 

being received by the computer site 46, and the proxy server will serve the desired page directly 

to the terminal 36 for display on the terminal 36 during serve requested page step 84. The 

• 
terminal 36 may also store the desired page in its own memory during the serve requested page 

step 84. If the proxy server 50 does not have the desired page already stored in its own memory, 

~ the proxy server 50 will send the page request signal to the computer site 46 over the computer 
~ 
'--.iJ.5 network 30 during send page request step 85. The computer site 46 will then serve the desired 

page to the proxy server 50 and the terminal 36 for display on the terminal 36 during the serve 

requested page step 86. Either or both the terminal 36 and the proxy server 50 may store the 

desired page during the serve requested page step 86. 

Since terminals may be connected to the computer network 30 without also being connected 

20 to proxy servers, the steps 82, 84, and 85 may not always be necessary in the method 72. For 

example, now referring to Figure 1, the terminal 34 is not connected to a proxy server but is 
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connected to the computer network 30. Therefore, the steps 82, 84 in the method 72 are not 

needed and the terminal 34 will send the page request signal via the computer·network 30 directly 

to the computer site 46 during the send page request signal step 80. 

The web page requested by the user from the computer site 46 may contain banner 

5 information, such as the banners 62, 64, 66 in the web page 60 illustrated in Figure 2. The banner 

information may be served with the web page or, more commonly, the banner information may 

.· 
reside in separate files which will need to be requested by the user's terminal 36 before the banner 

information can be displayed on the user's terminal 36 along with the requested web page. 

Typically, the web page information served to the terminal 36 for display on the terminal 36 will 

lJU 0 contain the electronic address information containing the location of the banner information on the 

computer network 30. The banner information may be located on the computer site 46 or at other 

locations connected to the computer network 30, as will be discussed in more detail below. 

The terminal 36 will determine during banner determination step 88 if the page served to 

the terminal during steps 78, 84, or 86 contains banner information not already included in the 

web page displayed on the terminal 36. If the answer is no, i.e., the web page served to the 

terminal 36 is complete, the process is ended. If the answer is yes, i.e., the page served to the 

terminal 36 is not complete and contains banner information that needs to be served to the terminal 

36, the terminal 36 requests the banner during request banner step 90. 

Similar to the process described above for service of the desired page to the terminal 36, 

20 the terminal 36 first determines if the requested banner is already stored in the memory of the 

terminal 36 during banner storage determination step 92. The banner storage determination step 
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92 can occur in conjunction with the banner request step 90 such that no signal is generated by the 

terminal 36 if the requested banner is already stored in the terminal 36. If the requested banner 

is, in fact, already stored in the memory of the terminal 36, the terminal 36 will display the 

requested banner during display banner step 94 and the process is over. If the requested banner 

5 is not already stored in the memory of the terminal 36, the terminal 36 will generate and send a 

banner request signal during send banner request signal step 96. The request banner signal sent 

during the step 96 contains the address of the location of the d~sired banner so the computer 

network 30 can properly locate the desired banner. 

Since the terminal 36 is connected to the proxy server 50, in a similar manner as described 

above in relation to steps 82, 84, 85, 86, once the proxy server 50 receives the banner request 

signal from the terminal 36, the proxy server 50 will determine whether or not the desired banner 

is already stored in the memory of the proxy server 50 during banner storage determination step 

98. If the desired banner is already stored in the memory of the proxy server 50, the proxy server 

\b) 50 will transmit and serve the banner directly to the terminal 36 for display by the terminal 36 

"-~15 during serve banner step 100. The terminal 36 may also store the banner in its own memory 

during the serve banner step 100. If the requested banner is not already stored in the proxy server 

50, the proxy server will send the banner request signal to the device on which the requested 

banner is stored via the computer network 30 during the send banner request signal step 102. The 

device on which the requested banner is stored will then download or serve the requested banner 

20 to the proxy server 50 and the terminal 36 during the serve banner step 104 for display by the 

terminal 36. Either or both the terminal 36 and the proxy server 50 may store the banner served 
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by the device on which the requested banner is stored during the serve banner step 104. 

The steps 98, 100, and 102 will not be necessary if a terminal requesting the banner 

information is not connected to a proxy server. For example discussed above, since the terminal 

34 is not connected to a proxy server, the steps 98, 100, and 102 are not needed for the terminal 

5 34 and the terminal 34 will send the page request signal via the computer network 30 directly to 

the server on which the requested banner is stored during send banner request signal step 102. 

When the computer site 46 in the example described above,in relation to Figure 3 is a web 

site usin!f the HTTP and HTML protocols, the user selects and accesses the web site 46 by 

entering the Uniform Resource Locator (URL) address of the web site 46 into the terminal 36. 

The page request signal generated by the terminal 36 during step 74 tells the computer network 

30 and the equipment associated with the computer network 30 which computer site the user 

wishes to access. Each computer and device attached to the computer network 30 will have its 

own unique URL address and each page and file stored in each computer will usually also have 

;4J its own URL address so that each page and file can be made accessible to users via the computer 

·~~15 network 30. For example, if the user desires to access the web page 60 for the XYZ company, 

the user may enter the URL address for the web page 60, http://www.xyzcompany.com, into the 

browser software operating on the user's terminal. The URL address contains an alphanumeric 

portion or domain name, "www.xyzcompany.com" that identifies the web site in an easy to 

understand and remember format. Each computer or web site and other host devices, end systems, 

20 networks, or network router devices connected to the computer network 30, however, has a unique 

Internet Protocol (IP) address that is thirty-two bits in length and is generally written as four 
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decimal numbers in the range zero (0) through 255, separated by periods. For example, an IP 

address could be 128.10.2.30 which in its full thirty-two bit format is 

10000000.00001010.00000010.00011110. Providing every host computer on a computer network 

with a unique IP address allows any host computer to communicate with any other host computer. 

By a process known as domain name resolution or by the use of Domain Name System 

(DNS), the IP address of the computer or web site on which XYZ Company's web page 60 and 

the web page 60 are stored can be determined from the domain name provided in the URL 

address. In fact, the IP address for computer or web site must frrst be determined when an URL 

address is entered by the user at a terminal that does not contain the IP address. For example, if 

a user at a terminal or computer enters the alphanumeric domain name address, i.e., 

http://www.xyzcompany.com, the alphanumeric domain name must be resolved by the Domain 

Name System to a specific 1P address, i.e., http:/1019.247.56.38, before the designated and 

desired computer containing the web page 60 for the XYZ Company can be accessed. If the user 

en,ters the specific IP address directly, then use and aecess of the Domain N arne System is not 

'"-.i15 required. If resolution or determination of an IP address is required, the name server will return 

the appropriate IP address to the terminal which generated the signal in which the IP address. was 

not included. The use and operation of domain name resolution and the Domain Name System 

for determining IP addresses are well known to people of ordinary skill in this art and need not 

be explained in any further detail for purposes of the present invention. 

20 When the web page requested by the user during page request step 74 is served to the 

terminal 36 during steps 78, 84, or 86, the web page will often contain the URL addresses of 
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banners or banner information to be displayed along with the web page on the user's terminal 36 

instead of the banner information itself. The terminal 36 will then use the URL addresses of the 

desired banner information to access the computer network 30 and request that the desired banner 

information be served to the terminal 36 for display on the terminal 36. For example, when the 

5 web page 60 for the XYZ company is served to a terminal, the web page may contain URL 

addresses for the banners 62, 64, 66. The URL address for the banner 62 may be of the form 

http://www.bannersitel.com/bannerl.gif. The "bannersitel.com" portion of the URL address 

for the banner 62 indicates which device, for example the information server 54, connected to the 

computer network contains the requested banner 62 where the "bannerl. gif" portion of the URL 

~0 address for the banner 62 indicates which file stored on the indicated device constitutes the banner 

62. Similarly, the URL address for the banner 64 may be of the . form 

http://www.bannersite2.com/banner54.gif. The "bannersite2.com" portion of the URL address 

for the banner 64 indicates which device, for example the information server 56, connected to the 

~ computer network contains the requested banner 64 where the "banner54.gif' portion of the URL 
~ 
'"J15 address for the banner 64 indicates which file stored on the indicated device constitutes the banner 

64. As shown by these examples, the banner 62 may not be stored on the same device as the 

banner 64. In addition, as previously discussed above, the banners 62, 64 may be located on the 

same web site as the requested page or may be located on other web or computer sites, such as the 

computer or web site 48 shown in Figure 1, or on information servers, such as the information 

20 servers 54, 56, 58 shown in Figure 1. When the terminal 36 requests the banner information 

during step 96, the banner request signal will contain the URL addresses for each banner to be 
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displayed with the web page so that the banners can be located at, and served from, the appropriate 

devices on the computer network 30. 
""('nt. frl Of ~t1- ~~~ 1)., 

'fhe methed 72 discussed above and illustrated in Figure 3 has many inherent problems, 
~ 

however, which make it unsuitabl~ for counting the number of times a banner is displayed on the 

5 terminals connected to the computer network 30, as will now be discussed in more detail. Since 

the web page, and the banners to be displayed with the web page, selected by the user can be 

stored in either the user's terminal or the proxy server connected to the user's terminal, not all 

requests for the banner information are forwarded by the user's terminal or respective proxy 

server and transmitted over the computer network 30. While this result may appear to be 

beneficial in that the amount of data traffic on the computer network 30 is reduced, in fact, this 

result prevents the accurate count of banner displays. More specifically, entities such as 

advertising agencies, advertising repping frrms, and the entities hiring them want to count and 

Jl know each time a banner is displayed on a user's terminal so that the success or failure of various 

<i! advertising banners can be determined and so that the correct payment for the display of the 

\h5 advertising banners can be computed. There are two conventional ways in which the number of 

times a banner is displayed is counted. The frrst way is to count the number of times an 

information server or computer site serves a page during the step 86. The second way is to count 

the number of times that the information server actually serves a banner during the step 104. 

Unfortunately, a page requested by a terminal during the step 74 is already stored on either the 

20 terminal or a proxy server connected to the terminal, the display of the banner on the user's 

terminal is not counted under the frrst method. Similarly, if a banner requested by a terminal 
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during the step 90 is already stored on either the terminal or a proxy server connected to the 

terminal, the display of the banner on the user's terminal is not counted nnder the second method. 

The discrepancy between the number of times a banner is actually displayed on a user's terminal 

and the number of times the disp!ay of the banner on the user's terminal is counted can become 

5 significant, even reaching error rates of eighty percent or higher. 

One solution to the problem is to prevent banner information from being stored or cached 

on either the user's terminal or the proxy server to which the user's terminal is attached. 

Therefore, each time a banner is requested by the user's terminal, the banner will have to be 

downloaded or served from the computer site or information server on which the banner is stored 

to the user's terminal for display on the user's terminal. For example, the HTTP and HTML 

protocols allow banners to be tagged or indicated as being uncachable or unstorable at the· user's 

terminal or the proxy server connected to the user's terminal, as will be discussed in more detail 

below. Therefore, such a solution can be implemented where after each request for banner 

\U information, the requested banner information is served from the location storing the banner 

~15 information, thereby allowing the display of the banner information to be counted accurately at 

the location at which the requested banner information is stored. 

The solution described in the preceding paragraph creates a significant problem, however, 

that creates even more significant consequences, thereby making its use for accurately counting 

advertisement and banner displays highly impractical and undesirable. More specifically, the 

20 storage of web pages and banner information at the user's terminal or in the proxy server 

connected to the user's terminal provides several important benefits that will be eliminated by this 
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simple solution. First, the speed at which the information is displayed on the user's terminal will 

be reduced since the information will always have to be transmitted or served to the user's 

terminal for display on the user's terminal each time the user requests the information. If the 

information had previously been rc;:quested by the user such that the information was already stored 

5 in the user's terminal or the proxy server connected to the user's terminal, or if the information 

had previously been requested by a second user at a terminal connected to the same proxy server 

as the first user's terminal such that information was already stored in the proxy server connected 

to the fust user's terminal, re-requesting the information to be downloaded or served from another 

device connected to the computer network and the actual serving of the information to the user's 

terminal will take substantially longer than loading the information already stored in the user's 

terminal or serving the information to the user's terminal only from the proxy server to which the 

user's terminal is connected. If the banners contain advertisements, the length of time the banner 

is displayed to the user may also be critically important to the advertiser. The user may not wait 

'!! for the banner information to be served and displayed before the user selects another web page, 

\h5 thereby minimizing the success of the banner. 

A second and more serious problem created by having to serve the information displayed 

on the user's terminal each time the information is requested is that the amount of data traffic on 

the computer network will significantly increase, and can even bring the flow of information to 

a virtual stop, particularly if all requests for banner information from any terminal connected to 

20 the computer network require the information to be transmitted across the computer network to 

the terminal. 
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A third problem created with the prior art method 72 is that the step 100 eliminates any 

possibility of targeting specific information to be displayed with specific web pages. That is, if 

any demographic or other information about the user or terminal 36 is known by the server on 

which the bamJers are stored, the prior art method 72 prevents the server from using the 

5 demographic or other information to target the user with a specific bam~er or to tailor a banner to 

~ 
~110 

the specific user. Such targeting or tailoring of bam~ers can be very important when the banners 

contain advertising information and the advertisers want to send specific advertisement bamJers 

to users about whom specific demographic or other information is known. 

The method 110 of the present invention solves the initial problem of how to create 

accurate counts of banner information displays on user terminals while avoiding the problems 

created by requiring the banner information to be retransmitted across the computer network each 

time the bam~er information is requested by a user or a user's terminal, as will now be discussed 

(Jl in.more detail in reference to Figure 4. In addition, the method 110 allows for the use of content 

= 
general and content specific signals, which allow banner displays to be targeted to specific users 

<4J 

'\115 while taking advantage of the performance gains possible with caching proxy servers, as will also 

now be discussed in more detail in reference to Figure 4. 

In the method 110, the steps 74, 80, 82, 84, 85, 86, and 88 are essentially the same as 

described above in relation to the prior art method 72 illustrated in Figure. 3. Therefore, no 

further discussion of these steps is required for purpose3 of explanation of the method 110 of the 

20 present invention. After a requested page containing a banner has been displayed on a user's 

terminal during the steps 78, 84, or 86, and, as determined during bamJer determination step 88, 
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if the page contains banners to be displayed on the user's terminal 36 along with the page, an 

initial request banner signal is generated by the user's ·terminal 36 during initial banner request 

step 112. Unlike the previous situation with the method 72, however, the terminal 36 and the 

proxy server 50 preferably do not check to see if the banner information has already been stored 

5 and the terminal 36 and the proxy -server 50 preferably cannot stop the initial banner request signal 

sent by the terminal 36 during the step 112 from being transmitted across the computer network 

30. That is, the initial banner request signal sent by the terminal 36 during the step 112 is 

preferably a mandatory signal to be transmitted across the computer network 30 and that cannot 

be blocked or terminated by either the terminal 36 or the proxy server 50, even if the banner to 

be served to the terminal 36 is already stored in either the terminal 36 or the proxy server 50. 

The initial banner request signal generated by the terminal 36 during the step 112 

preferably does not contain the location information of the desired banner as does the banner 

request signal generated by the terminal 36 during the request banner step 90 of the prior art 

method 72. In other words, the initial banner request signal generated by terminal 3 6 during the 

'.,J15 step 112 can be a content general signal and may contain only the minimum amount of information 

needed to tell a designated computer site, information server, or other device which receives the 

initial banner request signal and on which a banner may or may not be stored or located, only that 

the terminal 36 desires that an unspecified banner be served to the terminal. The designated 

computer site, information server, or other device can then select which banner is to be served to 

20 the terminal36. The process of selecting which banner is to be served to the terminal 36can be 

made during the optional banner selection step 113, which would occur after the step 112 and 
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before the step 114 in the method 110 illustrated in Figure 4. If the optional selection step 113 

is not used with the method 110, the terminal 36 will request during the step 112 that a specific 

banner to be served to the terminal 36. If the optional selection step 113 is used with the method 

110, the terminal36 will only request during step 112 that a banner be served to the terminal 36, 

5 but the terminal 36 will not specify which banner is to be served to the terminal 36. 

Since the designated computer site, information server, or other device should, barring any 

problems with the computer network 30, always receive the initial. request banner signal from the 

terminal 36 sent during the step 112, the display of the banner on the user's terminal 36 can 

always be counted and monitored. Instead of returning or serving a banner to the terminal 36, 

however, the designated computer site, information server, or other device will usually return or 

send a banner location signal to the terminal 36 during return banner location address step 114 

specifying the location address of the banner requested by the terminal 36 (if the optional step 113 

is not used) or the banner selected by the designated computer site, information server, or other 

;bi device (if the optional step 113 is used), to be served to the terminal 36. The signals transmitted 

'~Jrs during the steps 112 and 114 are very short or small since the signals contain only a small amount 

of information, particularly when compared to a banner which may contain a large amount of 

information. 

Similar to the process described above for service of the desired page to the terminal 36 

during step 76, the terminal 36 first determines if the requested (if the optional step 113 is not 

20 used) or the selected (if the optional step 113 is used) banner is already stored in the memory of 

the terminal 36 during banner storage determination step 92. If the requested or selected banner 
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is, in fact, already stored in the memory of the terminal36, the terminal 36 will display the banner 

during display banner step 94 and the process is over. If the requested or selected banner is not 

already stored in the memory of the terminal 36, the terminal 36 will generate and send a second 

banner request signal during send second banner request signal step 116. The second banner 

5 request signal sent during the step 116 is essentially the same as the signal sent during the step 96 

of the method 72 and, therefore, contains the address of the location of the requested or selected 

banner so the computer network 30 can properly locate the requested or selected banner. 

Since the terminal 36 is connected to the proxy server 50, in a similar manner as described 

above in relation to steps 82, 84, 86, once the proxy server 50 receives the second banner request 

U110 signal from the terminal 36, the proxy server 50 will determine whether or not the selected banner 

is already stored in the memory of the proxy server 50 during banner storage determination step 

98. If the selected banner is already stored in the memory of the proxy server 50, the proxy server 

Ul 50 will transmit the banner directly to the terminal 36 for display by the terminal 36 during serve 

\lJ banner step 100. The terminal 36 may also store the banner in its own memory during the serve 

"'-J15 banner step 100. If the requested or selected banner is not already stored in the proxy server 50, 

the proxy server will send the second banner request signal to the location of the banner on the 

computer network 30 during the send second banner request signal step 118 in a similar manner 

to the send banner request signal step 102 in the method 72. The device on which the requested 

or selected banner is stored will then download and serve the banner to the proxy server 50 and 

20 the terminal 36 during the serve banner step 104 for display by the terminal 36. Either or both 

the terminal 36 and the proxy server 50 may store the banner served by the computer site 50 
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during the serve banner step 104. 

When the computer site 46 in the example described above in relation to Figure 4 is a web 

site using the HTTP and the HTML protocols, as previously described above, the user selects and 

accesses the web site 46 by entering the Uniform Resource Locator (URL) address of the desired 

5 web site 46 into the termina!36. The page request signal generated by the termina136 during page 

request step 74 tells the computer network 30 which computer or web site the user wishes to 

access. As previously discussed above, when the requested page -ill-served to the termina136 from 

the web site 46, it may contain the URL addresses of specific banners to be displayed along with 

the requested web page, or it may contain the URL addresses in a content general format, i.e., the 

UUO URL address does not specify exactly which banner is to be served to the terminal 36, only that 

a banner is to be served to the terminal36. It should be noted that steps 80, 85, 112, 116, and 118 

may also include name resolution of the IP address needed to transmit the signals across the 

\11 computer network to the designated and desired computer web site or information server and these 

;4J 
~ 
~15 

steps should be construed to include such IP address resolution and the use of the Domain Name 

System (DNS). 

Again using the example of the XYZ Company and the web page 60, the web page 60 

served to the terminal 36 or loaded by the terminal 36 during steps 78, 84, or 86 may include 

general content URL addresses for banners or specific content URL addresses for the specific 

banners 62, 64, 66. A general content URL address for a banner does not provide the necessary 

20 information to determine which banner is to be displayed. Rather a general content URL address 

for a banner only indicates that a banner is to be displayed and the receiver of the signal generated 
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by the terminal 36 during the step 112 can decide which banner is to be displayed during the 

selection step 113. A general content URL address for a banner could be of the form 

http://www. bannersitel.com/image;spacedesc =contentsitename. A server at 

www.bannersitel.com looks to see if the first word after the name of the site is "image" or any 

5 other previously designated word which can be distinguished from an existing file name. It the 

first word after the name of the site is "image," then the URL address is recognized as a generic 

request or content general request for a banner, which, as a result/does not specify any particular 

banner. . The server than looks for a space descriptor innnediately following the text 

"spacedesc=" which provides a reference to a section of the server in which banners are stored 

or located and from where a specific banner can be selected to be served to the terminal 36. The 
= 
~!j 

space descriptor field in the general content URL address can reference different groups of banners 

such as, for example, a collection of car advertisements, a collection of detergent advertisements, 

etc., depending on the web page providing the general content URL address. 

A specific content URL address for a banner does contain the necessary information to 

""~J15 determine which banner is to be displayed and the location for the banner. As illustrated in the 

examples above, the specific content URL address for the banner 62 may be of the form 

http://www.bannersitel.com/bannerl.gif. The "bannersitel.com" portion of the specific content 

URL address for the banner 62 indicates which device, for example the information server 54, 

connected to the computer network contains the banner 62 and the "bannerl.gif' portion of the 

20 specific content URL address for the banner 62 indicates which file stored on the indicated device 

constitutes the banner 62 and the physical location of the file. 
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Preferably, the initial banner request signal generated by the terminal 36 during the step 

112 is a general content URL address that merely requests a banner to be displayed on the terminal 

36, but does not specify which banner is to be displayed. The recipient of the initial banner 

request signal can then select which banner is to be displayed on the terminal 36 during the 

5 selection step 113, thereby allowing targeting and variation in the banners displayed, and return 

a specific content URL address to the terminal 36 during the step 114 in the form of a Status 

HTTP 302 Redirect (temporary) signal to the termina136 to tell the terminal 36 where the selected 

banner to be displayed on the user's terminal 36 is located on the computer network 30, i.e., to 

provide the terminal 36 with the content specific URL address of the selected banner to be 

displayed on the user's terminal 36. An HTTP 302 temporary redirect signal does not create an 

association between the general content URL address signal generated by the terminal 36 during 

the step 112 and the banner to be displayed on the terminal 36 or the response signal sent to the 

terminal 36 during the step 114. Therefore, even though the banner displayed on the user's 

c!} terminal 36 may be cached or stored on the user's terminal 36 or on the proxy server 50, the 

\h5 response sent during the step 114 to the general content URL address signal generated by the 

terminal 36 during the step 112 is not cached. Therefore, the signal sent by the terminal 36 during 

the step 112 will not be blocked or otherwise prevented from being transmitted over the computer 

network 30 by either the terminal 36 or the proxy server 50. 
IITTP 

An alternative to using only the 302 Redirect signal is to use, in addition, standard HTML 
~ . 

20 response header tags. More specifically, every time a server responds to a request for a document 

or page from a client's browser software, the response from the server can contain one or more 
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response header lines. Each line of the response header describes a different aspect of the 

response, including its size, the type of content it is (image, text, etc.), a status code, and one or 

more tags which affect the changing nature of the document and how proxy servers or terminals 

should deal with the document. 

The method 110 of the present invention can use HTML tags to tell proxy servers and 

terminals that the response sent during the step 114 is not cachable, even if the actual banner 

eventually served to the terminal is itself cachable. There are many types of tags that can be used 

for tbis purpose. For example, the Expiry tag which specifies the date and time beyond which a 

cached copy of the response is no longer valid. By setting the Expiry tag to a date in the past, 

the response sent to the terminal 36 during the step 114 will not be considered valid for any further 

signals sent by the terminal during later steps 112. Therefore, the response sent to the terminal 

365 during a previous step 114 is no longer valid and the signal sent by the terminal 36 during the 

current step 112 cannot be blocked by the terminal 36 or the proxy server 50. Another tag that 

ci:' could be used is the Last-Modified Tag which specifies the last time the response was modified. 

\,)15 By setting the Las-Modified Tag for a response as a date far in the past, the terminal or proxy 

server may consider the response to be too "stale" to be considered valid. A third tag that could 

be used is the Cache-Control Tags or the obsolete pragma:no-cache tag which informs a receiver 

of the response that the response is not be cached or stored in the receiver. 

Another option for implementing the method 110 of the present invention using standard 

20 HTML and HTTP protocols is to incorporate variable components into the links on a web page 

or hypertext document such that the variable components are incorporated into the general content 
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URL addresses sent by the terminal during the step 112 . For example, referring to the web page 

60 in Figure 2, the hypertext links or URL addresses returned for the banners 62, 64, 66 when 

the web page 60 is displayed on the user's terminal 36 during steps 78, 84, or 86 can contain a 

variable component such as, for example, a random number, a time/date stamp, cgi-bin string, or 

5 . a random page identifier. In this manner, each time the web page 60 is displayed on the terminal 

36, the URL addresses for the needed banners 62, 64, 66 will be different. When the terminal 36 

sends the initial banner request signal during step 112, the i.r]itial banner request signal can 

incorporate the variable component URL addresses generated when the web page 60 is served or 

displayed on the terminal 36. Since the variable component URL addresses are, by defmition, 

Eo! 

!fi10 different every time, the initial banner request signal generated during the step 112 will be 

different every time, thereby preventing the terminal 36 or the proxy server 50 from blocking the 

transmission to the computer network 30 of the initial banner request signal generated during the 

step 112. 

Another alternative for implementing the method 110 of the present invention is to use for 

'~J15 the general content URL address, an URL address which, though constant, is interpreted by 

caching proxy servers and/ or caching web browsers or terminals to resemble a constantly changing 

URL address and, as a result, is not cached. More specifically, caching proxy servers exist which 

will specifically avoid caching content related to any URL address containing the strings "cgi-bin" 

sti~"'/'!5 . . 
and "?" which are~ conventionally used in the construction of URL addresses for which ,. 

20 responses are dynamically generated and, therefore, are unsuitable for caching. It should be noted 

that a general content URL address using this techniques such as, for example, 
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http://www .bannersitel,.s;HJ/cgi-bin/image;spacedisc = contensitename?variable, need not use the 
~ 

cgi-bin directory and need not use the variable after the "?". Since these markers exist in the URL 

address, some caching proxy servers will be led to conclude that the URL address should not be 

cached. 

In order to speed up the process of downloading, transmitting, or serving a specific banner 

from an information server to the terminal 56, the content specific URL address of the requested 

or selected banner sent to the terminal during step 114 can contain the exact Internet Protocol (IP) 

address of the requested or selected banner. For example, instead of providing the specific content 

URL address for the banner 62 as http://www.bannersitel.com/bannerl.gif, the specific content 

~£;10 URL address for the banner 62 could be provided as, for example, 

http:/1236.45.78.190/bannerl.gif, thereby removing any need to use the Domain Name System 

(DNS) to convert the alphanumeric address "www.bannersitel.com" of the information server to 

its exact IP address. The use of content general and content specific URL addresses and IP 

>iJ addressing is well known to people of ordinary skill in the art and need not be explained in any 

'--hs further detail for purposes of the present invention. 

The method 110 of the present invention has particular application to the advertising 

industry, as will now be discussed in more detail. While the previous discussions in regard to the 

prior art method 72 and the method 110 of the present invention have indicated that the banner 

information can be located on either the computer or web sites connected to a computer network 

20 or information servers connected to the computer network, the conventional practice in the 

advertising business is to have all of the banners located on one or more information or ad servers, 
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such as the information servers 54, 56, 58. As previously discussed above, advertising agencies 

create the banners and then arrange or contract to have the banners be associated with web pages 

or web sites such that when users access the web sites and the web pages are displayed on the 

user's terminal, the banners are_ also displayed on the user's terminal. While the advertisements 

5 can be stored on the computer or web sites connected to the computer network, it is typically more 

convenient for the advertisements to be centrally stored on an information or ad server, 

particularly if the advertisements change or the advertisers want to target specific advertising 

banners to specific users. Therefore, when a web page requested by the user is served to the 

user's terminal and the web page contains advertising banners, the web page will often include the 

address information for the advertising banner to be displayed in conjunction with the requested 

web page so that the terminal can request the serving of the advertising banners. By keeping the 

advertising banners centrally located in an information server, the advertiser can keep each 

advertising banner's address information included in the web page constant while changing the 

,1! actual advertising banner associated with the banner address information. In addition, the 

'-.,)15 generation of content general URL addresses during the step 112, the selection of banners to be 

displayed by a central or primary information server during optional step 113, and the return of 

content specific URL addresses during the step 114 allow the advertiser to rotate and change the 

advertising banners displayed to users. Furthermore, if the device receiv.i.tig the initial banner 

request signal generated by a user's terminal during step 112 has any demographic or other 

20 information about the user, the use of content general URL addresses and content specific URL 

addresses in the method 110 allows the device sending the banner location signal during step 114 
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to select an advertising banner targeted to the particular user during the step 113, thereby 

increasing the appeal and success of the advertising banner. In contrast, the prior art method 72 

previously discussed above does not utilize content specific and content general URL addressing. 

Nor does the prior art method allow for the selection or targeting of banners to be made by an 

5 information server. 

The prior art method 72 also does not allow each display of the banners associated with 

a page to be counted, while the method 110 of the present invention specifically allows for each 

such display of a banner to be counted and monitored. More specifically, allowing the user's 

terminal or proxy server connected to the user's terminal to terminate or block a banner request 

from the user's terminal (created during step 90) when the banner is already stored in either the 

user's terminal or the proxy server connected to the user's terminal in the prior art method 72 

prevents accurate banner display counts to be made. In contrast, the method 110 of the present 

invention specifically allows each banner display to be counted by preventing the user's terminal 

\lJ or the proxy server connected to the user's terminal from terminating or blocking the initial banner 

'~Jis request signal (created during step 112) from reaching the information or ad server in which the 

desired banner is stored or which is controlling the selection of the banner to be served to the 

terminal. 

In addition to the advantage of the method 110 described above, a significant feature of the 

method 110 of the present invention is that it does not significantly impact the operation or 

20 efficiency of the computer network 30. While the initial banner request signal created by the 

terminal during the step 112 and the banner location signal generated during the step 114 are 
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additional signals created in the method 110 that are not created in the prior art method 72, thereby 

creating additional data traffic and overhead on the computer network 30, the ibitial banner request 

signal and the banner location signal are both extremely small, often comprising no more than a 

single packet or one-hundred to two-hundred bytes. Therefore, the overhead created by the 

5 additional banner signal during the step 112 and the banner location signal during step 114 is 

EJ 
= w 
ill 
~'110 

negligible. More importantly, since the method 110 still allows the web pages and the banner 

information to be cached or stored in the terminals and proxy servers, there is no unnecessary 

retransmission of the web pages or banners from the computer or web sites or the information or 

ad servers to the terminals which would significantly increase the data traffic and overhead on the 

computer network 30. 

In a second embodiment of the method 110 of the present invention, multiple information 

servers storing the banner information used in conjunction with the displays of web pages on user 

terminals are connected to the computer network. Using mirror information servers allows for 

~ banners to be distributed faster to user terminals and increases the reliability of the method 110. 

'~~15 For example, the computer network 30 illustrated in Figure 1 includes a primary information 

server 54 and mirror information servers 56, 58 which preferably contain a duplicate of the 

banners stored on the primary information server 54. When the terminal 36 creates and sends the 

initial banner request signal during the step 112, the initial banner request signal is preferably 

configured so that it sent to and received by the primary ad or information server 54 which in turn 

20 creates and sends the address location information of a selected banner to the terminal 36 during 

the step 114. The selected banner is preferably stored at the primary information server 54 and 
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at also the mirror servers 56, 58. The address location information for the banner sent by the 

primary information server 54 to the terminal during the step 114 is preferably includes the 

address location for the banner at the information server best suited to handle a transmittal of the 

banner to the terminal 36 or includes other information with which the terminal 36 can determine 

5 the best suited information serv~r to serve the banner. Typically, the information server best 

suited to handle the serving or transmittal of a banner to the terminal 36 will be the information 

server that can download or serve the banner to the terminal 36 in the shortest period of time. 

Other selection criteria can be used, however, in determining which information server is best 

suited to download or serve a banner to a terminal, including the network topological distance 

ffi 

(rilO between the terminal 36 and the information servers, the geographical distance between the 

iJ' terminal 36 and the information servers, the bandwidth of the information servers, or the round 

trip times for a message between the terminal 36 and the information servers. The use of a 

primary information server and mirror information servers allows all of the intelligence, databases, 

•i! banner display counting processes, etc. for operating the method 110 of the present invention to 

'--Jl5 be stored and operated in a single location, i.e., the primary information server, while allowing 

mirror information servers to be little more than network accessible memory devices or servers 

on which the banners are stored. Many Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and other network 

service providers connected to computer networks will provide memory space and will store 

documents and other files for access and retrieval from the computer network for relatively low 

20 cost and such storage capabilities are easy to implement and maintain. 

As a further example, suppose that the user at the terminal 36 sends an initial bariner 
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request signal to the primary information server 54 during the step 112 and the primary 

information server selects a banner to be served to the during step 113. If desired, the primary 

information server 54 can update the count information for the particular banner selected to be 

displayed on the user's terminal36. The primary information server 54 may determine that the 

5 mirror information server 56 is best suited for serving the selected banner to the terminal 36 since 

the mirror information server 56 can serve the selected banner to the terminal 36 in the shortest 

period of time. Alternatively, the primary information server 54 p:Jay determine that either it, the 

mirror information server 58, or some other information server (not shown) connected to the 

computer network 30 can serve the selected banner to the terminal 36 in the shortest period of 

time. The information servers 54, 56, 58 may themselves be separated geographically or 

topologically such that every terminal connected to the computer network 30 has an optimal 

information server from which banners can be served, even if the terminals are scattered across 

a wide geographical or topological area. Therefore, for example, the terminal 36 may be 

'fi optimally served by the mirror information server 56 while the terminal 32 may be optimally 

"-415 served by the primary information server 54 and the terminal 44 is optimally served by the mirror 

information server 58. When the primary information server 54 bas determined which information 

server is best suited to handle the serving of the selected banner to the terminal 36, the primary 

information server 54 will return the banner location address for the selected banner at the selected 

information server to the terminal 36 during the return banner location address step 114. The 

20 terminal 3 6 can then request that the selected banner be served from the selected information 

server during the steps 98, 100, 104, 116, and 118 for display at the terminal 36. 
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As previously discussed above, the selection of which mirror information server is the best 

suited for serving a particular banner to a particular terminal can be made a variety of ways. The 

criteria to be considered can include precision, i.e., the accuracy of the determination of which 

information server is best suited to serve a particular banner to a particular terminal, the ease of 

5 implementation, and the time required for the primary information server to make the 

w 
~ilO 
~ 
m 
~-

determination of which information server is best suited to serve a particular banner to a particular 

terminal. The decision can be made by either the primary information server or by some other 

method. 

As one example implementation of the decision criteria implemented in a primary 

information server, a table or matrix can be stored and maintained at the primary information 

server 54 which showing the relationship between each information server 54, 56, 58 and the 

particular terminal. The matrix preferably contains the round trip times for messages sent back and 

111 forth between each information server and the terminal. The information in the matrix can be 

\lJ updated continuously or periodically as desired. This information server determination method 
~ 
~15 has several advantages. First, with such a matrix stored at the primary information server, the 

primary information server can quickly and accurately determine which information server is best 

suited to serve a particular banner to a particular terminal. Also, the time for the primary 

information server to make a decision is very fast and does not require additional searches of the 

computer network 30. Furthermore, the primary information server will know exactly which 

20 information server served each and every banner to every terminal on the computer network, 

which can be very valuable for evaluating the efficiency of the method 110. 
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This information server determination method described above does, however, also have 

several disadvantages. First, a significant effort is needed to generate the matrix and the 

information stored in the matrix, particularly if the computer network is quite large. More 

specifically, this method requires that monitoring software and/or hardware be operating at each 

5 information server to measure the round trip times between the information servers and the 

c 
w 
w 
\fllO 
w 
m 
~· 

terminals. In addition, the matrix at the primary information server will need to be updated with 

the information created by the monitoring software and hardware. at the mirror information servers 

so that accuracy of the matrix is maintained. Since the computer network may be continuously 

changing or evolving as new devices and networks are connected or disconnected from the 

computer network, and portions of the computer network may become temporarily disabled or 

offline, the overhead of monitoring the round trip times can be significant. The ability to create 

a matrix with the round trip times between all of the information servers and all of the terminals 

may take too long to develop, particularly if there is a significant number of terminals that do not 

~ ever request a banner stored on the information servers. This problem can be reduced by 

"-~15 assuming that the round trip tin1e between an information server and a particular terminal is the 

same, or at least approximately the same as, for example, other terminals connected to the same 

proxy server, the same as other terminals connected to the same sub-network, or the same as other 

terminals in a /24 network (a set of 256 contiguous IP addresses). 

Another method in which the information server is best suited for serving a particular 

20 banner to a particular server uses and takes advantage of the Domain Name System (DNS) already 

being implemented on the Internet. As previously discussed above, DNS is a system for resolving 
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or determining the thirty-two bit Internet Protocol (IP) addresses for each host computer or 

network device on the computer network. Every time a signal is generated by terminal or other 

device connected to the computer network requesting access to, or communication with, another 

device on the computer network, the IP address for the desired device must be determined if the 

5 signal does not already contain tlie IP address. 

The DNS process is very complex and so a complete description of it is beyond the 

purview necessary for a complete understanding of the present invention. In addition, the DNS 

process is well known to people of ordinary skill in this art. For purposes of a general explanation 

of how the DNS process can be used for selection of the information server to serve a banner to 

a particular terminal, the DNS process uses name servers or resolvers located in the computer 

network to determine the IP addresses. The name servers maintain listings of each computer or 

device in the computer network and their IP addresses. If a particular name server does not know 

a specific IP address when it is queried for the IP address, the name server can forward the query 

~ to another name server. Once the correct IP address is determined, it is passed along the reverse 

'"~J15 path to the terminal and is stored on all name servers who received the query and forwarded the 

query along. 

With the present invention, each information server 54, 56, 58 operates a name server. 

Furthermore, each name server is configured to respond to a DNS request with the IP address of 

the information server containing the name server. When the banner location signal is returned 

20 to the terminal36 during the step 114 from the primary information server 54, the banner location 

signal contains a reference or general URL address of the banner to be served to the terminal, but 
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not the specific IP address. The terminal 36 then initiates a DNS name resolving process prior to 

step 116 to determine the information server from which to serve the desired banner. Upon 

receiving the name resolving request from the terminal 36 or its nearby DNS name server, over 

the course of several transactions, each of the name server in each information servers returns an 

5 IP address to the terminal containing the IP address of the information server in which the name 

server is located. That is, name server in the information server 56 returns the IP address of the 

information server 56, while the name server in the information ·server 58 returns the IP address 

of the inf9rmation server 58, etc. All of the IP addresses becomes stored in the DNS name server 

closest topologically to the terminal36 since that DNS name server would have been the first name 

server to receive the name resolution request from the terminal 36. The DNS name server keeps 

!Ji a list of all of the IP addresses for all of the information servers and the round trip times for 

~ communications between the DNS name server and the name servers located at the information 

servers. The round trip times are initially set to zero. When the DNS name server gets a request 

>£) from the terminal 36, it selects the information server having the shortest round trip time and 

'--J15 provides the terminal 36 with the IP address of the selected information server. Since initially all 

of the round trip times are set to zero (0), the DNS server will randomly select one IP address and 

return it to the terminal 36. The DNS name server will then monitor the round trip time between 

DNS server and the information server and update DNS name server's round trip time list for the 

particular information server's IP address returned to the terminal 36. The next time the terminal 

20 36 requests name resolution from the DNS server, the DNS name server will return the IP addre.ss 

of a different information server since the round trip time of the first information server will no 
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longer be zero (0). After this process is implemented at least as many times for each terminal or 

each specified group or domain of terminals as there are information servers, the best information 

server for serving banners to the terminals or groups or domains of terminals will be determined 

and the appropriate IP addresses ~be returned to the terminal requesting the DNS process. The 

5 standard DNS process includes ways for insuring that the route trip times are updated so that 

~ 
wlo 

particular terminals are not locked into always receiving banners from particular information 

servers if other information servers become better suited for serving banners to the particular 

terminals. 

This second information server determination method described above has several 

advantages. Unlike the first method described above, this method takes advantage of the already 

existing DNS process and requires no special monitoring or sniffing software or hardware to be 

installed at the information servers. Also the second method does not require a matrix to be 

(!"j generated and stored in the primary information server or updates to a matrix to be made. In 

comparison, the operation of a name server at each mirror site is simple to implement and operate. 

Therefore, in contrast to the first method, the second method is easy and relatively inexpensive 

to implement. Unfortunately, in contrast to the first method, the second system may be less 

precise and take longer to implement since a DNS search or rotation process will have to be 

implemented each time a banner is to be served to a terminal. In addition, until the round trip 

times for each information server are determined, the second method may produce less than 

20 optinial results. Furthermore, updating of the round trip time information may require using an 

information server other than the optimal information server to serve a particular banner to· a 
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particular terminal. Finally, the shortest round trip time between the DNS name server and the 

name servers at the information servers may not be an accurate reflection of the round trip times 

between the terminal and the information servers, particularly if a given user's DNS name server 

is topologically distant from the terminal. AI; a result, the information server selected by the DNS 

5 name server may not always have the shortest round trip time to the terminal. 

Other methods for determining which information server is best suited to serve a particular 

banner to a particular terminal include looking at the information, if any, about the terminal 

received _in the initial banner request signal generated during step 112. The information might 

include things such as the country code or the network code in which or on which the terminal 

~10 resides. In addition, the information might include information about how the initial banner 

(J\ request signal was routed from the terminal to the primary information server, thereby giving an 

n = indication of the topological location of the terminal in the computer network. The primary 

information server can then use this information dynamically or in conjunction with a matrix look-
;: . ,.---
,~ up process to determine which information server to select to serve the selected banner to the 

".Jl5 terminal requesting a banner. 

Another important benefit of mirroring is that it allows for redundancy and back -up if one 

or more of the information servers connected to the computer network 30 goes offline or becomes 

otherwise inaccessible or incapable of serving banners to terminals. For example, in the preferred 

method, the initial banner request signal is preferably sent by a terminal to the primary information 

20 server 54 during the send initial banner request signal step 112, thereby allowing the primary 

information server 54 to be the centralized source of intelligence and the centralized source of 
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banner display monitoring and counting. If however, the primary information server 54 becomes 

disabled or goes offline for any reason, one of the mirror information servers 56, 58 can 

temporarily or permanently become the primary information server for the computer network 30, 

thereby allowing the delivery of banners to terminals to continue. Preferably, the switch from the 

5 disabled primary information server 54 to the back-up information server 56 or 58 can take place 

very quickly such that little impact on the delivery of banner information is noticed or even 

created. It should be noted, however, that the backup primary Information server will need to 

contain all of the centralized intelligence, databases, banner counting and monitoring software, etc. 

operating on the original primary information server 54 such that the backup primary information 

fflo server can operate appropriately if the original primary information server 54 becomes disabled 

gi or goes offline. 

The switch over to the backup primary server can be handled in a variety a ways. For 

example, once again taking advantage of the Domain Name System (DNS) process and Internet 

~ Protocol (IP) addresses, both the primary information server and the backup information server 

'---45 will operate a name resolver or name server such that when the initial banner request signal is 

generated during the step 112 that does not contain the needed IP address, the IP address for the 

primary information server is returned to the terminal 36 and stored in all name servers receiving 

and processing the query for the IP address of the primary server. The backup. information server 

will monitor the primary information server and, in the event that the primary information.server 

20 goes offline or becomes otherwise disabled, the backup information server will shut down or 

disable the name server at the primary information server. Furthermore, the backup information 
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server will begin returning its IP address instead of the IP address of the primary information 

server when queries are received. All IP address information stored in name servers has a time-to-

live (TTL) value that is set by the name server returning the IP address. When the TTL value 

expires, the IP address information is no longer stored in the name server and the name server will 

5 have to forward any requests it re_ceives for the IP address. Therefore, when either of the name 

(;J 
!ftlO 

servers in the primary information server or the backup information server returns an IP address 

for the primary information server, the IP address is set to have afmite TTL value of, for example 

ten to thirty minutes. In the event of the primary information server going offline, eventually the 

IP addresses for the primary information server stored in the name servers will expire and queries 

for the IP address will reach the name server in the backup information server which will then 

return its IP address instead of the IP address of the primary information server. Thus, within a 

fmite time and selected TTL, all name servers in the computer network that have stored or cached 

\;"\ the IP address of the primary information server will have their caches or memory cleared. They 

will then ask for new addresses and receive the IP addresses of the backup information server in 

response, ,. 
The use of a centralized primary information server along with at least one mirror 

information server on a computer network provides significant advantages for the delivery of 

banners containing advertising information to a terminal for display on the terminal. First, 

advertising banners are in most cases going to be delivered to the terminal requesting the 

20 advertising banner in quick and efficient manner since the information server best suited for 

delivering and serving a banner to a terminal will in most cases be the information server selected 
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by the primary information server to deliver the banner to the tenninal. The faster the advertising 

banner is delivered to a terminal, the more likely the user at the terminal is to look at the 

advertising banner, particularly if the advertising banner is displayed on the user's terminal for 

a longer period of time before ~e user exits the web page or selects a new page. In addition, 

5 mirroring of information servers allows for the relatively fault tolerant delivery of advertising 

banners to users at the tenninals, thereby reducing or even eliminating lost opportnnities to display 

advertising banners on terminals when the primary information server becomes disabled or 

otherwise goes offline. Furthermore, centralizing the intelligence at a primary information or ad 

server allows the displays of advertising banners to be continuously and accurately monitored, 
ffl 
fiilO thereby increasing the ability to judge the success or failure of specific advertising banners. 

The foregoing description is considered as illustrative only of the principles of the 

61 invention. Furthermore, since numerous modifications and changes will readily occur to those 

skilled in the art, it is not desired to limit the invention to the exact construction and process 

\!:) shown and described above. Accordingly, all suitable modifications and equivalents may be 

'"'-~5 resorted to falling within the scope of the invention as defmed by the claims which follow. For 

example, while the method 110 of the present invention is directed primarily to the accurate 

counting of banner information displayed with web pages, the method 110 can also be used to 

provide an accurate count of the number of times specific web pages are displayed on a user's 

terminal by creating a send initial page request signal step in a similar manner to the send initial 

20 banner request step 112 and a return page address location step in a similar manner to the return 

banner location step 114 prior to the storage detennination step 76. In addition, while the method 
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110 of the present invention has been described with connections to the computer network 30 

being made primarily by terminals, computers, and proxy servers, it should be appreciated that 

the method 110 will also be suitable for use with other devices connected between the user's 

terminal and the computer network may exist which can cache or store the web pages or the 

5 banner information. 

~ 
w 
w 
~~10 

As yet another example of how the method 110 can be modified, if a primary information 

server receiving the initial banner request signal generated by a terminal during step 112 

determines that the primary information server itself is the information server best suited for 

downloading or serving a selected banner to the terminal, the primary information server may, 

instead of sending a banner location signal to the terminal during the step 114, simply transmit the 

~ selected banner to the terminal directly, thereby eliminating some of the steps in the method 110. 

As yet another example of how the method 110 of the present invention can be modified, 

it is possible to move the steps 112 and 114 to between the steps 92 and 116 in Figure 4 so that 

,.!:! the steps 112 and 114 are no longer performed after step 88 and before step 92. The steps 112 

'-.,j15 and 114 are instead implemented after the step 92 and before the step 116 if the answer in step 92 

is "no". In this embodiment, web pages and banners that are stored in a user's terminal are 

automatically reloaded and displayed on the user's terminal without generating additional signals 

on the computer network. Therefore, if a user "backs" through a page, i.e., the user moves 

through a series of pages, each of which are displayed on the user's terminal and stored in the 

20 terminal's memory along with the page's associated banners, and then decides to review or 

redisplay some of the pages (such as by using the "back" function of the browser software 
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operating on the user's terminal), no initial banner request signal is generated during the step 112 

since the steps 88, 92, 94 will be followed in sequence. While this embodiment of the method 110 

of the present invention does not allow the redisplay of the banners on the same terminal (and 

presumably to the same user) to be counted or monitored, it still allows the redisplay of banners 

5 stored in the proxy server, but which are requested to be displayed on different terminals (and 

presumably to different users), to be counted and monitored. 

While the method 110 of the present invention has been discussed in detail primarily with 

the counting, monitoring, and targeting of advertising or other content over computer networks, 

the method 110 can also be used for the counting, monitoring, or targeting of content or banners 

\J"ll.O over local area networks, e-mail networks, and non-computer networks such as switched-network 

cable television. In addition, the method 110 can easily be implement to monitor levels of content 

sophistication, content language, content type, content levels of summarization, etc. when different 

0 content options are selectable by a user or terminal. 

It should also be noted that, while ·the terms information server, computer site, web site, 

server, media property have been used to describe the method 110 of the present invention, the 

terms have been used only to help clarify different portions of the method 110. Thus, an 

information server could also function as a computer site, a computer site could also function as 

an information server, and both could be labeled generically as servers. The method 110 of the 

present invention, therefore, should not be limited by the terminology used to describe different 

aspects of the present invention. 
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CLAIMS 

The embodiments of the invention in which an exclusive property or privilege is claimed 

are defmed as follows: 

~ ~. A method for storing information on a primar)J server and one or more secondary 

~ 9s~~/s and on computer sites connected to a computer ne work, wherein information delivered 
~ 

10 

over the computer network to a terminal or a group 05' rminals may contain references to other 

information to be delivered to the terminal, compr ling the steps of: 

serving a first portion of the info ation to the terminal, wherein said first portion 

of the information contains a r~fe7 e to a second portion of the information; 

sending a first request sral from the terminal to the primary server requesting a 

location address for said seco d portion of the information from which said second portion 

of said information can be erved to the terminal; 

sending a locati n signal from the primary server to the terminal providing said 

location address of s · d second portion of the information; 

sending a s cond request signal from the terminal containing said location address 
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of said second portion of the information and requesting said second portion of the 

information be served to the terminal; and 

serving said second portion of the information to the terminal. 

2. The method of claim 1, where' said first request signal is not blocked from 

rver as a result of previous caching of said 

first portion of the information said second portion of the information in the terminal or said 

intermediary device. 

The method of cl · 2, wherein said second portion of the information is served 

!Jj from the primary or seco ary servers. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein said first request signal is a content general request 

signal. 

5. The method of claim 4, wherein said second request signal is a content specific 

•.!:! request signal. 

c:;iiJ 6. The method of claim 1 wherein sai econd portion of the information is served 

from one of the secondary servers. 

7. The method of claim 1, wher m after the primary server receives the first request 

signal from the terminal, further includ' the step of determining which server connected to the 

computer network is best suited for s ving said second portion of the information to the terminal. 

8. 

in said location signal sent fr fj 

! 

8, wherein results of said determination step are included 

the information server to the terminal. 
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9. The method of claim 8, including steps of creating a matrix of selections 

between each of the terminals or groups erminals and each of the servers and using said matrix 

to determine which of the ers is best suited to serve said second portion of the information to 

the terminals o roups of terminals. 

10. The method of claim 9, wherein said selections contain round trip times between 

the servers and the terminals or groups of terminals. 

The method of claim 1, including the ste makilig one of the secondary servers 

a new primary server if the original prim server becomes inaccessible. 

12. The method o aim 1, including the step of storing said second portion of the 

information in the · I. 

signal. 

co~·14. The method of claim 4, including e step of selecting the composition of said 

second portion of the information. 

15. The method of claim 14, w erein the results of said composition selection step are 

included in said location signal sent om the information server to the terminal. 

16. A method for distr· uting a banner over a computer network to a device when the 

banner is referenced in a hyp text document served to the device, wherein the banner is stored 

in one or more servers, co prising the steps of: 

st banner request signal from the device to a first server requesting that 
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5 a banner be served to the device; 

sending a banner location signa rom said first server to the device, wherein said 

banner location signal includes 1 ation information for a specified banner stored on a 

second server; and 

sending a secon banner request signal from the device to said second server 
' . 
I 

'~questing that the cond server serve said specified banner to the device. 
1;.,\ '2P 
)?(. The method of claim;e;' wherein said second server is said frrst server. 

'V~ 18. The method of claim 16, including the s of determining which of the servers is 

best suited for serving said specified banner e device. 

19. The method of claim , wherein said step of determining which of the servers is 

best suited for serving said ecified banner to the device is performed in said frrst server after 

said frrst server recei s said frrst banner request signal from the device. 
~....-~ 1.-1.\ 1P 

;;tf. The method of claim )ff. wherein said frrst banner request signal is a content 

general banner request signal. . 
1 ~~ ~, 

p( The method of claim;w: wherein said second banner request signal is a content 

specific banner request signal. 

The method of claim 16, including the st of storing said specified banner in said 

device. 

23. The method of claim 22, includi the step of determining whether said specified 

banner is stored in the device before said s p of sending said second banner request signal. 

24. The method of claim 16, · eluding the step of selecting said specified banner prior 
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!('> ~sending said banner locati~gnal from said first server to the device. 
/I;"\ liP ' 
}I.J. The method of claim}i( wherein all of the banner information stored on said first 

server is also stored on said second server. 

26. The method of claim 16, wherein aid first banner request signal is not blocked 

topologically between the computer 

specified banner in the device or said termediary server. 

C ~~ j 27. A method for serving a web page and an associ ed banner to a computer running 

w browser software, wherein the web page contains links t the banner, comprising the steps of: 
~ 

U1 

~ q 
I 

I 
\ 

serving the web page to the computer or display by the browser software; 

sending a banner request signal fr m the computer to a primary server requesting 

a banner be served to the comput , wherein said banner request signal includes the 

Uniform Resource Locator addr ss for said primary server; 

determining which s ecified banner will be served to the computer; and 

sending a banner ocation signal from said primary server to the computer, wherein 

said banner locatio ignal includes the Uniform Resource Locator address for a device 

on which the sp ific banner to be served to the computer is stored. 
--~---; 1A 

jlr. The method· of cll!im X wherein said bl!nner request signl!l ipcludes a content 

general Uniform Resource Locator l!ddre,<:; :·· 

c;ii) 29. The method of cll!im 27 including the step of determining}Yhefu.~r s11id specified 

banner is stored on the computer. 
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30. The method of claim 29, wherein a said step of determining whether said 

specified banner is stored on the compute · said specified banner is not stored on the computer 

then including the step of se mg a specified banner request signal to said device requesting that 

,__sru_· d device serve u specified banner to the computer. 

~1->. 1/) /'". The method of claim f· including serving the specified banner from said device 

to said computer. 
. '0~ ' 

~ The method of claim'J{ wherein said banner location signal constitutes an HTTP 

302 redirect signal. 
1.\0 1P Y. The method of claim}( wherein said banner location signal incfudes a content 

specific Uniform Resource Locator address for the specified banner. 

~y34. 
l o/ cachable. 

1.\'V 
)5: 

The method of claim 27, includ· e step of tagging said specified banner as being 

The method of claim~ wherein said device is said primary server. 

~vD36. A method·for distributing a bann over a computer network to a device when the 

banner is referenced in a hypertext document erved to the device, wherein the banner is stored 

in one or more servers, comprising the ste s of: 

sending a first banner re est signal from the device to a first server requesting that 

5 a banner be served to the de ice, wherein said first banner request signal is not blocked 

by the device or any inte ediary server located between the device and said first server 

as a result of a previou storage in the device or said intermediary server of a response to 

said first banner req est signal sent from said first server to the device; 
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detennining if said frrst server is best suited to s rve said banner to the device and 

10 serving said banner to the device if said first server i est suited to serve said banner and 

sending a banner location signal from said frrst ser er to the device, wherein said banner 

location signal includes lecation information £ a specified banner stored on a second 

server; 

sending a second banner location r quest signal. fi:om the device to said second 

15 server requesting that the second server s ve said specified banner to said device; and 

serving said specified banner to aid device from said second server. 

37. A method for distributing a ban er over a computer network to a device when the 

~~ banner is referenced in a document served to the device, wherein the banner is stored in one or 

more servers connected to the computer n work, and the device is connected to the computer 

network via an intennediary server, comp sing the steps of: 

sending a frrst banner requ t signal from the device to a frrst server requesting that 

a banner be served to the device· 

sending a banner locati signal from said frrst server to the device, wherein said 

banner location signal inclu es location infonnation for a specified banner stored on a 

second server; and 

10 specified banner is stored on the device and, if said specified 

banner is not stored on e device, then sending a second banner request signal from the 

device to the intenned ary server and detennining if said specified banner is stored on the 

intermediary server, herein if said specified banner is not stored on the intermediary 
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server, sending said second banner re signal to said second server requesting tbat said 

second server serve said speci 
L-------

d banner to said device. 

~0 
~ , wherein said second server is said first server. 

~ The method of claimj{, wherein said ftrst banner request signal is a content 

general request signal. 

':)~ 6\ 
)1'0· The method of claim r, wherein said second l!alffier request signal is a content 

specific request signal. 

The method of claim 37, indc g the step of having said ftrst server select said 

specified banner. 

42. The method of claim 37, wherein sa· frrst banner request signal is unblockable by 

either the device or the intermediary 

e generation of said frrst banner signal by 

the device\;\ 

.. 0\~\\ \ ,______ 10v 
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

A system for storing information on a computer network and allowing the information to 

be accessed by terminals connected to the computer network, either directly, or through an 

intermediary device such as a local or proxy server, includes computer or web sites which store 

pages requested by terminals for display on the terminals. The pages may include references to 

banners to be displayed in conjunction with the web pages on the terminal. The terminal initiates 

access or connection to a desired computer or web site to access. a S[esired page. After the desired 

page is downloaded, transmitted, or served to the terminal from the computer or web site, the 

terminal initiates and sends an initial banner request signal to an information server. The 

~"! information server returns a redirect signal to the terminal telling the terminal the location of the 

desired banner on the computer network, which may be the information server, the computer site, 

• or some other information server, computer site, or location accessible via the computer network . 

\t1 The terminal then initiates a second banner request signal to the location of the desired banner and 

'_!'\ the banner is served to the terminal for display on the terminal, unless the requested banner has 

"-J previously been stored or cached in the terminal's memory or in the memory of a local or proxy 

server connected to the terminal, in which case the second banner request signal is not sent across 

the computer network and the banner is loaded directly from the terminal's memory or served to 

the terminal from the proxy server. 
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APPUCATION NUMBER FlUNG/RECEIPT DATE FIRST NAMEOAPPUCANT 

os':.·ss:3, e.so 
. :,. 

OS/19/97 I:;;RIFFITHS ~I 1::)022-00 1 

0292/1007 
.jf7-:£ 

ASSIGNED • A SCOTT 8 ALLISON 
CHR I St•IAN BYNUM AND J'OHI\ISON 
1'::100 FIFTEEI~TH STREET 
BOUUlER CO 8(1302 

NOT 

2317 
DATE MAILED: 

NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF APPUCATION 
Filing Date Grant~ 

10/07/97 

An Application Number and Filing Date have been-assigned to this application. However; the Hems.lndlcatedbelow are.mlsslng. The 
required Hems and fees Identified below must ~lmely submitted ALONG WITH THEPAYMENT OF A SURCHARGE forllems1 and 
3-6 only of$ L,jll for a Cil'farge entity 0 small entity In compliance with 37 CFR 1.27. The surcharge rs setforlh In 
37 CFR 1.16(e). Applicant Is given TWO MONTHS FROM THE DATE OF THIS NOTICE. within which to file all required Items and pay 
any fees requlrad above to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained by filing a petition accompanlad by the extension 
fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). 

If ptf required lte~s on this form are flied within the period set above, the total amount owed by applicant as a 
5l' ljrge entity 0 small entity (verified statement flied), Is $ L 5"4/t' - . . . 
IY' 1. Theptutory basic filing fee Is: 

Ul'" missing. 
0 Insufficient. 
Applloant must submit$ 7Qo - to complete the baste filing faa and/or file a verified small entity 

/ statement claiming such status (37 CFR 1.27). 

1!1' 2. AddiUonal claim fees of $ <1, q. 8 - , Including any multiple depandent claim fees, are required: 
/ Applloant must either submit the additional claim fees or oancel additional claims for which fees are due. 

17 3. The/ath or declaration: 
[itJs missing. 
0 does not cover the newly submitted Hems. 
0 ·does not Identify the application to which II applies. 
0 does not Include the city and state or foreign country of applicanrs residence. 
An oath or declaration In compliance with 37 CFR 1. 63, Including residence Information and Identifying the application by 
the above Application Number and Flll{"lg Date Is required. 

0 4. The slgnature(s) to the oath or declaration Is/are: 
0 nilsslng. 
0 by a person other than Inventor or person qualified under 37 CFR 1.42, 1.43, or 1.47. 
A properly signed oath or declaration In compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, Identifying the application by the above 
Application Number and Filing Date, Is required. 

0 5. The signature of the following joint lnventor(s) Is missing from the oath or declaration: 

An oath or declaration listing the names of all inventors and signed by the om/ttedlnventor(s), Identifying this-application by 
the above Application Number and Filing Date, Is required. 

0 6. A$ processing fee Is required since your check was returned without payment (37 CFR 1.21 (m))• 

0 7. Your filing receipt was mailed In error because your check was returned without payment. 

0 e. The application does not comply with the Sequence Rules. 
See attached "Notice to Comply with Sequence Rules 37 CFR 1.821-1.825. • 

0 9.0THER: 

Direct the response and any questions about this notice to 'Attention: Box Missing Parts." 

A copy of this notice MUST be returned with the response. 

er 
on Division (703) 308-1202 

F<?RM PTQ-1 633. (REV.7·9_6) PAII1' 3·· OFFICE COPY 
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~~ E v: 
0 ~ o<Y 

'1. ~ ~ 
~ 1#.fi!icants: 

~ 
Serial No.: 

Filing Date: 

Title: 

Se-o>kvj 
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

¥7 Michael Jolm Griffiths and 
James David McElhiney 

08/858,650 

May 19, 19_97 

INFORMATION STORAGE AND 
DELIVERY OVER A COMPUTER 
NETWORK USING CENTRALIZED 
INTELLIGENCE TO MONITOR AND 
CONTROL THE INFORMATION 
BEING DELIVERED 

) 
) 
) 
) Art Unit: 
) 
) 

2317 

) Examiner: Not Yet Accorded 

Our File No.: 18022-001 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING UNDER 37 C.F.R. 1.8 

I hereby certify that the following documents: 

1. Check No. 10176 in the amount of$824.00 ($719.00 filing fee, $65.00 surcharge 

fee, and $40.00 assignment recordation fee); 

2. Copy of Form PT0-1533 NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF 

APPLICATION FILING DATE GRANTED; 

3. Form PT0-1082; 

4. DECLARATION· FOR PATENT APPLICATION with Power of Attorney 

executed by the inventors, Michael Jolm Griffiths and James David McElhiney; 

5. VERIFIED STATEMENT CLAIMIN@@iMALL ENTITY STATUS (37 CFR 
gg 

1.9(f) & 1.27(b ))--INDEPENDENT rNTOR signed by the inventors; 

6. VERIFIED STATEMENT CLAIM¥ SMALL ENTITY STATUS (37 CFR 
8 
C> 

1.9(f) & 1.27(c)--SMALL BUSINESi CONCERN, signed by Peter Est1er, 

President ofMatchLogic, Inc.; 
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7. Assignment signed by the inventors, with PTO 1595, Recordation Cover Sheet 

attached; and 

return postcard are being deposited with the United States Postal Service as first-class mail, 

postage prepaid, in an envelope addressed to: Assistant Commissioner for Patents, BOX 

MISSING PARTS, Washington, D.C. 20231, on this 17th day ofNovember, 1997. 
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Patent and-Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER OF PAlENTS AND TRADEMARKS<. 

Washing~n; D.C; 20231 

·- ..... 

OS/.19/9'7 Gil~ JFF I TI-lt; I~ i :~{1}:22'- 0 0 1. 

SCOTT B ALLISON 
Cl-l~\ lSNI-)I\1 HYNUI'l ~)1\ll) -JOI-11%01~ 

1900 FIFTEEI\ITH STREET 
HCJl~li .. J)EI~ CO 80:302 

·-. /• ·1 .. -Lr· 
~/" 2:<17 
.)'- ''] DATE MAILED: - -

:l0/07/97 
NOTICE-TO' fiLE MISSING PARTS OF APPLICATION 

.. .--=,-~= Filing. Date.Graptfi!.d.--. ____ ." , ..... _,, ___ ,- -- c -d·"- . --~ .. .:, -

An Application Number. and Filing Date have been. assigned to·thisapplication. However; the ijems Indicated below are .!Jlissing: -The 
required 'Items and fees identified below must_!l.e1imely submitted ALONGWFfH THE PAYMENT OF A SURCHARGE.for ltems<-1and' 
3-6 only of$ 4 il> lor a &'iarge entity D small entity in compliancewith·37 CFR.1.27:The.surcharge is·setfOrlh In 
37 CFR 1.16(e). Applicant is given TWO MONTHS EBOfviTHE;,PAT.E.OF.XHIS.NOTICE Within.which to file.all-requlreditemsand pay 
any fees required above to avoid abandonment. Extensions. of time maybe obtained by filing a petition accompanied by the-extension 
fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). 

I , 

If Rfl ~qulred items on this form are- flied within the period .set above, the total amount owed by.applicant as. a. · 
iif]Prge entityDsmal~ e~~lty (ve~ifiedstatement flied), Is $lS(,,t- • ·· · . . · 
~'1. Th8.!'!i~tU!ory baSIC fthngfee ts: 

1}1' m1ssmg. ·-
D insufficient. 
Applicant.must submit$ 790 · · ::-:- ·- ·to complete the basic filing1ee and/or file-a verified.sma/1 entity • 

/ statement claiming such status (37 CFR 1.27). 
i':'l 2. Additional claim fees of$~ Cf 8 - · , including-any multiple dependent claim fees, are required' 

--~ ::;~~:~:;l;~;;~~~=~:~~: ... a~d~~o-:~ cia~= :~es"~:-~~-~~~~~::i:onal~::~:~r=~~c~fe~~ar~ :u:. _____ --------- ____ , 
i:li('i~mtsstng. 
D does not cover the newly submitted items. 
D -does not identify the application to which· it applies. 
D does not include the city and state or foreign country,.of applicanfs residence . 

. An oath or .. declaratipn in complianc~ y.tith W GFR 1. 63,jinpll!ding-r'1sidence infonnation and identjfyjng .I he application..IJY 
the above Application Number and Filing Date-is requiref!. · .' _ ·. , . · _ 

D 4c The signature(s) to the oath or d_eclaration.ls/are: 1 

[] missing. . , . 
D by a per~on other than inventor orperson.qualified under 31CFR.1.42, L43, or 1.47. 
A properly signed oath or declaration incompliance with!37 CFR. 1.63, identifying the application by the above 
Application Number and Filing Date, is required. · 

D 5. The signature of the following joint inventot(s).is missing from the oath or declaration: 

An oath or declaration·listing the names of al/inventors and signed y the omitted inventor(s), identifying this 
the above Application Number and Filing Date, is required: .,_ .,_ 

D 6. A$ processing fee is required.slnce y1urc~Gg as returned without ~~y~~nt 
D 7. Your filing. receipt was mailed in error because your chec~ Wi§~ ed without D· avrnet1~ct:"1 

\ Lr.l~'ot" 

D -a: The application' does· notcomply·with1he·Sequence Hules:-:;8f>?-W-- "'" · -- -" ·-· ~-- -- · 
See attached "Notice to Comply with Sequence.Rules 37 CF!j1.821 1·.825." 

. 0 
D 9. OTHER: o 

02/03/l'J98 TTUTTI · 00000004 DAB:031725 08858&50 . · . . C:: . . · 01 FC:amrect the refti!JQeealncfany questions about thts notice to "Attenttf: Box tsstng Parts.' .. 
A copy of this notice MUSTbuetu ned with the~r~!IIJJ:Inse, 

ol . I . 1:i -m., .. 1~..,rd» 1 ~ 
Customer Service&_SIJler ~ 
Initial Patent Examin9\ion Division (703) 308·1202 S; .... .., 

~~~ .......... 
( ~~~ 

FORM PT.0-1533 REV-7•9SJ PART 2- COPY TO' BE RE'Iir11fl#: WITH. RESPONSE . 
'ciJ...,"' -ooc;-

.-·, 
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FORM PT0-1082· CASE DOCKET NO. 18022-001 ,.._ 
THE COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Sir: 

Transmitted herewith for filing is the 

Inventors: Michael John Griffiths and James David McElhiney 

DATE: November 17.1997 

For: INFORMATION STORAGE AND DELIVERY OVER A COMPUTER NETWORK USING 
CENTRALIZED INTELLIGENCE TO MONITOR AND CONTROL THE INFORMATION BEING 
DELIVERED 

Enclose"d are: 

_lL Declaration for Patent Application 
_lL An Assignment of the invention to MatchLogic, Inc. 
_lL Verified Statements to Establish Small Entity Status Under 37 CFR 1.9 and 37 CFR 1.27. 

The filing fee has been calculated as shown below: 

(Col. 1) (Col. 2) 
FOR: NO. FILED NO. EXTRA 
BASIC FEE XXXXXXX XXXXXXXX 
TOTAL CLAIMS 42 -20 = 22 
INDEP CLAIMS 5 - 3 = 2 

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENTED 

SMALL ENTITY OR 
RATE FEE 
xxxx $395 
X$11 $242 
X$41 $~ 
X$135 $_ 
TOTAL $.112. OR 

Other than a 
SMALL ENTITY 
RATE FEE 
xxxx $790 
X$22 $_ 
X$82 $_ 
X$270 $_ 
TOTAL $_ 

_lL A check in the amount of $824.00 to cover the filing fee ($719.00), surcharge ($65.00), and assignment 
recordal fee ($40.00) is enclosed . 

.x_ The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of the following fees associated with this 
communication or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 03-1725 . A duplicate copy ofthis 
sheet is enclosed. 
_lL Any additional filing fees required under 37 CFR 1.16 . 
...X. Any patent application processing fees under 37 CFR 1.17. 

_lL The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of the following fees during the pendency of 
this application or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 03-1725 . A duplicate copy of this 
sheet is enclosed. 
_lL Any patent application processing fees under 37 CFR 1.17. 
_lL The issue fee set in 37 CFR 1.18 at or before mailing of the Notice of Allowance, pursuant to 37 

CFR 1.311(b) . 
...X. Any filing fees under 37 CFR 1.16 for presentation of extra claims. 

Respectfully submitted, 

~~ 
Scott B. Allison, Reg. No. 38,370 
CHRISMAN, BYNUM & JOHNSON, P.C. 
1900 Fifteenth Street 
Boulder, CO 80302 
(303) 546-1300 
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Docket Num~er (optional) 
18022-001 

Applicants or Patentees: MlrQ!A,El,_JJ:!!J!N_illiU!i:Fl~~~:fLfAM}l:S_IiJJyliJLM!;EJJllNJEX~-
Serial or Patent No.: 
Filed or Issue<!: 
Title: 

GE 
m:FORMATIQN BEING DELIVERED 

I hereby declare that I am 

[ ] the owner of the small business concein identified below: 
[X] an official of the small business concern empowered to act on behalf of the concern identified below: 

NAME OF SMALL BUSINESS CONCERN: 
ADDRESS OF SMALL BUSINESS CONCERN: 

MATCHLOGIC, INC. 
400 S. McCaslin Boulevard 
Louisville, Colorado 80027 

I hereby declare that the above identified small business concern qualifies as a small business concern as defined in 13 CPR 121.12, and 
reproduced in 37 CPR !.9(d), for purposes of paying reduced fees to the United States Paten(-and Office, in that the number of employees 
of the concern, including those of its affiliates, does not exceed 500 persons .. For purposes of this statement, (1) the number of employees 
of the business concern is the average over the previous fiscal year of the concern of the persons employed on a full-time, part-time or 
temporary basis during each of the pay periods of the fiscal year. and (2) concerns are affiliates of each other when either. directly or 
indirectly, one cOncern controls or has the power to control the other, or a third party or parties controls or has the power to control both. 

I hereby declare that rights under contract or law have been conveyed to and remain with the small business concern identified above with 
regard to the invention described in: 

[ ] the specification filed herewith with title as listed above. 
[X] the application identified above. 
[ ] the patent identified above. 

If the rights held by the above identified small business concern are not exclusive, each individual, concern or organization having rights 
in the invention must file separate verified statements averring to their status as small entities, and no rights to the inventiori are held by any 
person, other than the inventor, who would qualify as an independent inventor under 37 CFR 1.9(c) if that person made the invention, or 
by any concern which would not qualify as a small business concern under 37 CPR 1.9(d), or a nonprofit organization under 37 CPR 1.9(e). 

Each person, concern or organization having any rights in the invention is listed below: 
[X] no such person, concern, or organization exists. 
[ ] each person, concern or organization is listed below. 

Separate verified statements are required from each named person, concern or organization having rights to the invention averring to their 
status as small entities. (37 CPR 1.27) 

I acknowledge the duty to file, in this application or patent, notification of any change in status resulting in loss of entitlement to small 
entity status prior to paying, or at the time of paying, the earliest of the issue fee or any maintenance fee due after the date on which status 
as a small entity is no longer appropriate. (37 CPR 1.28(b)) 

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information and belief 
are believed-to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are 
punishable by fme or imprisonment, or both, under section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code, and that such willful false statements 
may jeopardize the val~dity of the application, any patent issuing thereon, or any patent to which this verified statement is directed .. 

PTO/SB/10 (11-90) Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
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DECLARATION FOk ~; rENj"@'.!Jdi:, ' -, •.. 

. '0 DOCKET NUMBER (Optional) 
As below named rnventor, I hereby declare that: ~ 'l. \\ ~ ~ 18022-001 

~ 
My residence, P?St office address and citizenship is as · .. d below next ~~y name. -

PTO/SB/01 (11 90) 

ith -"'~ . 
I believe I am the original, frrst and sole inventor (if only on' ·& · · lfect below) or an original, flrst and joint inventors (if plural names are listed below) 
of the subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent is sought on the invention entitled INFORMATION STORAGE AND DELIVERY OVER 
A COMPUTER NETWORK USING CENTRALIZED INTELLIGENCE TO MONITOR AND CONTROL THE INFORMATION BEING 
DELIVERED, the specification of which is attached hereto unless the following box is checked: 

[X) was filed on May 19, 1927 as United States Application Number or PCT International Application 
Number 08/858 650 and was amended on (if applicable). 

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above identified specification, including the claims, as amended by any amendment 
referred to above. 

I acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is material to the examination of this application in accordance with Title 37, Code of Federal 
Regulations, § 1.56(a). 

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35, United States Code, § 119 of any foreign application(s) for patent or inventor1s certificate listed 
below and have also identified below any foreign application for patent or inventor's certificate having a filing date before that of the application on which 
priority is claimed. 

Prior Foreign Applications(s) Priority Claimed Priority Claimed 
[]Yes [ ] No 

(Number) (Country) (Day/Month/Year Filed) 

I hereby clabn the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, §120 of any United States application(s) listed below and, insofar as the subject matter of 
each of the claims of this 8:PPlication is not disclosed in the prior United States application in the manner provided by the first paragraph of Title 35, United' 
States Code, §112, I acknowledge the duty to disclose material information as defined in Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, §1.56(a) which occurred 
between the filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT International filing date of this application. 

(Application Number) (Filing Date) (Status - patented, pending, abandoned) 

I hereby appoint the following attorney(s) and/or agent(s) to prosecute this application and to transact all business in the Patent and Trademark Office 
connected therewith: 
JAMES R. YOUNG, Rce:. No. 27,847, STEVEN C. PETERSEN, Ree;. No. 36,238, ROBERT G. CROUCH, Ree:. No. 34,806 SCOTI B. ALLISON Relf:. No. 3813701 
BARBARA A. GYURE, Rce:. No. 34.614 
Address all telephone calls to Scott B. Allison at telephone number (3031 546-1300 
Address all correspondence to Scott B. Allison, Ch.risman, Bynum & Johnson, 1900 Fifteenth Street, Boulder, Colorado 80302 

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of our own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information and belief are believed to be 
true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or 
imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the 
application or any patent issued thereon. 

Full name of sole or first inventor (given name, family name) Michael John Griffiths 

Inventor's signature~~ 

Residence 11334 North Eaton Way, Broomfield, Colorado, 80020 
Post Office Address 11334 North Eaton Way, Broomfield, Colorado 80020 

Page I of2 
PTO/SB/01 (11-90) 

Date ~4~/£;z 
Citizenship Canada 

Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

I 
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PTO/SB/01 (11-90) 

DECLARATION FOl\"-,~TENT APPLICATION 

As a named inventor, I hereby declare that: 
DOCKET NUMBER (Optional) 

18022-001 

All statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that 
these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fme or imprisonment, or both, under 
Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent 
issued thereon. 

Full name of second inventor James David McElhiney 

Citizenship Canada. 

Post Office Address 114 4th A venue. Ottawa. Ontario. Canada K!S 2IA 

Full name of third inventor (given name, family name) ____________________________ _ 

Inventor's signature""----------------------- Date ___________ _ 

Residence--------------------------------- Citizenship------

Post Office Address _________________________ ~~--------------

Page 2 of2 
PTO/SB/01 (11-90) Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
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PTO/SB/09 (11-90) · 

VERIFI:tj;J> STATEMENt' CLAIMING SMALL ENTITY STATUS 
(37 CFR 1.9(f) & 1.27(b))--INDEPENDENT INVENTOR 

Applicant or Patentee: 

Serial or Patent No.: 08/858.650 

Filed or Issued: MAY 19. 1997 

Title: 

Docket Nqm~er (optional) 
18022-001 

As a below named inventors, we hereby declare that we qualify as an independent inventqrs as defmed in 37 CFR 1.9(c) for 
the purposes of paying reduced fees to the Patent and Trademark Office described in: 

[ ] the specification flied herewith title as listed above. 

[X] the application identified above. 

[ ] the patent identified above. 

We have not assigned, granted, conveyed or licensed and am under no obligation under contract or law to assign, grant, convey 
or license, any rights in the invention to any person who would not qualify as an independent inventor under 37 CFR 1.9(c) 
if that person had made the invention, .or to any concern which would not qualify as a small business concern under 37 CFR 
1.9(d) or a nonprofit organization under 37 CFR 1.9(e). 

Each person, concern or organization to which I have assigned, granted, conveyed, or licensed or am under an obligation under 
contract or law to assign, grant, convey, or license any rights in the invention is listed below: 

[ ] No such person, concern, or organization exists. 

[X] Each such person, concern or organization is listed below. 

MatchLogic, Inc. 

Separate verified statements are required from each named person, concern or organization having rights to the invention 
averring to their status as small entities. (37 CFR 1.27) 

We acknowledge the duty to file, in this application or patent, notification of any change in status resulting in loss of entitlement 
to small entity status prior to paying, or at the time of paying, the earliest of the issue fee or any maintenance fee due after the 
date on which status as a small entity is no longer appropriate. (37 CFR 1.28(b)) 

We hereby declare that all statements made herein of our own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information 
and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements 
and the like so made are punishable by fme or imprisonment, or both, under section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code, 
and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the of the application, any patent issuing thereon, or any 
patent to which this verified statement is directed. 

MICHAEL JOHN GRIFFITHS 
NAME OF INVENTOR 

~ 
Signature of Inventor 

>~'lJ •. i ·.; 
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Title: INFORMATION STORAGE AND DELIVERY 
OVER A COMPUTER NETWORK USING 
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Group Art Unit: 
Not Yet Accorded 

Examiner: 
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Our FileNo.: 18022-001 
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

To: Assistant Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Dear Sir: 

The applicants hereby submit their Information Disclosure Statement pursuant to 37 · 

C.P.R. §§ 1.56, 1.97 and 1.98 and respectfully request the Examiner to consider the 

information disclosed in the patents and publications listed below: 

l! S. Patents 

5,247,670 
5,289,371 
5,347,632 
5,430,729 
5,442,771 
5,459,837 
5,557,721 

CITATIONS 

Inventors 

Matsunaga 
Abel et al. 
Filepp et al. 
Rahnema 
Filepp et a!. 
Caccavale 
Fite eta!. 
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Issue Dates 

September 21, 1993 
February 22, 1994 
September 13, 1994 
July 4, 1995 
August 15, 1995 
October 17, 1995 
September 17, 1996 
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5,572,643 Judson November 5, 1996 
5,583,991 Chatwani et a!. December 10, 1996 
5,598,532 Liron January 28, 1997 
5,602,991 Berteau February 11, 1997 
5,617,540 Civanlar et a!. April 1 , 1997 
5,621,884 Beshears et a!. Apri115, 1997 
5,628,009 Kikuta et a!. May 6, 1997 

ARTICLES AND PUBLICATIONS 

"Reload, Redraw, Repeat", Paul Boutin, downloaded from electronic web cite address 
as of May 16, 1997 of: httw:/lwww.packet.com/packet/boutin/97/17/geek, litml#l, pp. 1-4. 

"Advertisers, Privacy Advocates Clash Over Giving Users More 'Cookie' Control," 
Angela Drolte, Electronic Information Policy & Law Report, 2(21):530-531 (1997). 

One (1) page of Form PT0-1449 and copies of all the above-cited prior art are enclosed 

for the Examiners convenience. 

-~""' Dated this \'\ day of September, 1997. 

Respectfully submitted, 

~ 
Scott B. Allison, Reg. No. 38,370 
CHRISMAN, BYNUM & JOHNSON, P.C. 
1900 Fifteenth Street 
Boulder, Colorado 80302 
Telephone: (303) 546-1300 

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING UNDER 37 C.F.R. §1.8 

I hereby certify that the foregoing INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT along 
with PTO-Form 1449 and copies of all recited prior art, was mailed by first-class U.S. mail, 
postage prepaid to the Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington, DC 20231 on this 19th 
day of September, 1997. 
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Reload, Redraw, 
Repeat 

Redundant ad banners are a 
waste of t~e and bandwidth, 
but the solution requires an 
unlikely truce between the 
browser companies 

Like it or not, advertising banners on 
the Web aren't going away any time 
soon. Even if you welcome them, they 
take up a maddening amount of 
bandwidth and time by constantly 
reloading, a characteristic that becomes 
especially annoying over a home-dialup 
connection. Fortunately, there's hope: 
our favorite browser makers could 
make ad delivery less painful for 
everyone. But whether or not they will 
remains to be seen. 

· The total time you spend downloading 
ads is a function of how many ads you 
download, and how large each one is. 
Size is enough of a problem, with 
banners running from 8 KB to 15 KB 
apiece, but the real criminal is that 
chunk of code from the ad site's server 
that reloads every time the banner is 
redrawn. 

51! 0/97 7: 10 PM 
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So why are ad banners reloaded every 
time you encounter a page you've 
already seen, when your browser 

. already has a copy cached on your 
Conswnng local hard disk? Because advertisers 
push content insist on paying per impression- they 
needs to be are billed each time the banner is 
as easy as shown to a user. In order to invoice an 
watching TV advertiser, managers of the host site 
before it need to log the number of times an ad 
will really is served. With the current technology, 
catch on· individual browsers can't report how 

many times they have rendered a 
specific ad banner. So we have to log 
the number of times the host's server 
has delivered a given ad. 

Join us 
in Threads. 

Subscribe to 
PacketFlash, 
for Packet news. 

Normally, the browser would simply 
fetch an ad it has already displayed 
from the local hard disk. But to force it 
to reload each time, you have to 
convince the browser that it's never 
seen the ad before. Click Geek This to 
see how: 

1&. These reloads can be personally 1E frustrating and they bog down 
Geek the Web in general. The 

This advertisers don't like them 
either; the long delays caused by ad 
reloads don't help to build a positive 
brand image. 

Microsoft and Netscape are in a unique 
position to remove the pox of 
perpetually reloading ads from the Web 
once and for all, simply by adding a 
reporting feature to their browsers. 
Instead of forcing the browser to revisit 
a server, the improved browser would 
count the number of times it displays a 
cached banner, and then report that 
information back to the ad server or a 
designated reporting site. These reports 
would each .be far smaller than even 
one extra·ad-banner reload and would 
free up substantial bandwidth. Web-site 
server loads would go down, and as 

"" ~•t,V•~• • ••• -,,-· ,,,,.,.., .,, .• ~. ,._ . .,, .. ,~' • " ... , •. ••···· • ,,, ' ' ""' ••- • ·• • 5/10/97 7:10PM 
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Join the HotWired 
Network, it's free. 
Members log in-. -

load times decrease, readership may 
well increase. 

Both Microsoft and Netscape have 
some sort of reporting features planned 
for their 4.0 browsers. Microsoft's 
Channel Definition Format (CDF) 
standard for push-media content sites 
includes a Tracking Element - a URL to 
report user behavior to. Netscape points 
out that its licensed Castanetchannel 
technology aiready provides a back 
channel through which information can 
be passed from client to server. 

But a real solution isn't here yet, 
because standardized reporting 
software won't come with the 4.0 
browsers. If Microsoft and Netscape 
can agree on a cross-platform standard, 
cost-per-impression reports will be easy 
to sell to advertisers, easy to train 
webmasters and ad-sales staffs on, and 
easy to support. But needless to say, 
getting the browser companies to work 
together is a tall order. 

Talk back to Paul Boutin in his 
column•s Threads. 

<:We1Joi9nkey SU~CENTRAL 

Previously in Boutin ... 

Previously in Garfinkel ... 

Copyright@ 19?7 HotWired, Inc. Al_l rights reserved. 

·-~ . ...- .... -.,-..... - - ·-~ .. ····· ··-·· ~- ........... ·····" .... ,. -- . . .. . 'i/"10/97 7·10 PM 
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NetGravity 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
October 14, 1996 

NetGravity Announces AdServer 2.0, Raises the Standard 
in Online Advertising Management Software 

Industry-Leading Advertising Management Software Gives Sites Enhanced Targeting Ability, 
Modular Architecture, Greater Performance and Extensibility 

SAN MATEO, Calif, ~~.!?;¢M1;;l~~~-I-fetGravi~, the proven 1eade~ in.online adve~sing management 
software, today announced the release ofNetGrav1ty AdS~~·~:.O'; 1ts mdustry-leadmg Internet 
advertising management software. NetGravity AdServer, used by-more than 30 of the top 
advertising-supported sites on the Web -including Netscape, Time InC.'s Pathfinder, Condt\Net, Individual 
Inc. and Nations Restaurant News - was the first product developed specifically for Web sites to optimize 
the effectiveness and profitability of online advertising. NetGravity AdServer 2.0 delivers second 
generation online ad management, enhancing the performance, extensibility, reliability and targeting 

abilities of the product. NetGravity has experience in delivering mission-critical software to 
advertising-supported Web sites and offers 24 hour-a-day, seven-day-a-week support. 

"For more than a year N etGravity has defined the market for online advertising management software," 

said John Danner, president ofNetGravity. "We listened to our customers' requests while integrating 
further innovations into NetGravity Ad Server 2.0, making it the only time-tested ad management product 

on the market. NetGravity realizes that when a revenue generating application is not working, a site is 

losing money. We deliver an ad management tool that is 100 percent reliable under the most demanding 
conditions. " · 

Scalable, Distributed, Extensible, High Performance Architecture 

The ability to serve ads efficiently and scale operations quickly is a must for any successful ad-supported 
site. NetGravity Ad Server 2.0's scalable, distributed:oarchitecture delivers a number of benefits to 
customers, incW,Qilfgllil.1~Jlig'¢ilt~'aching· an9 unlimited growth potential. AdServer 2.0 automatically 
remembers-which·adtvhavebeen>sCiieiluled for the most popular pages, greatly optimizing the speed at 

which ads get served. As a site grows, AdServer easily scales to support the additional traffic. AdServer's 
distributed architecture ensures the performance of a site will never be slowed down by serving ads. This 

distributed system also enables sites to run separate modules on different hardware platforms. 

Ad Server 2. O's extensibility enables sites to customize and extend AdServer functionality to suit their 

specific needs. For example, using NetGravity's API a Web site may choose to create custom reports to 
augment existing Ad Server 2. 0 reports. A Web site can also extend AdServer's targeting abilities by 
including additional custom targeting criteria. 

"With the online advertising market heading towards $5 billion by the year 2000, it's crucial for sites to 
have access to the tools they need to manage placement and targeting," said Adam Schoenfeld, vice 
president publishing at Jupiter Communications. "Without powerful ad management tools, sites can't offer 

true value to their advertisers, and run the risk ofturning their most crucial business relationships over to 
outsiders." 

9/23/98 II :25 M 
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Lead Report 
Privacy 

Advertisers, Privacy Advocates Clash 
Over Giving Users More 'Cookie' Control 

A request for comment on an Internet Engineering 
Task Force proposal to give users more control 
over "cookies"-the technology that tracks a us

er's clicks through a World Wide Web site-has pitted 
advertisers against privacy advocates. 

The HTTP State Management Mechanism proposal 
(RFC 2109), dated February 1997, would make it easier 
to control the use of cookies by changing the default 
setting for "third party cookies.'' · 

Third party cookies are cookies that occur. through 
"unverifiable transactions," according to David M. Kris· 
tol, technical staff member at Bell Laboratories, Lucent 
Technologies, Murray Hill, N.J. Kristol is a co-author of 
RFC 2109. 

The RFC is in the comment phase. 

'Cookie,' 'Third Party Cookie.' A cookie is a data pack
age that a World Wide Web server sends to a Web 
browser. It can contain a variety of information, includ
ing a user's virtual identity-i.e., the identifier that a 
Web site assigns a user to identify the user each time he 
or she visits the site. · 

Cookies can also be used to store password and lo
gin information so that a user visiting a secured Web 
site is automatically identified and does not have to re
submit that information on each visit. 

Advertisers like cookies because they can be used to 
tailor ads to customers, based on their likes, dislikes, 
and shopping habits. Some vendors simply ask a user to 
fill out a questionnaire to get this information; cookies, 
however, can create a customer profile by tracking 
where the user goes on a Web site and what links the 
user clicks on. 

Advertisers can keep track of ads that consumers 
have seen on various Web sites through third party 
cookies. A third party cookie enables a third party-i.e., 
a Web site other than the host site-to obtain data about 
a user through the unrelated Web site. The process 
works as follows: A user visits a Web site, which con
tains a URL reference to the advertiser's Web site. The 
existence of the URL reference is not apparent· to the 
user, and wheri the user clicks on a Web page having 
the reference, user information is transferred to the ad
vertising site unbeknownst to the user. 

The first time a user clicks on a Web site containing 
the advertiser's embedded URL, the advertiser sends -
the user's browser a cookie, which contains the identi
fier that the advertiser assigned the user. Thereafter, 
each time the user clicks on a Web site containing an 
embedded URL to the advertiser, the user's browser 
sends the advertiser's server the cookie. 

These cookies enable the advertiser to keep track of 
the ads that it has shown your-virtual persona. Based on 

the collected information, the advertiser can choose a 
particular ad to display on the host Web site. Without 
the user supplying additional information, such as his 
or her name or e-mail address, the advertiser simply 
knows that a user with a particular assigned virtual per
sona has seen its ad X number of times on specified 
Web sites. The more information the advertising Web 

· site has collected about your virtual persona, the better 
able it is to tailor specific ads to you as you browse the 
World Wide Web. · 

Privacy Concerns. Although cookies are not new, their 
existence has recently garnered increasing publicity, 
creating a stir among users who worry that their pri
vacy 'may be compromised through the use of cookies. 

Concern has been further heightened by reports of 
some Web sites sharing information about their visitors 
with each other. That practice could permit an adver
tiser or other Web site operator to piece together infor
mation the user has submitted for one purpose-say, to 
sign up for a service-with other information-e.g., that 
collected through cookies, thereby being able to match 
an individual's virtual persona with his or her real per
sona. The end result is a potential boom for advertisers, 
who, equipped with detailed information about a user, 
could further tailor ads to particular users. 

Although some browsers enable the user to view the 
cookie files that have been written to the user's hard 
drive, there is currently no way to intercede the trans
mission of a third party cookie. 

People are troubled by what transpires behind their 
backs, Kristol said. RFC 2109 would change the specifi
cations for third party cookies to direct the browser not 
to accept the cookie. The specifications. would permit 
browser manufacturers and vendors to build alerts into 
their systems, flagging ·users to third party cookies. 
Those alerts would be available, however, only if the 
user rejects the default setting. 

In an April 7 letter, a coalition of consumer, civil lib· 
erties, and children's advocacy groups expressed their 
support for the IETF proposal. The letter was signed by 
the Center for Media Education, the Consumer Project 
on Technology, the Electronic Privacy Information Cen· 
ter, Computer Professionals for Social Responsibilitr, 
the Consumer Federation of America, the Electromc 
Frontier Foundation, the National Association of El· 
ementary School Principals, NetAction, Privacy Inter
national, the U.S. Privacy Council, and more than 100 
Internet users. 

"The proposal will allow users to exercise greater 
control over the creation and collection of personal in
formation resulting· from transactions between web cli
ents and web servers," the groups said. 

"We believe that 'transparency'-the ability of users 
to see and exercise control over the disclosure of per
sonally identifiable information-is a critical guideline 
for the development of sensible privacy practices on the 
Internet," they added. 
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"There should never be a case where private !inns 
and government agencies are writing and reading infor
mation .op a consumer's hard disk, without explicit au
thorization," CPT Director James Love said in a press 
release. 11These ~ransactions must be more transparent, 
and the users must have the practical ability to say no." 

Adve.rse Impact on E-Commerce? Predictably, advertis
ers are positioned in the opposite side ofthe ring. The 
Association of Online Professionals urged the IETF to 
retain the current cookie defaults in Web browsers. 

The proposal will adversely impact the. industry, the 
association said, including: : ... 

• the potential loss of services from online services 
relying on cookies for passwords, preferences, and 
other tasks; . : . . · . 

·• the loss of electronic commerce relying on cookies, 
including those using the "shopping cart" models; 

• the loss of a major method for assessing advertis
ing effectiveness for Web sites relying economically on 
those revenues and sponsorships; . 

• the loss of "[h] undreds of thousands of . . . man
hours for reprogramming of web sites"; and · 

• added technical support costs for Internet service 
providers, online services, and browser software coma 
panies, "who will have to deal with subscribers who do 
not understand Cookies or their use, when web sites 
'don't work.' , 

"If there were a valid threat to privacy, or a single 
documented case of the technology being abused to the 
detriment of consumers, we might feel differently," 
AOP Executive Director Dave McClure said in an April 
22 press release. We cannot allow "vague fears to dic
tate the technology, the structure or the growth of the 
online industry," he added. 

"Abandoning a widely used and largely effective 
technology just because it might possibly be abused is 
not a rational response to 'privacy concerns," McClure 
said. He said the proposal should not be adopted be
cause users can easily control Web browsers and be
cause, io date, there is no record of cookie abuse. 

Cookies Abound. In a discussion with BNA, McClure 
explained that users can see what cookies have been set 
on a browser file, Cookies simply record the name of 
the Web site and the identification number assigned to 
the user. In fact, they are so widely used, that if you 
used a browser option designed to alert you every time 
a cookie file is written to your hard drive, alarms would 
be sounding incessantly as you browse the World Wide 
Web, McClure said. · 

It is true that some Web sites have decided to share 
databases of information they have collected on Web 
site visitors, McClure said. While this is a reason to not 
visit those sites, it is not a reason to change the cookie 
settings. Although not in favor of it, McClure said a pos
sible solution would be to make it unlawful to share in
formation without the user's authorization. 

McClure also pointed out the potential effect on ser
vice fees that a requirement to obtain authorization be
fore sharing information would have. He noted that 
junk mail subsidizes the U.S. postal system. What if In
ternet access were to cost $200 per month? McClure 
queried. Would one be willing to trade low-cost access 
for greater privacy protections? he asked. 

A simple rule, he said, is that if one does not want 
. personal information traded, one should not give out 

that information in the first place-in the real world, or 
online. . . · 

Privacy is a social and regulatory issue-not a tech
nology issue, McClure said. '(ou do not solve social is
sues with technology; rather, you solve them with 
sound and reasonable policies, he told BNA. 

Long Process. The eventual outcome of the IETF pro
posal may not be known for some time. The RFC pro
cess for IETF proposals tends to be fairly long. Al
though IETF standards are voluntary, they have, in the 
past, been followed as law. 

According to Peter Harter, public policy counsel for 
Netscape Communications Corp., Netscape is backing 
the RFC as originally drafted. Indeed, the proposal's 
other co-author is Lou Montulli, a Netscape founding 
engineer. 

The IETF proposal would permit common standards 
for how cookies are set-e.g., what it looks like ·and how 

· it is set. As such, it is a management protocol, Harter 
noted. 

Through a browser, cookies can be sent to certain . 
files so that a user knows what cookies have been set. 
Netscape 3.0 allows a user to program an alarm to 
sound when a cookie is activated. Montulli wanted an 
open standard for this mechanism, Harter said. 

Open standards for cookies, including how they are 
created, would not only give users better control over 
the collection of personal information online, but would 
help Web site operators because the resulting products 
would be interoperable, Harter said. Interoperability, 
coupled with user control, will make cookies a more ef
fective tool for online commerce, he said. 

•emUST' Would Be an Add-On. The online world is ad
dressing privacy concerns as well. One program, 
"eTRUST," aims to rate Internet sites according to de
fined privacy standards that govern how personal infor
mation is collected and used (1 EPLR 621). The pro
gram is a collaborative effort among the Electronic 
Frontier Foundation, CyberSource Corp., Portland Soft
ware, TestDrive Corp., and lnfoOnline. 

According to Krista!, the eTRUST ratings system 
would not substitute for RFC 2109, but would constitute 
an add-on function. 

As a proposed standard, the RFC must be out for 
comment for the earlier of six months or the appear
ance of two independent, interoperable implementa
tions of the specification. 

If changes are made to the proposal, it will then be
come a draft standard. After a minimum of two months, 
it would then be eligible to become a standard. That 
stage of the process tends to move relatively quickly, 
Kristol said. 

Kristol noted that he has issued a second draft of the 
proposal, containing technical changes but not chang
ing the substance of the proposed third party cookie 
specification. While IETF received a flurry of comments 
in February and March on the original proposal, Kris
tol's second draft has not received any, he said. 

BY ANGELA DROLTE 

The text of RFC 2109, along with other documents in 
the Request for Comments series, is available at Inter
NIC's World Wide Web site, http://rs.internic.net/nic
support/. 
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REVOCATION OF POWER OF ATTORNEY 

AND 
APPOINTMENT OF NEW POWER OF ATTORNEY 

AND ADDRESS FOR CORRESPONDENCE 

To: Assistant Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Sir: 

Intervention and Revocation 

MATCHLOGIC, INC., a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State 

of Colorado, the assignee of record of the entire right, title, and interest in and to the invention 

and the above-referenced patent application, hereby intervenes in this patent application and 

revokes all powers of attorney previously appointed by the inventors or by any other entity in 
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this patent application. 

Appointment of Power of Attorney 

MATCHLOGIC, INC., hereby appoints, effective immediately, as principal attorneys 

and/or patent agents: James R. Young, Reg. No. 27,847; Steven C. Petersen, Reg. No. 36,238; 

Robert G. Crouch, Reg. No. 34,806; Scott B. Allison, Reg. No. 38,370,_ and Barbara A. Gyure, 

Reg. No. 34,614. 

Address for Con·espondence 

Please direct all communications to the following address:-

Scott B. Allison 
CHRISMAN, BYNUM & JOHNSON, P.C. 
1900 Fifteenth Street 
Boulder, Colorado 80302 
Telephone: (303) 546-1300 
Fax: (303) 449-5426 

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that 

all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these 

statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are 

punishable by fme or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States 

Code and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any 

· patent issued thereon. 

JohnMo 
Date: 1/1.3 ita 

I 
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APR 17 

Filed: May 19. 1997 

\ 
\ 

Entitled: INFORMATION STORAGE AND DELIVERY OVER A COMPUTER NETWORK USING CENTRALIZED 
INTELLIGENCE TO MONITOR AND CONTROL THE INFORMATION BEING DELIVERED 

JLMA""-'T"C"'H"'L"'O"'G"'I"-C~. !!INllC=·-------• a COLORADO CORPORATION 
(Name of Assignee) (Type of Assignee, e.g. corporation, partnership, university, government 

agency, etc.) 

certifies that it is the assignee of the entire right, title and interest in the patent application identified above by virtue of either: 

A. I ] An assignment from the inventor(s) of the patent application identified above. The assignment was recorded in the 
Patent and Trademark Office at Reel Frame or for which a copy is attached. 

OR 

B. I "] A chain of title from the inventor(s) of the patent application identified above, to the current assignee as shown below: 

1. From: To:_-::--------,-.,---
The document was recorded in the Patent and Trademark Office at 
Reel ___ , Frame __ , or for which a copy thereof is attached. 

2. From: To:, ____________ _ 
The document was recorded in the Patent and Trademark Office at 

3. 

Reel_, Frame , or for which a copy thereof is attached. 

From:; ______ ~~--=- To:'--,-~-~~-----
The document was recorded in the Patent and Trademarl{ Office at 
Reel_, Frame __ , or for which a copy there is attached. 

[ ] Additional documents in the chain of title are listed on a supplemental sheet. 

I X ] Copies of assignment or other documents in the chain of title are attached. 
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The undersigned has reviewed all the documents in the chain of title of the patent application identified above and, to the best of 
undersigned's knowledge and belief, title is in the assignee identified above. 

The undersigned (whose title is supplied below) is empowered to sign this certificate on behalf of the assignee. 

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true, and that all statements made on information 
and belief are believed to be true; and further, that these statements are made with the knowledge that willful false statements, 
and the like so made, are punishable by fine or imprisonment, o oth der S tion 1001, Title 18 of the United States Code, 
and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the v dity o e ppli tion or ny patent issuing thereon. 

~o/98 · 
Dale f Signature ..._ __ , 

Title 

PTO/SB/96(10/92) Patent and. Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

N:\WG3\FORMS\PATENT\37CFR.373 
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ASSIGNMENT 

.. \ . 
\ 

WHEREAS, we, Michael John Griffiths, 11334 North Eaton Way, 
Broomfield, Colorado 80020, and James David McElhiney, 114 4th 
Avenue, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1S 2L4, have invented a certain 
new and useful INFORMATION STORAGE AND DELIVERY OVER A COMPUTER 
NETWORK USING CENTRALIZED INTELLIGENCE TO MONITOR AND CONTROL THE 
INFORMATION BEING DELIVERED, for which application for Letters 
Patent of the United States was filed on May 19, 1997, and 
assigned Serial No. 08/858,650. 

WHEREAS, MatchLogic, Inc., 400 S. McCaslin Boulevard, 
Louisville, Colorado 80027, a Delaware Corporation fully 
organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware is 
desirous of acquiring the entire right, title and interest 
therein and thereto; 

NOW, THEREFORE, be it known that for and in consideration of 
t)1e sum of One Dollar ($1. 00) and certain other good and valuable 
consideration to us in hand paid, the receipt of which is hereby 
acknowledged, we, the said Inventors, Michael John Griffiths and 
James David McElhiney, by these presents do sell, assign a~d 
transfer unto the said MatchLogic, Inc., its successors, legal 
representatives and assigns, our entire right, title and interest 
in and to the said invention and the aforesaid patent 
application, for t~e territory of the United States of America 
and for all foreign countries and to all Letters Patent, 
continuations and reissues, and extensions to be obtained 
therefore; and we further agree to cooperate with the assignee 
hereunder in the obtaining and sustaining of any and all such 
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Letters patent, but at the expense of said assignee. 

We further hereby assign and agree to assign to MatchLogic, 

Inc., the entire right, title and interest, domestic.and foreign 

which we may have in discoveries, improvements and inventions 

made, conceived or developed by us in connection with the 

development of said INFORMATION STORAGE AND DELIVERY OVER A 

COMPUTER NETWORK USING CENTRALIZED INTELLIGENCE TO MONITOR AND 

CONTROL THE INFORMATION BEING DELIVERED, and do further agree to 

execute all applications for patent, assignments and other 

appropriate documents and to perform all acts and to do all 

things necessary to make this Agreement effective and to perfect 

all right, title and interest in and to said discoveries, 

improvements or inventions in MatchLogic, Inc. The Commissioner 

of Patents is hereby authorized and requested to issue the 

letters Patent solely in accordance with the terms of this 

Assignment to MatchLogic, Inc.,its successors, legal 

representatives and assigns, as the assignee of the entire right, 

title and interest therein . 
. , 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we have hereunto set our hands and 

affixed our seals on the date set forth hereinafter . 

• 

2 
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S:(ATE OF COLORADO 

COUNTY OF :Bo,,L:Dfb-

it-F''Ii'"-\ _,.,,,,:'_'"' ·· i·f:"('(!fli" ;S"~ 

\ 

- - ~-~-- -~--~-- -----------------, 

) 
) ss. 
) 

·--

Before me, a Notary Public in and for the said County and State, personally appeared 
Michael John Griffiths, known to be the person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing 
instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the same for the purposes and 
consideration therein expressed. 

Given under my hand and seal of office this 2-STf-1 day of .5f.1'TW'PE~ , 1997. 

My commission expires: ll/t2- /o..ooo 

(SEAL) 

Notary Public 

3 
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.. 
. . _ .... UNITED.STAi ;DEPARTMENT OF·COMMERCE . ' --...,._ 

'· 
Patent andTraaJmark Office 
Address:. COMMISSIONEROF PATENTS ANO.TRADEMARKS 

Washington, D.C. 20231 . 

I . SERIAL NUMBER FILING DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTORNEYDOCKETNO, ., 

08/858,650 05/19/97 MICHAEL JOHN GRIFFTHS, et al. 18022-001 

EXAMINER 

F. Asta 

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER 

2756 6 

DATE MAILED: 4/2 4/9 8 

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed ____ A-'-p_r_i_l_1_7_,_1_9_9_8 ___________ _ 
E:l 1. The Pewer of Attorney to you in this application has been revoked by the applicant Future correspondence will be mailed to the new address of record. 37 CFR 1.33. 

0 2: The Power of Attorney to you in this application has been revoked by the assignee who has intervened as provided by 37 CFR 3.71. Future correspondence will be mailed to the new· address of record. (37 CFR 1.33). 
0 3. The withdrawal as attorney in this application has been accepted. Future correspondence will be mailed to the new address of record. 37 CFR 1.33. · 

~n~ 
Patent and Trademark Office 

llil 4. The Power of Attorney in this application Is accepted. Correspondence in this application will be mailed to·the below-noted address as provided by 37 CFR 1.33. 

0 5. The Power of Attorney in this application is not accepted for the reason(s) checked below: 
0 a: The Power of Attorney is from an assignee and the Certificate required by 37 CFR 3.73 (b) has not been received. 

0 b. The person signing for the assignee has omitted their empowerment to sign on behalf of the assignee. 
0 c. The inventor(s) is without authority to appoint attorneys since the assignee has intervened as provided by 37CFR 3.71. 

0 d. The signature of , a co-inventor in this application, has been omitted. The Power of Attorney will be entered upon receipt of confirmation signed by said co-inventor. 

0 e. The person(s) appointed in the Power of Attorney is not registered to practice before the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office. 

0 f. The revocation is not signed by the applicant, the assignee of the entire interest, or !2!Ul particular principal attorney having the authority to revoke. 

I I SCOTT B. ALLISON 
:·:·-·•="":~ CHRISMAN, BYNUM AND JOHNSON 1900 FIFTEENTij ST. 

BOULDER, CO 80302 L _j 
•,. 

FORM PTOL-305 (REV. 7/89) RETAIN THIS COPY IN THE APPLICATION FILB: . COPYA, . ., , 
-- ·-···: ·' 

'· -.::~ .. '1''''"· .---. _.~ 

'\ 
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UNITED STATESDEPARTMENT DF COMMERCE 
Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMAR 

Washington, D.C. 2D231 

SERIAL NUMBER FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR 

08/858,650 05/19/97 GRIFFITHS M 1~02:2-001 

EXAMINER ' 
LMCi/0304 

SCOTT B ALLISON 
CHR I St~AN BYI\IUIYI AND JOHNSOIII 
1.900 FIFTEENTH STREET 
BOULDER CO 80302 

PAPER NUMBER 

This Is a communication from the examlnerln c11args of your appllcatlon. 
COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS 

2757 

DATE MAILED: 

~Is appllcatlon has bean examined 0 ~esponslve to communlcatlon flied O•L-------

7 

03/04/99 

0 This actlon Is made flnal. 

A shortened statutory·parlod for response to this action Is sst to expire !J month(s), D days from the 'date of this letter. 

Failure to respond within the period for response will cause the appllcatlon to become abandoned. 35 U.S.C. 133 

Part I THE FOLLOWING ATTACHMENT($) ARE PART OF THIS ACTION: 

1. t:f Notlce of References Cited by Examiner, PT0-892. 

~Notlce of Art Cited by Applicant, PT0·1449. 

5. 0 Information on How to Effect Drawing Changes, PT0·1474. 

Part II SUMMARY OF ACTION 

2. 0 NoUoo of Draftsman's Patent Drawing Revlsw; PT0·94B. 

4. 0 Notlce'of lnlllrmal Patant·Appllcatlon, PTD-152. 

6. 0 ------,------~ 

1. ~Claims, __ -~,..="'-'«----------------------- are pending In the appllcatlon. 

Of the above, clalms ______________________ ara withdrawn from conslderatlon, 

2. 0 Claims. _____________________________ have been cancelled. 

3.0 Clalms ___________________________ areallol'lsd. 

4~ Clalms_.._-(--"~'2,..--""------------------------are rejacled; 

5. o·clalms ___________________________ ara objeclad to. 

6. 0 Clalms. ______________________ are subject to restrlctlon or electlon requirement; 

~·This appllcatlon has bean flied with Informal drawings under 37 C.F.R. 1.85 which are acceptable for axamlnatlon purposes. 

8. 0 Formal drawings are required In response to this Office actlon. 

9. 0 The corrected or substltute drawings have been racslved on • Under 37 C.F.A. 1.84 these drawings 

are Cl acceptable; Cl not acceptable (sea axplanatlon or Notlce of Draftsman's Patent Drawing Review, PTD-948). 

10. 0 The proposed addltlonal or substltute sheet(s) of drawings, flied on------·· has (have) been Clapproved by the 

examiner; Cl disapproved by the examiner (see explanation). 

11. 0 The proposed drawing corractlon, flied ------~ has been Cl approved; Cl disapproved (see explanatlon). . · 

12. 0 Acknowladgamantls made of the claim for priority under 35 U.S.C~ 119. The certified copy has Cl bean racslvad Cl not bssn received 

Cl bssn fllsd In parent appllcatlon, serial no. ; fllsd on-------~ 

13. 0 Since this appllcaflon apppears to be In condltlon for allowance except for formal matters, prosacutlon as to the merlls Is closed In 

accordance with the practice under Ex parla Quayle, 1935 C.D.11; 453 O.G. 213. 

14.00thar 

····~ .. 

EXAMINER'S ACTION · 

···-- . --:::~~->· 
~--"" 

·VfOI.-328 fRov • .2193) .. ··:;.--:::-- .... ,. ..... 
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Serial Number: 08/858,650 
fiJCt·unit: 2757 -2-

DETAILED ACTION 

Claim 8 is deP.endent upon itself. It is assumed to be 
dependent upon claim 7 for the rejection below. 

The following is a quotation of .. the appropriate paragraphs of 35 u.s.c. 102 that form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action: 
A person shall be entitled to a patent unless --

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United States. 
The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) which forms the basis for all obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action: 
(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made. 

Claims 1-42 are rejected under 35 u.s·.c. 103(a) as being 
unpatentable over Kohda et al. "Ubiquitous advertising on the 
WWW: Merging advertisement on the browser" and further in view of 
Pitkin et al. US patent 5,341,477. 

As per claim 1, Kohda teaches a method of information 
storage and delivery essentially as claimed, comprising the steps 
of: 

··- -.. 
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Serial Number: 08/858,650 Art'unit: 2757 

\ 

-3-

serving a first portion of information [web page] to the 
terminal where in the first portion contains reference to a 
second portion [advertisement]; 

sending a request from the terminal to the primary server 
[Advertising agent] requesting the second portion . 

. returning the second portion to the terminal [p.1495 col.l]. 
Kohda does not specifica~ly disclose th~ terminal requesting 

the location of the second portion and retrieving the second 
portion based on the address return from the request. Kohda 
teaches the second portion is delivered via the Advertising 
Agent(i.e. primary server). 

Pitkin teaches a system for improving load balancing and 
service efficiency in network system by having a primary server 
(Broker) determines a secondary server that best serve the 
requesting terminal and the terminal contact the selected 
secondary server for services base on information returned from 
the Broker [see abstract, col.3 lines 45-47]. 

Hence, one of ordinary skill in the art would have been 
motivated to combine Pitkin teaching with Kohda to return the 
address of the second portion to the terminal and let.the 
terminal retrieves the second portion because it would have 
improved the efficiently of the system and reduced processing 
load on the Advertising Agent. 
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Seri~l Number: 08/858,650 
_Art- Unit : 2 7 57 

-4-

\ 

As per claim 2, Kohda teaches the first request to the primary 

server [Advertising Agent] is not block by intermediary device or 

cache [apparent from p.l495 section 2.2 and 2.3]. 

As per claims 3 and 6, Kohda teaches the second portion being 

served by the primary [Advertising Agent] or secondary [Advertiser 

Server] (see p.l494 col.2 l"t paragraph). 

As per claims 4-5, Pitkin disclose the· first request is a 

general content request [col.2 lines 6-10]. It is apparent in the 

system as modified that the first request is a generic request for. 

an advertisement from the Advertising Agent and the second request 

is a specific request to retrieve the selected advertisement stored 

in an Advertiser Server. 

As per claim 7, Pitkin teaches the primary server determines 

the best suited server [Abstract]. 

As per claim 8, it is apparent in the system as modified that 

the result of the determination is send to the terminal in order to 

enable the terminal to retrieve the selected advertisement. 

As per claim 9, Pitkin discloses data structure for selecting 

a server to a terminal [col. 6]. Pitkin does not specifically 

disclose creating a matrix. The specific data structure for 

associating terminals and servers would have been a matter of 

design choice. It is well within the level of one of ordinary 

..... 
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Serial Number: 08/858,650 
(\rt··unit: 2757 

-5-

·,, 

skill in the art to derive an appropriate data structure for 

associating servers and terminals to an application at hand. 

As per claim 10, Pitkin discloses taking into consideration of 

transmit times [col.5 lines 59-68]. 

As per claim 11, Pitkin teaches having backup broker [col. 3 

lines 55-60]. 

As per claims 12-13, it is well known ·in the art that web 

browser has cache storing portion already retrieved. It is 

apparent in Kohda as modified, that the browser would check the 

cache prior to fetching the specific advertisement from the 

Advertiser Server. 

As per claims 14-15, Kohda does not teach providing .the 

composition of the second portion. The type of additional 

information return to the terminal would have been a matter of 

design choice. It would have been obvious for one of ordinary 

skill in the art to provide composition information because it 

would help the terminal in rendering the display of the portion. 

As per claims 16-26, 27-35, 37-42, they are rejected under 

similar rationales as for claims 1-15 above. 

As per claim 36, it is rejected under rationales as stated for 

claims 1 + 2 + 7 and 8 above. 

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier 
communications from the examiner should be directed to Dung Dinh 
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Seriftl Number: 08/858,650 
}n:-t Unit: 27 57 

-6-

whose telephone number is (703) 305-9655. The examiner can 
normally be reached on Monday-Thursday from 7:00AM- 4:30 PM. 
The examiner can also be reached on alternate Friday. 

\ 
;, 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are 
unsuccessful, the examiner's supervisor, Glenton Burgess can be 
reached at (703) 305-4792. 

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of 
this application shouldpe directed to the Group receptionist whose 
telephone number is (703) 305-9600. 

Any response to this action should be mailed to: 

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks · 
Washington, DC 20231 

or faxed to: 

(703) 308-9051, (for formal communications intended for 
entry) 

(703) 305-9731 (for informal or draft communications, please 
label "PROPOSED" or "DRAFT") 

Hand-delivered responses should be brought to Crystal Park II, 
2121 Crystal Drive, Arlington. VA., Sixth Floor (Receptionist). 

Dung Dinh 
Primary Examiner 
February 26, 1999 
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Application No. ApplicarltTs;-· 

08/858,650 Griffiths et al. 

Notice:.of References Cited Examiner Group Art Unit 

Dung Dinh il'i'5'7---71 ..... ":\ 
Page 1 of 1 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 

DOCUMENT NO. DATE NAME CLASS SUBCLASS 

A 5,774,660 06/30/98 Brendel at al. 395 200.31 

B 5,341.477 08/23/94 Pitkin et a!. 395 200.56 
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NetGravity AdServer 2.0 Annoucement. Available at http://www.netgravity.com 
u 10/96 

Kohda at a!. "Ubiquitous advertising on the WWW: Merging advertisement on the browser," Computer 

v Network and ISDN System, 28 (1996)1493-1499. 5/96 
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X 

U.S. p.,teot &nd Tr.'ld~mark Office 

PT0-892 (Rev. 9-95) Notice of References Cited - Part of Paper No. _.:_7 __ 
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AUG-13-99 FRI 12:51 PM FAX NO. 3D~A495428 P. 08 

\,.1'1 

• 
tzy) 

NetGravity 
•' .... , . . . '. 

• http:l,.,.,.,...nctgravicy,<orn/p=>ias201'"'"' 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
October 14, 1996 

NetGravity Announces AdServer 2.0, Raises the Standard in Online Advertising Management Software 
lndustry-LfJading Advertising ManagemfJnt Software GivfJs Sites Enhanced Targeting Ability, Modular Architecture, Greater Performance and Extensibility 

SAN MATEO, Calif., ~.~~;'l~i~J9,~~·1)fetGTavi_cy, the provenleade~ in.online adve~sing management software, today announced the release ofNetGraV!ty AdS&!f'Vit~~O; 1ts mdustry-leadmg Internet advertising management software. NetGravity AdServer, used hymore than 30 of the top advertising-supported sites on the Web -including Netscape, Time Inc.'s :Pathfinder, CondeNet, Individual Inc. and Nations Restaurant News -was the first product developed specifically for Web sites to optimize the effectiveness and profitability of online advertising. NetGTavity Ad Server 2.0 delivers second generation online ad management, enhancing the performance, extensibility, reliability and targeting abilities of the product. Netlliavity has experience in delivering mission-critical software to advertising-supported Web sites and offers 24 hour-a-day, seven-day-a-week suppc:'rt· 
"For more than a year NetGTavity has defined the market for online advertising management software," said John Danner, president ofNetGravity. "We listened to our customers' requests while integrating further innovations into NetGravity AdServer 2.0, making it the only time-tested ad management product on the market. Netlliavity realizes that when a revenue generating application is not working, a site is losing money. We deliver an ad management tool that is 100 percent reliable under the most demanding conditions." 

Scalable, Distributed, Extensible, High Performance Architecture 
The ability to serve ads efficiently and scale operations quickly is a must for any successful ad-supported site. Netlliavity AdServer 2.0's scalable, distributechrchitecture delivers a number of benefits to customers, inclui:llil"i'lil"fe)Iig~.'!:lJching· an~ unlimited growth potential. AdServer 2.0 automatically remember!f"Which·ads·have been,sdiei:fulec! for the most popular pages, greatly optimizing the speed at which ads get served. As a site grows, AdServer easily scales to support the additional traffic. AdServer's distributed architecture ensures the perfo11ll1Ulce of a site will never be slowed down by serving ads. This distributed system also enables sites to run separate modules on different hardware platforms. 

AdServer 2.01s extensibility enables sites to customize and extend AdServer functionality to suit their specific needs. For example, using NetGravity's API a Web site may choose to create custom reports to augment existing AdServer 2.0 reports, A Web site can also extend AdServer's targeting abilities by including additional custom targeting criteria. 

"With the online advertising market heading towards $5 billion by the year 2000, it's crucial for sites to have access to the tools they need to manage placement and targeting,'' said Adam Schoenfeld, vice president publishing at Jupiter Communications. "Without powerful ad management tools, sites can't offer true value to their advertisers, and nm the risk oftuming their most crucial business relationships over to outsiders." 
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• 
P. 09 

. ' 
-. . N.f.!tGravity AdServer Delivers 100 Percent Reliability .. ..... . 

Proving its ability to meet the demands of almost any site on the World Wide Web, NetGravity is used by more than 30 of the most volume -and co11tent-intensive sites. NetGravitY AdServer manages the highest traffic site online, Netscape, demonstrating the scalability and reliability of the Ad Server software. 
"NetGravity has shown the ability to scale to Netscape's Internet site- which receives more than one hundred million hits a day," sai<l Robert Andrews, Webmaster/director at Netscape. "NetGravity is consistently meeting our performance requirements and expanding along with Netscape"s phenomenal growth. NetGravity continues to implement new features, capabilities and problem solving solutions, sucn as their ability to operate on the multiple platfoiiDB that we support." 

NetGravity AdServer 2,0 is also used on Time Inc.'s Pathfinder, the most compllllt publishing site online, demanding a<l-specific targeting geared toward the specialized audiences of 90 different content providers. 

"Pathfinderis one of the largest and most visited sites on the Web today," said Bruce Judson, general lllanager of Tlnl.e Inc. New Media. "This traffic creates special challenges for managing our advertising base. The NetGravity AdServer 2.0 meets these challenges and gives Pathfinder advanced ad targeting performance and capability as well as robust rellability." 

NetGravity AdServer 2.0 Delivers Distributed Architecture and Platform Portability 

NetGravity AdServer 2.0's distributed, scaleable architecture allows sites to customize their configuration to meet their specific needs, adding components as the site grows. This component approach creates a high-perfonnance system that accommodates the demands of each individual site. NetGravity AdServer 2.0 enables sites to easily migrate between different Web servers and hardware platforms. This modularity allows NetGravity's customers to upgrade aifordably as their business scales. 

NetGravity AdServer's Ad Targeting: Right Ad, Right Place, Right Time 
NetGravity AdServer 2.0 allows for specifif,,~W,g~~ng by the user's browser type, computer platform, country of origin, proxy server, high-level d'omain, 'searcli terms and keywords, and time of day or day of the week. Sites can also use NetGravity AdServer'~ open API to extend tbelr targeting, by creating their ~~~tar~et groups util~~l;~~!l!?Jcie," demogJ;aJ?~C:: profiles from existing user ~~~bases or other -~~tion. 

NetGravity AdServer 2.0 allows ad managers to target ads by keyword and subject matter. This targeting function delivers specified ads to complement the topic of the search. For instance, if the keyword is "car," an advertisement for a sport utility vehicle would be displayed in the winter months, and an ad for a convertible would appear in the summer. Targeting ads by subject matter allows sites to display · advertising that directly relates to what the user is searching for at that moment. For example, an ad for Chardonnay llllght appear along with a search for a chicken recipe, while a Pinot N oir ad may come up when looking for a steak recipe. 

"CondeNet is pleased to offer our advertisers the dynaruic targeting and ad placement which the NetGravity AdServer allows us to deliver," said Sarah Chubb, director ofCondeNet. "AdServer Z.O's reliability and NetGravity's superior customer service and support is helping us to create one of the 
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NetGravity AdServer Delivers 100 Percent Reliability 

ProvingJts ability to meet the demands of almost any site on the World Wide Web, NetGravity is used by 
more than 30 of the most volume -and content-intensive sites. NetGravity AdServer manages the highest 

traffic site online, Netscape, demonstrating the scalability and reliability of the AdServer software. 

"NetGravity has shown the ability to scale to Netscape's Internet site - which receives more than one 
hundred million hits a day," said Robert Andrews, Webmaster/director at Netscape. "NetGravityis 

consistently meeting our performance requirements and expanding along with Netscape"s phenomenal 

growth. NetGravity continues to implement new features, capabilities and problem solving solutions, sucn 

as their ability to operate on the multiple platforms that we support." 

1-fetGravity AdServer 2.0 is also used on Time Inc.'s Pathfinder, the most complex publishing site online, 
demanding ad-specific targeting geared toward the specialized audiences of 90 different content 

providers. 

"Pathfinder is one of the largest and most visited sites on the Web today," said Bruce Judson, general 

manager of Time Inc. New Media. "This traffic creates special challenges for managing our advertising 
base. The NetGravity AdServer 2.0 meets these challenges and gives Pathfinder advanced ad targeting 

performance and capability as well as robust reliability." 

NetGravity AdServer 2.0 Delivers Distributed Architecture and Platform 
Portability 

NetGravity AdServer 2.0's distributed, scaleable architecture allows sites to customize their configuration 

to meet their specific needs, adding components as the site grows. This component approach creates a 

high-performance system that accommodates the demands of each individual site. NetGravity AdServer 

2. 0 enables sites to easily migrate between different Web servers and hardware platforms. This modularity 

allows NetGravity's customers to upgrade affordably as their business scales. 

NetGravity AdServer's Ad Targeting: Right Ad, Right Place, Right Time 
·~--; ~. 

NetGravity AdServer 2.0 allows for specifi~ targ~?ting by the user's browser type, computer platform, 
..• ~<:'- 1• • ,~.( " • • . ' . 

country of origin, proxy server, high-level doni.aill,"searcli terms and keywords, and time of day or day of 

the week. Sites can also use NetGravity AdServer's open API to extend their targeting, by creating their 

:r;tar~et groups util~~l1L~9!lfie," demo&r.lll?!.!,i~profiles from existing user ~~~tabases or other 

,;,.~!ion. 

NetGravity AdServer 2.0 allows ad managers to target ads by keyword and subject matter. This targeting 

function.delivers specified ads to complement the topic of the search. For instance, if the keyword is 
"car," an advertisement for a sport utility vehicle would be displayed in the winter.months, and an ad for a 

convertible would appear in the summer. Targeting ads by subject.JP.atter allows sites to display 
advertising that directly relates to what the user is searching for at that m0ment. For example, an ad for 
Chardonnay might appear along with a search for a chicken recipe, while a PinotNoir ad may come up 

when looking for a steak recipe. 

"CondeNet is pleased to offer our advertisers the dynamic targeting and ad placement which the 

NetGravity AdServer allows us to deliver," said Sarah Chubb, director ofCondeNet. "AdServer 2.0's 
reliability and NetGravity's superior customer service and support is helping us to create one of the 
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unique; interactive advertising sites on the Web. 11 

... http://www.nctgravity.com/press/as20launch.html 

Advertiser Report Generation, Real-Time Copy Testing 

N etGravity Ad Server 2. 0 enables sites to generate online performance reports for each advertiser. Sites 
can strengthen their partnership with agencies and advertisers by offering real-time copy testing of 
multiple creatives. This function allows advertisers and their agencies to make timely adjustments and 
corrections to their media campaigns, maximizing click -throughs, effectiveness and return on investment. 

':Receiving performance reports from-N etGravity sites has been fantastic in order to evaluate our media 
buys and make any rotation changes necessary in a timely manner. 11 Melissa Hoban, media planner at J. 
Walter Thompson. 

N etGravity Ad Server 2. 0 is the most advanced, reliable and dynami~ tool for Web sites to fully realize 
revenue potential from advertising. NetGravity introduced and promotes the model that allows Web sites 
to retain 1 00 percent of advertising revenues, thereby enabling sites to build a viable economic business 
model. 

About NetGravity 

NetGravity, founded in September 1995 and based in San Mateo, Calif., is the proven leader in online 
advertising management software. Customers include Netscape, Time Inc.'s Pathfinder, Quote, com, 
CondeNet, Individual, Inc. and The Red Herring's herring. com. NetGravity can be found on the World 
Wide Web at http://www.netgravity.com. 

Contact 

### 

AnnBurgraff 
NetGravity,Inc. ~ 
Voice: (;1•1:5) 655-4797 
Fax: (415) 655-4776 
E-mail: ann@netgravity.com 

Copyright © 1998 Net Gravity, Inc. All rights reserved. 
NetGravity and the NetGravity logo are trademarks ofNetGravity, Inc. 
Contact us at info@netgravity.com or call us at 650-655-4777 

All other product names are trademarks of their respective.owners. 

Legal & Privacy Notices 
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Ubiquitous advertising on the WWW: Merging advertisement on 
the browser 

Youji Kobda ·, SusumiJ Bndo 1 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
We prop:a.ll:a :». n1=W lll(.)vcni.5inll framework on the. "N'ii'W. Some pgp.dv WWW siC.:.t now ptD~ic.fe. .3dvcnisins .1p1cc l~t th~it W('D pi,t~.s. Ho'tlttlet'-'t::r 1h£! :llj:IWI! e((r;;cti"'~:~:l ot the. adwani:~.ing is -41.,!f!5don.llblc. Jn aut odve:rtl.sing rr..mc.woJil, an ~"'Dni.sii'IJ o.g.cnL i.s ph.:OI:t b;t\flr~:gn .dl't'rti:k:,., .tl.hd uxr.s, 1llc. a&cvn.•, l:.u:in~:u i.~o 1o •tiv.:r OR,IvcrtlScrn..-niS tc:r u.t~n who t.viz;;h lo :ill:' ~c.l'l•rtissrJUIJ"lts 01'1 U.eir Wab bra,.,:k:r. U.'W:II"!! _.;JJ .'fee~ ¥&tiel) of :.d•c"i:,gmCQllf ., Lbe ,!ljle'lt' d,c)' "Ot~:r:t. cvera i( the: s.ttc:~ h.a'tc no o.Liv~ni5c:mcnu an Lhe! W'ch Jef">'C,.,, Thr.11 •HI tnYkc:: tbe IICIWeJ1IiinJ btulrtmq c.. U. W'Y'W J'l:all)' ubiquii.(;IU.1. 

1. lntroclucri<"' 

To seH gttod! or scrwic::es. advertistme.nl is !..he 
first s~ep to maklna 1hem o•allable to the pul>lic. TV 
lllld rurW•J>'IP'~ in: n:prcsentlljve media !hat have aa:lvcoisl.ng spaces ror commercial purp:tscs. 1bc: op-. e:rallon•J eost of comrnerchll 1'V stations an~ be:w!:
paper pU~Ii•hine ""mJianle.o is ~a•en:clll)' !lko ad•cr· 1ising n:vonuc, This mokcs h pct'$jbJ., rar people to 
rer:dve TV prograP"Is "" no chargl!l .Md to subscribe ro he,w.,papers very ~heapJy, 

The Warld Wide We~ I• a new Way of pn.!enr.in2 inf~;~rmalion 1o the public via th11 [nre.rnet. Adltenill.
ing on lha World Wid<> Web bll5 lncre~<l rapidly 
oV~ the ·~r. raw ye~. Howvver, tho tnllliCie of 

• Ccrrc•popclna ;~l.llhot. EmJU: k.~i:i.&J.nN.fu,iil:Sq,ca.Jp. 1 Email: -UI'Utll.l@liN.nJib,J\I~bU,r;o,jp. 

>dve11i•in& '"''so fill' bo:1:n similar '" mar u""d in TV and ne ... spaporJ iD """"""". 
Se111lar providers oil die W'WV-' such as Yahoo! ro .• popular lnlemel directory ..,,.;.; ••• prepare ad· 

venising •P~ in their Web pages and sell thl• •pace ID advcni:o:rl b)' die haur, Tbc anchors (linl" Io 
advcniser's Web """'""') Ole ple=d on llle sold 51nall specs, Mel are displayed r.o user.l as sm;all clickable image~. Wilen IIIey 9llclr. one of lh• ..,. chors, they ""' !hen connected ,.. 11\al ad•crtl$cr's o\aln comrnen;iaJ Web SC!tver. · 

W'WW adOJcrtising in it! alffent !ilate is bl!i~r Ih'"ll no!lling, bu< ~ cos< benefit u quenionable,Cor 
!he following rci\SOna. Firolly. Ihct loa!:• Web ~~erver ITIUS.I bCf Yer)' papUlar ~:tn ~c lnklmeL [( .rhe hosl i,s.. ·""' sufnciendy pop11Jar, llJe n~mber of th• people .. .,;Jig JO:Ivcnlsemema pi~ oJI ohc ~rnt >¥ill be small. Seo<mdly. ll>e acl•onisirtg ho$1 se~er daos noc usu•IIY permil a campelire>f comp,.,y•s ~dvonl••· 

D/6!J•7:S~"'./9tJ/5l$.Ql ~ llJI?6 P\l.bll.Wd b,. l!f.M;Uilllf Sr;:~nc~:" ZJ,Y, /\11 ri&hU R.Jz:rvt:4 Pll SIJI6, .. 7:S:51(96)DOD7D·D 
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menrs Ia be display<d. For inSiai!C~- Micr<;>sofr is most unlikoly !a odvcni.,. IBM praducrs in r.h•ir Web server, 
Thertforo. U,e adveni$ins hO.r server should bo: ·~ry popular on tho lnrenrer lllld. •• rb• """"' lirne. unbia:~ed. lo eal'll enough money from Ill• a~venisiog bu•in•••- N~tiO<otk dlrc~rory "'rviceJ ond •irNal •h"?pingfbusi~eu mulls >r• P"'sibl• c;wlidares, 1-!o"llf~:lter. l.hc :ter-.ic:e! ofrered b)' su.;h servers arC' ga..,w•y 5<:rvlces In essence. Users ;w normally bu!)' Scorching f01' infannalion resaurcel lllt<l\l~h the j_!Oie• I\IOV services, and lhetl! is ~~ rell!<>n for !hem IO w.;r.: lhelt lilT!<' ~eadll!.!: advcnioemcol>. This crc•ur::~ ~ un •":.~LivenisinB vxuum". 

Wt: pTO"P-9~ a tal;.- iJdveniJintr fri:llhework on d-,e World Wide W~h- It will llll !his '·.-J~cnisinB •••·· lli>m' '. A.n ad•en.,irog •K•m i• pfacod l>el\l<ecn tho oi~v<tliSool'$ ond 1he users, Ad>renl .. lftcn...,l.cleh~d .. from •"·~nioor•' Weh 2rvt!S an rnergod .. "'ilh Web · """ii"~ r~m·'i:l"';"IIIY W~b ..,,..~~~.by .~o; .• ·~~·· Wid 1 ·~<h~ merged pPj:<S ;ue dlsployed on rhe user;.· Web \ ~ro~sc:r. 11nas. ttu: Uk!~;s ~r:a :.d\•eni:l«!mel)ts nn :.In)' ''i· rvor 11tOQ"d on rh• (nbenu:r. Moi'C'O•er d>e asenl' ·· 115 r:tr!l.nc,es to tleU"er appro~i;ue ad\'cnisctnenlf;1. · hkh suil t;"ach u~r's laslc. 'nds 1:~ It n~ve nway4 m the curronl ""'"' of •dveniiing on 1he WWW · ll.l1d will tbllkc Ill~ ~dvenlsing bu•in<:$> on ~ WWW ro•lly t~bi'IUilou5. · 

Z. A new frame"'o~k. tor odwel'llsln~ "" lho WWW 
Fig, I illusrroLOs r1re ordinal)' us~ge gf rJ,o WWW, ·~p;, c1>11 be cnrnp..-ed ..,;u, Pis. 2. whkh is ill! Qv.erVI~t:"' of our ru:• illdv~rt.bing franM:w~rk. In Fi&. 2. r:h• lldvenisins :>gent compll1'1y'• Web ..,....,., is """'· It ha..• an lmpo"""r rol~: O.:li••rillll advc:ni!l:· 

09 
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menu la users whc,.evr-t r.hr:y :I.CC"e~s -or(..lfnary w~,., :,.:rwcns. 

Flr~l or all, r:he odvc:ni•ing U~CI11 company m•hs • conlfOCI wirll advcrti~r <:ompani.-s. R<:m<~rk thar ardinat)' uscn ~.;u:a lcL:on~ 3dllertiser.s ar iKlvcrtising agentS if lhey lore re-ady '" pay lor il.. bul we u~;<: •h• "'ord. <Qiiii'""Y· ro make !he e:o:planalion briof. The agent o::ompan)' is ""pon~il>le rot defiv<fil!g •d~crlistorn~ntl. lo \ISeR... Tho ~verdsemenl$ arr ararcd eo the age~r's. Web !icNcr. Olhe""'fs• •hey q,i~;~llr boo k~pt OQ l:.bc advcniscc~s Web serve-rs 'll'ilb jusl· the link• Ia tham $IDred in lb~> aJ:.I!nl'5 WeD seNer. NcXI, lh.1 Zld.vcnising agent company ~Is~;~ nega\ialcs ..,ilh U&o:ro, who agr"" 10 s.r:e advenlsemen~ while brows..ng. Thl• is .simi! at la subs.criprjon procedure for Jeduuc•l miljluincs. •hich are full of l«hnicJI orticl~• and. ad~eniS<~meniS which cargcr is IIJc - sub.Jcriber< of the ITlaJ:Rines, Tbe agonl <olllpWI)' is responsible for delivering ll>e ~~pr<>priaro odnr1isc· tr~ems. ro the uurs. Thus. \he 4;:ontrt~cl :ibiNid .zn I~ il.!ol allow tt'ie U~r.l tD Jpt:e:it)' ...,h.illl C.ah~89r)rS 0( .i:UJYe( .. tiserncnl!& lhcy ¥ri.sb lc .5t:'l::, Pot ~xarnpla, ~ user can ~eel""' lhar he ur •he I• ln.,r•sring in """' books, nc..., pttsQ"al campu~rs. and used can. II i• wonokr· lUI if..,, ecoid dererrnine a ~JS~:r's <~mnr and long 
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lel"''h illl~rc:il_, wUh nu t.lcclaradDn, but jt hr. ncr quhe rip:r fot Lht!! rc-.al u&c, Mon:o.,cr the convacr m-..y n:qu~:u ... ~rs pri\lll.lc lnformalio"~ sur;h as ~,w.. ~ge. 1111d home a<ld,....a in re•l life. If the ag_ent has user'• prival'l! i~fonn~lion. i• Call pick up man: fncq""d , qdvcniSc! men• for ea£h t.~sr:r, 
At I•.•'· th• agcn! compRny shcall<l olrct sotne dear bendil •o •iiiiKr~c:r dJe uSers to the bu..:itw::s.&. ~.:awSr: p:cple do nat pc~hivcly wouu (O see ~dverliSOmonl, Tho ag•nt compllllY could pa~ for all or rarr Q( '"" cUm>mcrs" connccliOb chatses, 

U:i~rs whn have- made a C'OnUilt'l wUhan ~YC'ttJs .. in,g a,aonr are gi..,r:n :t WC'b brow.scr byrne <1gen1. The Web brow:ser sofrw:m: knows how •o Rr.-eJve .ad>J~:r~ ti,.,m•nts rrarn the agcnl. Technically. !he bru ... ..,r mr:rgo!''\lfcb pag~s fctchcLL frOfll more than._ W~b server ond. display• a campo~ile Web pogo on <he llotindQw. Jn Sc!t.·lion .1~ we will Lleo.Kribc the brQu.r~r lnet.!h.:lni~m it~ 5cmeo da:tiJil. You \liiiJ find (~ tnudlfi. c;.uion to rh~ c;olJfTI!hl brow11ers IJJ ""~t)' srnaiJ llnll ~nn.abJ~. 
' Whon a U$er olio~~ •n ~nch"' OF\ • p4g< dl<playcu on the bro.,. set. oho l>ro..,..,r conca.;r~ tho Wob :;orve~ an<i r~ltJms a Web pogo dcslgna<cd b~ !lie ancMt. SimuhnneoU.sl)', the browser C"Dnt.:LC:ts the a.dlr'enisjn& a).lenr'• Wob ..,rver. Tho agent's Web ~ervcr rerurns • Web ~n,;• of one or liS odv~nlscmenr.. Then lhe br0\&1!-('r me:rge-s lhm:e- t~tun'led Web p:.g~ll, .qnd dis; .. piSJ.ys .:r. c;-ompgsita p:i-8" en r.he scorec:n. 

Nole tha.t the oM.genr 1s aWAI'a of the ic.!enlit,Y of IJu: user and whj"h pap lbe us.cr is abc;:,r.ut lr;J rc.l!ld uh th.: brow-~er, li<J t.hc: ar.Jven.i-•ing 111:•n• CDII tailor ad•mi!<'mt:niS ror j",Jt/iiJjdJAQ/s tJJtJ ilf~i, CllrTt:n.l i111erUI3 Thus il prevents d]e UScl froln h•ving to ~~ .Wvor: llsernr!nl.!l that ~ unrgJa1ed 10 d~eir currtn' inlcn:s,:s. lln<•PI'<Iod ad•ol1iScmc:nL! woulcl irritaoo uscu in much <he '>m• Uiay .. ~ maguinc artlc:le thai b ~plit up '~Wirh intcrv~ning advc:u1lscmctll.s. 

Z J. A..J.s~.rsing advertising g~~TJ/J 

Adve:ni!Oements rr:rurned from the advertisii1B agent'$ Wet> """'"' can h~ve link• IQ ocher P"&~• wl)lch IJllgh•. for o;._:>mple. be: ma~ deoailcd adver-
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Llsomcnt.< or online order fonns for tbc odv~nlsc<l good• or "'"'Ices. When """'" roUow tbc<c links. lhc advenisins .ageru can detetl lhesc w:tions: '\llbc. >~~hen, to \lltoal page. 111• a~nt rccolds the IICiion,, and the accum.UIJI<!d record can b:: u .. d b;v •h• •sent to •how rhc effec•l"•n•s• or obelr <c'l"''icCS IO rhe :.tdven\&cJ"', 

Alt ildvcnbing ~gcnr must havc a gacd strlllcgy tn order to ~a• tile co~npclidon. The role of an :ldverrisin~ agent compan)' l~ to offer muru"l bcnclios to aclvcrtl!ll!rs :uld U.V:r.l. If tho u""IS reel then: ..-~ no btncf1U from t.U·inl the •ervicr:& of Yne advenising agcnl, thcry will K" 10 <ll'O:Jlher. Similatl~. if oclvcniscD jLidgc (mrn the records cluu their aLiveniscmt-nt:; h.11.,.e llCI. 1:&-t:n dtJii•efl:«.l 10 apprOpriate ulk:r.s, they will also go to IIOOibcr aclvcnlsin,e a1enr. Thtn: OR th.-ct p.;>ssiblc 51f~le~io$ f.,r an ...Jvenising ag~nr. FirSJfy .. lhc:n:: is no n~d lr, delhe:~:.advcr.,!\•••nen~.< conlinUQII5ly. It rnighr be mote olfaccivc and irnp~i't'tt lo deliver ZI&Jvenis.rrJ)Ienl5 ql. some. lnteri~l•- Secondly. other """'rullnrom<olion. su~h •• the lt~rest neUJs :and lar~&:c we.athe:r lotorm.olJon. rnlght be lldiv~ei'Ed il).!llf!'LI.~ C)f ~dv.::nlsen1r:ftllli ;::~l lfle l.ilscr·s convenh:ncc. Thirdly. h1otc ·-intr:lU!e:,(' • ;.ad.,.~rti~ii'l& is pa&$ibl.,, Supp""' tba( • "set obtaln.s an onli~ order fattn for some goadt. ThO' a~vcnl<ing •B•nr cara detcc1 this r:'tl!nl, Ir then c.ac.aminc::s the ordr!r form Ia ..., what JlOD'1s the ""'r wanro lllld tht: price otfertrJ. Then lbe ildvetlis.:ing agent ean tRQic a •pr:cial olfer '""'deliver i110 Q>c us.:r, which tells the llSI!:r dlu.t mather company Cone of lho ~ge:nr·, adYcrtiscl"ll) wauld ""II the same goads ar a Jow..r prioe Q>an the eompatoy """ has the online order ro.-m. 

2.S. Priun~y i:rSUt!~ 

Jn l.tt~ Internet, privacy ;s. one of d'IC' first issUes~ Ad•crti.ling aeenu keep lheir I:UIIol\let' • .,.., •• ,, in· formal(<>n, IU<"h as ngc lllld home addi1!SS. Th~refo.-. th.-: comrac~ becw~n adveni$il'lg ag£nl5 an4 tl'Je w;:u.!i:~ 1omors sho;Juld io>cl~d~ ~ privacy clau.,. which prohibit• the agen10 fmm forwatdlng <heir privaoe inrarrru~lion 10 <Jdve"is.r:rs ...,jdloul. pcrmis.1ion. 
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______ ,_.,. ... _._.,., ______ , __ 
J. A .,-Dt:Jol"" or ubi'jl>llous adnrluinl 0)1 lilt: www 

11'1 this !lo:clioll we dc><:ribe o. sirnpie prororypo a( r;Jt.~r oew ar.lvcnlsin& frarnc:Wtork. 

We ""' a slgi!Uy augrnen(ed Web browser wllich oan mcorge Wet> PI'K"' f1<1m 411fcrcn~ Web 5crvors. A• shown in Fig. ). • S!"'ci•l "Fil"'r Program" menu irern hu bcl:n :added to die ordinary brow..,r. Selecting <his hem, • wh'ldow is opened 1111d lhe munu of filu:r Pf08~ cllri "" sp=cilie<l. Filreu ore progr"""' •• "'hl<;h havo "'"" input. one """"''· and perfcnn a ll.Mful U'aJ15form~lion Dll da1• as. it ~9 

..,,.taa.r-•r. 
~~:all ~I.I'JI)I 

""' 
Fi&. 4, 4 plpi:Jlac. at tnr.ar prqsrmt~. 
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lhrouj!h (21''. 'fbose !liters can be piP\'d ill order ... , illusltated In f'ig. 4, 
The filters ano invoked when 1111 anchor is <licked il1 rhe!l browser's wlQdaw. Al ir,vacation .... nvlrCn .. mcm infqrm:uic>n is p•ssod to each tll~~or progroltl ~· inYC~:aliOh pQiilrneters. 'The environment infon:tJalion 

include• ot '""'' the identity of tM 11$<:1 and infOITIIa• ril.!lh abau1 the a.:lec...;d ;anchur, The ..::ont.:.,ls of 11. Web p•&• dcsigna!e\1 b>r rhc anchor..., iJlpijl into the pipe of fil~e=r:s, and Ill• output from J.hc, pipe is displayo!,l en llle brolll:;crs ... indaw as an lfnwiL doc::umenl. 

~ >i"'d~l fihcr progranl i• shipped Iram !he <d· Y"e-nhdns; ;~~n~ ta a ust:r, once- 1he usr:r h::u m~~ 

-
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~""'"'"' ... ;rh lhc agent, illld rhc ~ ... , puis llle lllk:r program in his/her browser. The filtcr keeps in memory Ill• canLi<:t path (URLl ro the •lll'nf• Web f .wr:rvrr. \1/b:!n h. is invoked .. il fo....,ards Ut~ in"'oc~on para~n~:&er; pUled from t.ha: bro""scr lO the! agent's Web server, AAd ...,abs for a reply. Then. dJc agenr'.i Web .K:rv~r tchl,f11$ one or iLs adY~rtis.emenl5. 91' Othi:'T uscflll infannwion. The lilll:t ""'rgcs tbe rcpl)' fmm !.lie 4gon!'s Web server befo"' rhe input from U,e pipe. i.e .. Web pag~ fiDm oilier Web servers. 
Fi&. S is lll ·~ample or a Welt poge "''"' .., advenisemcnt; a """' pn:>du« aclvcnbemcnt and a H'ome ~gc:. Tbe !llrategy ot& ho"' ro Q/eav• ac:rven.i!IOII!• ments in thJs t!~arnple LJ quile easy~ a.J~o~cnbemenr i:li i1J!Cn<d before. Pic...., nou• tbnt Ill• .tld•cnl"'m•nl in Pig. S hilS an llllohgr Uabr:lcd a.s .. Fod>1orc \pfonn~· 

lion•·) in h. When a"""' click$ d!l• '"IJchor, • "'""" 

,,. __ , .. " . ,. - .. ..... _._ ... - ·-· 

·r· , ... '· 1 ' l" , .,./.,., ....... ~· 
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doU.ilod ~<lvenlsem~nr would be disployod. At lhr some: tim~. llle cli~k ¥lion is rer:onled or Lh• a<l•erri•lns agent, 1"bc: adveni~in~: ~senr call show a $11111• m'lry ,r_ die rcOQrd whenever !he ad•~nisc:" requeol ir. 

We ha•c already impl•me"Ced ~ workins proto· rype or ~is ubiq~itOII• advel'lisins on rho WWW. Figs. l and 5 ""' snapduxs laken l'r'>m the cQmP<'rer $Cfl!elt. 
We have made a very ~mall lmpro••P>enr ro NCSI\ Mb.Oai.-. We ltave added ~ n•"' PJ•nu irorn, "F;HI!:r Ptoc.ram'~. j.,.$l :~(ter ''Eidil Sour.::.t., .. lll~;"rlU ilt.l'rta.' ... ~~u, swrcc .. •• in HCSA MQ5aic inYok.os an cdhor whose \nitiat COI'IIIt~& !.t lbe HTML docurni!!WU u( lh• ~unently dlspl•ycd Web P•I:C!- Wilen e:.iting lhe •dlror. lire ediCed HTML. do;~~:Umonr is displayed as a new Web page, FUr<~r fi1'1;1gromo oet b)' "Film f'rogr4111 .. menu lrcm da llle almo•r same work without u"'r intcrverrdon. For e•~mple, if we put a 40C'Dpiw.l)~e" filler (thuur:h ir should tem.21in iiJI'acr b<:twcen "I\> """ <I A>), lllc: rhlll'..,lerJ dl$pl~~cd on the b10wr;er tile all capilali..,d. We believe lhal thi• adclhlon~l r ..... , ;. •inlplc ami ...... rf•d. onrJ tf1~:R'rore it .i! ~lil$ortablt: 10 add lhis ~re ~ orr.Unary brow:k'r• 011 " s"'>>danl racilily. bult!~p::-tF~"!!}.'~tail~·pn>ll)'' $mer· could n:~liu: !he saiiie .·· r\i'liCii(l!Wiry. bur BUthenriroriiUJ of M"'r• should be intQI'piOrared in tho proliY se!'ler or the same •illlo' '" 4i•tlnaulsh individual•. · -A sample niror poo&rl!olll '¥hloh insen• advcn isemcnu bef.,., ~ origl~al Web con"'n~ h.., bean coded in Perl, "'lllcb \n<;ludd a:o::c"" ro "'"'""' Web se,...ers. This aldv~is.eJQt'!:nl .. ln:s.crtioo n~~:.:dJ e;r.lr.- Qrnc """' migln make lOll':ts irTitakd, bur we believe ~is performance <lc;rlld•rion Will soon become smaller. A sompk- Web ll<:tYcr foc- 14-crtislnJ: ~JCftll has .,., impl<!menr.d ..... !<;l or Perl p<ogr•ms which w: inwokr:d thraugh COI. The program• lndudc: a program for l>dvcnlse.,...nt delivery thor ......-cites an apprcprialc advct"\iSc-hr and delivers h ro rhe browser, when rhc lldvertisemo:nr.jnsertion tiller pr.,. ll"'m ""' in the brow~r lloVobs thc prowam •in CCI. Tho call addresa to the deli~cry program will ba <O<Icd In tl're lilu:r propam or lho •hipping 6.....,. Th• pr~;~grams J>!so jpo;llldc: 1\llel Pi<>Cfllll!S ror eon-

u-acu, ooe f~>r a,gcnl-lo>-u:ser, lh<: orher ti>r ~gont-roadveniser_ This nsean.:s ~a• usetlii and .ad\'!!nisel.'i Car\ ntakC' a conlt.btt with an advertLt.ing P~,lr"Jlit o.n lhelntomor jun "'irh rheir Wob bfQ"'$Cts. In r!tls paper, "'" have ptop>kd and PfD<otypcd tl\e ubiquhous advcni$in& on lhe 'WWW~ Ho'tllt-\'c-r funller rc,..arcn •rron Is still n...:csury. e.g,. a tesr for advenioerfc•n•~m•r acceplallco, before pbtlln& !hi• lciea in lh<: milli:or. 
0He more ~;cmmenr on priv;;acy iss.U~$. You c:m rue aff ll!e advt:ttisemcnr·l11$0rtl01'1 filter program rcmf'l)l':ariiY from )'CJUr bro\llser a~~y•imo you \>'am. wben YOIA \IrAni (0 l!SC'a!pc from dlr: ·'.suptrvision .. ur y«~.r Bdve:rti:rins agenL Thi.t guanntt::es ya~o~r fn::edo111 of uplororion in lhc lmern<:r, tltcuglt you might Ill iS' !lame useful .and imponant ad'V"cnlscmant.~ far you. 

"'- ConcJus:IDn 

Wr: have prDf'a,~:;ecf a flC\ll' JJd\'cnisin~ fr.Qmewor1 1 in ,.bieh "" adYo<1l•ing agent plays ~ i:•n!ral rolo. It dcliYcon .Qdv~::nb1:1m.:nr' lD u.s:~rs unckr tOhlfllCI nna tht ad>I'J1iso:m•nll ..., wo~cn ipra Q<dinary Web f>i'8~" en rho bro..,ser. Thi¥ differs rrom lho O:UITcnl • advenising t"o;hnalogy in WWW; advomi"'menrs arc •oven in tile servers "'hkh u,fers Cllnl;lcr_ The PoSl· Cast N•t"'ork l& a lyplclll e~&fllple, 111hich ctolivo,. peDnnali2.e:d f'IC\.\I.S. ~ear.h~~;"r Md other Jnformati91'l• pos.tib•y ir,c:::ludlrtg lldvanh:emcnt.s, chrousll • s.pc"'i4J b,...,..,, i3}. 
Our propoud fr.!lme•o.-k can b.8 srren ~.! one fc .. ible "ep """'""' 1: I advenlsln& an rh• WWW [ 4~ Fil'$1, lhe ..,.eniiiC""""E i$ rn~rge~ inra an ortti· nory Web P"ll" on llle Web broO¥so:r. insrcad of on Uje '\llc:b .scrv~:rs:. lienee. useD c.,..ld ertcoun~r ~ "ariety of adYcni.sctne~'ll.s. on· any ser.~~r in thiC' wor)d. Sct;andly, lhcr advrnisernent deJivtred is ~posen. ac~ cardlifi rcrll!e· user llftcl lhe W~b p2g" he or sbc i• ;~bour ro mad. Thcre(Dn!!', il (OC:u$1::<s advr:nh:ernenl:t on the int:ete&IJi of the ~set. Thitdly, loh.t:" ~rion.~ of u~ ~~ rela.liM ro 1 p&V"':i~lmr adven.I$Cm~m U,c., ~adi11g iu. der-.i1o~ or buying the: gaods or ;crvi~.:d ""' rocord<d bt rbc advel'lising agenr. Tbi$ record Clltl be U!IOd ro f'""'C the c:ffcctivene~ of lhe adv.rlislng ~r;enrro the advel'lis~rs. 
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lJ I '1~!! ln~ltli~C ou.;.:aGfY. hllp: I """""'.y.ahaa,.~ornl l21 D. \II, a:cl"'.i.,... u~ P.J, fl'bt~K~:r, $ofo41utr Tf61t,IJ. t't.ddis.un• Wc~le)l, ~c:~dlnJ, MA (I ~76). 
Ul PainiC.:t••: '•krmcl Nc•s Nrltorotk, rmp://•'-W.poilt(C.IIIL r:.o'(n/ 
[.1.) P. Ptp~·· .v.t M- P:QIC~ n. '~I FliiWc: Dllildl,., Relllr:,,.. ,,,,..,. o,. C:knaMudJ d n .. ~. DciLI~IUIJ. Ha• 'f'odl. 1st M, (Jil!l1) ISDW 11-lll!l-4l~l •• 1. 

v ... j, "- -;·c.~ ~~~e ~..s .... ..,... lo Jar ....... ~~aa s.-;..... 11101 M.B. """ p,. En1 ..... ,., w •~ronr.all~a~ ~n.ai-
..i\.al fJuln Ub1t~rJhy er 'raliya. 
'Tokyo. l:ap.. In l'ftll. 1911. A~~d 19116, 
~lpef:Yift.tJ. ,_ I ... hf, ~,._. Fuj'N 
Lbnilal., llllld b. 19iQ h• ,P.Dctl Fujils'u 
L•llot.111.ftl:1 UG. HI' N~r;h ittJc.-"'u kldude .INI•IN'CII,1 User IAlRtf.:lf, •I'DUP· 
.... ...,. - IOI:i•IW'JII'Il. 

FAX NO, 3034485426 P. 16 

SI.Paimle .l.ndo ra:ei•t'd 1hc: B.E. dc:an:c 
illl I~J,(qlii'!AlhW'I 2ngU.e~~~rin* .u.l M.S. 
UJ:n:a In htfwm•tkln Sciem:c trotn T()
lllali• UniYt'l'f'•)'• Sr-hdai. )1~, jlf 1992 ..,.. 1~, ..,pot:llvdy. In 1994. llo 
jo~ ~lJII labo,.t9rft:a Lid. He hu
b!;.~ ~.,IC'l .. ~JeQ.n;h ~ .sod~l-artt. 
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TO: Examiner Le H. Luu 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
Phone: (703) 305-96:50 
Fax: (703) 305-7201 

FROM: Seal! B. Allison 
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AUG 1 6 1999 

Grouo 2700 
DATE: August 13, 1999 

RE: Title: Method for Counting Displays of Banners On Terminals Connected to A Compt!let Network 
Our File No.: 18022-002 

TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES INCLUDING THIS ONE: 19 

ORlGlNALTOFOLLOWBYMAIL: YES NO x If you do not receive all pages, please call (303) 546-]300 immediately. Our fax Jllllnber is (303) 449-5426. 

LONG DTSTANCll CALL: YllS x NO_ CB&JMATTERNUMBER: !8022-002 

COMMENTS: Please sec attached Communication to Examiner. 

CONli'lDENTJAUTY NOTJCE: 'l'he infonnution contained in this facsimile 1ne•sage is ottorney privileged nntl oon.lldentlal infol'lllntion. It is intended only for tile Use of the individual or entity named above, If you nre not the :intended recipient~ you nre 11otified thnt any disclosu.rc, copying, distribution oa· \lSC of this communicntion is prohibited. Ifyotl received this communication in t::i'rOr, please :notlty us immediatdy by tc1epbone~ Qlld rcturn the origin~l message to us at the above addro~;s via the U.S. Postal Service. Thank you, 
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(b) Khoda cr al., "Ubiquitous advertising on the WWW: Merging advertisement on the browser," Computer Network and TSDN System, 28 (1996) 1493-1499. 5/96. 

Both of the latter two articles were cited in the conesponding pending U.S. patent application 
serial number 08/858,650. -

Dated this l3t!J day of 6ugust, 1999. 

Respectfully submitted, 

bT~~---
Scott D. Allison, Reg. No. 38,370 
CF!RlSMAN, BYNUM & JOHNSON, P.C. 1900 Fifteenth Street 
Boulder, Colorado 80302 
Telephone: (303) 546·1300 

CERTIFICATE OF I<'ACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 
I hereby certify that this correspondence is being transmitted via facsimile to Examiner Le H. Luu, (703) 305-7201 at the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office on this \3Hday of August, 1999. 
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FAX COVER SHEET 

TO: Examiner Le H. Luu 
U.S. Pa,tcnt and Trademark Office 
Phone: (703) 305-9650 
Fax: (703) 305-7201 

FAX RECEIVED 

AUG 1 6 1999 

FROM: Scott 13. Allison Grouo 2700 

DAn:: August 13, 1999 

RE: Title: Method for Counting Displays of Banners On Te\"minals 
Connected to A Computer Network 
Our File No.: 18022-002 

TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES INCLUDING THIS ONE: 19 

ORIGINAL TO FOLLOW BY MAIL: YES NO x 
If you do not receive all pages, please call (303) 546-1300 immediately. 
Our fax number is (303) 449-5426. 

LONG DISTANCE CALL: YES x NO 
CB&JMATTERNUMBER: 18022-002 

COMMENTS: l'lcasc see attached Communication to Examiner. 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 'fhe information contained in this facsimilo me.sagc is at!orney· 
privileged and confidential infonl)ation, II i8 intended only for tho use oftbo individual or entity 

named above, Jfyou nrc not rho intended reoipion~ you aro notilicd !hat any disclosure, copying, 
dist.l'ibution or usc of this comnmnication js prohibited. Ifyot\ received this coinzmlnication ill 

error. p1cilsc notify liS immeclintely by tel.;:pho11c and return the originul meSSLlge to us nL the above 

addl'oss ~ia the U.S. Po>lal Service, Thonk you. 
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(b) Khoda et a!., "Ubiquitous advertising Oil the WWW: Merging 

advertisemeDt Oil the browser," Computer Network and ISDN System, 28 (1996) 

1493-1499. S/96. 

Both of the latter two articles were cited ill the corresponding pending U.S. patent application 

serial number 08/858,650. 

Dated rhis 13th day of August, 1999. 

Respectfully submitted. 

/~ -· 
fie#[~/~ 

Scott B. Allison, Reg. No. 38,370 
CHRISMAN, BYNUM & JOHNSON, P.C. 
1900 Fifteenth Street 
:Boulder, Colorado 80302 
Telephone: (303) 546-1300 

CERTIFICATE OF FACSIMILE 'l'RANSMISSION 

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being transmitted via facsimile to Examiner Le 

H. Luu, (703) 305-7201 at the U.S. Patent aml Trademark Office on this \~+hday of August, 

1999. 
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1'1'0/SB/01 (11·90) 

DECLARATION l<'OR PATENT APPLICATION 

As below namcd.jnvcntor, I hereby dcclert: lhut; 
·, 

My residcnct:, post office addt•ess nnd citl7.el\l1hlp Is ns j:aated below next to my numc. 

T believe Tam the original, first and sole hwen~or (lfQnly 011e name hi listed below) or !ln origint~l, first and joint inventors (ifplurnl nnm~s arc listed below) 
of the subject rnnltcr which is clHimcd and for which a p:itcnt is so\lght on tho invention e11titled A gVS'rltl\l USI~C J."JRST BANNER REQUEST TllATCAN ~UT 
BE BLOCKED fROM RF..ACIIJNG A SERVER FORA(:CUM'l'l.:J .. V COIINTING lliSI'Y,AYS OI•'IIANNER.~ ON NETWORKTERM1NAI.!il (.AS AMENDE~ the seccl'fi~~~ 
of which is attached I1orcto unless the following box is checked: FAX HECE Vt:.U 

[X] \vas Jill!d on Juno 11, 1997 as Unill!d Stales AppliCI\tion N11mbcr or PCI' International Applicnthm 
Number_Ml!72 971 and was amended on MDI'ch I 0, 1999 and on June?... 199?. 

AUG 1 6 1999 

1 hereby slate thot 1 hRVC reviewed and unclot•tnnd the coni en I• of the above identified spociticalion, including tho claims, ns amcndcGfQI~!i!n,:?d?'~ 
referred to 01bove, 

I ;.~cknowh..··dgc the duty to disclose information which is material to the examination ofthili application in ticcordanco with Title 37, Codu of Federal 
Regulations, § 1.56(a). 

I haroby claim foJ·cign priority bonetilli under Till~ 35, Unil~d Slutcs Code, § 119 of any foreign 11pplh;atlon(s) for pal£:nt or invcntor•s certificate listed 
below and have also identified below any fol'eign applicath;m for palcnt or invcnLar's certificate having~a filing date before that of the application on whlch 
priority is oh1imcd. 

Prior Fo1·eign Applion<ions,(s) Priority Cluirncd Priority Claimed 
[ ] Yes [ ] No 

(Number) (Country) (Day/Month/Year Filed) 

I hereby claim the benefit under 'fitlo 35. United States Code, § 120 of any United Slates appliC(tHon(s) listed balow a11d, ln~ofar as the S1.1bjcct matter of 
each Qfthe clp.imA of this applicntion is not disclosed in the prior United States application in tha manner J)fovidcd by the first paragraph of Title 35, United 
St:'!tcs Code, §112. I a.cknowJodgc l:he duty to disclose material informn.tion as defined in Title- 37, Code of Federal Regulations, §I .S6(tt) which occurred 
bctwcctl tl1e filing <intc of the prior flpp\ication and the national or Per International filing date of this ~ppJicaLion. 

08/858 650 5119/91 nending 
(Applieulion Nuinbcr) (Filing D•tc) (Status· patented, pending, nbnndoncd) 

I hereby appoint the folloWillS attorney( a) Md/or ng~nL(s) to prosecLJta this application and to transact nlllmsit'less in th~ Patent and Trademark Office 
connected therewith: 

ff:ili\' ~~~~~ ~~~~~!lliillil!l\'.~!.Jl!ll 
Addrc" nil telephone calls to Scott n. Allison llt tele-phone number (3031 546-1300 
Address all correspondence to Scott B; Allison. Chl'lsmau Bynum & .JnhnsnU7 1900 Fifteenth Strret, Boulder. Colnrarlo 80302 

J hereby declare that all statements mndc herein of our own knowl~dge p.re lrue nnd that all sh1.tcmcnts made on infcmnation and belief arc believed to be 
!rue; and flll'ihct th&t these Sb'ltemcnts wcr~ madc with rhc knowledge that willful false sfntements ant1 the like so made ro-e punishable by fine or 
imprisonment, or both, under Seclion 1001 of Tille I 8 of Lhc Unilcd States Code and that such willful false statcm~::nts mtty jeopardize the validity ofthQ 
application or any patent is$Qed lhercon. 

f'ulln~une of .sole or finn: inv"ntor (given name, family n::.mc)uM"-!lic"h"'a"'e'-'1 J"u"'h"n'-"G!!r.uiffi""th"'''-----------

RcsidDnco J 1334 Nol"th F..q.ion W~y. Broomfield, Colorado 800ZO Cili;;cnship C.anad:.t 
Posl OHicc Address 11334 North Eaton Way, :Sroomfieid;· CQlorado R0020 

Pllgo I of I 
l'TO/SB/01 (11·90) Patent and Tradcmt~rk Office; U.S. Df!PARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
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PTO/Sfl/01 (ll-91 DECLAMTION FOR PA'l'ENT APPLICATION 
A/3 below named inventor, I hereby clcolare thut: 

DOCKET Nl!MB ER (Optional) 
!8022-002 

My rr;:sideucc, post office nddress and citizenship is Wl statf%l below next to my name, 
I believe 1 am the originnf

1 firs~ and sole Jnventor (if only one m:unc is lisfcd below) or a11 original, first and joint inventors (if plur~l names nrc listed below) 
of the ~ubjcc! maHer which is claimed and for which a pMent is sought 011 tho invention ,mtilfcd A SYSTEM USlNG I"UtST )lt\NN"J~R .REQUESt" THAT CAN NOT 
BE ))LOCJQ~J.) FROI\1 RF.A,CHINC A SERVER fORACCURAT!o:L\" COUNnNG DISPLAYS OF RANNF!\t,S ON ~ETWORK TERMINAJ..S (AS AMEi_"9'»E.Dl,jl)~ i'fl~~if\c_ll~iqn 
of which;, ottucbed hereto unless the following box·;, chocked! 

, ·, ,)\ H ::vt:.l Vi:.U [X J was .filed on June 1 l. J 997 as United Stsues Application Number or PCT JntermHional Application N1.1mbcr 08/872.971 nnd wns nrnendc4 on March I 0. 1999 and on June 2. 1999. 1-1\JlJ J 6 1999 
I hereby .stale that T have reviewed nnd tmdeJ'.st~md the contents (lfthe above id.c:ntificd speciflcation, Including the claims, as amertd@J~9&!Y.\m?eJdQQt referred to nbove. 

1 o.cknowlcdge !he duly to disclose infol'mfltion which is material to the e':l\'~mim1tion of this npplit::ation in a.ccordanoc with Title: 37, Code of Federal 
Resulo!ians, §1.5G(a). 

J hereby cl:dm foreign priority benefits under Title 3$, United States Code, § 119 of any foreign ~pplic4tion(s) for p~ltcnt or invc.ntor1s ccl'tificate listed 
below and have also identified below any foreign applicfltion for patent or invcntor•s certificare having a filing date before that of the application on which 
priority is claimed. 

Prior Forei!!n Applicotions(s) Priority Claimed 

(Number) (Country) 

Priorily Claimod 
[ ) Yes [ ] No 

(Day/l\1onth!Ycar Filed) 
f hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, Unilcd States Code, § 120 of any United Sh\tcs af:!plication(s) listed below IDJd, insoHlr as the s1.1bjcct matter of 
C"ach of the clllims ofthiB application is not disclosed in the prior United States application in the manner provided by the first raragrllph or Title 35, Uhited 
State!; Code, § J 12, I acknowh~dgc! the duty ~o disclose mnlcdal information as defined in Title 37 ~Code ofFcderal.Rcgulations, § l.SG(a) which occurret.J 
bet weco tl1c filing dfliC of I he prior application and the national or PCT JntcJ'OQtional filing date ofthls npplication, 
OB/R58.650 5/19/97 pgnding (Applicalion N11mbel) (Filing Date) (Stan.1s ~patented, pending, abandoned) 

I hereby appoint the following ~tttorncy(s) f!nd/or ngcnt(s) to prosecute. fhls applfcntion nnd to lnm$nct all business in lho Palcnt lind 'fradcmark Of/icc 
oonneoJcd thercwlrh! 

I 

At:ltJrcss nU telephone c:nlls to Scott B. Allison at telephone I'I\Jnlber (3031 546-1300 Add1·e~s all concspondencu to S~ott D~ Alllsf)n, Chrismnu. bynum & Johnson. 1900 Fifteenth Strot!t. Boulder. Colorado 80302 
I hcJ·oby de~;! are thnt all statoml!nts mildo herein of our own knowledge ar~ I rue and that all statements mach: on informntion and belief arc bcllcvccl to be 
rruc; anU fllrthcr lhat these .statcrncn~ were nt~do with tha knowledge that willful false stalemenls and lhc like so made arc punish~blc by fino or 
imprisollnR'llt, or both, unQcr Scceion J 00 l of Title l B of rho Unired Sta.tt:l$ Cod~ and that such willful fP.lsc statements tnl:IY jeopardi?JJ the v~lidiLy of the: 
E!pplic~tliatl or any patent issued thereon. 

Full n!tme of sole or first invcnlor (given name. t'amily n~mo)--"M"'i"'c"'llo,.,e .. I_.J..,ob,.n,_,.G.,r_,iffi.,t.,tl.,,.,_ ________ _ 

Date ...g::,-6' /S} /92'7' 
Resido11cc 11334 Nort11 Eaton Way. Broomfield. Colorado 80020 Cilizenshi_p C'»nad!it Post omcc Addro$S I 13.:14 North Eaton W.)IIY. Bruomlich:i. Co~orado 80020 

Pogc l of I 
PTO/SB/01 (11·90) 

Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCB 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Applicants: Michael John Griffiths 

Serial No.: 08/872,971 

Filing Date: June ll, 199T 

) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Group Art Unit: 
~ '2.7IT 

Examiner: 
Dennis l'ham 

....... 

Title: METHOD FOR COUNTING DISPLAYS OF BANNERS ON TERMINALS CONNECTED TO A COMPUTER NETWORK 

Our File No.: 18022-002 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

l:::,t~;c FIECEIVED 
AUG 1 6 1999 

Group 2700 
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT UNDER 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.56, 1.97 and 1.98 

To: Assistant Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Dear Sir: 

The applicant hereby submits his Supplemental Information Disclosure Statement 
pursuant to 37 C.P.R. §§ 1.56, 1.97 and !.98 and respectfully requests the Examiner to 
consider the information disclosed in the patents and publications listed below: 

U.S. Patents 

5,774,660 
5,341,477 
5,794,210 
5,764,906 
5, 781,550 
5,796,952 
5,712,979 

CITATIONS 

Inventors 

Brendel et al. 
Pitkin et aL 
Goldhaber et aL 
Edelstein et al. 
Templin et al. 
Davis ct al, 
Graber et al. 

Issue Dares 

June 30,1998 
August 23,1994 
AUgust 11, 1998 
June 9, 1998 
July 14, 1998 
August 18, 1998 
January 27, 1998 
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ARTICLES AND P!JBLICATIONS 

P. 05 

NetGravlty Ad Server 2.0 Announcement, Available at http:llwww.netgravity.com. 
10196, 

Khoda et aL "Ubiquitous advertising on ilieWWW: Merging advertisement on the 
browser," Computer Nerwark_and ISDN System, 28 (1996) 1493-1499. 5196. 

• ' ••. •1·-

The Goldhaber, Edelstein et al. And Templin eta!. references Were cited in the Written Opinion by the International Preliminary Examining Authority and the Davis et al. and Graber et a!. references were cited in tlle International Preliminary Examination Report in the 
counterpart foreign application, and are being submitted pursuant to M.P.E.P. Chapter 609-A(3) and B(2). A copy of the PCT Written Opinion and International Preliminary Examination Report are provided with the citations, and the Examiner is requested to reference item 2 in paragraph 2 in the PCT Writren Opinion and item 2 of the International Preliminary 

Examination Report which are titled Citations and Explanations for the concise explanation of relevance of the cited reference>. 

The Brendel et a!. and Pitkin et al. references were cited in the corresponding pending U.S. patent application serial number 08/58,650. 

Pursuant to C.P.R. §1.17(p), Applicant submits herewith check no,73524 in the amount of $240.00 as payment for ilie filing of this Supplemental Information Disclosure Statement. 
One (1) page of Form PTO-l449 and copies of all the above-cited prior art and ilie International Preliminary Examining Authority's Written Opinion and International 

Preliminary Examination are enclosed for the Examiner's convenience. This Information 
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. Disclosure Statement Unrler 37 C.F.R. §§ J' 56 and j .97 is not to b~; construed that no otlle~ 
material information as defined in 37 C.P.R. §1.56(a) exists, or that these citations constitute 
prior art under 35 U.S. C. §102 . .,., 

Dated this \7 day of March, 1999. 

Respectfully submitted, 

~~ 
Scott B. Allison, ~eg. No, 38,370 
CHRISMAN. BYNUM & JOHNSON, P.C. 1900 Fifteenth Street 
Boulder, Colorado 80302 
Telephone: (303) 546-1300 

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING UNDER 37 C.F.R. §1.8 
I hereby certifY that the foregoing SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT UNDER 37 C.P.R.§§ 1.56, 1.97 AND 1.98 together with PTO-Foml1449, copies of all recited prior art, and Check No.73524 in the amount of $240.00 we~e mailed by first-class U.S. mail, postage prepaid to the Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington, DC 20231 on this t7-r~day of March 1999. 
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OFFICIAL 

RE; MalchLogic, Inc. 

SDRTAL NO.: 08/872,971 

FlUNG DATE: June 11, 1997 

] 

FOR: Method for Counting Displays of Banners on 

Tenninals CoruJeclcd to a Computer Network 

DATE: /JfM.ru:ch 1999 

ITEMS ENCLOSED: !.SUPPLEMENTAL 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

UNDER 37 C.P.R.§§ 1.56, 1.97 AND 1.98; 2. PTO

Form 1449 WI11I COPIES OF ALL RECITED 

PRIOR ART; 3. ChcckNo.73524 IN THE AMOUNT 

OF $240.00; and 4. CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 

UNDER 37 CFR 1.8. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING UNDER 37 C.F.R.1.8 

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with 
the United States Postal Service as first class mail in an envelope 
addressed to: Assistant Conunissioner for Patents, Washington, 
DC2023lo~ 

· IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Applicants: Michael J. Griffiths ) 
James D. McElhiney ) 

) 
Serial No.: 08/858,650 ) 

) Group Art Unit: 2757 
Filing Date: May 19, 1997 ) 

) Examiner: 
Title: Information Storage and Delivery Over a Computer ) DungDinh 

Network Using Centralized lnteiiigence To Monitor ) 
and Control the Information Being Delivered ) 

) 
Our File No.: 18022-1 ) 

REQUEST FOR THREE-MONTH EXTENSION OF T~ECE\VED 

To: 

Sir: 

Assistant Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

SEP 1 3 1999 

Group 2700 

The applicant hereby requests a three-month extension of time from June 4, 1999 to 

September 3, 1999, in which to respond to the Office Action, Paper No.7, dated March 4, 1999. 

Our Check Number 75582, in the amount of $435.00 is enclosed to cover payment of this three-

month extension oftime request. The applicants' Declaration to establish small entity status has 

been previously filed. 

Dated: September 3, 1999 

aW03/j~99 HKAMARA-OOOOQQ19 086506S!J. 

Respectfully submitted, : 

~~ 
Scott B. Allison, Reg. No. 38,370 :g 
1900 Fifteenth Street g 
Boulder, Colorado 80302 g 
Telephone: (303) 546-1300 g 
Facsimile: (303) 449-5426 "" 

(if 

"" <O· 

"" "" 
~ ~ 
...-! (l.l 

d; f.:_; 
<:.~ l.!.. 

0> ~-=- ~ 
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Serial No.: 

Filing Date: 

Title: 

~--~~--- - --~----- ----~---~--

c/1-Cf- z75i;j ---

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE ~ loJ 
Michael John Griffiths and 
James David McElhiney 

08/858,650 

May 19, 1997 

INFORMA TIQN STORAGE AND 

DELIVERY OVER A COMPUTER 

NETWORK USING CENTRALIZED 

INTELLIGENCE TO MONITOR AND 

CONTROL THE INFORMATION 

BEING DELIVERED 

) 
) 
) 
) Art Unit: 2757 
) 
) 
) Examiner: Dung Dinh 
) 
) 
) 

R.E.CE.NE.D 
st.P , 3 \999 

Our File No.: 18022-001 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Group 2.700 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING UNDER 37 C.F.R. 1.8 

I hereby certify that the following: 

1. Check No. 75582 in the amount of$435.00 for Three Month Request for 
Extension of Time; 

2. Check No. 75585 in the amount of $480.00, filing fee for additional claims; 

3. Check No. 75580 in the amount of$240.00, filing fee for Supplemental 
Information Disclosure Statement; 

4. FormPT0-1083; 

5. Request for Three Month Extension of Time; 

6. Amendment Under 3 7 C.F .R. § l.ll1; 

7. Supplemental Information Disclosure Statement; and 

return postcard are being deposited with the United States Postal Service as first-class mail, 
postage prepaid, in an envelope addressed to: Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington, 

D.C. 20231, ® thi•3nlfuyofSopt<mb~. ?~ 
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FORM ?'T0-1083 

CASE DOCKET NO. 18022-001 

In reApplication of: Michael J. Griffiths and James D. McElhiney 

Serial No.: 08/858 650 

Filed: Ma 19 1997 

For: INFORMATION STORAGE AND DELNERY OVER A COMPUTER NETWORK USING CENTRALIZED INTELLIGENCE 
TO MONITOR AND CONTROL THE INFORMATION BEING DELIVERED 

THE COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Sir: 

Transmitted herewith is an amendment in the above-identified application. 
_X_ Small entity status of this application under 37 CFR 1.9 and 1.27 has been established by a verified statement previously submitted 

A verified statement to establish small entity status under 37 CFR 1.9 and 1.27 is enclosed. 
No additional fee is required. 

The fee has been calculated as shown below: 

(Col. 1) (Col. 2) 
CLAIMS IDGHEST NO. 
REMAINING PREVIOUSLY 
AFTER PAID FOR 
AMENDMENT 

(Col. 3) 
PRESENT 
EXTRA 

TOTAL_78_MINUS_ 42_=_36_ 
INDEP._9_MINUS_5_=_4_ 

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIMS 

SMALL ENTITY 
RATE OR 
FEE 

x$9= $_324 __ 
x$39= $_156 __ 
x$130= $---:-=--
TOTAL$_ 480 __ 

OTHER THAN 
SMALL ENTITY 
RATE 
FEE 

x$18= $, ___ _ 
x$78= $ 
x$260= $----

TOTAL$ __ _ 

RECENED 
SEP ' 3 \999 

Group 2700 

Please charge my Deposit Account No. ____ in the amount of$ ____ . A duplicate copy of this sheet is attached. 

X A check in the amount of$_ 480.00_ is attached. 

X The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of the following fees associated with this communication or credit any 
overpayment to Deposit Account No. 03-1725. A duplicate copy of this sheet is attached. 
_X_ Any filing fees under 36 CFR 1.16 for the presentation of extra claims. 
_X_ Any patent application processing fees under 37 CFR 1.17. 

Respectfully submitted, 

~aih 
Scott B. Allison, Reg. No. 38,370 
CHRISMAN, BYNUM & JOHNSON, P.C. 
1900 Fifteenth Street 
Boulder, CO 80302 
(303) 546-1300 
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THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Michael John Griffiths and ) 

James David McElhiney ) 
) 

Serial No.: 08/858,650 ) Group Art Unit: 2757 
) 
) 

Filing Date: May 19, 1997 ) Examiner: Dung Dinh 
) 

Title: INFORMATION STORAGE AND DELNERY ) 

OVER A COMPUTER NETWORK USING ) 

CENTRALIZED INTELLIGENCE TO MONITOR ) 

AND CONTROL THE INFORMATION BEING ) 

DELIVERED ) 
) 

Our File No.: 18022-001 ) 

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 
UNDER 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.56, 1.97 and 1.98 

To: Assistant Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Dear Sir: 

The applicants hereby submit their Supplemental Information Disclosure Statement 

pursuant to 37 C.P.R. §§ 1.56, 1.97 and 1.98 and respectfully request the Examiner to 

consider the information disclosed in the patents and publications listed below: 

CITATIONS 

U.S. Patents Inventors Issue Dates 

5,712,979 Graber et al. January 27, 1998 ~ 

5,715,453 Stewart February 3, 1998 
0 

l:6 
"' 

5,727,129 Barrett et al. March 10, 1998 "' "' "' 
5,742,768 Gennaro et al. April21, 1998 0 

"' 
5,764,235 Hunt et al. June 9, 1998 

... 
0 
0 
0 

5,764,906 Edelstein et a!. June 9, 1998 = 0 = 
"" 

1 "' o· -= '" ,< 

"' .,., 
"' "' ... --"' "' ~ 
"" <> 

\ 
'\ 

0. 

"' 
0 
0 
.,; ..-
"' 

•0 
nJ .. 
u 
·~ ,..., 
0 
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5,781,550 Templin et a!. July 14, 1998 
5,781,739 Bach eta!. July 14, 1998 
5,793,972 Shane August 11, 1998 
5,794,210 Goldhaber et al. August 11, 1998 
5,796,952 Davis et al. August 18, 1998 

Pursuant to C.P.R. §1.17(p), Applicants submit herewith check no. 75580 in the 

amount of $240.00 as payment for the filing of this Supplemental Information Disclosure 

Statement. 

One (1) page of Form PT0-1449 and copies of all the above-cited prior art are 

enclosed for the Examiners convenience. 

Dated this 3r-A day of September, 1999. 

RECEiVED 
SEP 1 3 1999 

Respectfully submitted, Group 2700 

~~ 
Scott B. Allison, Reg. No. 38,370 
CHRISMAN, BYNUM & JOHNSON, P.C. · 
1900 Fifteenth Street 
Boulder, Colorado 80302 
Telephone: (303) 546-1300 

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING UNDER 37 C.F.R. §1.8 

\ 

I hereby certify that the foregoing SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION DISCLOSURE 
STATEMENT UNDER 37 C.P.R. §§ 1.56, 1.97 and 1.98, along with PTO-Form 1449 and 
copies of all recited prior art, was mailed by fust-class U.S. mail, postage prepaid to the Assistant 
Commissioner for Patents, Washington, DC 20231 on this ~ ...( day of September, 1999. 
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FORM PTO-I~~.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
.. 

(Rev. 7-80) PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

LIST OF PRIOR ART CITED BY APPLICANT 
(Use several sheets if necessary) 

10 

-·~ 

AITY. DOCKET NO. 
18022-001 

APPLICANTS: 
Griffiths, eta!. 

FILING DATE 
May 19, 1997 

Sheet 

I . 
\ 

I of 

SERIAL NO. 
08/858.650 

GROUP 

-- .. ,,_ .. ,.,,,. .. ,-.. 

I 

..:;.:wl- :Z.\5 3 

*EXAMINER DOCUMENT DATE NAME CLASS SUBCLASS FILING DATE 
INITIAL NUMBER IF APPROPRIATE 

("""'AA 5,712,979 1/27/98 Graber et al. 395 200.11 

~AB 5,715,453 2/3/98 Stewart 395 615 

r AC 5,727,129 3/10/98 Barrett et al. 395 12 

~AD 5,742,768 4/21/98 Gennaro et al. 295 200.33 
/ 

~ A
E 5,764,235 6/9/98 Hunt et al. 345 428 

c::;::- AF 5,764;906 6/9/98 Edelstein et al. 395 200.49 

~ 
AG 5,781,550 7/14/98 Templin et al. 370 401 

cr---- AH 5,781,739 7/14/98 Bach et al. 395 200.57 

~AI 5,793,972 8/11/98 Shane 395 200.49 

c---·AJ 5,794,210 8/11/98 Goldhaber et al. 705 14 

~AI< 5,796,952 8/18/98 Davis et al. 395 200.54 

~ ~T;i].; n~to =~ 

EXAMINER f) lJ;/Trl t'Z-')14-/<?4 
*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609; Draw line through citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of 
this form with next communication to applicant. 
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UN1TED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Applicants: Michael J. Griffiths ) 
James D. McElhiney ) 

) 
Serial No.: 08/858,650 ) 

) 
Filing Date: May 19, 1997 ) 

) 
Title: Information Storage and Delivery Over a ) 

Computer Network Using Centralized Intelligence ) 
To Monitor and Control the Information Being ) 
Delivered ) 

. ,•) 
Our File No.: 18022-1 ) 

AMENDMENT UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 1.111 

To: Honorable Commissioner of 
Patents and Trademarks 

Washington, D.C. 20231 

Dear Sir: 

Group Art Unit: 2757 

Examiner: 
DungDinh 

RECEIVED 
SEP 1 3 1999 

Group 2700 

In response to the Patent Examiner's Office Action, Paper No.7, dated March 4, 1999, 

please amend the above-identified patent application, as follows: 

In the Specification:/ 

On page 25, rb~place "The method 72" with --The prior art method 72--. 

On page 34, rke 19, before "302" · sert --HTTP--. 

' tin' " 'th trin' s gs WI --s gs--. 

On page 37, · e 1, repla ''bannersitel.cm" with --bannersitel.com--. 

On page 50, line 15 msert --.--after ''response". 

09/09/1999 I!KAMARA 00000049 08858650 
01 FC:203 
02 Fo~:202 

324.00 OP 
156~00 OP 

··- ~ .. 
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In'the Claims: / ( (' 

Please cancel claims t /3, 2~, 42 'thout prejudice to the subject matter claimed therein. 

Please amend the claims as follows: 

~ 1. (Amended) A method for storing informa · n on a primli:ry server and one or 

s-~~ secondary servers and on computer sites connected o a computer network, wherein 

information delivered over the computer network to terminal or a group of terminals may 

contain references to other information to be deli"ll red to the terminal, comprising [the steps ofJ: 

serving a first portion of [the] · ormation to [the]l! terminal, wherein said first 

portion of [the] information contain a reference to a second portion of [the] information; 

[sending] causing a first quest signal to be transmitted from the terminal to l! 

[the] primary server reques · a location address for said second portion of[the] 

information from which s 'd second portion of[ said] information can be served to. the 

terminal and the server as a result of revious cachin of said first ortion of 

device; 

se ding a location signal from the primary server to the terminal providing said 

locatio address of said second portion of [the] information; 

[sending] causing a second request signal to be transmitted from the terminal 

c ntaining said location address of said second portion of [the] information and 

2 
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~ requesting said second portion of [the] information be served to the terminal; and 

serving said second portion of[the] information to the terminal. 

\ 
'. 

\ 

3. (Amended) The method of claim 1 [2], wherein said second portion of [the] 

information is served from the primary or secondary servers. 

6. (Amended) The method of claim 1. wherein said second portion of [the] 

information is served from one of the secondary servers. 

7. (Amended) The method of claim 1, wherein after the primary server receives 

the first request signal from the terminal, further including [the ster) of] determining which server 

connected to the computer network is best suited for serving said second portion of [the] 

information to the terminal. 

8. (Amended) The method of claim [8] 1, wherein results of said determining 

[determination step] are included in said location signal sent from the information server to .the 

terminal. 

9. (Amended) The method of claim 8, including [the steps of] creating a matrix of 

selections between each of the terminals or groups of terminals and each of the servers and using 

said matrix to determine which of the servers is best suited to serve said second portion of [the] 

information to the terminals or groups of terminals. 

11. (Amended) The method of claim 1, including [the step of] making one of the 

secondary servers a new primary server if the original primary server becomes :inaccessible. 

12. (Amended) The method of claim 1, including [the step of] storing said second 

portion of [the] information in the terminal. 

3 
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--· -----------------'--------------~---------

14. (Amended) The method of claim 4, including [the step of] selecting the 

composition of said second portion of [the] information. 

15. (Amended) The method of claim 14, wherein the results of said composition 

selection [step] are included in said location signal sent from the information server to the 

terminal. 

\o~6. (Amended) A method for distributing a b er over a computer network to a 

~ <b . 
· ce when the banner is referenced or linked to in a ertext] document served to the device, 

wherein the banner is stored in one or more serve , comprising [the steps of]: 

[sending] receiving a first b er request signal from [the ]l! device [to] at a first 

server requesting that a banne e served to the device. wherein said first banner request 

si al cannot be blocked om reachin said first server b the device des ite revious 

sendin a banner location signal from said first server to the device, wherein said 

banner lo tion signal includes location information for a specified banner stored on a 

seco a server; and 

[sending] receiving a second banner request signal from the device [to] at said 

second server requesting that the second server serve said s ecified banner to the device. 

(Amended) 
'2.0 

The method of claim .JR.' including [the step of] determining which 

of the servers is best suited for serving said specified banner to the device. 
4~ '2.~ 

· ft (Amended) The method of claim;,( wherein said [step of] determining which 

of the servers is best suited for serving said specified banner to the device is performed in said 

4 

.~ . 
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'·. 

---~-- .. _ .. ____ -------~ --------------
" 

first server after said first server receives said first banner request signal from the device. 

·'V ~ (Amended) , including [the step of] storing said 

specified banner in said device. 
(l •7.J~1 

1}..: ~- (Amended) The method of claim;{. including [the step of] determining 

whether said specified banner is stored in the device before said [step of sending] receiving said 

second banner request signal. 
-z.. tt> . "1P 
)<. (Amended) The method of claim %,including [the step of] selecting said 

specified banner prior to sending said banner location signal from said first server to the device. 

-l.~ 27. 

banner to•be served to a computer [running brows software], wherein the web page contains J! 

link or .other reference [links] to the banner, 

serving [the] J! web page [the] J! computer~ [for display by the browser 

software]; 

primary server req sting a banner be served to the computer, wherein said banner 

request signal· ludes [the].!! Uniform Resource Locator address for said primary server 

erver as a result of revious cachin of the banner on the com uter; 

determining which specified banner will be served to the computer; and 

sending a banner location signal from said primary server to the_computer, 

wherein said banner location signal includes the Uniform Resource Locator address for a · 

-· .. 
5 

~ 
~1 

... -. 
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-· JK; 
~ device on wbic e specific banner to be served to. the computer is stored. 

(Amended) The method of claim ' including [the step of] determining 

whether said specified banner is stored on the computer. 
r\ -;'P "}4. (Amended) The method of claim}(, wherein after said [step of] determining 

whether said specified banner is stored on the computer, if said specified banner is not stored on 

the computer then including [the step of sending] causing a [specified] second banner request 

signal to be sent to said device requesting that said device serve said specified banner to the 

com uter. 

~'Q 4 ';{. (Amended) The method of claim , including [the step of] tagging said 

specified banner as being cachable. 

(Amended) g a banner over a computer network to a 

device when the banner is referenced or linked in a hypertext document served to the device, 

wherein the banner is stored in one or mor servers, comprising [the steps of]: 

[sending] receiving a st bannerrequest signal from the device [to] at a first 

server requesting that a b er be served to the device, wherein said first banner request 

signal [is not] cannot e blocked by the device or [any] an intermediary server located 

between the devi and said first server as a result of a previous storage in the device or 

server of a respouse to said first banner request signal sent from said 

d ermining if said first server is best suited to serve said banner to the device and . 

servin said banner to the device if said first server is best suited to serve said banner and. 

6 
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if said first serv is. not best suited to server sai banner to the device sending a banner 

location signal from said first server to the d · ce, wherein said banner location signal 

includes location information for a spec· ed banner stored on a second server; 

[sending] receiving a second er location request signal from the device [to] at 

said second server requesting that the J said second server serve said specified banner to 

said device if said first server i not best suited to server said banner to the device· and 

serving said specifie banner to said device from said second server if said first 

server is not best suited t server said banner to the de · c . 

37. (Amended) method for enabling distribution of [distributing] a banner over a 

computer network to a devi e when the panner is referenced in a document served to the device, 

wherein the banner is sto d in one or more servers connected to the computer network, and the 

device is connected to e computer network via an intermediary server, comprising [the steps 

of]: 

[sen · g] causing a first bannerrequest signal to be transmitted from the device to 

a first serv r requesting that a banner be served to the device. wherein said first banner 

re uest s · a! is not blockable b the device or the intermedi server as a result of a 

server of said re uested banner 

the device; 

sending a banner location signal from said first server to the device, wherein said 

er location signal includes location information for [a specified] said requested 

er stored on a second server; and 

7 
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--------------------------------

·-·· 

[specified] reguested banner is not store on the device, then [sending] causing a second 

determining if said [ spe · ed} reguested banner is stored on the intermediary server, 

ecified] reguested banner is not stored on the intermediary server, 

ausing at least a portion of said second banner request signal to be sent to said 

s ond server requesting that said second server serve said [specified] reguested banner to 

said device. 

(Amended) The method of claim)(," including [the step of] having said first 

server select said [specified] reguested banner. 

Kindly add the following new claims: 

-43. A method for serving a bann to a client device, comprising: 

receiving at a primary serv a first request for a banner, said first request 

containing at least a portion of initial URL, wherein said first request cannot be 

prevented from being received y the primary server despite previous storage of the 

banner on the client device; 

sending a signal m the primary server to the client device that includes at least 

e primary server a second TCP llP compliant request requesting that 

to the client device if the banner is not stored on the client device; 

serving e banner to the client device; and 
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~ting a:·least one display of the banner on the client device.--

-~ The method of cianlf wherein said first request includes the strings "cgi-bin" 

and "?''. --\1\ 

--~ 
(I 

The method of claim ft wherein said signal sent from said primary server to the 

client device includes an HTTP 302 redirect connand.--
~'V . . ~\ 

--¥. The method of claim 'JI'• wherein said first request cannot be prevented from 

being received by the primary server as a result of previous caching or storing of the banner by 

an interme.diary device connected to the computer network.--
1/3 l/1/ . . --y The method of claim}( ":herein said intermediary device is connected 

~ topologically on said computer network between the client device and the primary server.--

of displays of a banner on a client 

receiving a first banner requ signal at a first server requesting that a banner be 

served to a client device, wher · said first banner request signal cannot be prevented 

from being received by s · first server, even though there has been previous caching or 

storing of said banner y the client device or an intermediary device; 

er location signal to the client device, wherein said banner location 

ocation information for a specified banner stored on a second server; and 

ca ing a determination of whether said specified banner is store,d on the client 

d, if said specified banner is not stored on the client device, receiving a second 

er request signal from the client device at said intermediary device and causing a 
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determination of whether said specifi anner is stored on said intermediary device, 

wherein if said specified b er is not stored on said intermediary device, receiving a 

third banner request · gnal at said second server requesting that said second server serve 

said specified b er to the client device.--
L--..-~ 

--)1. The method of claim* wherein said intermediary device is a proxy server--. 

-'i:: The method of cl~ ;t,' wherein said third banner request signal is identical to 

said second banner reql).est signal.--
1, 1 ~"\ .. 
--~ The method of claim ;, wherein said banner location signal includes an HTTP 

~ 302 redir~~ command.-- !_, l.j 

~ --% The method of claim 'tj. wherein said first banner request signal includes the 

strings "cgi-bin" and"?".-
IJ\ "~ . 

--j;,( The method of claim tfl. wherein said first server and said second server are the 

same server.--
'10 ~~ 

-.jt(. The method of claim f,, including serving said specified banner to the client 

..,o 
The method of claim j4, including counting at least one display of said specified 

banner on the client device.--

-56. A method for serving a b er to a client device, comprising: 

er a first request signal for a banner, s;rid first request 

signal containing at least a ortion of an initial URL, wherein said first request signal 

cannot be prevented fr being received by the primary server as a result of previous 

10 
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caching of the banner in the client vice; 

sending a signal from e primary server to the client device that includes a 

second URL associated th the banner's location; 

receiving as ond request signal requesting that the banner be served to the client 

device if the b er is not stored on the client device; and 

---=--..::se · g the banner to the client device.-
"1"~--

The method of claim Y, including counting at least one display of the banner on 

the client device.-- . 
"7~ ...,'V 

--;¥. The method of cl~ wherein said first request signal includes the strings 

''cgi-bin" and "T' .--
"V 

--)~/.__ The method of claim 1, wherein said intermediary device is a proxy server.--
I'?J -¥ The method of claim 1, wherein said first request signal includes the strings "cgi-

bin" and"?".--
\lq --¥ The method of claim 1, wherein said location signal includes an HTTP 302 

redirect command.--

\"' --!)2!. The method of claim 1, wherein said reference to a second portion of information 

includes at least a portion of a URL.--
\<il 

-.jlf. The method of claim 1, wherein said first portion of information is a web page, 

said second portion of information is a banner, and said reference is a link.--
~ ~0 . 

--fo(. The method of claim lj. including counting a display of said specified banner on . 

said device.--
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~\ 1.P --(s. The method of claim f. wherein said location information includes at least a 

portion of a URL.--

J;t, The method of claim~ wherein said first request signal includes the strings 

"cgi-bin'' and "T' .--
"?';. ~ 
--"if The method of claim ij. wherein said banner location signal includes an HTTP 

302 redirect command.--
, Ltl-\ ~~ 

-~ The method of claim~ wherein said document is a web page.--
\{~ 41' --jl. The method of claim 3ft, wherein said first banner-request signal includes the 

strings "cgi -bin" and "?". 
4~ ~s 

-;Ji:(" The method of claim)?,' wherein said banner relocation signal includes an HTTP 

302 redirect command.--
\.\'1 ~Jt':; 

jK'. The method of claim yt.' wherein said banner location information includes at 

least a portion of a URL.'-- , 

-.)}. The method of claim jr. wherein said first banner request signal includes the 

strings "cgi-bin" and "?".--

~ ':\"./ . -Jif. The method of claim)'/, wherein said banner location signal includes an HTTP 

302 redirect command.--
eJo ~'\ . -¥. The method of claim Y,wherein the document includes at least a portion of a 

web page.--

_)} . ~~ . . 
The method of claim J'', wherein said location information includes at least a 

portion of a URL.--

12 
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--76. A method for enabling a banner to be received a client device, comprising: 

generating at the client device a first re st signal for a banner; 

transmitting said first request si to a server, wherein said fust request signal 

cannot be prevented from being re 1ved by the server as a result of previous caching of 

receiving at client device a response signal from the server that includes a 

URL associate ith the banner's location; and 
/ 

mitting a second request signal from the client device requesting that the 

L_J>ai:J.¢1' be served to the client device.--
"71, 1( 

-;:;;r: The method of claim ,)6. wherein said first banner request signal includes the 

strings "cgi-bin" and "?".-- 1~ -.J.P The method of claim :x{, wherein said response signal includes an HTTP 302 

redirect ~mmand.--
1

( 

-)tl.' The method of claim.){, including receiving the banner at the client device.--

-
__ \ Q ~tk". 
7 . The method of claim I, including counting at least one display of said second 

portion of information on the terminal.--
~~ 4~ -Y. The method of claim j¥,including counting at least one display of said specified 

banner on the device.--

.;. The method of claim~. including counting at least one display,of said specified 

banner on the device.--
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REMARKS 

In the Office Action, Paper No.7, dated March 4, 1999, the Patent examiner rejected 

claims 1-42 under 35 U.S. C. § 103 as being unpatentable over the article to Kohda et al. in view 

of U.S. Patent No. 5,431,477 issued to Pitkin et al. 

The applicants have carefully considered the patent examiner's rejections, the reasons for 

the rejections, and the prior art cited by the patent examiner. In response, the applicants have 

deleted claims 2, 13, 26, and 42 and added new claims 43-82. In addition, the applicants have 
.-

amended claims 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14 ,15, 16, 18, 19, 22, 23, 24, 27, 29, 30, 34, 36, 37, and 

41 to de:ffue more clearly the essence of their invention. Please note that the applicants do not 

desire or intend that any elements of any of the pending claims be construed as being in step-

plus-function claim element format and none of the elements of any of the pending claims should 

be construed as being in such step-plus-function claim element format. The applicants have also 

amended the specification to correct inconsistencies noted by the applicants. No new matter is 

introduced by this amendment. 

The Applicants' Invention and the Prior Art References Cited by the Patent Examiner 

Turning now to the substantive rejections of the applicants' claims over the Kohda et al. 

and the Pitkin et al. references, it is important to first put those two references in perspective with 

the applicants' invention. In order to do so, it is also important to recognize at least four of the 

fundamental principles of the applicants' invention. 

First, applicants' invention is specifically directed to the serving ofbanners or other 

information from a server device to a client device via a computer network and the accurate 
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counting of such display ofbauuers or other information on the terminal or client device. See, 

Applicants' disclosure, page 5, line 20 to page 6, line 1; page 11, line 17 to page 12, line 3; page 

13, line 19 to page 14, line 9; page 39, lines 6-17. Inaccurate counting ofbauuer displays on the 

client device is often caused by previous caching or storage of the bauuer on the client device or 

on proxy sen:ers, or other interme~ate devices topologically connected between the client device 

and the server device, which prevent requests or request signals for the bauuers generated or sent 

by the client device from reaching the server device. Thus, as a result of such caching or storage 

of the bauuers on the client device, proxy servers, or other intermediate devices, such requests or 

request signals are blocked or otherwise prevented from reaching the server device. See, 

Applicants' disclosure, page 11, line 20 to page 12, line 3; page 12, line 16 to page 13, line 18; 

page 18, line 8 to page 22, line 1; page 25, line 3 to page 26, line 5. Applicants' invention 

reduces the inaccurate display counting caused by caching of the bauuers by making or causing 

request signals generated or transmitted by a client device unblockable by the client device or 

proxy server, even though the bauuers may have been previously stored on the client device or 

proxy server. Therefore, despite such caching or storage of the bauuers on the client device, 

proxy servers, or other intermediate devices, the request signals generated or transmitted by the 

client device cauuot be blocked or prevented from reaching the server device. In other words, the 

request signals generated by the client device cauuot be blocked or prevented from reaching the 

server device as a result or consequence of previous caching or storage of the biumers on the 

client device, proxy servers, or other intermediate devices. See, Applicants' disclosure, page 28, 

line 9 to page 29, line 10. It should be noted that no specific limitations are intended by the use 
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of-the terms "terminal," "device," "client device," or "server" as those terms are used in the 

applicants' patent application, in the applicants' claims, or in this response to the first Office 

Action. 

Second, applicants' invention allows such serving and counting to occur without 

significantly increasing data traffic on the computer network or unnecessarily delaying the 

display of the harmers or other information on the client device. See, Applicants' disclosure,. 

page 5, lines 2-4; page 26, line 17 to page 27, line 15; page 28, lines 9-13; page 37, lines 5-15. 

Applicants' invention controls the use of cached harmers or advertGements such that accurate 

counting of displays of the harmers and advertisements can be made, as previously discussed 

above, but allows and takes advantage of caching when appropriate and possible to reduce 

congestion or unnecessary data traffic on the computer network. See, Applicants' disclosure, 

page 39, line 18 to page 40, line 10. 

Third, applicants' invention allows harmers or advertisements to be targeted to users to 

inc;:rease the harmers' or advertisements' effectiveness. See, Applicants' disclosure, page 5, lines 

18-19; page 28, lines 14-16; page 38, line 18 to page 39, line 2. Therefore, applicants' invention 

allows advertisements to be selected for display to a user based on demographic or other 

information known about the user and uses content general or content specific request signals as :~r:~·· :. 
·.·. W· 

part of the disclosed method. See, Applicants' disclosure, page 28, lines 5-8; page 38, line 18 to 

page 3 9, line 2. 

Fourth, applicants' invention increases fault tolerance and reliability for information and 

harmer delivery and storage systems, thereby increasing the ability to continuously serve 
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infbrmation and banners to clients or client devices. See, Applicants' disclosure, page 6, lines 5-

7; page 40, line 11 to page 41, line 20; page48, line 16 to page 50, line 15. Mirroring and 

redundancy of banners and other information also allows for more efficient delivery of such 

banners and other information to clients or client devices. See, Applicants' disclosure, page 50, 

line 16 to page 51, line 10. 

In contrast to the applicants' invention, the Kohda et al. reference is directed to an 

advertising framework in which users, ''who agree to see advertisements while browsing," 

.· negotiate with advertising agents so as to allow tailored advertising to be delivered by the 

advertising agents to the users. Thus, the users make a contract with the advertising agent. See, 

Kohda et al. reference, pages 1494-1495. 

Once a contract is established between a user and an advertising agent, the agent provides 

the user with a special filtering browser by the agent that allows the agent to track all pages .and 

advertisements served to the user. In addition, the filter is displayed as part of the browser 

software on the user's computer. 

The filter keeps in memory the contact path (URL) to the agent's Web server. 
When it is invoked, it forwards the invocation parameters passed from the 
browser to the agent's Web server, and waits for a reply. Then the agent's Web 
server returns one of its advertisements or other useful information. The filter 
merges the reply from the agent's Web server before the input from the pipe, i.e., 
Web pages from other Web servers. 

See, Kohda eta!. reference, page 1497. In this disclosed scheme, the agent controls the 

advertisements served to the user and a predefined relationship must exist between the user and 

the agent. Furthermore, the agent's browser must be modified by the filtering software to allow 

the agent to "detect'' the actions initiated by the user. See, Kohda eta!. reference, page 1495. 
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· 'T.I:!e agent also detects all events initiated or undertaken by the user, thereby allowing the agent to 

develop an accumulated record of the user's interests and activities. Id. 

While the Kohda et al. reference is related to advertising, it simply does not recognize or 

address the problems encountered with accurate counting of banners served to users, particularly 

the need to provide accurate counting without significantly increasing computer network data 

traffic. More specifically, Kohda et a!. do not teach or even recognize the problems associated 

with accurate counting of banners delivered to client devices created by caching of such banners 

on the terminal or other devices topologically located between tlie -terminal and a server. In fact, 

Kohda et .al. do not even discuss. the caching of banners on a terminal. Moreover, in contrast to 

the applicants' invention, Kohda et al. 's disclosed method requires a user-selected agent that 

controls the advertising delivered to the user and specialized browser software to allow the agent 

to detect and monitor user activity. 

The Pitkin et al. patent is directed to the allocation of resources within a computer 

network architecture. Unlike the applicants' invention, however, Pitkin eta!. do not teach or 

even address the concept of serving advertisements, information, banners, etc. in ari efficient 

manner that promotes the accurate counting of displays of such advertisements, information, 

banners, etc. 

Obviousness Rejections 

The Patent Examiner rejected claims 1-42 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable 

over the Kohda eta!. reference in view of the Pitkin et al. patent. The applicants respectfully 

disagree that the combination of these references results in the applicants' claimed invention. In_ 
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addition, the applicants point out that the Kohda et al. and Pitkin et al. references are directed to 

very different problems in non-analogous areas. Therefore, the Patent Examiner's combination 

of these references is improper. The combination of elements from non-analogous sources, in a 

manner that reconstructs the applicants' invention only with the benefit ofhindsight, is 

insufficient to present a prima facie case of obviousness. In re Oetiker, 977 F.2d 1443, 24 

USPQ2d 1443 (Fed. Cir. 1992). Moreover, one cannot use hindsight reconstruction to pick and 

choose among isolated disclosures in the prior art to replicate the claimed invention. In re Fine, 

837 F.2d 1071, 5 USPQ2d 1596 (Fed. Cir. 1988). Care must be tal);en to avoid hindsight 

reconstruction by using the patent in suit as a guide through the maze of prior art references, 

combining the right references in the right way so as to achieve the result of the claims in suit. 

Grain Processing Com. v. American Maize-Products Com., 840 F.2d 902, 5 USPQ2d 1788 (Fed. 

Cir. 1988). 

Kohda et al. do not address the problems identified by Pitkin et al., i.e., the allocation of 

resources within a computer network architecture. Moreover, Pitkin et al. do not address or even 

suggest the problems identified by Kohda et al., i.e., delivery of targeted advertisements. The 

inquiry into obviousness is not whether each element existed in the prior art, but whether the 

prior art made obvious the invention as a whole for which patentability is claimed. Hartness 

International. Inc .. v. Simplimatic Engineering Co., 819 F.2d 1100, 2 USPQ2d 1826 (Fed. Cir. 

1987). Furthermore, without some suggestion or incentive in the prior art, independent of 

applicants' claims, it is improper to combine the prior art references in a manner necessary to 

show the applicants' invention in a 35 U.S. C. § 103 obviousness rejection. In re Samour, 197 
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USPQ 1 (CCPA 1978); Inre Rinehart, 189 USPQ 143 (CCPA 1976); Ex parte Shepard and 

Gushue, 188 USPQ 536 (Bd. Pat. App. & Int. 1974). Among other things, since the inventions 

disclosed in the Kohda et al. or Pitkin et al. references are directed to such different problems, 

and since any combination of the inventions disclosed in the Kohda eta!. or Pitkin eta!. 

references would require_ extensive or cumbersome modifications to either or both of the 

inventions disclosed in the Kohda ·et al. or Pitkin et al. references, there is simply no suggestion 

or teaching in either the Kohda et al. or Pitkin et a!. references to combine them in any fashion 

whatsoever. 

In addition to the above, as previously discussed, neither the Kohda eta!. nor Pitkin et al. 

references address or even suggest the goal of accurate counting of banner displays with efficient 

delivery of such banners to client devices, or the problems in reaching such a goal created by 

previous caching of a banner. Furthermore, neither the Kohda eta!. nor Pitkin et al. references 

disclose or even fairly suggest the need to prevent blocking of request signals for a banner or 

other information from reaching a server as a result of previous caching or other storage of the 

banner or other information on a device other than the server. While the banner request signals 

discussed in the Kohda et al. reference may reach a server, there is no guarantee that such signals 

will not be blocked or otherwise prevented from reaching the server as a result of previously 

caching of a requested banner. Therefore, even if the teachings of the Kohda eta!. and Pitkin et 

al. references are combined, neither the Kohda et al. nor Pitkin eta!. references teach or fairly 

suggest causing a first request signal to be transmitted from the terminal to a primary server 

requesting a location address for said second portion of information from which said second 
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port~on of information can be served to the terminal, wherein said first request signal cannot be 

blocked from reaching said primary server by either the terminal or any intermediary device 

located topologically between the terminal and the primary server as a result of previous caching 

of said first portion of information or said second portion of information in the terminal or said 

intermediary device, as recited in applicants' amended independent claim 1; receiving a first 
. 

banner request signal from a device at a first server requesting that a banner be served to the 

device, wherein said first banner request signal cannot be blocked from reaching said first server 

by the device despite previous caching of said specified banner m the device, as recited in 

applicants' amended independent claim 16; causing a banner request signal to be sent from the 

computer to a primary server requesting a banner be served to the computer, wherein said banner 

request signal includes a Uniform Resource Locator address for said primary server and wherein 

said banner request signal cannot be blocked from being received by the primary server as a 

result of previous caching of the banner on the computer, as recited in applicants' amended 

independent claim 27; receiving a first banner request signal from the device at a first server 

requesting that a banner be served to the device, wherein said first banner request signal cannot 

be blocked by the device or an intermediary server located between the device and said first 

server as a result of a previous storage in the device or said intermediary server of a response to 

said first banner request signal sent from said first server to the device, as recited in applicants' 

amended claim 36; or causing a first banner request signal to be transmitted from the device to a 

first server requesting that a banner be served to the device, wherein said first banner request 

signal is not blockable by the device or the intermediary server as a result of a storage in the 
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device or the intermediary server of said requested banner prior to the generation of said first 

banner signal by the device, as recited in applicants' amended claim 37. Thus, applicants' 

amended independent claims 1, 16, 27, 36, and 37 are non-obvious and allowable over the Kohda 

et al. or Pitkin et al. references or any other references cited by the Patent Examiner or provided 

by the applicants' in their Supplemental Information Disclosure Statement filed concurrently 

herewith. 

In addition to the above, neither the Kohda et al. nor Pitkin et al. references teach or 
,· 

fairly suggest receiving at a primary server a first request for a banner, said first request 

containing at least a portion of an initial URL, wherein said first request cannot be prevented 

from being received by the primary server despite previous storage of the banner on the client 

device, as recited in applicants' new independent claim 43; receiving a first banner request signal 

at a first server requesting that a banner be served to a client device, wherein said first bann~r 

request signal cannot be prevented from being received by said first server, even though there has 

be~n previous caching or storing of said banner by the client device or an intermediary, as recited 

in applicants' new independent claim 48; receiving at a primary server a first request signal for a 

banner, said first request signal containing at least a portion of an initial URL, wherein said first 

request signal cannot be prevented from being received by the primary server as a result of 

previous caching of the banner in the client device, as recited in applicants' new independent 

claim 56; or transmitting said first request signal to a server, wherein said first r.equest signal 

cannot be prevented from being received by the server as a result of previous caching of the 

banner on the client device, as recited in applicants' new independent claim 76. Moreover, 
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neither the Kohda et al. nor Pitkin et al. references teach or fairly suggest counting at least one 

display of the banner on the client device, as recited in applicants' claim 43. Therefore, 

applicants' new independent claims 43, 48, 56 and 76 are non-obvious and allowable over the 

Kohda et al. or Pitkin et al. references or any other references cited by the Patent Examiner or 

provided by the applicants' in their Supplemental Information Disclosure Statement filed 

concurrently herewith. 

In addition to the above, neither the Kohda et al. nor Pitkin et al. references teach or · ,-

fairly suggest the use of"cgi-bin" and"?" strings, as recited in applicants' dependent claims 44, 

52, 58, 66, 69, 72, and 77 and supported in page 36, line 14 to page 37, line 4 of the applicants' 

original disclosure, the use of HTTP 302 redirect commands, as recited in applicants' dependent 

claims 32, 45, 51, 60, 67, 70, 73, 78 and supported in page 34, lines 1-18 and claim 32 of the 

applicants' original disclosure, or the counting of displays of banners or other information, as 

recited in applicants' dependent claims 55, 57, 80, 81, and 82 and discussed throughout 

applicants' original disclosure. 

The Patent Examiner is requested to reconsider his rejections in light of the amendments 

and explanations above and to grant an early allowance. If any questions remain to be resolved, 

the Patent Examiner is requested to contact applicants' attorney at the telephone number listed 

below. 
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Dated: 4.{:S{'l1 

Respectfully submitted, 

~~ " . Scott B. Allison, Reg. No. 38,370 
CHRISMAN, BYNUM & JOHNSON, P.C. 
1900 Fifteenth Street 
Boulder, Colorado 80302 
Tel: (303) 546-1300 

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 1.8 

I hereby certify that the attached AMENDMENT UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 1.111 is being 
deposited with the United States Postal Service, first class postage prepaid, in an envelo.,Pe 
addressed to Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington, DC 20231, on this~ day of 
September, 1999. 
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Serial Number: 08/858,650 
Art:.Unit: 2757 

DETAILED ACTION 

\ 

-2-

The following is a quotation of the first paragraph of 35 

u.s.c. 112: 

The specification shall contain a written description of the 

invention, and of the manner and process of making and using 

it, in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to ·enable 

any person skilled in the art to which it pertains, or with 

which it is most nearly connected, to make .and use the same and 

shall set forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor of 

carrying out his invention. 

Claims 1-82 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, first 

paragraph, because the specification, while being enabling for 

the general concept of not caching the first request signal, · 

does not reasonably provide enabl.ement for the new limitation 

• signal cannot be blocked ... ", • signal cannot be prevented from 

being received " ... ' • signal is not blockable ... ", etc. The 

specification does not enable any person skilled in the art to 

which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to 

make the invention commensurate in scope with these claims. 

The specification discloses that it is preferred that the 

first request signal is not blocked by the caching process. 

There is no teaching of how one can implement the- system such 

that the signal is not blockable or cannot be blocked as 

claimed. There are many ways, both legitimate and illegitimate 

---
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Art Unit: 2757 
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\ 

means, to block a request signal from reaching a server over a 

communication network. A system can be programmed to bypass the 

cache and/or to always send a certain type of request directly 

to the intended server; but no system can guarantee that a 

signal cannot be blocked from reaching the server. 

The following claim number 1 from U.S. Patent No. 5,948,061 

is suggested to applicant under 35 U.S.C. 135(a) for the 

purposes of an interference: 

A network comprising: 
a user node having a browser program coupled to said network, said user 

node providing requests for information on said network; · 
a content provider affiliate node having a respective affiliate web 

site responsive to requests for information from said user node to 
provide media content, advertising space for display of advertising 
content and a link message to said user node; 

an advertiser node having an advertiser web site including advertising 
content, said advertiser node responsive to a request to provide 
said advertising content; and 

an advertisement server node responsive to a request from said user 
node based on said link message to select an advertiser node as a 
selected advertiser node, and ident±fy said advertiser node as said 
.selected advertiser node to said user node, 

whereby said advertising content from said selected advertiser node is 
displayed at said user node. 

The suggested claim must be copied exactly, although other 

claims may be proposed under 37 CFR 1.605(a). 

Applicant is given ONE MONTH or THIRTY DAYS, whichever is 

longer, from the mailing date of this communication to copy this 

patent claim. Failure to do so will be considered a concession 

that the subject matter of this claim is the prior invention of· 
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Serial Number: 08/858,650 
Art Unit: 2757 

----
-4-

another under 35 U.S.C. 102(g), and thus also prior art under 35 

U.S.C. 103(a) (In re Oguie, 517 F.2d 1382, 186 USPQ 227 (CCPA 

1975)), but will not result in the abandonment of this 

application. THE PROVISIONS OF 37 CFR 1.136 DO NOT APPLY TO THE 

TIME SPECIFIED IN THIS ACTION. 

Applicant need not respond to the remaining issues in this 

action if a suggested claim is copied for the purpose of an 

interference within the time limit specified above (37 

CFR 1. 605 (b)). 

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier 
communications from the examiner should be directed to Dung Dinh 
whose telephone number is (703) 305-9655. The examiner can 
normally be reached on Monday-Thursday from 7:00AM- 4:30 PM. 
The examiner can also be reached on alternate Friday. 

· If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are 
unsuccessful, the examiner's supervisor, Glenton Burgess can be 
reached at (703) 305-4792. 

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of 
this application should be directed to the Group receptionist 
whose telephone number is (703) 305-9600. 

Any response to this action should be mailed to: 
Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks 
Washington; DC 20231 

or faxed to:. 
(703) 308-9051, (for formal communications intended for entry) 
(703) 305-9731 (for informal or draft communications, please 
label "PROPOSED" or "DRAFT") 
Hand-delivered responses should be brought to Crystal Park II, 
2121 Crystal Drive, Arlington. VA, Sixth Floor (Receptionist). 

~-~ 
oungC.Dlnh 

. _Primary-examiner 

·-···· ·-.-
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF-COMMERCE 
PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

SERIAL NO. 

08/858,650 
GROUPART ~~- ~-
UNIT "2. IS~ TO PAPER ~-
.. :::!767 . 

NOTICE OF REFERENCES CITED "\~1 

Griffiths et al. 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 

DOCUMENT NO. DATE NAME CLASS 
SUB- i'J~~~ CLASS 

5,948,061 09/07/1999 Merriman et al. 709 219 10/29/1996 

. 

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS 

DOCUMENT NO. DATE COUNTRY NAME CLASS 
SUB-

CLASS 

OTHER REFERENCES (Including Author, Tille, Date, Pertinent Pages, Etc.) 

DATE 

D. Dinh December 20, 1999 Form892ccs21 06b 

• A copy of this reference is not bein(J I with this office action. 
(See Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, section 707 .OS(a).) 
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Attorney Docket No: ~~ . AMENDMENT TRANSMITTAL LETTlj fR, JUL 0 3 ml ~ • Under Small Entity Status 18022.001. :ss t4 

Application Serial Number: Filing Date: "~ A> ,k[tJ?;'tl "lll Q • er: Group nit: 
08/858,650 19May 1997 ~·~Df!.IN·:llJJinh, D. 2757 

Invention: INFORMATION STORAGE AND DELIVERY OVER A COMPUTER NETWORK USING 
CENTRALIZED INTELLIGENCE TO MONITOR AND CONTROL TilE INFORMATION BEING 
DELIVERED 

TO TilE COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS: 
Transmitted herewith is an amendment in the above-identified application. The fee has been calculated as 
shown below. 

CLAIMS AS AMENDED -- CLAIMS RI!MAININO lUG !!EST NUMBER . NO. OF EXTRA ADDffiONAL 
AF11!R AMENDMENT PREVIOUSLY PAID CLAIMS RATI! FEE 

FOR PRESENT 

TOTAL CLAIMS 78 MINUS 82 0 $9 $0 

INDEP. CLAIMS 9 MINUS 9 0 $39 $0 

1L Petition is hereby made under 37 CFR 1.136(a) to extend the time for response to the Office Action of 
12/27/1999 to and through 6/27/2000, comprising an extension of the shortened statutory period of: 

-- one month ($55) 1L three months ($435) 
-- two months ($190) -- four months ($680) 

" 

TOTAL ADDITIONAL FEE FOR THIS AMENDMENT $435 

.X. Small entity status of this application under 37CFR 1.9 and 1.27 has been established by 
a verified statement previously submitted. 

-- A verified statement to establish small entity status under 37 CFR 1.9 and 1.27 is enclosed. 

.X. A check in the amount of $435 is attached . 

-- Charge$ to Deposit Account 

~ 
No additional fee is required. 

~~ 
-1 , 
('? 
:z:: c_ ::0 27 June 2000 (") c fl1 

Date Daniel N. Fishman 
, r-

~ :;: I ( 

Reg. No. 35512 -I _, , < ::0 ..... 
' 1\) = fll I hereby certifY that this correspondence and all correspondence identified as accompanying i:ftis c6ftes~ence · 

is being deposited with the United States Postal Service as first class mail in an envelope ad&sed to the 
Assistant Commissioner for P tents · gton, D.C. 20231 on 27 June 2000. 

~;ut/do Reg, No. 35512 
Daniel N. Fishman 

07/05/2000 IIPRASASO 00000106 08858650 
01 FC:217 435,00 IP 
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Applicants: 

Serial No.: 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Michael J. Griffiths 
James D. McElhiney 

I 

08/858,650 

\ 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Group Art Unit: 2757 
. Filing Date: May 19, 1997 

. Title: Information Storage- and Delivery Over a ) 
Computer Network Using Centralized Intelligence ) 
To Monitor and Control the Information Being ) 
Delivered ) 

Our File No.: 18022-001 
·) 

) 

AMENDMENT UNDER 37 C.F.R. § l.lll 

To: Box Fee Amendment 
Honorable Commissioner of 
Patents and Trademarks 

Washington, D.C. 20231 

Dear Sir: 

Examiner: 
DungDinh 

-I 
tTl ..., 
::t: 

" 1"'1 
;.!'! 
-I 
1"'1 
:::0 
N 
-1 
0 
0 

In response to the Patent Examiner's Office Action, Paper No. 12, dated 27 December 

1999, please amend the above-identified patent application, as follows: 

In the C 'ms: 

C-ra 
I ( 
...J 

.... 
""' = = 

1. (Twice Amended) A method for storing information on a primary server and 

. one or more secondary servers and on computer sites connected to a computer network, wherein 

infoni:iation delivered over the computer network to a tenninal or a group of tenninals may 

contain references to other information to be delivered to the terminal, comprising: 

serving a first portion of information to a terminal, wherein said first portion of 

information contains a reference to a second portion of information; 

. --

;:o 
rrt 
C') 

~ 
rt1 
Cl 
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causing a first request signal to be transmitted from the terminal to a primary 

server requesting a location address for said second portion of information from which 

said second portion of information can be served to the terminal, wherein said first 

request signal [cannot be blocked] includes information intended to prevent said first 

request signal from being blocked from reaching said primary server by either the 

terminal or any intermediary device located topologically between the terminal and the 

'. 
primary server as a result of previous caching of said first portion of information or said 

second portion of information in the terminal or said intermediary device; 
,-

sending a location signal from the primary server to the terminal providing said 

location address of said second portion of information; 

causing a second request signal to be transmitted from the terminal containing 

said location address of said second portion of information and requesting said second 

portion of information be served to the terminal; and 

serving said second portion of information to the terminal. 

'1.-0 
)-(( (Twice Amended) A method for distributing a banner over a computer 

network to a device when the banner is referenced or linked to in a document served to the 

device, wherein the banner is stored in one or more servers, comprising: 

receiving a first banner request signal from a device at a first server requesting 

that a banner be served to the device, wherein said first banner request signal [cannot be 

blocked] includes information intended to prevent said first banner request signal from 

being blocked from reaching said first server by the device despite previous caching of 

2 
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said specified banner in the device; 

sending a banner location signal from said first server to the device, wherein said 

banner location signal includes location information for a specified banner stored on a 

second server; and 

receiving a second banner request signal from the device at said second server 

requesting that the second server serve said specified banner to th~ device. 

(Twice Amended) A method for enabling a web page and an associated banner 

to be served to a computer, wherein the web page contains a link or other reference to the banner, 

comprising: 

serving a web page to a computer; 

causing a banner request signal to be sent from the computer to a primary server 

requesting a banner be served to the computer, wherein said banner request signal 

includes a Uniform Resource Locator address for said primary server and wherein said 

banner request signal [cannot be blocked] includes information intended to prevent said 

banner reauest signal from being blocked from being received by the primary server as a 

result of previous caching of the banner on the computer; 

determining which specified banner will be served to the computer; and 

sending a banner location signal from said primary server to the computer, 

wherein said banner location signal includes the Uniform Resource Locator address for a 

device on which the specific banner to be served to the computer is stored. 

3 
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(Twice Amended) A method for distributing a banner over a computer 

network to a device when the banner is referenced or linked to in a hypertext document served to 

the device, wherein the banner is stored in one or more servers; comprising: 

~\ 

receiving a first banner request signal from the device at a first server requesting 

that a banner be served to the device, wherein said first banner request signal [cannot be 

blocked] includes information intended to prevent said first banner reguest signal from 

being blocked by the device or an intermediary server located between the device and said · 

first server as a result of a previous storage in the device or said intermediary server of a 

response to said first banner request signal sent from said first server to the device; 

determining if said first server is best suited to serve said banner to the device and 

serving said banner to the device if said first server is best suited to serve said banner and, 

if said first server is not best suited to server said banner to the device, sending a banner 

location signal from said first server to the device, wherein said banner location signal 

includes location information for a specified banner stored on a second server; 

receiving a second banner location request signal from the device at said second 

server requesting that said second server serve said specified banner to said device if said 

first server is not best suited to server said banner to the device; and 

serving said specified banner to said device from said second server if said first' 

server is not best suited to server said banner to the device. 

(Twice Amended) . A method for enabling distribution of a banner over a 

computer network to a device when the banner is referenced in a document served to the device, 

4 
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wher_ein the banner is stored in one or more servers connected to the computer network, and the 

device is connected to the computer network via an intermediary server, comprising: 

causing a first banner request signal to be transmitted from the device to a first 

server requesting that a banner be served to the device, wherein said first banner request 

signal [is not] includes information intended to make said first banner request signal not 

'· blockable by the device or the intermediary server as a result of a storage in the device or 

the intermediary server of said requested banner prior to the generation-of said first 

banner signal by the device; 

sending a banner location signal from said first server to the device, wherein said 

banner location signal includes location information for said requested banner stored on a 

second server; and 

determining· if said requested banner is stored on the device and, if said requested 

banner is not stored on the device, then causing a second banner request signal to be 

transmitted from the device to the intermediary server and determining if said requested 

banner is stored on the intermediary server, wherein if said requested banner is not stored 

on the intermediary server, causing at least a portion of said second banner request signal 

to be sent to said second server requesting that said second server serve said requested 

banner to said device. 

A method for serving a banner to a client device, comprising: 

receiving at a primary server a first request for a banner, said first request 

containing at least a portion of an initial URL, wherein said first request [cannot be 

5 
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prevented from being received by] includes information intended to prevent said first 

request from being blocked from the primary server despite previous storage of the 

banner on the client device; 

sending a signal from the primary server to the client device that includes at least 

a portion of a second URL associated with the banner's location; 

receiving at the primary server a second TCPIIP compliant request requesting that 

the banner be served to the client device if the banner is not stored on the client device; 

serving the banner to the client device; and 

counting at least one display of the banner on the client device. 

~pl.\ 
)it. (Amended) A method for enabling accurate counting of displays of a banner on 

a client device, comprising: 

receiving a first banner request signal at a first server requesting that a banner be 

served to a client device, wherein said first banner request [cannot be prevented from 

being received by] includes information intended to prevent said first banner request 

signal from being blocked from. said. first server, even though there has been previous 

caching or storing of said banner by the client device or an intermediary device; 

sending a banner location signal to the client device, wherein said banner location 

signal includes location information for a specified banner stored on a second server; and 

causing a determination of whether said specified banner is store!! on the client 

device and, if said specified banner is not stored on the client device, receiving a second 

banner request signal from the client device at said intermediary device and causing a 

6 
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determination of whether said specified banner is stored on said intermediary device, 

wherein if said specified banner is not stored on said intermediary device, receiving a 

third banner request signal at said second server requesting that said seGond server serve 

said specified banner to the client device. 

;']1-' 
j{. (Amended) 

-
A method for serving a banner to a client device, comprising: 

receiving at a primary server a first request signal for a banner, said first request 

signal containing at least a portion of an initial URL, wherein said first request signal 

[cannot be prevented from being received by] includes information intended to prevent 

said first request signal from being blocked from the primary server as a result of 

previous caching of the banner in the client device; 

sending a signal from the primary server to the client device that includes a second 

URL associated with the banner's location; 

receiving a second request signal requesting that the banner be served to the client 

device if the banner is not stored on the client device; and 

serving the banner to the client device. 

"1G 
}1. (Amended) A method for enabling a banner to be received at a client device, 

comprising: 

generating at the client device a first request signal for a banner; 

transmitting said first request signal to a server, wherein said first request signal 

[cannot be prevented from being received by] includes information intended to prevent 

7 
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' said first request signal from being blocked from the server as a result of previous caching 

of the banner on the client device; 

receiving at the client device a response signal from the server that includes a 

URL associated with the banner's location; and 

transmitting a second request signal from the client device requesting that the 

banner be served to the client device . 

. '· 
~.\, . · ... 
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REMARKS 

In the Office Action, Paper No. 12, dated 27 December 1999, the Patent Examiner 

rejected all pending claims under 35 U.S.C. § 112, first paragraph as not enabling. The Patent 

Examiner also suggested to the Applicants under 35 U.S.C. § 135(a) that claim 1 from United 

States Patent Number 5,948,061 be copied for purposes of an interference. 

Applicants traverse the rejection of all claims as not enabled. Applicants further traverse 

the Examiner's suggestion to copy claim 1 of the identified patent for purposes of an 

interference. 
,-

Applicants have amended independent claims 1, 16, 27, 36-37, 43, 48, 56 and 76 in 

response to the Examiner's § 112 rejection in hopes of advancing the prosecution of this patent 

application. 

§112 Rejection 

The Examiner rejected all remaining claims 1, 3-12, 14-25, 27-41 and 43-82 under 35 

U.S.C. § 112, first paragraph as not enabling. The Examiner suggests that although the 

specification enables the general concept of not caching the first request it does not enable the. 

claimed feature wherein the signal cannot be blocked. The Examiner suggests that although the 

specification teaches that it is preferred that the signal not be blocked there is no teaching to 

implement a system such that the signal is not blockable. or cannot be blocked as claimed. The 

Examiner notes that there are many legitimate and illegitimate means to. block a request from 

reaching an intended server and that no system can guarantee that a signal cannot be blocked in 

view of all such means. 

9 ~· 
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Applicants heartily disagree with the Examiner's suggestion that the specification fails to 

enable the claimed feature wherein the signal cannot be blocked. The specification starting at 

page 34, line 1 through page 37, line 4 teaches a multitude of techniques for assuring that the 

request signal will not be blocked from the intended server. The specified techniques include: 

Use ofHTTP standard temporary redirect 

Use of HTTP standard response tags in the server responses including: 

Expiry tag to specifY a latest valid date of the response 

Last-modified tag to specifY the valid date of, the response 

Cache-control tags to indicate that the response is not cachable 

pragma:no-cache tags to indicate that the response is not cachable 

Use of variable components in the links used by the terminal to request a response 

such as: 

a random number 

a time/date stamp 

a cgi-bin string 

a random page identifier 

Use of a URL link that, though constant, appears to the terminal and intermediate 

servers to be constantly changing 

This extensive (though not exhaustive) list enables one of ordinary skill in the art to practice the 

invention as claimed such that such request is not blocked by normal HTTP statidard compliant 

terminals or proxy servers (or other intermediate nodes). 

The Examiner appears to suggest that since not every unknown, non-standardized 

10 
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technique for blocking a signal from reaching its intended server is addressed by such a list, the 

Applicants have not enabled the claimed feature of preventing blocking of the signal. Such 

theoretical extensions are inappropriate to suggest that the Applicants have not enabled one of 

ordinary skill in the art to practice the invention. The Applicants extensive list presents a number 

of equivalent methods to prevent blocking of the request signal by presently known HTTP 

· compatible systems, terminals and browsers. The Examiner merely speculates that other 

unspecified techniques, including illegitimate techniques, may still be capable of blocking such a 

message. 

In yiew of the above discussion, Applicants suggest that the rejected claims are in fact 

enabling for one of ordinary skill in the art to practice the invention as claimed. 

However, in hopes of advancing the prosecution of this patent application, Applicants 

have amended the independent claims to remove the phrasing of concern to the Examiner. In 

particular, the term "cannot' has been removed from all independent claims. Rejected claim 1 

for example has been amended tb recite that the "first request signal includes iT!formation 

intended to prevent said first request sivnal fi'om beinv blocked from reaching said primary 

server." The absolute term "cannot", found not to be enabled by the Examiner, is in essence 

replaced by language indicating that the signal is structured in a manner intended not to be 

blocked by caching operations of the terminal or intermediate servers. Similar amendments have 

been made to other independent claims of the subject application. 

Applicants strongly disagree with the Examiner's rejection of the claims as not enabled 

but have made these amendments to advance the prosecution of the subject application. 

In view of these amendments and the above discussion, Applicants respectfully request 

11 
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reconsideration and withdrawal of the rejection of all claims under 35 U.S.C. § 112 as not 

emioled. 

Suggested Interference 

The Examiner suggested copying of claim 1 of patent 5,948,061 (hereinafter the '061 

patent) for purposes of provoking ~ interference therewith. Applicants declined the Examiner's 

invitation in view of notable distinctions between the claimed inventions and the lack of support 

for the claim to be copied by the specification of the subject application. Admittedly the claimed 

invention of the subject application and that of suggested claim 1 of the '061 patent both relate to 

Internet advertising but that is the extent of the similarity in the claimed invention. The claimed 

invention of the subject application and that of suggested claim 2 of the '061 patent are directed 

to very different subject matter and the specification of the subject application carmot support the 

suggested claim 1 of the '061 patent. 

First and foremost Applicants note that all claims of the subject application are directed to 

specific methods of delivering network content to a requesting terminal. By contrast, suggested 

claim 1 of the '061 patent is directed to an apparatus -- a particular structure of systems that 

cooperate to deliver requested network content and advertising. In this sense the subject 

application and the '061 are directed to fundamentally different inventions. 

Further, claim 1 of the '061 patent, though seemingly broad, none the less recites specific 

structure not found in a reasonable reading of the specification of the subject application. For 

example, Applicants do not find support in the subject application for the combination of several 

nodes recited in the suggested claim 1 of '061. Specifically the subject application does not 

12 
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support a combination of servers/nodes as recited in claim 1 of '061 including at least a user 

node, a content provider having an affiliate web site, an advertising node having an advertiser 

web site and an advertisement server node. In this sense as well the subject application and the 

'061 are directed to different inventions. The specification of the subject patent application 

cannot therefore support the suggested claim 1 of the '061 patent. 

Still further, the claimed invention of the subject application is directed to methods 

simply not taught or reasonably suggested by the '061 patent. For example, one glaring 

distinction is the very recitation that is the subject of the ExarnineF'~ § 112 rejection discussed 

above. Namely, the '061 patent does not teach or reasonably suggest that the request cannot be 

blocked from transmission to the intended server by the requesting terminal or by intermediate 

nodes. In this sense also, the invention of the subject application is very different than that of 

suggested claim 1 of the '061 patent. 

In view of the above discussion, Applicants strongly assert that the subject applica~on 

and the '061 patent are not directed to the same invention. Applicants respectfully request 

reconsideration and withdrawal of the Examiner's suggestion that claim 1 of the '061 is 

supportable by the specification of the present invention and therefore be copied in accordance· 

with 35 U.S.C. § 135 to provoke an interference. 

Despite Applicants refusal to copy the suggested claim for purposes of an interference 

and in view of the above discussion, Applicants explicitly deny that the '061 patent is relevant 

prior art with respect to consideration under 35 U.S. C. §§ 102 and 103. Further, ·the Examiner 

has not indicated any reading of the teachings of the '061 patent that suggest it is relevant art 

with respect to the claims of the subject application. Applicants reserve the right to more 

13 
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thoroughly discuss the relevance of the '061 patent should the Examiner attempt to apply the 

'06l patent as a reference under 35 U.S.C. §§ 102 or 103. 
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Conclusion 

The Patent Examiner is requested to reconsider and withdraw his rejection in light of the 

explanations above. The Examiner is further requested to withdraw his request for copying of a 

claim pursuant to 35 U.S. C. § 135 in view of Applicants position that the specification of the 

subject application lacks support for such a claim. If any questions remain to be resolved, the 

Patent Examiner is requested to contact applicants' attorney at the telephone number listed 

below. 

Dated: t 7ptfit~ 

Respectfully submitte<!. 

Daniel N. Fishman, R g. No.: 35,512 
CHRISMAN, BYNUM & JOHNSON, P.C. 
1900 Fifteenth Street 
Boulder, Colorado 80302 
Tel: (303) 546-1300 

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 1.8 

I hereby certify that the attached AMENDMENT UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 1.111 is being 
deposited with the United States Postal Service, first class postage prepaid, in an envelope 
addressed to Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington, DC 20231, on this 27th day of 
June2000. 

~d_d\id? 
Daniel N. Fishman 
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The amendment filed 7-3-00 is effective to overcome the 

u.s. C. 112 1st pargraph rejection in the prior office action 

(paper #12) . 

The nonstatutory double patenting rejection is based on a 
judicially created doctrine grounded in pubiic policy (a policy 
reflected in the statute) so as to prevent the unjustified or 
improp~r timewise extension of the "right to exclude" granted by 
a patent and to prevent possible harassment by multiple 
assignees. See In re Goodman, 11 F.3d 1046, 29 USPQ2d 2010 
(Fed. Cir. 1993); In re Longi, 759 F.2d 887, 225 USPQ 645 (Fed. 
Cir. 1985); In re VanOrnum, 686 F.2d 937, 214 USPQ 761 (CCPA 
1982); In re Vogel, 422 F.2d 438, 164 USPQ 619 (CCPA 1970);and, 
In re Thorington, 418 F.2d 528, 163 USPQ 644 (CCPA 1969). 

A timely filed terminal disclaimer in compliance with 37. 
CFR 1.32l(c) may be used to overcome an actual or provision~l 
rejection based on a nonstatutory double patenting ground 
provided the conflicting application or patent is shown to be 
commonly owned with this application. See 37 CFR 1.130(b). 

Effective January 1, 1994, a registered attorney or agent 
of record may sign a terminal disclaimer. A terminal disclaimer 
signed by the assignee must fully comply with 37 CFR 3.73(b). 

All pending claims are rejected under the judicially 

created doctrine of obviousness-type double patenting as being 

_unpatentable over claims 1-49 of U.S. Patent-No. 6,014,698. 

Although the conflicting claims are not identical, they are not 

patentably distinct from each other because all limitations 

recited in the claims of the current application are within the 

limitations of the claims of the patent 6,014,698. 
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Claim 1 of present application: 

A method for storing information on a primary 
server and one or more secondary servers and on 
computer sites connected to a computer network, 
wherein Information delivered over the computer 
network to a terminal or a group of terminals may 
contain references to other Information to be 
delivered to the terminal, comprising: 

. 

serving a first portion of information to a terminal, 
wherein said first portion of Information contains a 
reference to a second portion of information; 
sending a location signal from the primary server to 
the terminal providing said location address of said 
second Jlortlon of Information· 
causing a first request signal to be transmitted from 
the termlniil to a primary server requesting a 
location address for said second portion of · 
Information from which said second portion of 
Information. can be served to the terminal, wherein 
said first request signal [cannot be blocked] 
Includes information Intended to prevent said first 
request signal from being blocked from reaching 
said primary server by either the terminal or any 
Intermediary device located topologically between 
the terminal and the primary server as a result of 
previous caching of said first portion of information 
or said second portion of Information In the terminal 
or_ said Intermediary device; 

causing a second request signal to be transmitted 
from the terminal containing said location address 
of said second portion of information and 
requesting said second portion of Information be 
served to the terminal; and serving said second 
portion of information to the terminal. 

-3-

Claim 1 of patent 6,014,098 

A method for delivering information to a terminal 
connected to a computer netWork, wherein 
information delivered over the computer network 
from a primary server to the terminal contains 
references to other Information to be delivered 
to the terminal from the primary server or from one 
or more other servers connected to the computer 
network, comprising: 

serving a first portion of information to the terminal, 
wherein said first portion of Information contains a 
reference to a second portion of information; 

sending a first request signal from the terminal to 
the primary server requesting a location address for 
said second portion of information from which said 
second portion of Information can be served to the 
terminal, wherein said first request signal cannot be 
blocked from reaching said primary server by either 
the terminal or any intermediary device located 
topologically between the terminal and the primary 
server as a result of previous caching or storing of 
said first portion of information or said second 
portion of Information by the terminal or said 
Intermediary device; sending a location signal from 
the primary ~erver to the terminal providing said 
location address of said second portion of 
Information· and 
determining ... sending a second request signal . 
from the terminal containing said location· address 
of said second portion of information and 
requesting that said second portion of Information 
be served to the terminal ... 

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier 
communications from the examiner should be directed to Dung Dinh 
whose telephone number is (703) 305-9655. The examiner can 
normally be reached on Monday-Thursday from 7:00AM - 4:30 PM. 
The examiner can also be reached on alternate Friday. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are 
unsuccessful, the examiner's supervisor, Glen ton Burgess can be 
reached at (703) 305-4792. 
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serial Number: 08/858,650 
Art Unit: 2757 

··-· 

-4-

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of 
this application should be directed to the Group receptionist 
whose telephone number is (703) 305-9600. 

Any response to this action should be mailed to: 

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks 
Washington, DC 20231 

or faxed to: 

(703) 308-9051, (for formal communications intended for 
entry) 

(703) 305-9731 (for informal or draft communications, 
please label "PROPOSED" or "DRAFT") 

Hand-delivered responses should be brought to Crystal Park II, 
2121 Crystal Drive, Arlington. VA, Sixth Floor (Receptionist). 

Dung Dinh 
Primary Examiner 
September 20, 2000 
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Beyond the Web: Excavating the Real 
World Via Mosaic ,_ 
THE MERCURY PROJECT. 

o Ken Goldberg, Assistant Professor, Computer Science 
c-J Michael Mascha, Assistant ProfesSor, Anthropology and 
'~! Steven Gentner, M.S. Candidate, Computer Science 
,_

1 Juergen Rossman, Graduate Student, University of Dortmund, Germany 
_o Nick Rothenberg, PhD Candidate, Visual Anthropology 
[J Carl Sutter, Senior Programmer/Analyst, Center for Scholarly Technology 
0 JeffWiegley, PhD Candidate, Computer Science 

University of Southern California. Los Angeles, CA. 

(To appear in the Second International WWW Conference, Chicago, IL, Oct 17-21, 
1994.) 

Abstract 

This paper describes a Mosaic server that allows users to "leave the Web" and interact 

with the real world. An interdisciplinary team of anthropologists, computer scientists 

and electrical engineers collaborated on the project, desigining a system which consists 

of a robot arm fitted with a CCD camera and a pneumatic system. By clicking on an 

ISMAP control panel image, the operator of the robot directs the camera to move 

vertically or horizontally in order to obtain a desired position and image. The robot is 

located over a dry-earth surface allowing users to direct short bursts of compressed air 

onto the surface using the pneumatic system. Thus robot operators can "excavate" 
regions within the environment by positioning the arm, delivering a burst of air, and 

viewing the image of the newly cleared region. This paper describes the system in detail, 

addressing critical issues such as robot interface, security measures, user 
authentication, and interface design. We see this project as a feasibility study for a 

broad range ofWWW applications. 

Goals of the Project 

WWW and Mosaic ill-like servers provide a multi-media interface that spans all major 

platforms. Thousands of sites have been set up in the past year. Our goal with this 
project was to provide public access to a teleoperated robot, thus allowing users to reach 

beyond the digital boundaries of the WWW. 
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Such a system should be robust as it must operate 24 hours a day and it should be low in 
cost (we had an extremely limited budget). It is worth noting that the manufacturing 
industry uses the same criteria to evaluate robots for production. Thus our experience 

with ruse robotics (see below) proved helpful. 

Our secondary goal was to create an evolving WWW site that would encourage repeat 

visits by users to collectively solve a puzzle. As of this writing we do not have sufficient 
data to report on the success of the "puzzle" component; therefore this paper focuses on 
the details of the implementation. We also speculate on how Mosaic might be used for 

other tele-operated applications. 

Related Work 

The first "teleoperated robots" were developed over 30 years-ago. The basic objective 
has always been to deyelop systems capable of working in inhospitable environments 

(such as radiation sites). Teleoperation began with very simple mock-ups in nuclear 
power plants [Mos], progressing to more versatile setups for teleoperation of robots in 

space [Miz]. Over the last 20 years, the development of intuitively operable teleoperation 

tools has continued to play an important role in the development of robotics in general. 

The basic objectives have r"emained the same, even though the methods and technical 

limitations have changed. 

Today, sophisticated "Telerobot Operator Control Stations" [Kanl are equipped with 

stereoimage-displays, "force reflecting hand controllers" and comprehensive video 

graphjcs support. The development of teleoperation stations is currently being pushed 

further with the help oflatest graphics workstations to provide so-called "telepresence." 

Modem telepresence systems, considered to be pushing the frontier of research in this 
field, are defined as follows [Aki]: "At the worksite, the manipulator has the dexterity to 

allow the operator to perform normal human functions. At the control station, the 
operator receives sufficient quantity and quality of sensory feedback to provide a feeling 

of actual presence at theworksite." 

The Mercury Project does not achieve this level oftelepresence but provides a limited 

level ofteleoperation. One of our goals was to provide "teleoperation for the masses." 
Instead of developing a highly sophisticated, multi-million-dollar testbed, we opted for a 

simple and reliable end-effector on a commercial robot. Combined with an intuitively· 

operable man-machine-interface, the system gives all WWW users access to 
teleoperation. 

In the Discussion section, we describe a number of other WWW sites that offer 
interactive capabilities. 

05/02/96 14:26:59 
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User Interface and Environment Design 
·, 

The interface design for the system was challenging due to the limitations of the 

HTMLIHTTP environment, as well as network traffic considerations. An effective 

system was created within such limitations by carefully designing the physical 

environment for the robot, and by fme-tuning the user-machine interface. For example, 

the initial idea of a live video feed from the camera was dropped in order to maintain 

compatibility with all visual clients on the Web. (Although we could have implemented 

some custom clients ill, we decided to stay within the limits ofHTMLIHTTP to reach as 

large a user base as possible, making this a truly global system.) In addition, initial 

simulations using a robot fitted with grippers (simulated in VIRTUS 

WALKTHROUGH) revealed a high degree of complexity in control functions. Ql, not 

suitable for the anticipated 5-l 0 seconds per frame page loading time, a 2D Mosaic 

window and a naive/untrained user. 

The team chose instead to use a simple environment which would allow relatively easy 

control ofthe robot. Here the analogy taken from real world archaeology - using a 

dry-earth environment and compressed air bursts - allowed us to simplifY the robot 

control dramatically. Thus users could be quickly trained in the operation of the system, 

through a simple "Operator6s Orientation" and a "Levell Clearance Test." 

Even with a simplified system, users are still able to choose between fme and gross 

movements of the arm. Fine pitch movements are executed by clicking in the camera 

image, with the robot moving to center the arm over the X, Y coordinates of the 

click~point. Crude navigation is provided by clicking on a schematic picture of the robot 

and it's workspace, with the robot moving to center the arm over the click-point. Two 

buttons allow navigation in the Z axis (between "up" and "down" positions), with a 

button to blow air only active when at the Z=O (i.e., "down") position. 

(Click to see. an animated robot operation session in MPEG- 175K) 

Other features of the system were designed to balance functionality with user needs. All 

HTML documents sent to the clients are carefully designed to minimize network traffic 

in order to get a high refresh rate. For example, control panel functions are clearly 

distinguished from text-based information documents. The OOperator's LogO was 

05/02/96 14:27:13 
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implemented to create a forum for collaborative efforts to solve the puzzle/problem 
regarding the underlying logic which links the artifacts. (The OOpenitor's LogO is 
readable throughout the system but only writeable after completing an operating 
session.) A second entry path was also created to the system, which provides a 
"back-story" explaining the project while also hinting at possible "real world" uses of the 
system. 

Access to the Robot 

Most of the HTML documents seen by the user on our site are generated by a script 
running on the WWW server. Using a random token scheme described below, the system 
tracks each user as he or she proceeds through the interface and generates appropriate· 
HTML documents. This allows the system to discriminate between "observers" and 
"operators" so that it presents only accessible options to each. 

To operate the robot, the user must read the information on. how to use the control panel, 
and then complete a level-1 clearance test to get a password: Since only one person can 
operate the robot at a time, the system maintains a queue of pending operators. A typical 
user will enter his/her password, and then add him/herself to the queue. Each time update 
button is clicked, the system updates the queue and returns a current status page. When 
the user's turn arrives, the screen returned is the live operators' control screen. 

System Architecture 

Below is a Block Diagram for the system. We start with an overview that necessarily 
glosses over many interesting details. 

05/02/96 14:27:29 
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' ' ' ' 
' ' ' ' 

<il-- World Wide Web Clients 
\)' 

HTTPD Server 

Data Server "B" 

PC Robot Server "C" Video 
~ Digitizing 

TCPIIP / Card 
9------ol Ethernet .....- Socket 

Card Code"'-

~Serial 

Carnera 

Robot 
' ' ' J, .. ~~-...: ......... :...1 ••• - '-------~--------' 

Port '--------' System Block 

Diagram 

At one end are WWW clients from around the world; at the other end is a robot arm 

combined with a camera. The robot and camera provide an updated image of the 

. environment, which is combined with a schematic of the robot arm/workspace and 

control buttons to produce the fmal GIF image that is send to users. 

At any given time there may be dozens of clients interacting with the system. Since there 

can only be one Operator at a time, one challenge is to keep track of which client is the 

operator. · 

The Mercury system is comprised of three communicating servers. The first, call it A, is 

a standard Mosaic server (NCSA httpd v.l.3, currently running on a Sun SPARCserver 

1000, with SunOS Release 5.3. When the RTE Site is requested by an observer, the most 

recent image, which is stored on server A, is simply returned. 

The database of registered users is handled by another server, call it B. In our case, 

Server B runs on the same machine as server A. The database server is custom 

programmed for this project, but performs fairly standard database functions. 

When a client request comes in, Server A communicates with server B. If that client is an 

Operator, Server A must then communicate with a third server, call it C, that controls the 

robot. Server C runs on a Pentium-based PC and communicates with servers A and B via 
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the Internet. Server A decodes the IS MAP X& Y mouse coordinates, and sends them to 
serverC. -

On server C, a custom program decodes these coordinates into a robot command and 
verifies,that the command is legal, e.g., within the robot workspace. If it is, this 
command is then converted into a robot command format which is sent to the robot over 
a serial line. Once the robot move is completed server C uses the CCD camera to capture 
a stable 8 bit 192x165 image of the workspace. 

Using a simple set of equations for inverse kinematics server C then generates a 
schematic view of the robot in its new configuration. This schematic is combined with 
the camera image, and the up, down, and air control buttons to form a new composite 
image. Server C then compresses this image into GIF format and returns it to Server A, 
which updates the most recent image and returns it to the Operator client.. 

Subsystems 

Random Tokens for Cache Avoidance and User Tracking 

Following some complex and unwieldy tests, we implemented a random token scheme 
for tracking users as they use the system. Each time a URL is returned, a large random 
number is added to the path (which the NCSA HTTPD 1.3 server splits into the 
PATH_INFO environment variable). This "token" serves two purposes: 

The first is to prevent the WWW client from caching the robot view. When a document 
is requested a second time during a session, it is much faster to swap in a local copy of 
the document rather than going back over the net to retrieve it a second time. Most 
implementations of Mosaic support such caching at various memory levels. However in 
our case we want to repeatedly retrieve the URL containing the robot image because it is 
updated continuously. In brief, we DON'T WANT users to cache this uri. The random 
token makes each request look different and tricks the client into retrieving a fresh 
version of the document. 

The second use for the token is to identifY Operators. When an operator logs in with a 
correct password, the system begins tracking him/her as he/she moves from viewing the 
robot to being on the operators' queue to operating the robot. Since the same script is 
used for all views, the token allows the system to customize the result for every user 
depending on his/her position in the system. 

Scripts 

The robot view screen is controlled for the most part by one script at the HTTPD server. 

05/02/96 14:27:50 
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Each call to the main script has a token attached to the URL. The token is decoded by the 
WWW server, and placed in the P A TII _INFO environment variable. The main script 
then checks the token with the database server to determine the status of the user. Each 
check .of the database generates a system update to keep the queue moving. The user's 
status is used to generate the custom system status page. 

The robot image itself is only changed by the operator when he or she makes a move. 
Each image is date and time stamped, so WWW clients that cache the image will only 
retrieve the image when it changes (since its filename will be different, due to a different 
time stamp). 

Due to the client-server architecture of the World Wide Web HTTPD protocol, The robot 
sy-stem (server) has no way to contact the client except at the client's prompting. From 
the user's point of view, once he or she gets the robot view screen, there is no way for the 
server to keep sending updates automatically as the robot is moved by the operator. The 
screen updates must be driven by the user. Since the user must trigger each update, we 
wanted to provide a button for doing so, since each web client handles reloading the 
page differently. Some sites have a "reload" hypertext link to the same page, but this 
doesn't work for any client that caches pages. If a page is being viewed, hitting reload 
will just re-display the page from the cache, thus not obtaining a new view from the 
system. Asking the user to disable his/her cache is also problematic, since not all clients 
allow this option. 

One attempt was made to use a mini-form, since the submit button always calls a script 
and is not cached. that scheme was eventually dropped, since passing registered user 
identification information to the server via hidden fields only worked on some clients. 
Using the random token allows for an elegant interface. 

Since the robot can "Only be controlled by one person at a time, a registration scheme was 
implemented to allow the server to track operators as they move on to the waiting queue 
and progress to controlling the robot. Since the server only knows the IP address of each 
user, some user information had to be incorporated into the HTJ'V1L robot view document 
itself for re-transmission to the system when the user hits "reload." There are various 
techniques used by many sophisticated web systems to accomplish user identification 
between document requests, but we found some problems in many of the standard 
solutions. In the end, the random token served excellently as a means of identifying 
registered users. 

A preliminary attempt was made to use a small form to identify the user. Hidden fields 
could hold the user id, but once again, many clients do not implement the hidden field 
attributes so the interface is cluttered by unnecessary fields. Putting the user's id 
information into the ACTION field of the form tag is also client dependent. 
Unfortunately, some clients strip that data before adding the encoded field information. 
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Since random tokens were already being passed with each update, the system was 
extended to track the tokens of each registered user. Each time the script is called, the 
token is exchanged for a new one, and the database is updated with the new token for 
registered users. One side effect is that the user can not use the client re-load button, 
since this will not use the new URL (it is embedded in the update HREF). 

The Data Server 

The data server ("B") is a custom Perl script that handles all of the database work for the 
pr_oject. It continuously runs as a TCPIIP listener, >yaiting for database transactions from 
the other system scripts. The data server runs as a single process, handling requests 
serially to maintain internal data integrity. Typically, transactions are very short, since 
the data is kept in main memory. The data server could be replaced by an off-the-shelf 
transaction based DB system in the future. A time-out is set to close the connection if 
there is too much time elapsed between commands. This was implemented because some 
WWW clients would crash in the middle of a document request, leaving the system 
waiting for the connection to be closed. 

Internal Network Interface 

The. networking functionality required by the project was defmed by two factors. On one 
hand, the camera that we purchased required a PC-based platform running an MicroSoft 
DOS or compatible operating system to run on Server C. On the other hand, the expected 
load of client requests required a machine capable of more heavy networking duties such 
as a SlJll workstation (Server A). Currently Server A is located across campus from 
server C. 

These servers are connected via Ethernet. Each machine has its own IP address and 
resides in the usc.edu domain. Communication is achieved using a socket connection 
between the two machines. The implementation on Server A was done using the standard 
BSD socket functions provided with the Sun OS 4.1 operating system and Perl. On 
Server C we used a publicly available socket package called Waterloo TCP and Borland 
C. The Waterloo TCP package was obtained from the ftp site dorm.rutgers.edu in the file 
/pub/msdos/wattcp/wattcp.zip. 

With this software Server A can request a socket connection to Server C to establish a 
connection. The first step in obtaining a new image is for Server A to write a command 
consisting of thirtY bytes which encodes the (xy) coordinates of the ISMAP event. After 
Server C completes the moves and generates the new image, it writes the size of the new 
image to server A so that server A knows exactly how many bytes to expect. Server C 
then proceeds to write the entire image to the socket and waits for the socket to close to 
insure deliver of the data. Once server A has read all the specified bytes it closes the 
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socket. Server C is now ready and waiting for another socket connection. Server A is free 
to continue processing the Mosaic actions of the current users. 

Current-throughput is approximately 20 Kbytes/second, which is poor compared to the 
0.5 megabyte per second rate that can be achieved between two Sun workstations in 
close proximity on the campus network. At this time we feel that the delays are being 
imposed by the MS-DOS operating system because of it's inability to support networking 
operations and its lack of multitasking abilities, which necessitates busy waiting cycles 
in the PC software to obtain concurrence between the robotic/camera operations and the 
networking duties. 

Our low data rate is somewhat tolerable because the time for communication between 
Servers A and C is small compared with Internet delays between clients and server A. 
One way to speed communication would be to use different methods of image 
compression such as JPEG to reduce the size of the image. However this may introduce 
latency due to encoding. 

The IBM Robot and Server "C" 

The robot we're using is an IBM SR5427 SCARA arm, built around 1980. 

SCARA stands for "Selective Compliance Assembly Robot Arm" . Robots with SCARA 
kinematics are common in industrial assembly for "pick-and-place" operations because 
they are fast, accurate and have a large 2.5D workspace. However, the SCARA arm can 
only rotate its gripper about the vertical (Z) axis. We selected this robot over other robots 
in our lab due to it's excellent durability, large workspace, and because it was gathering 
dust in the Robot Education Lab. 

The IBM SCARA robot is controlled through a 4800 baud serial port by a custom 
written C library constructed with reference from IBM's BASIC library distributed along 
with the robot. The commands sent by the library are simple instructions consisting of 
instruction id, length, data and checksum. The data length and content varies depending 
on instruction id. The IEEE floating point format is used to represent the necessary data. 
This command string is then sent over the serial line to the robot to issue the command. 

Unfortunately IBM no longer supports this robot and we were forced to read two 
antiquated BASIC programs and monitor their serial line transmissions to decipher the 
protocols needed for serial control of the robot. The robot accepts XYZ.and Theta 
commands using IEEE format and checksums. Server C now runs on a Pentium based 
PC with all custom code written in Borland C. 

The first step was implementing a local graphical user interface to control robot 
movements and monitor subsequent functions such as network flow. We chose two 
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views of the workspace: a global schematic view for coarse motions, and a local camera 
view for fme motions. Note that a click on the camera image requires a different relative 
move ifJ:he camera is in the up or down position. To handle it, we implemented an 
empirical calibration program. 

The major difficulty in implementing Server C was to schedule response to the network, 
the local mouse, and the image capture board .. At first we discussed a multi-tasking 
environment but, upon further study, we realized we could achieve this cooperation 
within a single DOS task. Another problem, inherent to DOS based applications, is 
memory management. This complication was solved by careful usage of memory and by 
utilizing the screen itself as a memory buffer. This careful usage of memory enabled the 
custom written GIF encoder to use more memory which, combined with an appropriate 
hash function, sped the GIF encoding process up to a few microseconds. 

In future versions of Mercury, we plan to incorporate a more sophisticated PC-based 
robot simulation system based on COSIMIR J:E:ill from the University of Dortmund. 

Camera 

We are using an EDC 1000 digital CCD camera from Electrim Inc. This camera was 
chosen based on size and cost. Image data is sent from the camera back through a serial 
line into a video capture card. The picture captured is always 192 by 165 pixels with 256 
shades of gray. The image size and gray shades are fixed. Focus and contrast are 
manually adjusted. Exposure time can be changed by software to range between 1/200 th 
to 1/64 th of a second. 11150th exposure was used to reduced light streaking that the 
camera is prone to. 

Although the robot's control system quickly dampens oscillation about the destination 
point, dynamic effects can cause image blur. Two solutions were implemented. First the 
robot was slowed down enough as to reduce some of the vibration but not to hinder the 
robot access speed considerably. Second, once the robot responds positively to an issued 
command, the camera captures two pictures each at 1/64 th of a second. These two 
images are compared to.determine a factor of similarity. If this factor is below some set 
value the image is presumed to be stable, otherwise subsequent pictures are taken until 
the image pair is determined to be stable. More then 5 trials results in a time-out in 
which case the most current image is used and the program continues. This image 
comparison procedure reduces movement streaks seen in pictures of moving objects. 

Lighting the workspace has been problematic. The work space is primarily luminated by 
standard florescent ceiling fixtures and augmented by two additional florescent lamps to 
reduce shadows and raise the overall ambient light levels. We tested a contrast 
enhancement routine to normalize the lighting of each image captured from the camera. 
This increased the visual aesthetics of the image but subjected it to drastic light and dark 
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changes as the robot moved onto different objects with different light reflecting qualities. 
In response, a global lighting adjustment was implemented but found to reduce certain 
areas to unacceptable darkness. Certainly a better lighting system is required. 

Due to the manual focus adjustment of the camera, the focus adjustment could not be 
changed between the up and down position of the camera. This resulted in a compromise 
focus adjustment that is not perfect for the up or down position of the robot arm, but 
accepatable in both positions. 

To decrease compressed image size and thus increase network transfer rate the image is 
reduced from 256 to 64 gray scales since most systems available can only display 256 
cqlors or 64 shades of gray. Thus the gray scale reduction did not reduce image quality 
but reduced compressed image size by about 1 OK. 

Robustness and Soft Resets 

All robot motions are monitored by Server C. Each command sent to the robot is verified 
to be within the robot's workspace. Acknowledgments from the robot are monitored to 
detect errors. When an error is detected, Server C automatically resets the robot 
controller, recalibrates, and returns the robot to its previous position. 

Performance 

History and Statistics 

Daily statistics are available and may be correlated with project milestones. As of the 
writing of this paper, the system has been online for over 4 weeks and there are 
approximately 100 users per day. There is also a list of all hosts that have. visited the 
system. As of this writing the system has been visted by hosts from all of the major 
continents except the polar caps. 

Refresh Rates via Ethernet 

System response time seems to be mostly dependent on network link speeds. Locally, we 
get screen refreshes at rates of 5-l 0 seconds per page. Similar response times have been 
reported from Europe. Obviously, a slow local link or SLIP connection will drastically 
affect the update speed, since the robot control image is essential to the system. Updates 
are also strongly affected by the speed of the WWW client application. 

Uptime 

The system is designed for 24 hour use. The WWW server scripts are generally 
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modified, tested and then loaded into the running system. Background programs monitor 

the system and notify the team members if there are problems. 

Operators' Logs 

When an operator has finished driving, he or she is prompted to make a textual entry into 

an "Operator's log". The Operator's log provides an ongoing forum for discussion of the 
system and record of artifacts discovered in the sand. 

For example, several skeptics have claimed that the system is an elaborate hoax where 
all images are taken from a prestored library (much like the celebrated Apollo Moonwalk 

hoax of25 years ago). We have had encouraging comments from the robotics 
community, including several researchers at NASA. 

Discussion and Future Applications: 

This project.is an initial step in an ongoing educational and research project at the 

University of Southern California. It brings together faculty and students of different 
backgrounds to collaborate in the design and implementation of a networked system that 

combines robotics with archaeology and interactive art. 

This system exemplifies RISC Robotics, which advocates Reduced Intricacy in Sensing 

and Control. The SCARA-type robot requires only 4 axes, is relatively inexpensive and 

robust, and it is easy to avoid singularities. The end effector we've used here is also 

about the minimum. For more on RISC as applied to industrial robotics, please see RISC 

for Industrial Robots: Recent Results and Open Problems, (with J. Canny), 1994 IEEE 

Conference on Robotics and Automation. 

We see the project leading in several directions. For Mosaic and the WWW, the required 

intei'face design prompted new developments related to several issues, including user 

authentication, user queuing and interface security (as discussed above). 

For this project we chose a very simple application. The server can be extended to a 
variety of platforms that permit remote inspection and manipulation of objects -- for 

example, providing unique and unedited access and views of priceless and otherwise 

inaccessible resources (a Grecian urn, a Gutenberg Bible, etc.), thus providing an 

alternative to pre-stored libraries which are limited in terms of perspective, depth of 

resolution, etc. (Cite Recent NY Times article on the Metropolitan Museum of Art). 

Further extensions for this project might include: the robot could be placed out in the 

field, in a remote anthropological site or on the moon; the camera could be replaced with 
a scanning electron microscope; or the remote operator could be a doctor examining a 
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patient or a specialist performing remote inspection or manufacturing. All of these areas 
also have significant implications for education, as they present the opportunity for 
virtual"field trips" to a live site while permitting remote manipulation from the 
classroom. 

Anthropologists have conventionally recorded the diverse cultural heritage of 
humankind by means of varied media: written text, graphics, film, sound and still 
images. The advantage of a system like the one described in this paper lies in the fact 
that you do not have to rely on prerecorded media. It enables the user to view and 
possibly record her or his own "slice of reality". We see the Web as a perfect medium for 
updating pre-recorded media as described in [Mas] Interactive Education: Transitioning 
CD-ROMs to the WEB, a paper presented at the First WWW Conference, Geneva 94. 
Furthermore, we now have the possibility to combine updateable prerecorded media of 
all sorts with live recordings and live remote interactions. The possibilites of a system 
that combines global access to up-datable prerecorded media and combines it with the 
possibility oflive remote interactions are just beginning to unfold, and are a central 
focus of interest for the anthropologists from the B-LAB involved in this project. 

In view of other interactie WWW sites, we propose a three-tiered system describing 
interactively on the WWW. Under Level I, interaction is solely between digital 
information stored on computers or created by scripts running on such machines, and 
connected or communicating with the WWW and Mosaic clients. In Level II sites, the 
clients are able to observe the "real world" by means of a camera observing and 
digitizing visual and, hopefully soon, audio-visual information. The camera acts as an 
"eye" for the Web, providing multiple "real world images" from a global theater. A 
number of Web sites fall into this category, such as the Coffee Pot and the Fishtank sites. 
All have the same characteristic of passively observing the real world. We also !mow of 
one restricted site that allows the user to alter the user's point of view (see LEGO pan 
and tilt site.) 

The Mercury Project introduces a third level. Level III sites reach beyond the digital 
domain to allow users to alter a remote physical environment. We envision this project 
as a first glimpse into the possibilities available at Level Ill. We might also speculate 
about other levels, which might allow remote users to control a mobile robot and thus 
"tele-ambulate". 

Footnotes 

[1] 

[2] 

To simplify we mention only Mosaic as a WWW client but we are aware of the fact 
that there are different WWW clients similar to Mosaic, e.g. Mac Web, Cello, etc. 

MBONE broadcasting, REFERENCE to MIT LIVE VIDEO SITE [diversion -
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[3] 

possible fixes to client refresh problem to show we know about the X stuff etc.] 

There are two possible fixes to this problem, One is to release specially modified 

clients that set up a two-way communication, the second is to use some other 

software to display the current system on the user's client workstation. Since many 

clients are used to view the WWW, making modifications would be difficult, 

especially since they are being updated all the time. Even if source code could be 

obtained for every major client, changes would have to made to every release of all 

these be on each release of these applications, The second possibility is to write a 

separate program to run on the clients' workstation. The problem here is to write a 

robots client that can be released for enough platforms to be useful, Since this 

would be an esoteric piece of the system, it is not likely that other sites would 

customize the software for different systems like is done for the major systems. One 

technique is to use the X windows protocol to display a client application on the 

users workstation running an X server. (weather, movies) We feltthat this would be 

a limited audience, however. It also may compromise security from the user's point 

of view. Both these approaches may be attempted in version 2.0 of the system to 

allow more enhanced use of the system for some users. The HTTPD protocol could 

be extended to allow these sort of connections, though - maybe we need a new 

protocol for passing media only back that doesn't have all the hooks into system 

calls like X Windows and Display PostScript. 

3D control of a robot needs: 3 dimensions of spatial movement, 3 dimensions of 

orientation and 1 to 3 dimensions of gripper control. 
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8. 0 Note the attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL. 

Any reply to this Jetter should include, In the. upper right hand corner, the APPLICATION NUMBER (SERIES CODE I SERIAL NUMBER). if 
applicant has received a Notice of Allowance and Issue Fee Due, the ISSUE BATCH NUMBER and DATE of the NOTICE OF 
ALLOWANCE should also be Included. 

Attachment(s) 

10 Notice of References·Cited (PT0-892) 
30 Notice of Draftperson's Patent Drawing Review (PT0-948) 
50 Information Disclosure Statements (PT0-1449), Paper No. __ . 
70 Examiner's Comment Regarding Requlrementfor Deposit 

of Biological Material 

20 Notice of informal Patent Application (PT0-152) 
40 Interview Summary (PT0-413), Paper No. __ . 
60 Examiner's Amendment/Comment 
80 Examiner's Statement of Reasons for Allowance 
90 Other 

~ 
Primary Examiner 
Aft-Unip153 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, 
PT0-37 (Rev. 01-01) Notice of Allowablllty· Part of Paper No. 18 . 
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Uf-IITED STATES Df ~TMENT OF COMMERCE 
Patent and·Tradem~..;uffice · · 

.NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND ISSUE FEE DUE 

SCOTT B 1-\I .•. LISON 
CHii I Strlr"tl\l BYI\!Uivf ?\h!l) .JOHN>':! ON 
.!900 FIFTEENTH STREET 
BOULDER CO 80302 

. 

Tl~02/0406 

APPLICATION NO, I FILING. DATE· I TOTAl CLAIMS I ·EXAMINER AND GROUP ART UNIT 

08/858,650 OS/:l9/97 078 DIIIIH., J) 
ArstNamed 

GRIFFITHS, 3.5.i IJ!3C 1$4(b) ·t.ew·IJl·. ext .. Applicant 
" 

J 
2 :t 5~3 

0 Days a 

~~~6N II\IFOI'ltriATION c;TOHr"tGE AI\!!) J)EUVERY OVER A CONPLITER NE"n.JORI< lJ!3f.l\llil CF::I\ITRi'ILIZED INTELLI(~ENCE TO MONITOR Ahll:> COI\ITROL THE lNFORIVIATIOI\I BE I I\IG DEL 1: VERED 

. AlTY'SDOC~ETNO. I CLAS.S·SU,BCLASS I. BATCH NO. I APPLN. TYPE I SMALL ENTITY .I . FEE DUE ·I 
.· D 18022-001 709-229.000 ES9 UTILITY YES $620.00 

DATE MAILED 

04/0(:./01 

: DATE DUE 

07/06/01 

::,THE.APPLICATION:IDEN:TIFIE/1) ABOVEHAS•BEEN·t;;XAMINEDAND./SoALLOWED'FORISSIJANCEAS A PATENT.'··· . ' :PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS CLOSED. 

· THE:ISSUt; FEE MUST BE PAID. WITHIN. THREE MONTHS FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THISNOTICE:OR THIS APPLICATION'SHALL ,BJ;o REGARDEDAS'ABANDONED. THIS STATUTORY PERIOD CANNOTBE EXTENDED: 

·HOW TO RESPOND TOTHIS NOTICE: 
1: Review the SMALL ENTITY status. shown above: 

lithe SMALL. ENTITY is shown as YES, verify your. 
current SMALL ENTITY status: 

A It:! he status is changed, pay .twice the amount of the 
FEE DUE shown above and notify the Patenl·and· · 
·Trademark Office· of the change In status, or 

B. If the status is .the same, pay the FEE DUE shown 
above. 

If the SMAlL ENTITY is shown as NO: 

A. Pay FEE DUE shown above, or · 

B .. File verified statement of Small Entity. Status.before, or wtth, 
payment of 1/2 the FEE DUE shown above. 

II. Part 8-lssue,Fee.Transmittal should be completed and returned.to·the Patent and Trademark. Office (PTO) with your ISSUE FEE: Even if the ISSUE .FEE has already been paid by charge to deposit account• Part B .Issue Fee Transmittal should be completed and.returned. If you. are charging the: ISSUE FEE to your deposit account, section:"4b~ oi Part ·B-Issue FeeTransmittaLshould be .completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted .. Ill. All communications regarding this a. pplication must give application number and batch number. · · ( ·Please direct.all'pomrnunications prior. to issuance to Box ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrary. . . I Q •· IMPORTANTREMINQER:,(;!ti/itypatei:lt:;,issuing;on applications· file(! on or after Dec. 12; 19BO.mayrequirepaY'(I)e~tof maintenance, fees •. It is patentee'S"responsibility to ensure timely payment. of maintenance fees when due. 
PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE COPY PTOL·85 (REV. 10·96) Approved for use through 06130/99. (0651·0033) · 

'i•' 

... ,-- ·---- _.____:_( 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING UNDER 37 C.F.R. § !.8 
I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with 
the United States Postal Service as first class mail in an envelope 
addressed to Box ISSUE FEE, c/o Technology Center 2100 US 
P te and Trademark Office, Washington, DC 20231 on 

.2 /, 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT 

Applicants: Michael J. Griffiths ) 
James D. McElhine~ ) 

) 
Serial No.: 08/858,650 ) 

) 
Filing Date: May 19, 1997 ) 

) 
Title: Information Storage and Delivery Over a ) 

Computer Network Using Centralized Intelligence ) 
To Monitor and Control the Information Being ) 
Delivered ) 

TRANSMITTAL OF ISSUE FEE 

To: Box ISSUE FEE 
c/o Technology Center 2100 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
Washington, DC 20231 

Group Art Unit: 2153 

Examiner: 
DungDinh 

Our File: 18022-001 

Enclosed is Chrisman, Bynum & Johnson check no. 86452 in the amount of$1,270.00 

($1,240.00 for Issue Fee and $30.00 for advance order of patent copies), along with the Issue Fee 

Transmittal fonn PTOL-85B (Rev. 10-96) for the above-referenced patent application. Please 

note that the applicant is no longer entitled to a small entity status. Therefore, the Issue Fee 

Transmittal form, PTOL-85B (REV.) 10-66), has been corrected to reflect the large entity status 

along with the appropriate fee. 

1900 Fifteenth et 
Boulder, Colorado 80302 
Telephone: (303) 546-1300 
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. ·-----~~·-·--~-- ·-· -----·----·--·· 

f;I-Z 
'"'(._ 

PART B-ISSUE FEE TRANSMITTAL 

~~""1!2"1hor with Of>l.. Ale -. to: ·~-ISSUE FEE • 
Aulstant COmmlulonor for Patlnta 
Wuhlngton, D.C. ~1 

used for bansmlttlng the ISSUE FEE. Bk>cks 1 
All further correspondence including tholasue Fee 

"""'""''"col malntena'":'""''• ~;11 be mal led to the current 
corrected below or directed othorwi88 in Bloci< 1, by (a) 
and/or (b) indicating a separate •FEE ADDRESs• for 

TM02/0406 
.~"J:+--B--Abh-+SQ)I.I Js,mes R. 'l,'toung 
CHRISMAN BYNUM AND JOHNSON 
1900 FIFTEENTH STREET 
BOULDER CO 80302 

08/858,650 05/19/97 078 DINH, D 

Note: The certificate ot·malllng below can only be used for domestic 
maiHngs of the Issue Fee Transmittal. TJ:lls certificate cannot be used 
for any other acc:ompanying papem. Eact1 additional paper, SUCh as an 
assignment or formal drawing, must have Its own cerUIIcate of mailing. 

certllloote of lllllllng 
I helllby oortlfy thallhls Issue Foe Tronsmlllalls being dopOSIIed with 
tho Uritod States Postal Sorvloo with &Uff<lonl postage lor first doss 
mall in an envelope addressed to the Box ~ Fee address above on 
the date lndlcaled below. • 

2153 04/06/01 

GRIFFITHS, 35 USC 154 (b) · t.erm ext: = 0 Days. 

Tm.EOF 
!~INFORMATION STORAGE AND DELIVERY OVER A COMPUTER NETWORK USING 

CENTRALIZED INTELLIGENCE TO MONITOR AND .CONTROL THE INFORMATION 
BEING DELIVERED 

0 18022-001 709-229.000 E59 LITILITY 07/06/01 

1. Change of correspondence addressorlndlcalion of • Fee Addresa' (37 CFR 1.383). 
Use· or PTO fonn(a) and Cus1omer Number are recommended, but not required. 

2. For printing on the patent lront page, 1181 
(t)thenamesolupto3reglsterad.palent .1 James R. Young 
attorneys or agents OR, all:emativety, (2) 

0 Ct\ange of correspondence atidresa (or Change of Correspondence Address fonn the nama or a Bingle fhm (having as a 
member a reg~terod attomey or agent) :j::hr!sman Bynum & Johnson 
and the names or up k> 2 registered patent 

PTD/SB/122) attachod. . 

0 •Fee Addres8rlndlcatlon (or ~Fee ~ress" lncllcatlon lonn PTOISB/47) a~ched .. attorneys or agents. H no name ls~lsted, no 
name wm be pllnted. 3----------

3, ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATEN:r (print or type} 
. PLEASE NOTE: lJnlesa an 88Bignea Is ldentlfled below, no BSSignee data will appear on the patent;· 
Inclusion of assignee data Ia only approplate when an asslgorn&flt haa been prevlou91y sobmktod t<o I 

·the PTO or IS beHlg SIJ)mltted under separate cover. Completion of this fonn Is NOT a Slbsltltue 
flUng on assignment 

• (A)NAMEOFASStGNEE Matchlo!lic, Inc. 

(B) RESIDENCE: (CITY & STATE OA COUNTRY) . . 
Lousiville, CO 

Please check the appropriate ass.lgnee category Indicated below (will not be printed on the patent) 

Time will vary 
depending on tho needs of the lncivldual caso. Any oomments on the amount of time required 
to compiol& this form should be aontto the Chief Information Officer, Patent and Tradomarl< 
Offic.U, Washington, D.C. 20231. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS 
ADDRESS. SEND FEES, AND 'THIS FOAM TO: Bcx Issue Foa, Asslslant Commissioner for 
Patonta, Washington D.C. 20231 

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection 
of lnfonnatlon unkiss It dlaplays a valid OMB control number. 

4a. The fotlowlng lees are enclosed (make check payable to Commissioner 
of Patents and TradernaJi(s): 

llil Issue Fee 
~ Advonoo Order·· M of coPies_;:,l 0::_ __ 

4b. Tho following foes or doflctency In those fees should be chatged to: 
OEPOSIT ACCOUNT NUMBER..,· =:0"":3l,LL7"'2-'5 ______ _ 
(ENClOSE AN EXTRA COPY OF THIS FORM) 

f7mmotiEII!' Olii015t ammsr 
or· FCd41! IJMO.oi 
ae fi:ISI 30.01 : 

(y 
TRANSMIT THIS FORM WITH FEE 

PTOlAI58.jREV.11H16) App!Owd for.uoe lhrou.Jh ll<VJ<W9. OMB 065t.0033 . Patent ~nd Tf11demadc orne.: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING UNDER 37 C.F.R. 1.8 
I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with ~ 
the United States Postal Service as first class mail in an envelope · 
addressed to: Box ISSUE FEE, c/o Technology Center 2100, US 
P.atent and Trademark Office, Washington, DC 20231 on 0 

Z/Jd/. 1-i 

Applicants: 

Serial No.: 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT 

Michael J. Griffiths 
James D. McElhiney 

08/858,650 

t 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Group Art Unit: 2153 
Filing Date: May 19, 1997 

Title: 
) 

Information Storage and Delivery Over a ) 
Computer Network Using Centralized Intelligence ) 
To Monitor and Control the Information Being ) 
Delivered ) 

Our File No.: 18022-001 
) 
) 

TRANSMITTAL OF FORMAL DRAWINGS 

To: Box ISSUE FEE 
c/o Technology Center 2100 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
Washington,D.C. 20231 

Dear Sir: 

Examiner: 
DungDinh 

In response to the Notice of Allowance and Issue Fee Due dated April6, 2001, please find 

enclosed, along with a separate Letter to the Official Draftsman, three (3) sheets of formal drawings 

containing figures one through four for the above-referenced patent application. 

Respectfully submitted, 

& JOHNSON, P.C. 

Dated: J ""f't :Zi; ~I 
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THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

) 
) 
) 

Serial No.: 08/858,650 ) 
) 

. Filing Date: May 19, 1997 ) 
) 

Title: Infmmation Storage and Delivery Over a ) 
Computer Network Using Centralized Intelligence ) 
To Monitor and Control the Information Being . ) 
Delivered ) 

) 
Our File No.: 18022-001 ) 

Group Art Unit: 2153 

Examiner: 
DungDinh 

LETTER TO OFFICIAL DRAFTSPERSON TRANSMITTING FORMAL DRAWINGS 

To: Box ISSUE FEE 
c/o Technology Center 2100 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
Washington, DC 20231 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

Enclosed herewith are three (3) sheets of formal drawings containing figures one through 

four for the above-referenced patent application. 

Boulder, Colorado 80302 
Telephone: (303) 546-1300 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADE;MARK OFFICE 

Michael J. Griffiths ) 
James D. McElhiney ) 

) 
Serial No.: . 08/858,650 ) 

) Group Art Unit: 2153 
Filing Date: May 19,1997 ) 

) Examiner: 
Title: Information Storage and Delivery Over a ) DungDinh 

Computer Network Using Centralized Intelligence ) 
To Monitor and Control the Information Being ) 
Delivered ) 

) 
Our File No.: 18022-001 ) 

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING UNDER 37 C.F.R. §1.8 

To: Box ISSUE FEE 
c/o Technology Center 2100 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
Washington, DC 20231 

The undersigned hereby certifies that the following documents: 

1. Certificate of Mailing Under 37 C.F.R. §1.8 
2. Form PTOL-85B (Rev.10-96); 
3. Chrisman, Bynum & Johnson check no. 86452 in the amount of$1,270.00 ($1,240.00 for 

Issue Fee and $30.00 for advance order of patent copies); 
4. Transmittal oflssue Fee; 
5. Transmittal of Formal Drawings; 
6. Letter to Office Draftsperson Transmitting Formal Drawings; and 
7. Three (3) sheets offormal drawings containing figures one through four; and 
8. Return Post Card 

are being deposited with the United States Postal Service as first-class mail, postage prepaid, in 
an envelope addressed to: Box ISSUE FEE, Assistant Commissioner of Patents, Washington, DC 
2023l,on this~iMay ofuu.ne 2001. 

. ,847 
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PATENT 
NUMBER 

6286045 

\ 

---·-----

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
Commissioner for Patents 

United States Patent and Trademark Office 
P.O. Box 1450 

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

PAYOR NUMBER 
28286 

P75M 
FAEGRE & BENSON LLP DATE PRINTED 
Attn: PATENT DOCKETING 
2200 WELLS FARGO CENTER 10/05/05 
90 SOUTH 7TH STREET 
MINNEAPOLIS MN 55402-3901 

NOTICE OF PATENT EXPIRATION 

According to the records of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO), payment of the 
maintenance fee for the patent(s) listed below has not been received timely prior to the 
end of the six-month grace period in accordance with 37 CPR 1.362(e). THE PATENT(S) 
LISTED BELOW HAS THEREFORE EXPIRED AS OF THE END OF THE GRACE PERIOD. 
35 U.S.C. 41(b). Notice of the expiration will be published in the USPTO Official Gazette. 

Expired patents may be reinstated in accordance with 37 CPR 1.378 if upon petition, the 
maintenance fee and the surcharge set forth in 37 CPR 1.20(i) are paid, AND the delay in 
payment of the maintenance fee is shown to the satisfaction of the Director· to have been 
unavoidable or unintentional. 35 U.S.C. 41(c)(1). 

If the Director accepts payment of the maintenance fee and surcharge upon petition under 
37 CPR 1.378, the patent shall be considered as not having expired but would be subjeet to 
the intervening rights and conditions set forth in 35 U.S.C. 41(c)(2). 

For instructions on filing a petition under 37 CPR 1.378 to reinstate an expired patent, you 
may call the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199 or 703-308-4357. 

u.s. 
APPLICATION PATENT APPLICATION 
NUMBER ISSUE DATE FILING DATE 

08858650 09/04/01 05/19/97 

EXPIRATION ATTORNEY 
DATE DOCKET NUMBER 

09/06/05 101001 

www.uspto.gov 

MA441C (5/2004) 
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-· -~- MAY 1 2 2006 
~ 

- ' ~l)'il OFFICE OF PErmo "'"''\ . \) ~ . 
+ NS 

Patent Number 6,286,045 81 

Issue Date September 4; 2001 

TRANSMITTAL FORM First Named Inventor Michael John Griffiths 

(to be used for all correspondence during pendency of 
Group Art Unit-Number N/A 

..... 
filed application) f"'IC:l 

- Examiner Name Dung C. Dinh 
'Y I 2 201 BR ' 

Total-Number of Pages in This Submission.l4 Attorney Docket Number 1967" .. """ - . OF ' ~-' urnt;l: 

FNCIO!':tiRF!': r a// that apply) 

~ 
Fee Transmittal Form (in duplicate) q issue Fee Transmitt~l 
Check Enclosed D Letter to Chief Draftsperson 

Return Receipt Postcard D Formal Drawlng(s): (Replacement Sheets) 

~ Petition to Accept Unintentionally Delayed Payment of 1 1 Sheet(s) of Figure(s) [ 1 
Maintenance Fee In an Expired Patent 

D D Appeal Communication to Board of Appeals and 

D Declaration Interferences 

D Power of Attorney to Prosecute Before the USPTO D Appeal Communication to Group 

D Statement Under 37 CFR 3.73(b) (Appeal Notice, Brief, Reply BrieO 

D Copy of Assignment D Certified Copy of Priority Document(s) 

D After Allowance Communication to Group 

D Request for Corrected Filing Receipt D 
D Request for Correction of Recorded Assignment D 
D Amendment: [I Page(s) D 

D After Final D 
D Status Request D 
D Revocation and Substitute Power of Attorney D 
REMARKS: 

SIGNATURE OF ATTORNEY OR AGENT 

Signature: /C-J ~ ---? 

Attorney/Reg. No.: Brian M. Hoffman, Reg. No.: 39,713 I Dated: I May ...z:.__, 2006 

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hefeby certify that this correspondence, Including the enclosures Identified above, is being deposited with the United States POstal Service as 
first class mall in an envelope addressed to: Mall Stop Petition, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 on the 
date shown below. If the Express Mall Malllng Number is filled In below, then this correspondence is being deposited with the United States 
Postal Service "Exoress Mall Post Office to Addressee" service pursuant to 37 CFR 1.10. 

Signature: -/.3 . 

Typed or Printed Name: I Brian M. Hoffman I Dated: I 5/-e-/o-6" 
Express Mail Mailing Number {optionan: I 

20423/0 t 000/SF/5167969 .I 
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'
1 

MAINTENANCE FEE IN AN EXPIRED PATENT 37 CFR 1.378 c 
20423

'
11596 1,~-

...--:-o:ll-..'',_, 'Mail Stop Petition 

·.• 

Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

MAY 1 2 2006 

OfFICE Of PEf({IONS 
NOTE: If information or assistance is needed in completing this form, please contact Petitions 

Information at (703) 305-9282. 

Patent No. 6 286 045 81 Application Number "'08"'/""85,8,6;,5,0'--------

Issue Date September 4. 2001 Filing Date ,Ml>1a!l.y.1129~. 1ll9<E9u.7 _________ _ 

CAUTION: Maintenance fee (and surcharge, if any) payment must correctly identify: (1) the patent number (or 
reissue patent number, 'if a reissue) and (2) the application n'umber of the actual U.S. application (or 
reissue application) leading to issuance of that patent to ensure the fee(s) is/are associated with the 
correct patent. 37 CFR 1.36~(c) and (d). 

Also complete the following information, if applicable 

·The above-identified patent: 

D is a reissue of original Patent N.o. --------' original issue date _______ , 
original application number ________ , 
original filing date---------· 

D resulted from the entry into the U.S. under 35 U.S.C. 371 of international application 
______________ filed on __________ _ 

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING OR TRANSMISSION [37 CFR 1.B(a)] 

I hereby certify that this paper (along with any paper referred to as being attached or enclosed) Is being 
deposited with the United States Postal Service on the date shown below with sufficient postage as first class 
mail in an envelope addressed to the Mail Stop Petition, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, 
VA 22313-1450. 

May Z.., 2006 
Date Signature 

Certificate 

,, Adjustment date: 10/10/2006 CKHLOK 
~'05l08/2006 TBESHAHI 00000016 6286045 
;,01;.FC:1599 -2540.00 OP 

05/08/2006 TBESHAHI 00000016 6286045 

01 FC:1599 254U8 OP 

,e 10/10/2006 CKHLOK 00000005 6286045 

01 FC:1551 
.c0~JC:155B 

900.00 OP 
1640.00 OP 

[Page 1 of 3] 

20423/01 000/SF/5167967.1 
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1. SMALL ENTITY 

D Patentee claims, or has previously claimed, small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27. 

2. LOSS OF ENTITLEMENT TO SMALL ENTITY STATUS 

[8J Patentee is no longer entitled to small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27(g). 

3. MAINTENANCE FEE (37 CFR 1.20(e)-(g)) 

The appropriate· maintenance fee mus_t be submitted with this petition, unless it was paid earlier. 

NOT Small Entity Small Entity 
Amount Fee (Code) Amount Fee (Code) 

I:8J $900.00 3Y. yr fee (1551) D $ 3Y. yr fee (2551) 

D $ 7Y. yr fee (1552) D $ 7Y. yr fee (2552) 

D $ 11Y. yr fee (1553) D $ 11Y. yr fee (2553) 

MAINTENANCE FEE B.EING SUBMITTED $ 

4. SURCHARGE 

The surcharge required by 37 CFR 1.20(i)(2) of $1,640.00 (Fee Code 1558) must be paid as a condition 
of accepting unintentionally delayed payment of the maintenance fee. 

SURCHARGE FEE BEING SUBMITTED $1,640.00 

5. MANNER OF PAYMENT 

[8J Enclosed is a check for the sum of $2,540:00. 

D Please charge Deposit Account No. ---.,.,----,,....-,,--------the sum of$·------~· A 
duplicate copy of this authorization is attached. 

D Payment by credit card. Form PT0-2038 is attached. 

6. AUTHORIZATION TO CHARGE ANY FEE DEFICIENCY 

1:8] The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any maintenance fee, surcharge or petition deficiency 
to Deposit Account No. 19-2555. A duplicate copy of this authorization is attached. · 
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·' 7. OVERPAYMENT 

. As to any overpayment made please 

[gJ Credit to Deposit Account No. 19-2555. 

OR 

0 Send refund check. 

WARNING: Information on this form may become public. Credit card information should not 
be included on this form. Provide credit card information and authorization on PT0-2038. 

8. STATEMENT 

The delay in payment of the maintenance fee to this patent was unintentional. 

9. PETITIONER(S) REQUEST THAT THE DELAYED PAYMENT OF THE MAINTENANCE FEE BE 
ACCEPTED AND THE PATENT REINSTATED. 

May Z.. . 2006 
Date 

Telephone 
Number: (415) 875-2484 Brian M. Hoffman. Reg. No. 39.713 

Typed or printed name(s) 

Address 

Fenwick & West LLP 

Silicon Valley Center 

801 California Street 

Mountain View. CA 94041 

37 CFR 1.378(d) states: "Any petition under this section must be signed by an attorney or agent registered to 
practice before the Patent and Trademark Office, or by the patentee, the assignee,. or other party in interest." 

Enclosures: 

[gl Maintenance Fee payment 

[gJ Surcharge 
o ______ _ 
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BRIAN M. HOFFMAN 
FENWICK & WEST LLP 
SILICON VALLEY CENTER 
801 CALIFORNIA STREET 
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94041 

In re Patent No, 6,286,045 
Issue Date: September 4, 2001 
Application No. 08/858,650 
Filed: May 19, 1997 

TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Patentee(s) Michael John Griffiths eta! 

'i 
' 

--------- ----· ·-·-- - -

.............. ; 

United States Patent and Office 
P. 0. Box 1450 

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 
'l'll'!l'. uspto, gov 

PaperNo. 22 

COPY MAILED 

OCT 1 0 Z006 

OFFICE OF PETITIONS 

ON PETITION 

This is a decision on the petition under 37 CFR 1.378(c), filed May 5, 2006, to accept the delayed 
payment of a maintenance fee for the above-identified patent, 

The petition is GRANTED. 

The maintenance fee is hereby accepted and the above-identified patent is reinstated as of the 
mail date of this decision. 

It is not apparent whether the person signing the statement of unintentional delay was in a 
position to have firsthand or direct knowledge of the facts and circumstances of the delay at 
rssue. Nevertheless, such statement is being treated as having been made as the result of a 
reasonable inquiry into the facts and circumstances of such delay. In the event that such an 
inquiry has been made, petitioner must make such an inquiry. If such inquiry results in the 
discovery that the delay in paying the maintenance fee under 37 CFR 1.378(c) was intentional, 
petitioner must notify the Office. 

Petitioner will not receive future correspondence related to maintenance fees for the above
identified patent unless a fee address@ (see PTO/SB/47) is submitted for the above-identified 
patent. 

Telephone inquiries concerning this decision should be directed to Irvin Dingle at (571) 272-
3210. 

The patent file is being forwarded to Files Repository. 

~~&% 
Petitions Examiner 
Office of Petitions 
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PATENT NUMBER 

APPUCA TION SERIAL NUMBER 

()lj d'r 6s-V 
APPLICANT'S NAME )PLEASE PRINT) 

IF REISSUE, ORIGINAL PATENT NUMBER 

INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION 

6-- 0 

PT0270 
(AEV.5·91) 

b p. rJ /o-u 
I 
I 
I 

'ORIGINAl CLASSIFICATION .. .. ~ 
CLASS . -:- -··;.' . SUBCLAsS .. . , .. 

{ocr·· '2.,&4 .· :·--;:;; I .. 
. 

··, · CROSS REFERENCEISI ... 

CLASS SUBCLASS 
lONE SUBCLASS PER BLOCK! 

I o OJ 'L1Vj 
-,oj II.., 

l6l :)DI 
. 

. 

GROUP ASSIST ANT EXAMINER )PLE~E STAMP OR PRINT FULL NAME) 
ART UNIT -'"I>> PRIMARY EXAMINER (PLEASE STAMP OR PRINT _FULL NAME) 

OuJIIC.. c Oit>i/1 
ISSUE CLASSIFICATION SLIP 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
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BASIC FEE 

TOTAL CLAIMS 

INDEPENDENT CLAIMS 

* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter "0" in column 2 

CLAIMS AS AMENDED • PART II 

Minus 

Minus 

(Column 2) 

HIGHEST 
NUMBER 

PREVIOUSLY 
PAID FOR 

•• 

••• 

(Column 

PRESENT 
EXTRA 

= 

= 

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM ... 

HIGHEST 
NUMBER PRESENT 

PREVIOUSLY EXTRA 
PAID FOR 

• Minus .. 
= 

• Minus ••• = 
FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM 

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) 

CLAIMS HIGHEST 
(.) REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT 
1- AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA 
z AMENDMENT PAID FOR w 
:a Total Minus .. 
0 = z 
w ndependent Minus 

... 
:a = 
<l: 

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM 

+130= 

SMALL ENTITY · · OR 
OTHER THAN 

SMALL ENTITY 

.· 
ADDI- ADDI-

RATE TIONAL ·RATE TIONAL 
·FEE. FEE 

x$11 = OR x$22= 

x40= OR x80= 

+130=· .•... ; OR 

TOTAL 
ADDIT. FEE OR ADDIT. 

ADD I- ADD I-
RATE TIONAL RATE TIONAL 

FEE· FEE 

x$11= OR x$22= 

x40= OR x80= 

+130= OR +260= 

TOTAL 
ADDIT. FEE 

TOTAL 
OR ADDIT. FEE 

ADD I- ADD I-
RATE TIONAL RATE TIONAL 

FEE FEE 

x$11= OR x$22= 

x40= OR x80= 

+130= OR +260= 
* If the entry In column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write "0" in column 3. 
** If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For'' IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, enter "20." OR ADD IT. FEE IL----1 
***If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than enter "3." 

TOTAL . 

ADDIT. FEE 
The "Highest Number Previously Paid For" is the i number found in the appropriate box in column 1. 

FOAM PT0·875 
{Rev. 10/96) 

'U.S. Government ~rinllng OHice: 1996- 413-288149191 Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
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Application or Docket Number 

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD 
Effective October 1 , 1997 

CLAIMS AS FILED • PART I 

FOR 

BASIC FEE 

TOTAL CLAIMS • minus 20 = c) ..f 

• INDEPENDENT CLAIMS 
minus 3 = 

MUlTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT 

* If the difference In column 1 Is less than zero, enter ~a~ In column 2 

CLAIMS AS AMENDED • PART II 
(Column 1) (Column 3) 
CLAIMS HIGHEST 

REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT 
AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA 

AMENDMENT PAID FOR 

• 7?- Minus •• .?;.. = 

• '1 Minus 
... s y = 

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM 

m 
1-z w 
::l: c z w 
~ 

(Column 

HIGHEST 
NUMBER PRESENT 

PREVIOUSLY EXTRA 
PAID FOR 

= 

Minus 
... 

= 

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM 

(Column 1) (Column2) (Column 3) 

HIGHEST 
NUMBER PRESENT 

PREVIOUSLY EXTRA 
PAID FOR 

•• = 
• Minus 

... 
= 

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM 

FORM PT0-875 (Rev. 8/97) "U.S. Government Printing Orflce: 1997. 430-571169194 

OTHER THAN 
OR SMALL ENTITY 

...----,.==:......, 

OR 

OR 

OR 

OR 

OR 

OTHER THAN 
SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY 

ADDI- ADDI-
RATE TIONAL RATE TIONAL 

FEE FEE 

OR x$22= 

X~= OR x82= 

+135= OR +270= 
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ADDIT. FEE 

ADD I· ADD I-
RATE TIONAL RATE TIONAL 

FEE FEE 

x$11= OR x$22= 

x41= OR x82= 

+135= OR +270= 
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TOTAL 

ADDIT. FEE 

ADD I· ADDI-
RATE TIONAL RATE TIONAL 

FEE FEE 

x$11= OR x$22= 

x41= OR x82= 

+135= OR +270= 
TOTAL 

ADDIT. FEE 

Patent and Trademark Office, . DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
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INFORMATION STORAGE AND DELIVERY 
OVER A COMPUTER NETWORK USING 

CENTRALIZED INTELLIGENCE TO 
MONITOR AND CONTROL THE 

INFORMATION BEING DELIVERED 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to the system for the storage, 

management, and delivery of information on a computer 
network and, more specifically, to the efficient and reliable 
storage, delivery, and monitoring of advertising and other 
information on a computer network. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
During recent years there have been rapid advancements 

in computers and computer networking. In particular, the 
world-wide network of computers commonly referred to as 
the Internet has seen explosive growth. The Internet com
prises a vast network of smaller wide area and local area 
computer networks connected together so as to allow the 
sharing of resources and to facilitate data communication 
between computers and users. The rapid growth of the 
Internet is due, in large part, to the introduction and wide
spread use of graphical user interfaces called browsers 
which allow users easy access to network servers and 
computers connected to the Internet and, more particularly, 
the World Wide Web. 

The World Wide Web forms a subset of the Internet and 
includes a collection of servers, computers, and other 
devices. Each server may contain documents formatted as 
web pages or hypertext documents that are accessible and 
viewable with a web compliant browser, such as the 
Netscape Navigator™ browser or the Mosaic™ browser. 
Each hypertext document or web page may contain refer
ences to graphic files or banners that are to be displayed in 
conjunction with the hypertext document or web page. The 
files and banners may or may not be stored at the same 
location as the hypertext document or web page. 

A hypertext document often contains hypertext links to 
other hypertext documents such that the other hypertext 
documents can be accessed from the first hypertext docu
ment by activating the hypertext links. The servers con
nected to the World Wide Web utilize the Hypertext Transfer 
Protocol (HTTP) which is widely known protocol which 
allows users to use browsers to access web pages and the 
banners or files associated with web pages. The files, 
banners, hypertext documents, or web pages may contain 
text, graphics, images, sound, video, etc. and are generally 
written in a standard page or hypertext document description 
language known as the Hypertext Markup Language 
(HTML). The HTML format allows a web page developer to 
specify the location and presentation of the graphic, textual, 
sound, etc. on the screen displayed to the user accessing the 
web page. In addition, the HTML format allows a web page 
to contain links, such as the hypertext links described above, 
to other web pages or servers on the Internet. Simply by 
selecting a link, a user can be transferred to the new web 
page, which may be located very different geographically or 
topologically from the original web page. 

When using a conventional browser, a user can select 
which web page or hypertext document the user wishes to 
have displayed on the user's computer or terminal by 
specifying the web page's Universal or Uniform Resource 
Locator (URL) address. Each server has a unique URL 
address and, in fact, so does each web page and each file 
needed to display the web page. For example, the URL 

2 
address for the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is currently 
http://www.uspto.gov. When a user types in this URL 
address into a browser, the user's terminal establishes a 
connection with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office and 

5 the initial web page for the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
is transmitted from the server storing this web page (which 
may or may not be actually located at the U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office) to the user's terminal and displayed on 
the user's terminal. The web page may include a number of 

10 graphic images or elements, often referred to as banners, 
which are to be displayed on the user's terminal in conjunc
tion with the web page. Each of the graphic images is 
typically stored as a separate file on the server and has its 
own URL address. When the web page is initially transmit-

15 ted from the server to the user's terminal, the browser 
receives the URL addresses for the graphic images and then 
requests that they be transmitted from the server on which 
they are stored to the user's terminal for display on the user's 
terminal in conjunction with the web page. The server(s) on 

20 which the graphic images are stored may or may not be the 
same server on which the original web page is stored. More 
specifically, since the URL's addresses for the included 
graphic images are all processed separately using the HIML 
protocols, it is possible and, in fact, common, for these 

25 graphic images to be stored on separate and even widely 
distributed computers or hosts, all of which are accessible to 
the user's terminal via a computer network. For purposes of 
the present invention, the term "banner" is meant to be 
construed very broadly and includes any information dis-

3D played in conjunction with a web page wherein the infor
mation is not part of the same file as the web page. That is, 
a banner includes anything that is displayed or used in 
conjunction with a web page, but which can exist separately 
from the web page or which can be used in conjunction with 

35 many web pages. Banners can include graphics, textual 
information, video, audio, animation, and links to other 
computer sites, web sites, web pages, or banners. 

The growth of easy access to the World Wide Web and the 
ability to create visually pleasing web pages have helped 

40 increase the amount of advertising and other promotional 
materials created for use and display with web pages. For 
example, a car manufacturer may have a web page describ
ing the company and the cars and car parts that the company 
manufactures and sells. Part of the web page may include 

45 advertising information or banners such as, for example, 
images of current car models sold by the manufacturer or the 
types and numbers or cars the manufacturer has in stock. The 
car manufacturer may also contract with the owners or 
operators of other web pages to have the car manufacturer's 

50 advertisement banners displayed when users access these 
other web pages. Similarly, an advertising agency may 
contract with various web sites to have the advertisement 
banners of the agency's clients displayed when users access 
the web pages stored on the web sites. For example, an 

55 advertising agency or ad-network firm may contract with a 
web site containing general information about cars to have 
advertising information or banners included on the web 
pages displayed to a user accessing the web site. The 
advertising banners may contain graphics, text, etc. about 

60 car models or car parts manufactured by on of the adver
tising agency's clients. Furthermore, the advertisement ban
ners may not be stored on the same server or computer or 
web site on which the web page is stored. Rather, all or a 
significant portion of the advertisement banners created by 

65 an advertising agency may reside on one or more informa
tion or ad servers. Typically, an advertising agency will pay 
a fixed amount of money for a fixed number of displays of 
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the pages, documents, or other information served to the 
terminals contain references to banners to be displayed in 
conjunction with the pages, documents, and information. 
The terminal initiates access or connection to a desired 

its advertisement banners on a single web page or group of 
web pages. Therefore, advertising agencies are understand
ably very interested in knowing which advertisement ban
ners have been displayed with which web pages and how 
often each advertisement banner has been displayed on 
terminals or otherwise served to terminals. 

Unfortunately, the current state of the art is such that 
accurate counts are not made of how many times an banner, 
even a banner containing an advertisement, is displayed to 
users or served to terminals. Furthermore, nature and extent 
of the problem of miscounting displays of banners is not 
well-known or even understood in the industry or by people 

5 computer or web site to access a desired page. After the 
desired page is transmitted and served to the terminal from 
the computer or web site, the terminal initiates and sends an 
initial banner request signal to an information server either 
requesting that unspecified banner be served to the terminal 

of ordinary skill in the art. Therefore, despite the well
developed state of the art in the displaying of information, 
banners, and advertisements in conjunction with web pages, 
documents, or other information, there is still a need for a 
system for storing and delivering information and banners 

10 or that a specified banner be served to the terminal. The 
information server returns a redirect signal to the terminal 
telling the terminal the location on the computer network of 
the banner requested or specified by the terminal or selected 
by the information server, which location may be the infor-

on a computer network where accurate counts of the number 

15 mation server, the computer site, or some other information 
server, computer site, or location accessible to the terminal 
via the computer network. The terminal then initiates a 
second specific banner request signal to the location of the 
banner requested or specified by the terminal or selected by of times each piece of information and banner is displayed 

can be made and the information and banners are displayed 
quickly and efficiently to users or terminals. In addition, 
there is a need for a highly reliable, even fault-tolerant, 
system for storing and delivering the information and ban
ners that will not significantly reduce the efficiency of the 
Internet or the servers on which the information and banners 25 

are stored, while providing for accurate monitoring and 
counting of the information and banners displayed to a user 

20 the information server and the banner is transmitted to the 

or served to a terminal. 

terminal for display on the terminal, unless the requested or 
selected banner has previously been stored or cached in the 
terminal's memory or in the memory of a local or proxy 
server connected to the terminal, in which case the second 
banner request signal is not sent across the computer net
work and the banner is loaded and/or displayed directly from 
the terminal's memory or served to the terminal from the 
proxy server. 

In a second embodiment, a primary information server 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Accordingly, it is a general object of the present invention 
to provide a system for storing and delivering information 
on a computer network. 

It is a specific object of the present invention to provide 

30 and at least one mirror information server are connected to 
the computer site, but may be separated either geographi
cally or network topologically. The banner information 
stored in the primary information server is also stored in 
each of the mirror information servers. All of the initial 

a system for the storage, delivery monitoring, and tailoring 35 

of advertising information on a computer network. 
It is another general object of the present invention to 

provide a system for storing and delivering information on 
a computer network wherein accurate counts of the number 

40 
of times the information is displayed or served to users or 
terminals can be made. 

It is a specific object of the present invention to provide 
a system for storing and delivering information on a com
puter network wherein the operation of the computer net- 45 
work is not significantly affected. 

It is another general object of the present invention to 
provide a system for storing and delivering information on 
a computer network wherein the system maintains a high 
degree of reliability and fault tolerance. 

Additional objects, advantages, and novel features of the 
invention shall be set forth in part in the description that 
follows, and in part will become apparent to those skilled in 
the art upon examination of the following or may be learned 

50 

by the practice of the invention. The objects and the advan- 55 

tages may be realized and attained by means of the instru
mentalities and in combinations particularly pointed out in 
the appended claims. 

To achieve the foregoing and other objects and in accor
dance with the purposes of the present invention, as embod- 60 

ied and broadly described herein, the system includes ter
minals connected to a computer network, either directly, or 
indirectly through an intermediary device such as a local or 
proxy server, that access computer or web sites also con
nected to the computer network to download or transmit 65 

pages, documents, or other information from the computer 
or web sites for storage or display on the terminals, wherein 

banner request signals are sent to the primary information 
server which determines which information server is best 
suited for delivering the banner to the terminal sending the 
initial banner request signal. As in the first embodiment, the 
banner may be specifically requested by the terminal or may 
be selected by the primary information server. The primary 
information server then sends a signal to the terminal 
indicating to the terminal which information server the 
terminal should request the requested or selected banner 
from. The terminal then generates the second banner request 
signal to serve or transmit the banner from the information 
server selected by the primary information server. Should 
the primary information server go offline, one or more of the 
mirror information servers can become a new primary 
information server. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in 
and form a part of the specification, illustrate the preferred 
embodiments of the present invention, and together with the 
descriptions serve to explain the principles of the invention. 
In the Drawings: 

FIG. 1 illustrates a computer network over which the 
present invention can be implemented; 

FIG. 2 shows an representative web page accessible from 
a computer site connected to the computer network of FIG. 
1; 

FIG. 3 shows a flowchart diagram of a prior method for 
storing and delivering information across the computer 
network of FIG. 1; and 

FIG. 4 shows a flowchart diagram of the preferred method 
of the present invention for storing and delivering informa
tion across the computer network of FIG. 1. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF 1HE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

6 
video, etc. As will be discussed in more detail below, the 
banners associated with a web page may not be stored at the 
same place as the web page and may be downloaded or 
served to a user's terminal separately from the web page. A 

5 significant feature and advantage of the present invention is 
in the way the banner information is selected and down
loaded or served to a user's terminal from computer sites or 
information servers connected over a same computer 
network, as will be discussed in more detail below. The 

A representative computer network 30 is illustrated in 
FIG. 1 and includes computers or terminals 32, 34, 36, 38, 
40, 42, 44 with which users can access or connect to the 
computer network 30 and the resources connected to the 
computer network 30 such as the computer or web sites or 
servers 46, 48. The computer network 30 can include 
satellite links, microwave links, fiber optic transmission 
lines, local area networks, wide area networks, etc. 
Terminals, such as the terminals 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, may be 
connected to the computer network 30 via local or caching 
proxy servers 50, 52 or other intermediary devices (not 
shown). Proxy servers allow multiple terminals to access the 
computer network 30, while reducing the number of physi- 15 

cal connections to the computer network 30, as will be 
discussed in more detail below. A primary information 
server 54 and mirror information servers 56, 58 may also be 
connected to the computer network 30 to facilitate the 
serving and displaying of information or banners to the 20 

terminals 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, as will also be discussed 

10 current state of the art is such that the counts of banner 

in more detail below. The computer network 30 illustrated in 
FIG. 1 is only meant to be generally representative of 
computer networks for purposes of elaboration and expla
nation of the present invention and other devices, networks, 25 

etc. may be connected to the computer network 30 without 
departing from the scope of the present invention. The 
computer network 30 is also intended to be representative of, 
and include, the Internet, the World Wide Web, privately or 
publicly owned or operated networks such as, for example, 30 

Tymnet, Telenet, America On-Line, Prodigy, Compuserve, 
Information America, and the Microsoft Network, and other 
local or wide area computer networks. The computer net
work 30 can also include or be representative of corporate or 
other private intranets, which are privately owned networks 35 

using Internet protocols. It should also be noted that the 
distinction between information servers, web site, computer 
sites, and generic servers is made only for the purposes of 
elaboration and explanation of the present invention and that 
a device can function simultaneously or alternatively as a 40 

computer site, web site, information server, generic server, 
or other device, or combinations thereof without falling 
outside the scope of the present invention. 

displays are largely inaccurate, banners are not targetable to 
large segments of the population using caching proxy 
servers, and suffers when the performance gains provided by 
proxy servers are not taken into account in prior art methods 
of counting banner displays, as will also be discussed in 
more detail below. 

In a conventional web page, such as the web page 60, if 
a user clicks on, or otherwise activates, the button associated 
with the textual information, a new web page might be 
displayed on the user's terminal. For example, if the user 
clicks on the button 68 associated with the textual informa-
tion "Company History," a new web page devoted to the 
history of the XYZ company might be served from the 
computer site 46 to the user's terminal 34 and displayed on 
the user's terminal 34. Similarly, if the user clicks on the 
button 70 associated with the textual information "Product 
Line," a new web page devoted to the product line of the 
XYZ company might be served from the computer site 46 to 
the user's terminal 34 and displayed on the user's terminal 
34. Each web page may contain similar "links" to other web 
pages, hypertext documents, web sites, etc. Activating a link 
available on a web page or hypertext document, therefore, 
provides the user with an ability to navigate or move to and 
display or download different documents, pages, banners, 
sites, or other information via the computer network 30. 

When a user has a web page displayed on the user's 
terminal, the web page and its associated banners are often 
stored or cached in the terminal's memory for a period of 
time. In this fashion, if the user desires or requests that a web 
page previously displayed to the user on the terminal be 
reaccessed and displayed on the user's terminal, the web 
page and the banners associated with the requested web page 
can be loaded directly from the terminal's memory without 
reconnecting to the computer or web site on which the web 
page is stored and from which the web page was originally 
served and without reconnecting to the computer site or 
information server on which the banners are stored and from 
the banners were originally served, thereby reducing the 
time needed to display the web page. Similarly, if the user's 

50 terminal is connected to a local or proxy server, the web 
page and the banners associated with the web page may be 
stored in the memory of the proxy server. Should the user at 
a terminal request a redisplay of a web page previously 
displayed on the user's terminal or previously displayed on 

By way of general introduction, in a typical computer 
network, a user located at a terminal can access the resources 45 

connected to the computer network. For example, a user at 
the terminal 34 or terminal 36 can access the web site or 
computer site 46 and the information stored thereon. The 
computer site or server 46 may contain web pages, such as 
the web page 60 illustrated in FIG. 2, that the user can 
download for display on the terminal 34. For purposes of 
this invention, the term "web page" shall be defined broadly 
and will include any hypertext document, information, 
screen displays, etc. that a user can download or otherwise 
retrieve from a computer or web site for display and/or 
storage on the user's terminal, and shall not be limited to 
only the information, pages, or documents retrievable by a 
user connected to the World Wide Web. Therefore, the term 
"web page" will be used generically to refer to information 
transmitted or served to a terminal from a computer site, web 
site, server, or other device, wherein the web page may 
contain banners or references to banners that can be served 

55 any other terminal connected to the same proxy server, the 
web page and the banners associated from the web page can 
be served from the proxy server to the terminal for display 
on the terminal without connecting to the computer or web 
site on which the web page is stored and from which the web 

60 page was originally downloaded or served and without 
connecting to computer site or information servers on which 
the banners are stored and from which the banners were 
originally transmitted or served. Note that, in the case that to the terminal and displayed in conjunction with the web 

page. The web page 60 may contain textual information, 
such as "XYZ COMPANY" and "Company History," and 65 

information configured in banners, such as the banners 62, 
64, 66. The banners 62, 64, 66 may contain graphics, text, 

the information is retrieved from a copy of the information 
previously stored held within a proxy server connected to 
the terminal, the serving of the information to the terminal 
will typically be completed by sending the information from 
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servers, and other devices connected to the computer net
work 30. Such operating systems can include, for example, 
Microsoft's DOS™, WINDOWS 3.x™, WINDOWS NT™, 
or WINDOWS 95™ software, IBM's OS/2™ software, 

the proxy server to the terminal, i.e., without the participa
tion of the computer site or server. Therefore, it is difficult 
for the computer site or server 46 to maintain an accurate 
count of the terminals 36, 38, etc. on which the information 
is displayed if the terminals are connected to caching proxy 
servers, if the performance benefits offered by the caching 
proxy server are desired. 

5 Apple's System 7™ software, or theAIX or UNIX operating 
system software platforms. 

Now referring back to FIG. 1, computers or terminals can 
be connected to the computer network 30 in a variety of 
ways. For example, the terminals 32, 34 can be connected 

As previously discussed above, a significant feature and 
advantage of the present invention is in the way the banner 
information is selected and transmitted and served to the 
user's terminal from computer sites or information servers 
connected over a same computer network. More specifically, 
the method of the present invention allows banner informa
tion to be served over a computer network to a terminal, 
computer, etc. in a way which takes advantage of the 
performance enhancements offered by caching proxy serv
ers and such that the operation of the computer network is 
not significantly affected while providing the ability to 
accurately track or count the number of times the banner 
information has been displayed on terminals connected to 
the computer network, as will be discussed in more detail 
below. It is not uncommon for banners to contain up to fifty 
kilobytes (KB) of information, thereby making the limiting 

10 directly to the computer network 30 or may be attached via 
a dial-up line or network access service provider. Other 
terminals may connected to the computer via network proxy 
or local servers, such as the proxy servers 50, 52. Proxy 
servers allow multiple computers, terminals, or computer 

15 networks to be connected to another computer network at a 
single point. In addition, since the connection from the 
terminals 32, 34 and the proxy server 50 to the computer 
network 30 is in most instances slower than the connections 
from the terminals 36, 38 to the proxy server 50, the proxy 

of banner transmissions across a computer network very 
significant to the efficiency and operation of the computer 
network and to banner serving computer systems. 

20 server 50 can provide significant speed improvements. For 
example, a large corporation may have all its terminals 
connected via a local area computer network. The local area 
computer network can be connected to a caching proxy 
server which is, in turn, connected to the computer network 

25 30. In the computer network 30 illustrated in FIG. 1, the 
terminals 36, 38 access the computer network 30 through the 
proxy server 50. Similarly, the terminals 40, 42, 44 access 
the computer network 30 through the proxy server 52. Using 
proxy servers allows multiple computers or terminals to 

For purposes of elaboration and explanation of the present 
invention, the conventions and protocols of the World Wide 
Web, and browsers therefore, will be used as examples, in 
particular, the concept of a Uniform Resource Locator 
(URL), the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), the Hyper
text Markup Language (HTML), and the Transmission Con
trol Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCCP!IP). It should be 
noted, however, that the concepts underlying the present 
invention can be used for computer networks using other or 
different types of conventions and protocols. For more 
details on these protocols, the reader is directed to: Kevin 
Washburn and Jim Evans, TCP/IP running a successful 
network, 2nd Ed. (1996), published by Addison-Wesley, 
Douglas E. Comer, Internetworking with TCP/IP. 3rd Ed. 40 

(1995), published by Prentice Hall, John December and 
Mark Ginsberg, HTML 3.2 and CGI Unleashed Professional 
Reference Edition (1996), published by Sams.net 
Publishing, and Jerry Honeycutt et al., Using HTML 3.2 3rd 
Ed (1997), published by Que Corporation, all of these 45 

references of which are incorporated herein by reference. 
Other information about the HTTP, HTML, TCP/IP and 
other network protocols can also be found in U.S. Pat. No. 
5,617,540 issued to Civanlar et al., U.S. Pat. No. 5,572,643 
issued to Judson, and U.S. Pat. No. 5,442,771 issued to 50 

Filepp et al., all of which are also incorporated herein by 
reference. The linking of one web page or hypertext docu
ment to another is commonly done using a hypertext markup 
comment tag. When the user clicks on or otherwise activates 
the hypertext markup comment tag, a link to the new web 55 

page or hypertext document is generally initiated by the 
user's browser software which causes the user's terminal to 
request that the new web page or hypertext document be 
displayed on the user's terminal or computer. Similarly, if a 
web page served to a user's terminal contains banners, the 60 

URL addresses for the banners will be served with the web 
page so that the terminal can request that the banners be 
served to the terminal for display on the terminal along with 
the previously served web page. 

It should also be noted that the disclosed system and 
method also work for all types of operating systems running 
on the computers, terminals, computer sites, information 

30 access a computer network while limiting the number of 
physical connections to the computer network. 
Unfortunately, the use of proxy or network servers also 
creates some serious problems when the counting of banner 
information files displayed to users on terminals is desired, 

35 as will be discussed in more detail below. 
As previously discussed above, the connection of com

puter sites, web sites, information servers, terminals, and 
other devices to a computer network allows the resources 
and information stored in the computer sites, information 
servers, and other devices to be accessible to users at the 
different terminals connected to the computer network. The 
users can also communicate with each other or the computer 
sites by sending messages or e-mail. When a user accesses 
the information stored at a computer site, information, web 
pages, or screen displays are generally served from the 
computer site for display on the user's terminal or computer. 
The information transmitted to the user's terminal may 
contain a banner which is also served from the computer 
site, or which may be instead automatically served from 
other computer sites or information servers connected to the 
computer network. As a general example, referring once 
again to FIG. 1, suppose a user at the terminal 36 accesses 
the web site or computer site 46 via the proxy server 50 and 
the computer network 30 in order to obtain information 
about the hypothetical XYZ Company. A web page about the 
XYZ Company, such as the web page 60 illustrated in FIG. 
2, may be served from the computer site 46 to the terminal 
36 and displayed on the user's terminal36. The web page 60 
may contain places for banner information, such as the 
banners 62, 64, 66 illustrated in FIG. 2. When the web page 
60 is received by the user's terminal36, the banners 62, 64, 
66 may be received at the same time. Alternatively, instruc
tions may be sent to the user's terminal 36 from the 
computer site 46 telling the terminal 36 where to find and 

65 request the banners 62, 64, 66 on the computer network 30, 
which may be the computer site 46, another computer site, 
or an information server such as the information servers 54, 
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have the desired page already stored in its own memory, the 
proxy server 50 will send the page request signal to the 
computer site 46 over the computer network 30 during send 
page request step 85. The computer site 46 will then serve 

56, 58. When such instructions are received by the user's 
terminal 36, the terminal 36 accesses the appropriate loca
tion of banners 62, 64, 66 via the computer network 30 and 
requests that the banners 62, 64, 66 be served for display on 
the user's terminal 36. 

The process described above in relation to the example 
has many inherent problems, particularly when it is desired 

5 the desired page to the proxy server 50 and the terminal 36 
for display on the terminal 36 during the serve requested 
page step 86. Either or both the terminal 36 and the proxy 
server 50 may store the desired page during the serve to count the number of times banner information is dis

played on the user's terminal. More particularly, with ref
erence to the previous example, the banners 62, 64, 66 10 

displayed on the user's terminal may or may not be related 
to the XYZ Company. Regardless of the relationship 
between the banners 62, 64, 66 and the XYZ Company, the 
XYZ Company, an advertising agency, or some other entity 
may wish to know how many times the banners 62, 64, 66 15 

have been displayed on users' terminals. As a more specific 
example, suppose the banners 62, 64, 66 constitute adver
tisements. The advertiser and the company or client for 
whom the advertisements are created will be very interested 
in knowing how many times the advertisements are dis- 20 

played on users' terminals. Therefore, accurate count infor
mation for the banners 62, 64, 66 is highly desirable. 
Unfortunately, such accurate count information is very dif
ficult to acquire, as will now be discussed in more detail. 

Now referring to FIG. 3, a conventional method 72 used 25 

to download or serve web pages and banner information to 
a user's terminal is illustrated. Using the examples discussed 
above, a user at the terminal36 can access the computer site 
46 via the computer network 30 and request a web page to 

requested page step 86. 

Since terminals may be connected to the computer net
work 30 without also being connected to proxy servers, the 
steps 82, 84, and 85 may not always be necessary in the 
method 72. For example, now referring to FIG. 1, the 
terminal 34 is not connected to a proxy server but is 
connected to the computer network 30. Therefore, the steps 
82, 84 in the method 72 are not needed and the terminal 34 
will send the page request signal via the computer network 
30 directly to the computer site 46 during the send page 
request signal step 80. 

The web page requested by the user from the computer 
site 46 may contain banner information, such as the banners 
62, 64, 66 in the web page 60 illustrated in FIG. 2. The 
banner information may be served with the web page or, 
more commonly, the banner information may reside in 
separate files which will need to be requested by the user's 
terminal 36 before the banner information can be displayed 
on the user's terminal36 along with the requested web page. 
Typically, the web page information served to the terminal 
36 for display on the terminal36 will contain the electronic 
address information containing the location of the banner 
information on the computer network 30. The banner infor
mation may be located on the computer site 46 or at other 
locations connected to the computer network 30, as will be 
discussed in more detail below. 

The terminal36 will determine during banner determina
tion step 88 if the page served to the terminal during steps 
78, 84, or 86 contains banner information not already 
included in the web page displayed on the terminal36. If the 
answer is no, i.e., the web page served to the terminal 36 is 
complete, the process is ended. If the answer is yes, i.e., the 
page served to the terminal 36 is not complete and contains 
banner information that needs to be served to the terminal 

be served from the computer site 46 to the terminal 36 30 

during the request page step 74. When the user requests a 
page during the request page step 74, a signal is sent from 
the user's terminal 36 to the computer site 46 via the proxy 
server 50 and the computer network 30 telling the computer 
site 46 which page stored on the computer site 46 the user 35 

desires to have displayed on the user's terminal 36. 
However, the request signal sent by the user's terminal 36 
during the request page step 74 may not reach the computer 
site 46. If the user at the terminal 36 had previously 
requested the same page from the computer site 46, the page 40 

may already be stored in the user's terminal36. Similarly, if 
any users at the terminals 36, 38 had requested the same 
page from the computer site 46, the page may be stored in 
the proxy server 50. After the user requests a page during the 
request page step 74, the terminal 36 may determine if the 
desired page is already stored in the terminal 36 during 
storage determination step 76. If the desired page is already 
stored in the terminal 36, the terminal 36 will display the 
page during display step 78 without sending the signal to the 
computer site 46. If the desired page is not already stored in 50 

the terminal 36, the terminal 36 will send the page request 
signal during send page request step 80. Since the terminal 

36, the terminal 36 requests the banner during request 

45 
banner step 90. 

36 is connected to the proxy server 50, the page request 
signal sent during step 80 must pass through the proxy server 
before reaching the computer network 30. As a result, the 55 

proxy server 50 may determine if the desired page is already 
stored in the proxy server 50 during storage determination 
step 82 before it sends any signal to the computer site 46 
over the computer network 30. If the desired page is already 
stored in the proxy server 50, the proxy server 50 can stop 60 

or otherwise terminate the page request signal, thereby 
stopping the page request signal from being received by the 
computer site 46, and the proxy server will serve the desired 
page directly to the terminal 36 for display on the terminal 
36 during serve requested page step 84. The terminal36 may 65 

also store the desired page in its own memory during the 
serve requested page step 84. If the proxy server 50 does not 

Similar to the process described above for service of the 
desired page to the terminal 36, the terminal 36 first deter
mines if the requested banner is already stored in the 
memory of the terminal 36 during banner storage detention 
step 92. The banner storage determination step 92 can occur 
in conjunction with the banner request step 90 such that no 
signal is generated by the terminal36 if the requested banner 
is already stored in the terminal 36. If the requested banner 
is, in fact, already stored in the memory of the terminal 36, 
the terminal 36 will display the requested banner during 
display banner step 94 and the process is over. If the 
requested banner is not already stored in the memory of the 
terminal 36, the terminal 36 will generate and send a banner 
request signal during send banner request signal step 96. The 
request banner signal sent during the step 96 contains the 
address of the location of the desired banner so the computer 
network 30 can properly locate the desired banner. 

Since the terminal 36 is connected to the proxy server 50, 
in a similar manner as described above in relation to steps 
82, 84, 85, 86, once the proxy server 50 receives the banner 
request signal from the terminal 36, the proxy server 50 will 
determine whether or not the desired banner is already 
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address, i.e., http://www.xyzcompany.com, the alphanu
meric domain name must be resolved by the Domain Name 
System to a specific IP address, i.e., http:/1019.247.56.38, 
before the designated and desired computer containing the 

stored in the memory of the proxy server 50 during banner 
storage determination step 98. If the desired banner is 
already stored in the memory of the proxy server 50, the 
proxy server 50 will transmit and serve the banner directly 
to the terminal36 for display by the terminal36 during serve 
banner step 100. The terminal 36 may also store the banner 
in its own memory during the serve banner step 100. If the 
requested banner is not already stored in the proxy server 50, 
the proxy server will send the banner request signal to the 
device on which the requested banner is stored via the 
computer network 30 during the send banner request signal 
step 102. The device on which the requested banner is stored 
will then download or serve the requested banner to the 
proxy server 50 and the terminal 36 during the serve banner 
step 104 for display by the terminal 36. Either or both the 
terminal 36 and the proxy server 50 may store the banner 
served by the device on which the requested banner is stored 
during the serve banner step 104. 

5 web page 60 for the XYZ Company can be accessed. If the 
user enters the specific IP address directly, then use and 
access of the Domain Name System is not required. If 
resolution or determination of an IP address is required, the 
name server will return the appropriate IP address to the 

10 terminal which generated the signal in which the IP address 
was not included. The use and operation of domain name 
resolution and the Domain Name System for determining IP 
addresses are well known to people of ordinary skill in this 
art and need not be explained in any further detail for 

15 purposes of the present invention. 
When the web page requested by the user during page 

request step 74 is served to the terminal36 during steps 78, 
84, or 86, the web page will often contain the URL addresses 
of banners or banner information to be displayed along with The steps 98, 100, and 102 will not be necessary if a 

terminal requesting the banner information is not connected 20 the web page on the user's terminal36 instead of the banner 
information itself. The terminal 36 will then use the URL to a proxy server. For example discussed above, since the 

terminal 34 is not connected to a proxy server, the steps 98, 
100, and 102 are not needed for the terminal 34 and the 
terminal 34 will send the page request signal via the com
puter network 30 directly to the server on which the 25 
requested banner is stored during send banner request signal 
step 102. 

addresses of the desired banner information to access the 
computer network 30 and request that the desired banner 
information be served to the terminal 36 for display on the 
terminal 36. For example, when the web page 60 for the 
XYZ company is served to a terminal, the web page may 
contain URL addresses for the banners 62, 64, 66. The URL 
address for the banner 62 may be of the form http:// 
www.bannersitel.com/bannerl.gif. The "banner sitel.com" 

When the computer site 46 in the example described 
above in relation to FIG. 3 is a web site using the HTTP and 
HTML protocols, the user selects and accesses the web site 30 portion of the URL address for the banner 62 indicates 

which device, for example the information server 54, con
nected to the computer network contains the requested 
banner 62 where the "bannerl.gif" portion of the URL 
address for the banner 62 indicates which file stored on the 

46 by entering the Uniform Resource Locator (URL) 
address of the web site 46 into the terminal 36. The page 
request signal generated by the terminal 36 during step 74 
tells the computer network 30 and the equipment associated 
with the computer network 30 which computer site the user 35 

wishes to access. Each computer and device attached to the 
computer network 30 will have its own unique URL address 
and each page and file stored in each computer will usually 
also have its own URL address so that each page and file can 
be made accessible to users via the computer network 30. 40 

For example, if the user desires to access the web page 60 
for the XYZ company, the user may enter the URL address 
for the web page 60, http://www.xyzcompany.com, into the 
browser software operating on the user's terminal. The URL 
address contains an alphanumeric portion or domain name, 45 

"www.xyzcompany.com" that identifies the web site in an 
easy to understand and remember format. Each computer or 
web site and other host devices, end systems, networks, or 
network router devices connected to the computer network 
30, however, has a unique Internet Protocol (IP) address that 50 

is thirty-two bits in length and is generally written as four 
decimal numbers in the range zero (0) through 255, sepa
rated by periods. For example, an IP address could be 
128.10.2.30 which in its full thirty-two bit format is 
10000000.00001010.00000010.00011110. Providing every 55 

host computer on a computer network with a unique IP 
address allows any host computer to communicate with any 
other host computer. 

indicated device constitutes the banner 62. Similarly, the 
URL address for the banner 64 may be of the form http:// 
www.bannersite2.com/banner54.gif. The "banner 
site2.com" portion of the URL address for the banner 64 
indicates which device, for example the information server 
56, connected to the computer network contains the 
requested banner 64 where the "banner54.gif' portion of the 
URL address for the banner 64 indicates which file stored on 
the indicated device constitutes the banner 64. As shown by 
these examples, the banner 62 may not be stored on the same 
device as the banner 64. In addition, as previously discussed 
above, the banners 62, 64 may be located on the same web 
site as the requested page or may be located on other web or 
computer sites, such as the computer or web site 48 shown 
in FIG. 1, or on information servers, such as the information 
servers 54, 56, 58 shown in FIG. 1. When the terminal 36 
requests the banner information during step 96, the banner 
request signal will contain the URL addresses for each 
banner to be displayed with the web page so that the banners 
can be located at, and served from, the appropriate devices 
on the computer network 30. 

The prior are method 72 discussed above and illustrated 
in FIG. 3 has many inherent problems, however, which make 
it unsuitable for counting the number of times a banner is 
displayed on the terminals connected to the computer net-By a process known as domain name resolution or by the 

use of Domain Name System (DNS), the IP address of the 
computer or web site on which XYZ Company's web page 
60 and the web page 60 are stored can be determined from 
the domain name provided in the URL address. In fact, the 
IP address for computer or web site must first be determined 
when an URL address is entered by the user at a terminal that 
does not contain the IP address. For example, if a user at a 
terminal or computer enters the alphanumeric domain name 

60 work 30, as will now be discussed in more detail. Since the 
web page, and the banners to be displayed with the web 
page, selected by the user can be stored in either the user's 
terminal or the proxy server connected to the user's terminal, 
not all requests for the banner information are forwarded by 

65 the user's terminal or respective proxy server and transmit
ted over the computer network 30. While this result may 
appear to be beneficial in that the amount of data traffic on 
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the computer network 30 is reduced, m fact, this result 
prevents the accurate count of banner displays. More 
specifically, entities such as advertising agencies, advertis
ing repping firms, and the entities hiring them want to count 
and know each time a banner is displayed on a user's 
terminal so that the success or failure of various advertising 
banners can be determined and so that the correct payment 
for the display of the advertising banners can be computed. 
There are two conventional ways in which the number of 
times a banner is displayed is counted. The first way is to 
count the number of times an information server or com
puter site serves a page during the step 86. The second way 
is to count the number of times that the information server 
actually serves a banner during the step 104. Unfortunately, 
a page requested by a terminal during the step 74 is already 
stored on either the terminal or a proxy server connected to 
the terminal, the display of the banner on the user's terminal 
is not counted under the first method. Similarly, if a banner 
requested by a terminal during the step 90 is already stored 

14 
the actual serving of the information to the user's terminal 
will take substantially longer than loading the information 
already stored in the user's terminal or serving the informa
tion to the user's terminal only from the proxy server to 

5 which the user's terminal is connected. If the banners 
contain advertisements, the length of time the banner is 
displayed to the user may also be critically important to the 
advertiser. The user may not wait for the banner information 
to be served and displayed before the user selects another 

10 
web page, thereby minimizing the success of the banner. 

A second and more serious problem created by having to 
serve the information displayed on the user's terminal each 
time the information is requested is that the amount of data 
traffic on the computer network will significantly increase, 

15 and can even bring the flow of information to a virtual stop, 
particularly if all requests for banner information from any 
terminal connected to the computer network require the 
information to be transmitted across the computer network 
to the terminal. 

on either the terminal or a proxy server connected to the 20 
terminal, the display of the banner on the user's terminal is 
not counted under the second method. The discrepancy 
between the number of times a banner is actually displayed 

A third problem created with the prior art method 72 is 
that the step 100 eliminates any possibility of targeting 
specific information to be displayed with specific web pages. 
That is, if any demographic or other information about the 
user or terminal 36 is known by the server on which the on a user's terminal and the number of times the display of 

the banner on the user's terminal is counted can become 
significant, even reaching error rates of eighty percent or 
higher. 

One solution to the problem is to prevent banner infor
mation from being stored or cached on either the user's 
terminal or the proxy server to which the user's terminal is 
attached. Therefore, each time a banner is requested by the 
user's terminal, the banner will have to be downloaded or 
served from the computer site or information server on 
which the banner is stored to the user's terminal for display 
on the user's terminal. For example, the HTTP and HTML 
protocols allow banners to be tagged or indicated as being 
uncachable or unstorable at the user's terminal or the proxy 
server connected to the user's terminal, as will be discussed 
in more detail below. Therefore, such a solution can be 
implemented where after each request for banner 
information, the requested banner information is served 
from the location storing the banner information, thereby 
allowing the display of the banner information to be counted 
accurately at the location at which the requested banner 
information is stored. 

The solution described in the preceding paragraph creates 
a significant problem, however, that creates even more 
significant consequences, thereby making its use for accu
rately counting advertisement and banner displays highly 
impractical and undesirable. More specifically, the storage 
of web pages and banner information at the user's terminal 
or in the proxy server conned to the user's terminal provides 
several important benefits that will be eliminated by this 
simple solution. First, the speed at which the information is 
displayed on the user's terminal will be reduced since the 
information will always have to be transmitted or served to 
the user's terminal for display on the user's terminal each 
time the user requests the information. If the information had 
previously been requested by the user such that the infor
mation was already stored in the user's terminal or the proxy 
server connected to the user's terminal, or if the information 
had previously been requested by a second user at a terminal 
connected to the same proxy server as the first user's 
terminal such that information was already stored in the 
proxy server connected to the first user's terminal, 
re-requesting the information to be downloaded or served 
from another device connected to the computer network and 

25 banners are stored, the prior art method 72 prevents the 
server from using the demographic or other information to 
target the user with a specific banner or to tailor a banner to 
the specific user. Such targeting or tailoring of banners can 
be very important when the banners contain advertising 

30 information and the advertisers want to send specific adver
tisement banners to users about whom specific demographic 
or other information is known. 

The method 110 of the present invention solves the initial 
problem of how to create accurate counts of banner infor-

35 mation displays on user terminals while avoiding the prob
lems created by requiring the banner information to be 
retransmitted across the computer network each time the 
banner information is requested by a user or a user's 
terminal, as will now be discussed in more detail in refer-

40 ence to FIG. 4. In addition, the method 110 allows for the use 
of content general and content specific signals, which allow 
banner displays to be targeted to specific users while taking 
advantage of the performance gains possible with caching 
proxy servers, as will also now be discussed in more detail 

45 in reference to FIG. 4. 
In the method 110, the steps 74, 80, 82, 84, 85, 86, and 88 

are essentially the same as described above in relation to the 
prior art method 72 illustrated in FIG. 3. Therefore, no 
further discussion of these steps is required for purpose of 

50 explanation of the method 110 of the present invention. After 
a requested page containing a banner has been displayed on 
a user's terminal during the steps 78, 84, or 86, and, as 
determined during banner determination step 88, if the page 
contains banners to be displayed on the user's terminal 36 

55 along with the page, an initial request banner signal is 
generated by the user's terminal 36 during initial banner 
request step 112. Unlike the previous situation with the 
method 72, however, the terminal36 and the proxy server 50 
preferably do not check to see if the banner information has 

60 already been stored and the terminal36 and the proxy server 
50 preferably cannot stop the initial banner request signal 
sent by the terminal 36 during the step 112 from being 
transmitted across the computer network 30. That is, the 
initial banner request signal sent by the terminal 36 during 

65 the step 112 is preferably a mandatory signal to be trans
mitted across the computer network 30 and that cannot be 
blocked or terminated by either the terminal36 or the proxy 
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server 50, even if the banner to be served to the terminal 36 
is already stored in either the terminal36 or the proxy server 
50. 

The initial banner request signal generated by the terminal 
36 during the step 112 preferably does not contain the 
location information of the desired banner as does the 
banner request signal generated by the terminal 36 during 
the request banner step 90 of the prior art method 72. In 
other words, the initial banner request signal generated by 
terminal 36 during the step 112 can be a content general 
signal and may contain only the minimum amount of 
information needed to tell a designated computer site, infor
mation server, or other device which receives the initial 
banner request signal and on which a banner may or may not 
be stored or located, only that the terminal36 desires that an 
unspecified banner be served to the terminal. The designated 
computer site, information server, or other device can then 
select which banner is to be served to the terminal 36. The 
process of selecting which banner is to be served to the 
terminal 36 can be made during the optional banner selec
tion step 113, which would occur after the step 112 and 
before the step 114 in the method 110 illustrated in FIG. 4. 
If the optional selection step 113 is not used with the method 
110, the terminal 36 will request during the step 112 that a 
specific banner to be served to the terminal 36. If the 
optional selection step 113 is used with the method 110, the 
terminal 36 will only request during step 112 that a banner 
be served to the terminal 36, but the terminal 36 will not 
specify which banner is to be served to the terminal 36. 

Since the designated computer site, information server, or 
other device should, barring any problems with the com
puter network 30, always receive the initial request banner 
signal from the terminal 36 sent during the step 112, the 
display of the banner on the user's terminal 36 can always 
be counted and monitored. Instead of returning or serving a 
banner to the terminal36, however, the designated computer 
site, information server, or other device will usually return or 
send a banner location signal to the terminal36 during return 
banner location address step 114 specifying the location 
address of the banner requested by the terminal 36 (if the 
optional step 113 is not used) or the banner selected by the 
designated computer site, information server, or other device 

16 
82, 84, 86, once the proxy server 50 receives the second 
banner request signal from the terminal 36, the proxy server 
50 will determine whether or not the selected banner is 
already stored in the memory of the proxy server 50 during 

5 banner storage determination step 98. If the selected banner 
is already stored in the memory of the proxy server 50, the 
proxy server 50 will transmit the banner directly to the 
terminal 36 for display by the terminal 36 during serve 
banner step 100. The terminal 36 may also store the banner 

10 in its own memory during the serve banner step 100. If the 
requested or selected banner is not already stored in the 
proxy server 50, the proxy server will send the second 
banner request signal to the location of the banner on the 
computer network 30 during the send second banner request 

15 signal step 118 in a similar manner to the send banner 
request signal step 102 in the method 72. The device on 
which the requested or selected banner is stored will then 
download and serve the banner to the proxy server 50 and 
the terminal 36 during the serve banner step 104 for display 

20 by the terminal 36. Either or both the terminal 36 and the 
proxy server 50 may store the banner served by the computer 
site 50 during the serve banner step 104. 

When the computer site 46 in the example described 
above in relation to FIG. 4 is a web site using the HTTP and 

25 the HTML protocols, as previously described above, the user 
selects and accesses the web site 46 by entering the Uniform 
Resource Locator (URL) address of the desired web site 46 
into the terminal 36. The page request signal generated by 
the terminal 36 during page request step 74 tells the com-

3D puter network 30 which computer or web site the user 
wishes to access. As previously discussed above, when the 
requested page is served to the terminal36 from the web site 
46, it may contain the URL addresses of specific banners to 
be displayed along with the requested web page, or it may 

35 contain the URL addresses in a content general format, i.e., 
the URL address does not specify exactly which banner is to 
be served to the terminal 36, only that a banner is to be 
served to the terminal 36. It should be noted that steps 80, 
85, 112, 116, and 118 may also include name resolution of 

40 the IP address needed to transmit the signals across the 
computer network to the designated and desired computer 
web site or information server and these steps should be 
construed to include such IP address resolution and the use (if the optional step 113 is used), to be served to the terminal 

36. The signals transmitted during the steps 112 and 114 are 
very short or small since the signals contain only a small 45 

amount of information, particularly when compared to a 
banner which may contain a large amount of information. 

of the Domain Name System (DNS). 
Again using the example of the XYZ Company and the 

web page 60, the web page 60 served to the terminal 36 or 
loaded by the terminal 36 during steps 78, 84, or 86 may 
include general content URL addresses for banners or spe
cific content URL addresses for the specific banners 62, 64, 

Similar to the process described above for service of the 
desired page to the terminal 36 during step 76, the terminal 
36 first determines if the requested (if the optional step 113 
is not used) or the selected (if the optional step 113 is used) 
banner is already stored in the memory of the terminal 36 
during banner storage determination step 92. If the requested 
or selected banner is, in fact, already stored in the memory 

50 66. A general content URL address for a banner does not 
provide the necessary information to determine which ban
ner is to be displayed. Rather a general content URL address 
for a banner only indicates that a banner is to be displayed 
and the receiver of the signal generated by the terminal 36 

55 during the step 112 can decide which banner is to be 
displayed during the selection step 113. A general content 
URL address for a banner could be of the form http:// 
www.bannersitel.com/image;spacedesc=contentsitename. 

of the terminal 36, the terminal 36 will display the banner 
during display banner step 94 and the process is over. If the 
requested or selected banner is not already stored in the 
memory of the terminal36, the terminal36 will generate and 
send a second banner request signal during send second 
banner request signal step 116. The second banner request 60 

signal sent during the step 116 is essentially the same as the 
signal sent during the step 96 of the method 72 and, 
therefore, contains the address of the location of the 
requested or selected banner so the computer network 30 can 
properly locate the requested or selected banner. 

Since the terminal 36 is connected to the proxy server 50, 
in a similar manner as described above in relation to steps 

A server at www.bannersitel.com looks to see if the first 
word after the name of the site is "image" or any other 
previously designated word which can be distinguished from 
an existing file name. It the first word after the name of the 
site is "image," then the URL address is recognized as a 
generic request or content general request for a banner, 

65 which, as a result, does not specify any particular banner. 
The server than looks for a space descriptor immediately 
following the text "spacedesc=" which provides a reference 
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to a section of the server in which banners are stored or 
located and from where a specific banner can be selected to 
be served to the terminal36. The space descriptor field in the 
general content URL address can reference different groups 
of banners such as, for example, a collection of car 
advertisements, a collection of detergent advertisements, 
etc., depending on the web page providing the general 
content URL address. 

A specific content URL address for a banner does contain 
the necessary information to determine which banner is to be 
displayed and the location for the banner. As illustrated in 
the examples above, the specific content URL address for the 
banner 62 may be of the form http://www.bannersitel.com/ 
bannerl.gif. The "bannersitel.com" portion of the specific 
content URL address for the banner 62 indicates which 
device, for example the information server 54, connected to 
the computer network contains the banner 62 and the 
"bannerl.gif' portion of the specific content URL address 
for the banner 62 indicates which file stored on the indicated 

18 
beyond which a cached copy of the response is no longer 
valid. By setting the Expiry tag to a date in the past, the 
response sent to the terminal36 during the step 114 will not 
be considered valid for any further signals sent by the 

5 terminal during later steps 112. Therefore, the response sent 
to the terminal 365 during a previous step 114 is no longer 
valid and the signal sent by the terminal 36 during the 
current step 112 cannot be blocked by the terminal36 or the 
proxy server 50. Another tag that could be used is the 

10 Last-Modified Tag which specifies the last time the response 
was modified. By setting the Las-Modified Tag for a 
response as a date far in the past, the terminal or proxy server 
may consider the response to be too "stale" to be considered 
valid. A third tag that could be used is the Cache-Control 

15 Tags or the obsolete pragma:no-cache tag which informs a 
receiver of the response that the response is not be cached or 
stored in the receiver. 

device constitutes the banner 62 and the physical location of 20 
the file. 

Another option for implementing the method 110 of the 
present invention using standard HTML and HTTP proto
cols is to incorporate variable components into the links on 
a web page or hypertext document such that the variable 

Preferably, the initial banner request signal generated by 
the terminal36 during the step 112 is a general content URL 
address that merely requests a banner to be displayed on the 
terminal 36, but does not specify which banner is to be 
displayed. The recipient of the initial banner request signal 
can then select which banner is to be displayed on the 
terminal 36 during the selection step 113, thereby allowing 
targeting and variation in the banners displayed, and return 
a specific content URL address to the terminal36 during the 
step 114 in the form of a Status HITTP 302 Redirect 
(temporary) signal to the terminal36 to tell the terminal36 
where the selected banner to be displayed on the user's 
terminal 36 is located on the computer network 30, i.e., to 
provide the terminal 36 with the content specific URL 
address of the selected banner to be displayed on the user's 
terminal 36. An HTTP 302 temporary redirect signal does 
not create an association between the general content URL 
address signal generated by the terminal 36 during the step 
112 and the banner to be displayed on the terminal36 or the 
response signal sent to the terminal 36 during the step 114. 
Therefore, even though the banner displayed on the user's 
terminal 36 may be cached or stored on the user's terminal 
36 or on the proxy server 50, the response sent during the 
step 114 to the general content URL address signal generated 
by the terminal 36 during the step 112 is not cached. 
Therefore, the signal sent by the terminal 36 during the step 
112 will not be blocked or otherwise prevented from being 
transmitted over the computer network 30 by either the 
terminal 36 or the proxy server 50. 

An alternative to using only the HTTP 302 Redirect signal 

components are incorporated into the general content URL 
addresses sent by the terminal during the step 112. For 
example, referring to the web page 60 in FIG. 2, the 

25 hypertext links or URL addresses returned for the banners 
62, 64, 66 when the web page 60 is displayed on the user's 
terminal 36 during steps 78, 84, or 86 can contain a variable 
component such as, for example, a random number, a 
time/date stamp, cgi-bin string, or a random page identifier. 

30 In this manner, each time the web page 60 is displayed on 
the terminal 36, the URL addresses for the needed banners 
62, 64, 66 will be different. When the terminal 36 sends the 
initial banner request signal during step 112, the initial 
banner request signal can incorporate the variable compo-

35 nent URL addresses generated when the web page 60 is 
served or displayed on the terminal 36. Since the variable 
component URL addresses are, by definition, different every 
time, the initial banner request signal generated during the 
step 112 will be different every time, thereby preventing the 

40 terminal 36 or the proxy server 50 from blocking the 
transmission to the computer network 30 of the initial 
banner request signal generated during the step 112. 

Another alternative for implementing the method 110 of 
the present invention is to use for the general content URL 

45 address, an URL address which, though constant, is inter
preted by caching proxy servers and/or caching web brows
ers or terminals to resemble a constantly changing URL 
address and, as a result, is not cached. More specifically, 
caching proxy servers exist which will specifically avoid 

50 caching content related to any URL address containing the 
strings "cgi-bin" and "?" which are strings conventionally 
used in the construction of URL addresses for which 
responses are dynmically generated and, therefore, are 

is to use, in addition, standard HTML response header tags. 
More specifically, every time a server responds to a request 
for a document or page from a client's browser software, the 
response from the server can contain one or more response 55 

header lines. Each line of the response header describes a 
different aspect of the response, including its size, the type 

unsuitable for caching. It should be noted that a general 
content URL address using this techniques such as, for 
example, http: I /www. b annersi te l.com/ cgi-b in/ 
image;spacedisc=contensitename?variable, need not use the 
cgi-bin directory and need not use the variable after the"?". of content it is (image, text, etc.), a status code, and one or 

more tags which affect the changing nature of the document 
and how proxy servers or terminals should deal with the 60 

document. 
The method 110 of the present invention can use HTML 

tags to tell proxy servers and terminals that the response sent 
during the step 114 is not cachable, even if the actual banner 
eventually served to the terminal is itself cachable. There are 65 

many types of tags that can be used for this purpose. For 
example, the Expiry tag which specifies the date and time 

Since these markers exist in the URL address, some caching 
proxy servers will be led to conclude that the URL address 
should not be cached. 

In order to speed up the process of downloading, 
transmitting, or serving a specific banner from an informa
tion server to the terminal 56, the content specific URL 
address of the requested or selected banner sent to the 
terminal during step 114 can contain the exact Internet 
Protocol (IP) address of the requested or selected banner. For 
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example, instead of providing the specific content URL 
address for the banner 62 as http://www.bannersitel.com/ 
bannerl.gif, the specific content URL address for the banner 

20 
proxy server connected to the user's terminal to terminate or 
block a banner request from the user's terminal (created 
during step 90) when the banner is already stored in either 
the user's terminal or the proxy server connected to the 62 could be provided as, for example, http:/1236.45.78.190/ 

bannerl.gif, thereby removing any need to use the Domain 
Name System (DNS) to convert the alphanumeric address 
"www.bannersitel.com" of the information server to its 
exact IP address. The use of content general and content 
specific URL addresses and IP addressing is well known to 
people of ordinary skill in the art and need not be explained 
in any further detail for purposes of the present invention. 

5 user's terminal in the prior art method 72 prevents accurate 
banner display counts to be made. In contrast, the method 
110 of the present invention specifically allows each banner 
display to be counted by preventing the user's terminal or 
the proxy server connected to the user's terminal from 

10 terminating or blocking the initial banner request signal 
(created during step 112) from reaching the information or 
ad server in which the desired banner is stored or which is 
controlling the selection of the banner to be served to the 
terminal. 

The method 110 of the present invention has particular 
application to the advertising industry, as will now be 
discussed in more detail. While the previous discussions in 
regard to the prior art method 72 and the method 110 of the 15 

present invention have indicated that the banner information 
can be located on either the computer or web sites connected 
to a computer network or information servers connected to 
the computer network, the conventional practice in the 
advertising business is to have all of the banners located on 20 

one or more information or ad servers, such as the infor
mation servers 54, 56, 58. As previously discussed above, 
advertising agencies create the banners and then arrange or 
contract to have the banners be associated with web pages or 
web sites such that when users access the web sites and the 25 

In addition to the advantage of the method 110 described 
above, a significant feature of the method 110 of the present 
invention is that it does not significantly impact the opera
tion or efficiency of the computer network 30. While the 
initial banner request signal created by the terminal during 
the step 112 and the banner location signal generated during 
the step 114 are additional signals created in the method 110 
that are not created in the prior art method 72, thereby 
creating additional data traffic and overhead on the computer 
network 30, the initial banner request signal and the banner 
location signal are both extremely small, often comprising 
no more than a single packet or one-hundred to two-hundred 
bytes. Therefore, the overhead created by the additional 
banner signal during the step 112 and the banner location 
signal during step 114 is negligible. More importantly, since 

web pages are displayed on the user's terminal, the banners 
are also displayed on the user's terminal. While the adver
tisements can be stored on the computer or web sites 
connected to the computer network, it is typically more 
convenient for the advertisements to be centrally stored on 30 the method 110 still allows the web pages and the banner 

information to be cached or stored in the terminals and proxy 
servers, there is no unnecessary retransmission of the web 
pages or banners from the computer or web sites or the 
information or ad servers to the terminals which would 

an information or ad server, particularly if the advertise
ments change or the advertisers want to target specific 
advertising banners to specific users. Therefore, when a web 
page requested by the user is served to the user's terminal 
and the web page contains advertising banners, the web page 35 

will often include the address information for the advertising 
banner to be displayed in conjunction with the requested 
web page so that the terminal can request the serving of the 
advertising banners. By keeping the advertising banners 
centrally located in an information server, the advertiser can 40 

keep each advertising banner's address information included 

significantly increase the data traffic and overhead on the 
computer network 30. 

In a second embodiment of the method 110 of the present 
invention, multiple information servers storing the banner 
information used in conjunction with the displays of web 
pages on user terminals are connected to the computer 
network. Using mirror information servers allows for ban-
ners to be distributed faster to user terminals and increases 
the reliability of the method 110. For example, the computer 
network 30 illustrated in FIG. 1 includes a primary infor
mation server 54 and mirror information servers 56, 58 
which preferably contain a duplicate of the banners stored 
on the primary information server 54. When the terminal 36 
creates and sends the initial banner request signal during the 
step 112, the initial banner request signal is preferably 
configured so that it sent to and received by the primary ad 
or information server 54 which in turn creates and sends the 
address location information of a selected banner to the 
terminal 36 during the step 114. The selected banner is 
preferably stored at the primary information server 54 and at 
also the mirror servers 56, 58. The address location infor
mation for the banner sent by the primary information server 
54 to the terminal during the step 114 is preferably includes 
the address location for the banner at the information server 
best suited to handle a transmittal of the banner to the 

in the web page constant while changing the actual adver
tising banner associated with the banner address informa
tion. In addition, the generation of content general URL 
addresses during the step 112, the selection of banners to be 45 

displayed by a central or primary information server during 
optional step 113, and the return of content specific URL 
addresses during the step 114 allow the advertiser to rotate 
and change the advertising banners displayed to users. 
Furthermore, if the device receiving the initial banner 50 

request signal generated by a user's terminal during step 112 
has any demographic or other information about the user, the 
use of content general URL addresses and content specific 
URL addresses in the method 110 allows the device sending 
the banner location signal during step 114 to select an 55 

advertising banner targeted to the particular user during the 
step 113, thereby increasing the appeal and success of the 
advertising banner. In contrast, the prior art method 72 
previously discussed above does not utilize content specific 
and content general URL addressing. Nor does the prior art 
method allow for the selection or targeting of banners to be 
made by an information server. 

60 terminal 36 or includes other information with which the 

The prior art method 72 also does not allow each display 
of the banners associated with a page to be counted, while 
the method 110 of the present invention specifically allows 65 

for each such display of a banner to be counted and 
monitored. More specifically, allowing the user's terminal or 

terminal 36 can determine the best suited information server 
to serve the banner. Typically, the information server best 
suited to handle the serving or transmittal of a banner to the 
terminal36 will be the information server that can download 
or serve the banner to the terminal 36 in the shortest period 
of time. Other selection criteria can be used, however, in 
determining which information server is best suited to 
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download or serve a banner to a terminal, including the 
network topological distance between the terminal 36 and 
the information servers, the geographical distance between 
the terminal 36 and the information servers, the bandwidth 
of the information servers, or the round trip times for a 5 
message between the terminal 36 and the information serv
ers. The use of a primary information server and mirror 
information servers allows all of the intelligence, databases, 
banner display counting processes, etc. for operating the 
method 110 of the present invention to be stored and 10 
operated in a single location, i.e., the primary information 
server, while allowing mirror information servers to be little 
more than network accessible memory devices or servers on 
which the banners are stored. Many Internet Service Pro
viders (ISPs) and other network service providers connected 15 
to computer networks will provide memory space and will 
store documents and other files for access and retrieval from 
the computer network for relatively low cost and such 
storage capabilities are easy to implement and maintain. 

As a further example, suppose that the user at the terminal 20 

36 sends an initial banner request signal to the primary 
information server 54 during the step 112 and the primary 
information server selects a banner to be served to the during 
step 113. If desired, the primary information server 54 can 
update the count information for the particular banner 25 

selected to be displayed on the user's terminal 36. The 
primary information server 54 may determine that the mirror 
information server 56 is best suited for serving the selected 
banner to the terminal36 since the mirror information server 
56 can serve the selected banner to the terminal 36 in the 30 

22 
As one example implementation of the decision criteria 

implemented in a primary information server, a table or 
matrix can be stored and maintained at the primary infor
mation server 54 which showing the relationship between 
each information server 54, 56, 58 and the particular termi
nal. The matrix preferably contains the round trip times for 
messages sent back and forth between each information 
server and the terminal. The information in the matrix can be 
updated continuously or periodically as desired. This infor
mation server determination method has several advantages. 
First, with such a matrix stored at the primary information 
server, the primary information server can quickly and 
accurately determine which information server is best suited 
to serve a particular banner to a particular terminal. Also, the 
time for the primary information server to make a decision 
is very fast and does not require additional searches of the 
computer network 30. Furthermore, the primary information 
server will know exactly which information server served 
each and every banner to every terminal on the computer 
network, which can be very valuable for evaluating the 
efficiency of the method 110. 

This information server determination method described 
above does, however, also have several disadvantages. First, 
a significant effort is needed to generate the matrix and the 
information stored in the matrix, particularly if the computer 
network is quite large. More specifically, this method 
requires that monitoring software and/or hardware be oper
ating at each information server to measure the round trip 
times between the information servers and the terminals. In 
addition, the matrix at the primary information server will 
need to be updated with the information created by the 
monitoring software and hardware at the mirror information 
servers so that accuracy of the matrix is maintained. Since 
the computer network may be continuously changing or 

shortest period of time. Alternatively, the primary informa
tion server 54 may determine that either it, the mirror 
information server 58, or some other information server (not 
shown) connected to the computer network 30 can serve the 
selected banner to the terminal 36 in the shortest period of 
time. The information servers 54, 56, 58 may themselves be 
separated geographically or topologically such that every 
terminal connected to the computer network 30 has an 
optimal information server from which banners can be 
served, even if the terminals are scattered across a wide 
geographical or topological area. Therefore, for example, 
the terminal 36 may be optimally served by the mirror 
information server 56 while the terminal 32 may be opti
mally served by the primary information server 54 and the 
terminal 44 is optimally served by the mirror information 
server 58. When the primary information server 54 has 
determined which information server is best suited to handle 
the serving of the selected banner to the terminal 36, the 
primary information server 54 will return the banner loca
tion address for the selected banner at the selected inform a
tion server to the terminal 36 during the return banner 
location address step 114. The terminal36 can then request 
that the selected banner be served from the selected infor
mation server during the steps 98, 100, 104, 116, and 118 for 
display at the terminal 36. 

35 evolving as new devices and networks are connected or 
disconnected from the computer network, and portions of 
the computer network may become temporarily disabled or 
offline, the overhead of monitoring the round trip times can 
be significant. The ability to create a matrix with the round 

40 trip times between all of the information servers and all of 
the terminals may take too long to develop, particularly if 
there is a significant number of terminals that do not ever 
request a banner stored on the information servers. This 
problem can be reduced by assuming that the round trip time 

45 between an information server and a particular terminal is 
the same, or at least approximately the same as, for example, 
other terminals connected to the same proxy server, the same 
as other terminals connected to the same sub-network, or the 
same as other terminals in a /24 network (a set of 256 

50 contiguous IP addresses). 
Another method in which the information server is best 

suited for serving a particular banner to a particular server 
uses and takes advantage of the Domain Name System 
(DNS) already being implemented on the Internet. As pre-

55 viously discussed above, DNS is a system for resolving or 
determining the thirty-two bit Internet Protocol (IP) 
addresses for each host computer or network device on the 
computer network. Every time a signal is generated by 

As previously discussed above, the selection of which 
mirror information server is the best suited for serving a 
particular banner to a particular terminal can be made a 
variety of ways. The criteria to be considered can include 
precision, i.e., the accuracy of the determination of which 60 

information server is best suited to serve a particular banner 

terminal or other device connected to the computer network 
requesting access to, or communication with, another device 
on the computer network, the IP address for the desired 

to a particular terminal, the ease of implementation, and the 
time required for the primary information server to make the 
determination of which information server is best suited to 
serve a particular banner to a particular terminal. The 
decision can be made by either the primary information 
server or by some other method. 

device must be determined if the signal does not already 
contain the IP address. 

The DNS process is very complex and so a complete 
65 description of it is beyond the purview necessary for a 

complete understanding of the present invention. In 
addition, the DNS process is well known to people of 
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ordinary skill in this art. For purposes of a general expla
nation of how the DNS process can be used for selection of 
the information server to serve a banner to a particular 
terminal, the DNS process uses name servers or resolvers 
located in the computer network to determine the IP 5 

addresses. The name servers maintain listings of each com
puter or device in the computer network and their IP 
addresses. If a particular name server does not know a 
specific IP address when it is queried for the IP address, the 
name server can forward the query to another name server. 10 

Once the correct IP address is determined, it is passed along 
the reverse path to the terminal and is stored on all name 
servers who received the query and forwarded the query 
along. 

servers become better suited for serving banners to the 
particular terminals. 

This second information server determination method 
described above has several advantages. Unlike the first 
method described above, this method takes advantage of the 
already existing DNS process and requires no special moni-
toring or sniffing software or hardware to be installed at the 
information servers. Also the second method does not 
require a matrix to be generated and stored in the primary 
information server or updates to a matrix to be made. In 
comparison, the operation of a name server at each mirror 
site is simple to implement and operate. Therefore, in 
contrast to the first method, the second method is easy and 
relatively inexpensive to implement. Unfortunately, in con-

With the present invention, each information server 54, 
56, 58 operates a name server. Furthermore, each name 
server is configured to respond to a DNS request with the IP 
address of the information server containing the name 
server. When the banner location signal is returned to the 
terminal 36 during the step 114 from the primary informa
tion server 54, the banner location signal contains a refer
ence or general URL address of the banner to be served to 
the terminal, but not the specific IP address. The terminal36 
then initiates a DNS name resolving process prior to step 116 
to determine the information server from which to serve the 
desired banner. Upon receiving the name resolving request 
from the terminal 36 or its nearby DNS name server, over 
the course of several transactions, each of the name server 
in each information servers returns an IP address to the 
terminal containing the IP address of the information server 
in which the name server is located. That is, name server in 
the information server 56 returns the IP address of the 
information server 56, while the name server in the infor
mation server 58 returns the IP address of the information 

15 trast to the first method, the second system may be less 
precise and take longer to implement since a DNS search or 
rotation process will have to be implemented each time a 
banner is to be served to a terminal. In addition, until the 
round trip times for each information server are determined, 

20 the second method may produce less than optimal results. 
Furthermore, updating of the round trip time information 
may require using an information server other than the 
optimal information server to serve a particular banner to a 
particular terminal. Finally, the shortest round trip time 

25 between the DNS name server and the name servers at the 
information servers may not be an accurate reflection of the 
round trip times between the terminal and the information 
servers, particularly if a given user's DNS name server is 
topologically distant from the terminal. As a result, the 

30 information server selected by the DNS name server may 
not always have the shortest round trip time to the terminal. 

Other methods for determining which information server 

server 58, etc. All of the IP addresses becomes stored in the 35 

DNS name server closest topologically to the terminal 36 
since that DNS name server would have been the first name 
server to receive the name resolution request from the 
terminal 36. The DNS name server keeps a list of all of the 

is best suited to serve a particular banner to a particular 
terminal include looking at the information, if any, about the 
terminal received in the initial banner request signal gener
ated during step 112. The information might include things 
such as the country code or the network code in which or on 
which the terminal resides. In addition, the information 
might include information about how the initial banner 
request signal was routed from the terminal to the primary 
information server, thereby giving an indication of the 

IP addresses for all of the information servers and the round 40 

trip times for communications between the DNS name 
server and the name servers located at the information 
servers. The round trip times are initially set to zero. When 
the DNS name server gets a request from the terminal 36, it 
selects the information server having the shortest round trip 
time and provides the terminal 36 with the IP address of the 
selected information server. Since initially all of the round 
trip times are set to zero (0), the DNS server will randomly 
select one IP address and return it to the terminal 36. The 
DNS name server will then monitor the round trip time 
between DNS server and the information server and update 
DNS name server's round trip time list for the particular 
information server's IP address returned to the terminal 36. 
The next time the terminal36 requests name resolution from 
the DNS server, the DNS name server will return the IP 
address of a different information server since the round trip 
time of the first information server will no longer be zero (0). 
After this process is implemented at least as many times for 
each terminal or each specified group or domain of terminals 
as there are information servers, the best information server 
for serving banners to the terminals or groups or domains of 
terminals will be determined and the appropriate IP 
addresses will be returned to the terminal requesting the 
DNS process. The standard DNS process includes ways for 
insuring that the route trip times are updated so that par
ticular terminals are not locked into always receiving ban
ners from particular information servers if other information 

topological location of the terminal in the computer net
work. The primary information server can then use this 
information dynamically or in conjunction with a matrix 

45 lookup process to determine which information server to 
select to serve the selected banner to the terminal requesting 
a banner. 

Another important benefit of mirroring is that it allows for 
redundancy and back-up if one or more of the information 

50 servers connected to the computer network 30 goes ofiline or 
becomes otherwise inaccessible or incapable of serving 
banners to terminals. For example, in the preferred method, 
the initial banner request signal is preferably sent by a 
terminal to the primary information server 54 during the 

55 send initial banner request signal step 112, thereby allowing 
the primary information server 54 to be the centralized 
source of intelligence and the centralized source of banner 
display monitoring and counting. If however, the primary 
information server 54 becomes disabled or goes ofiline for 

60 any reason, one of the mirror information servers 56, 58 can 
temporarily or permanently become the primary information 
server for the computer network 30, thereby allowing the 
delivery of banners to terminals to continue. Preferably, the 
switch from the disabled primary information server 54 to 

65 the back-up information server 56 or 58 can take place very 
quickly such that little impact on the delivery of banner 
information is noticed or even created. It should be noted, 
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however, that the backup primary information server will 
need to contain all of the centralized intelligence, databases, 
banner counting and monitoring software, etc. operating on 
the original primary information server 54 such that the 
backup primary information server can operate appropri- 5 
ately if the original primary information server 54 becomes 
disabled or goes offline. 

26 
server becomes disabled or otherwise goes offline. 
Furthermore, centralizing the intelligence at a primary infor
mation or ad server allows the displays of advertising 
banners to be continuously and accurately monitored, 
thereby increasing the ability to judge the success or failure 
of specific advertising banners. 

The foregoing description is considered as illustrative 
only of the principles of the invention. Furthermore, since 
numerous modifications and changes will readily occur to 
those skilled in the art, it is not desired to limit the invention 
to the exact construction and process shown and described 
above. Accordingly, all suitable modifications and equiva
lents may be resorted to falling within the scope of the 
invention as defined by the claims which follow. For 
example, while the method 110 of the present invention is 
directed primarily to the accurate counting of banner infor-
mation displayed with web pages, the method 110 can also 
be used to provide an accurate count of the number of times 
specific web pages are displayed on a user's terminal by 
creating a send initial page request signal step in a similar 
manner to the send initial banner request step 112 and a 
return page address location step in a similar manner to the 
return banner location step 114 prior to the storage deter
mination step 76. In addition, while the method 110 of the 

The switch over to the backup primary server can be 
handled in a variety a ways. For example, once again taking 
advantage of the Domain Name System (DNS) process and 10 

Internet Protocol (IP) addresses, both the primary informa
tion server and the backup information server will operate a 
name resolver or name server such that when the initial 
banner request signal is generated during the step 112 that 
does not contain the needed IP address, the IP address for the 15 

primary information server is returned to the terminal36 and 
stored in all name servers receiving and processing the query 
for the IP address of the primary server. The backup infor
mation server will monitor the primary information server 
and, in the event that the primary information server goes 20 

offline or becomes otherwise disabled, the backup informa
tion server will shut down or disable the name server at the 
primary information server. Furthermore, the backup infor
mation server will begin returning its IP address instead of 
the IP address of the primary information server when 
queries are received. All IP address information stored in 
name servers has a time-to-live (TIL) value that is set by the 
name server returning the IP address. When the TTL value 
expires, the IP address information is no longer stored in the 
name server and the name server will have to forward any 30 

requests it receives for the IP address. Therefore, when 
either of the name servers in the primary information server 

25 present invention has been described with connections to the 
computer network 30 being made primarily by terminals, 
computers, and proxy servers, it should be appreciated that 
the method 110 will also be suitable for use with other 
devices connected between the user's terminal and the 

or the backup information server returns an IP address for 
the primary information server, the IP address is set to have 

computer network may exist which can cache or store the 
web pages or the banner information. 

As yet another example of how the method 110 can be 

a finite TTL value of, for example ten to thirty minutes. In 35 

the event of the primary information server going offline, 
eventually the IP addresses for the primary information 
server stored in the name servers will expire and queries for 
the IP address will reach the name server in the backup 
information server which will then return its IP address 40 

modified, if a primary information server receiving the 
initial banner request signal generated by a terminal during 
step 112 determines that the primary information server 
itself is the information server best suited for downloading 
or serving a selected banner to the terminal, the primary 
information server may, instead of sending a banner location 
signal to the terminal during the step 114, simply transmit 
the selected banner to the terminal directly, thereby elimi
nating some of the steps in the method 110. instead of the IP address of the primary information server. 

Thus, within a finite time and selected TTL, all name servers 
in the computer network that have stored or cached the IP 
address of the primary information server will have their 
caches or memory cleared. They will then ask for new 
addresses and receive the IP addresses of the backup infor
mation server in response. 

The use of a centralized primary information server along 
with at least one mirror information server on a computer 
network provides significant advantages for the delivery of 
banners containing advertising information to a terminal for 
display on the terminal. First, advertising banners are in 
most cases going to be delivered to the terminal requesting 
the advertising banner in quick and efficient manner since 
the information server best suited for delivering and serving 
a banner to a terminal will in most cases be the information 
server selected by the primary information server to deliver 
the banner to the terminal. The faster the advertising banner 
is delivered to a terminal, the more likely the user at the 
terminal is to look at the advertising banner, particularly if 
the advertising banner is displayed on the user's terminal for 
a longer period of time before the user exits the web page or 
selects a new page. In addition, mirroring of information 
servers allows for the relatively fault tolerant delivery of 
advertising banners to users at the terminals, thereby reduc
ing or even eliminating lost opportunities to display adver
tising banners on terminals when the primary information 

As yet another example of how the method 110 of the 
present invention can be modified, it is possible to move the 
steps 112 and 114 to between the steps 92 and 116 in FIG. 

45 4 so that the steps 112 and 114 are no longer performed after 
step 88 and before step 92. The steps 112 and 114 are instead 
implemented after the step 92 and before the step 116 if the 
answer in step 92 is "no". In this embodiment, web pages 
and banners that are stored in a user's terminal are auto-

50 matically reloaded and displayed on the user's terminal 
without generating additional signals on the computer net
work. Therefore, if a user "backs" through a page, i.e., the 
user moves through a series of pages, each of which are 
displayed on the user's terminal and stored in the terminal's 

55 memory along with the page's associated banners, and then 
decides to review or redisplay some of the pages (such as by 
using the "back" function of the browser software operating 
on the user's terminal), no initial banner request signal is 
generated during the step 112 since the steps 88, 92, 94 will 

60 be followed in sequence. While this embodiment of the 
method 110 of the present invention does not allow the 
redisplay of the banners on the same terminal (and presum
ably to the same user) to be counted or monitored, it still 
allows the redisplay of banners stored in the proxy server, 

65 but which are requested to be displayed on different termi
nals (and presumably to different users), to be counted and 
monitored. 
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While the method 110 of the present invention has been 
discussed in detail primarily with the counting, monitoring, 
and targeting of advertising or other content over computer 
networks, the method 110 can also be used for the counting, 
monitoring, or targeting of content or banners over local area 5 

networks, e-mail networks, and non computer networks such 
as switched-network cable television. In addition, the 
method 110 can easily be implement to monitor levels of 
content sophistication, content language, content type, con
tent levels of summarization, etc. when different content 10 

options are selectable by a user or terminal. 
It should also be noted that, while the terms information 

server, computer site, web site, server, media property have 
been used to describe the method 110 of the present 
invention, the terms have been used only to help clarify 15 

different portions of the method 110. Thus, an information 
server could also function as a computer site, a computer site 
could also function as an information server, and both could 
be labeled generically as servers. The method 110 of the 
present invention, therefore, should not be limited by the 20 

terminology used to describe different aspects of the present 
invention. 

28 
puter network is best suited for serving said second portion 
of information to the terminal. 

8. The method of claim 7, wherein results of said deter
mining are included in said location signal sent from the 
information server to the terminal. 

9. The method of claim 8, including creating a matrix of 
selections between each of the terminals or groups of 
terminals and each of the servers and using said matrix to 
determine which of the servers is best suited to serve said 
second portion of information to the terminals or groups of 
terminals. 

10. The method of claim 9, wherein said selections 
contain round trip times between the servers and the termi
nals or groups of terminals. 

11. The method of claim 1, including making one of the 
secondary servers a new primary server if the original 
primary server becomes inaccessible. 

12. The method of claim 1, including storing said second 
portion of information in the terminal. 

13. The method of claim 1, wherein said first request 
signal includes the strings "cgi-bin" and "?". 

14. The method of claim 4, including selecting the com
position of said second portion of information. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for storing information on a primary server 

and one or more secondary servers and on computer sites 
connected to a computer network, wherein information 
delivered over the computer network to a terminal or a group 

15. The method of claim 14, wherein the results of said 

25 composition selection are included in said location signal 
sent from the information server to the terminal. 

16. The method of claim 1, wherein said location signal 
includes an HTTP 302 redirect command. 

of terminals may contain references to other information to 
be delivered to the terminal, comprising: 

serving a first portion of information to a terminal, 
wherein said first portion of information contains a 
reference to a second portion of information; 

17. The method of claim 1, wherein said reference to a 

30 second portion of information includes at least a portion of 
a URL. 

causing a first request signal to be transmitted from the 
terminal to a primary server requesting a location 

35 
address for said second portion of information from 
which said second portion of information can be served 
to the terminal, wherein said first request signal 
includes information intended to prevent said first 
request signal from being blocked from reaching said 

40 
primary server by either the terminal or any interme
diary device located topologically between the terminal 
and the primary server as a result of previous caching 
of said first portion of information or said second 
portion of information in the terminal or said interme-

45 
diary device; 

sending a location signal from the primary server to the 
terminal providing said location address of said second 
portion of information; 

causing a second request signal to be transmitted from the 50 

terminal containing said location address of said second 
portion of information and requesting said second 
portion of information be served to the terminal; and 

serving said second portion of information to the terminal. 
2. The method of claim 1, wherein said intermediary 55 

device is a proxy server. 

18. The method of claim 1, wherein said first portion of 
information is a web page, said second portion of informa
tion is a banner, and said reference is a link. 

19. The method of claim 1, including counting at least one 
display of said second portion of information on the termi
nal. 

20. A method for distributing a banner over a computer 
network to a device when the banner is referenced or linked 
to in a document served to the device, wherein the banner is 
stored in one or more servers, comprising: 

receiving a first banner request signal from a device at a 
first server requesting that a banner be served to the 
device, wherein said first banner request signal includes 
information intended to prevent said first banner 
request signal from being blocked from reaching said 
first server by the device despite previous caching of 
said specified banner in the device; 

sending a banner location signal from said first server to 
the device, wherein said banner location signal includes 
location information for a specified banner stored on a 
second server; and 

receiving a second banner request signal from the device 
at said second server requesting that the second server 
serve said specified banner to the device. 

21. The method of claim 20, wherein said second server 
is said first server. 3. The method of claim 1, wherein said second portion of 

information is served from the primary or secondary servers. 
4. The method of claim 1, wherein said first request signal 

is a content general request signal. 

22. The method of claim 20, including determining which 
of the servers is best suited for serving said specified banner 

60 to the device. 
5. The method of claim 4, wherein said second request 

signal is a content specific request signal. 
6. The method of claim 1, wherein said second portion of 

information is served from one of the secondary servers. 
7. The method of claim 1, wherein after the primary server 65 

receives the first request signal from the terminal, further 
including determining which server connected to the com-

23. The method of claim 22, wherein said determining 
which of the servers is best suited for serving said specified 
banner to the device is performed in said first server after 
said first server receives said first banner request signal from 
the device. 

24. The method of claim 20, wherein said first banner 
request signal is a content general banner request signal. 
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25. The method of claim 24, wherein said second banner 
request signal is a content specific banner request signal. 

26. The method of claim 20, including storing said 
specified banner in said device. 

27. The method of claim 26, including determining 5 
whether said specified banner is stored in the device before 
said receiving said second banner request signal. 

28. The method of claim 20, including selecting said 
specified banner prior to sending said banner location signal 
from said first server to the device. 

10 
29. The method of claim 20, wherein all of the banner 

information stored on said first server is also stored on said 
second server. 

30. The method of claim 20, including counting a display 
of said specified banner on said device. 

15 
31. The method of claim 20, wherein said location infor

mation includes at least a portion of a URL. 
32. The method of claim 20, wherein said first request 

signal includes the strings "cgi -bin" and "?". 
33. The method of claim 20, wherein said banner location 

20 
signal includes an HTTP 302 redirect command. 

34. A method for enabling a web page and an associated 
banner to be served to a computer, wherein the web page 
contains a link or other reference to the banner, comprising: 

serving a web page to a computer; 25 
causing a banner request signal to be sent from the 

computer to a primary server requesting a banner be 
served to the computer, wherein said banner request 
signal includes a Uniform Resource Locator address for 
said primary server and wherein said banner request 30 
signal includes information intended to prevent said 
banner request signal from being blocked from being 
received by the primary server as a result of previous 
caching of the banner on the computer; 

determining which specified banner will be served to the 35 

computer; and 
sending a banner location signal from said primary server 

30 
receiving a first banner request signal from the device at 

a first server requesting that a banner be served to the 
device, wherein said first banner request signal includes 
information intended to prevent said first banner 
request signal from being blocked by the device or an 
intermediary server located between the device and 
said first server as a result of a previous storage in the 
device or said intermediary server of a response to said 
first banner request signal sent from said first server to 
the device; 

determining if said first server is best suited to serve said 
banner to the device and serving said banner to the 
device if said first server is best suited to serve said 
banner and, if said first server is not best suited to server 
said banner to the device, sending a banner location 
signal from said first server to the device, wherein said 
banner location signal includes location information for 
a specified banner stored on a second server; 

receiving a second banner location request signal from the 
device at said second server requesting that said second 
server serve said specified banner to said device if said 
first server is not best suited to server said banner to the 
device; and 

serving said specified banner to said device from said 
second server if said first server is not best suited to 
server said banner to the device. 

44. The method of claim 43, wherein said document is a 
web page. 

45. The method of claim 43, wherein said first banner 
request signal includes the strings "cgi-bin" and "?". 

46. The method of claim 45, wherein said banner reloca
tion signal includes an HTTP 302 redirect command. 

47. The method of claim 43, wherein said banner location 
information includes at least a portion of a URL. 

48. The method of claim 43, including counting at least 
one display of said specified banner on the device. 

49. A method for enabling distribution of a banner over a 
computer network to a device when the banner is referenced 

to the computer, wherein said banner location signal 
includes the Uniform Resource Locator address for a 
device on which the specific banner to be served to the 
computer is stored. 

35. The method of claim 34, wherein said banner request 
signal includes a content general Uniform Resource Locator 
address. 

40 
in a document served to the device, wherein the banner is 
stored in one or more servers connected to the computer 
network, and the device is connected to the computer 
network via an intermediary server, comprising: 

36. The method of claim 34, including determining 45 

whether said specified banner is stored on the computer. 
37. The method of claim 36, wherein after said determin

ing whether said specified banner is stored on the computer, 
if said specified banner is not stored on the computer then 
including causing a second banner request signal to be sent 50 

to said device requesting that said device serve said specified 
banner to the computer. 

38. The method of claim 37, including serving the speci
fied banner from said device to said computer. 

39. The method of claim 34, wherein said banner location 55 

signal constitutes an HTTP 302 redirect signal. 
40. The method of claim 35, wherein said banner location 

signal includes a content specific Uniform Resource Locator 
address for the specified banner. 

41. The method of claim 34, including tagging said 60 

specified banner as being cachable. 
42. The method of claim 34, wherein said device is said 

primary server. 
43. A method for distributing a banner over a computer 

network to a device when the banner is referenced or linked 65 

to in a hypertext document served to the device, wherein the 
banner is stored in one or more servers, comprising: 

causing a first banner request signal to be transmitted 
from the device to a first server requesting that a banner 
be served to the device, wherein said first banner 
request signal includes information intended to make 
said first banner request signal not blockable by the 
device or the intermediary server as a result of a storage 
in the device or the intermediary server of said 
requested banner prior to the generation of said first 
banner signal by the device; 

sending a banner location signal from said first server to 
the device, wherein said banner location signal includes 
location information for said requested banner stored 
on a second server; and 

determining if said requested banner is stored on the 
device and, if said requested banner is not stored on the 
device, then causing a second banner request signal to 
be transmitted from the device to the intermediary 
server and determining if said requested banner is 
stored on the intermediary server, wherein if said 
requested banner is not stored on the intermediary 
server, causing at least a portion of said second banner 
request signal to be sent to said second server request
ing that said second server serve said requested banner 
to said device. 
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50. The method of claim 49, wherein said second server 
is said first server. 

51. The method of claim 49, wherein said first banner 
request signal is a content general request signal. 

52. The method of claim 51, wherein said second banner 5 

request signal is a content specific request signal. 
53. The method of claim 49, including having said first 

server select said requested banner. 

32 
said intermediary device and causing a determination 
of whether said specified banner is stored on said 
intermediary device, wherein if said specified banner is 
not stored on said intermediary device, receiving a third 
banner request signal at said second server requesting 
that said second server serve said specified banner to 
the client device. 

65. The method of claim 64, wherein said intermediary 
54. The method of claim 49, wherein said first banner 

request signal includes the strings "cgi-bin" and "?". 
55. The method of claim 49, wherein said banner location 

signal includes an HTTP 302 redirect command. 

device is a proxy server. 
10 66. The method of claim 64, wherein said third banner 

56. The method of claim 49, wherein the document 
includes at least a portion of a web page. 

57. The method of claim 49, wherein said location infor- 15 

mation includes at least a portion of a URL. 
58. The method of claim 49, including counting at least 

one display of said specified banner on the device. 

request signal is identical to said second banner request 
signal. 

67. The method of claim 64, wherein said banner location 
signal includes an HTTP 302 redirect command. 

68. The method of claim 64, wherein said first banner 
request signal includes the strings "cgi-bin" and "?". 

69. The method of claim 64, wherein said first server and 
said second server are the same server. 

59. A method for serving a banner to a client device, 
comprising: 

70. The method of claim 64, including serving said 
20 specified banner to the client device. 

receiving at a primary server a first request for a banner, 
said first request containing at least a portion of an 
initial URL, wherein said first request includes infor
mation intended to prevent said first request from being 
blocked from the primary server despite previous star- 25 

age of the banner on the client device; 
sending a signal from the primary server to the client 

device that includes at least a portion of a second URL 
associated with the banner's location; 

30 receiving at the primary server a second TCP/IP compli-
ant request requesting that the banner be served to the 
client device if the banner is not stored on the client 
device; 

serving the banner to the client device; and 
counting at least one display of the banner on the client 

device. 
60. The method of claim 59, wherein said first request 

includes the strings "cgi-bin" and "?". 

35 

61. The method of claim 59, wherein said signal sent from 40 
said primary server to the client device includes an HTTP 
302 redirect command. 

62. The method of claim 59, wherein said first request 
cannot be prevented from being received by the primary 
server as a result of previous caching or storing of the banner 45 
by an intermediary device connected to the computer net
work. 

63. The method of claim 62, wherein said intermediary 
device is connected topologically on said computer network 
between the client device and the primary server. 

64. A method for enabling accurate counting of displays 
of a banner on a client device, comprising: 

50 

receiving a first banner request signal at a first server 
requesting that a banner be served to a client device, 
wherein said first banner request includes information 55 

intended to prevent said first banner request signal from 
being blocked from said first server, even though there 
has been previous caching or storing of said banner by 
the client device or an intermediary device; 

sending a banner location signal to the client device, 60 

wherein said banner location signal includes location 
information for a specified banner stored on a second 
server; and 

71. The method of claim 70, including counting at least 
one display of said specified banner on the client device. 

72. A method for serving a banner to a client device, 
comprising: 

receiving at a primary server a first request signal for a 
banner, said first request signal containing at least a 
portion of an initial URL, wherein said first request 
signal includes information intended to prevent said 
first request signal from being blocked from the pri
mary server as a result of previous caching of the 
banner in the client device; 

sending a signal from the primary server to the client 
device that includes a second URL associated with the 
banner's location; 

receiving a second request signal requesting that the 
banner be served to the client device if the banner is not 
stored on the client device; and 

serving the banner to the client device. 
73. The method of claim 72, including counting at least 

one display of the banner on the client device. 
74. The method of claim 72, wherein said first request 

signal includes the strings "cgi-bin" and "?". 
75. A method for enabling a banner to be received at a 

client device, comprising: 

generating at the client device a first request signal for a 
banner; 

transmitting said first request signal to a server, wherein 
said first request signal includes information intended 
to prevent said first request signal from being blocked 
from the server as a result of previous caching of the 
banner on the client device; 

receiving at the client device a response signal from the 
server that includes a URL associated with the banner's 
location; and 

transmitting a second request signal from the client device 
requesting that the banner be served to the client 
device. 

76. The method of claim 75, wherein said first banner 
request signal includes the strings "cgi-bin" and "?". 

77. The method of claim 75, wherein said response signal 
includes an HTTP 302 redirect command. 

78. The method of claim 75, including receiving the causing a determination of whether said specified banner 
is stored on the client device and, if said specified 
banner is not stored on the client device, receiving a 
second banner request signal from the client device at 

65 banner at the client device. 

* * * * * 
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